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Oxygen atom transfer reactions in a series of early transition metal 
complexes in both solution and solid state were investigated, with a particular 
interest in 0-atom transfer processes from bonded N0  (x 1, 2, 3) ligands to 
adjacent carbonyl groups. The main objective was the synthesis and 
characterisation of new mixed C0/NO 2 species. 
In Chapter 1 a general review of oxygen atom transfer reactions involving 
CO and NOX  is given. 
Chapter 2 presents the results gained from reactions of M2(CO) 101 CIM(C0)5 
and several other carbonyl halides {M= Mn, Re) with [PPN][N0 21/[PPhJ[NO21. 
Chemical activation by (CH 3 )3N0 prior to interaction with [PPN][NO2]I[PPh4][NO2] 
has also been investigated. Complexes isolated and characterised by IR 
spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction include [(OC) 3Mn(p2-NO(0))2(p2-0(NO))Mn(p2-
NO(0))2(p2-0(NO))Mn(CO)3](PPN )2'  flClRe(CO)3(NO2 )2]Cl[(CH3)3NCH2CI]3) and 
[Re(CO)3(ONO)31(PPN)2. Compounds such as Mn 2(CO)5(PPh3 )2, [Mn(CO)4C1(PPh3)] 
and [trans-Mn(CO) 3C1(PPh3 )2] substituted in part by tertiary phosphines have been 
tested towards their reactivity with [PPN][N0 21/[PPh4][N021. Reaction pathways are 
discussed on the basis of detailed lR spectroscopy studies. 
In Chapter 2.3. reactions of M(CO)6 , [M(CO)5Cl](NEt4) {M= Cr, Mo and W} 
and [(OC)3Mo(p2-Cl)3Mo(CO)3](N Et4 )2 with [PPN][NO 2]/[PPh4][NO2] are presented. 
Mixed CO/NO2 species were prepared for all three metals and structurally 
characterised in the solid state in form of [M(CO) 5(NO2)J(PPh4 ) {M= Cr and W}. 
Mixed CO/NO complexes of Manganese (2.1.3.) and Chromium (2.3.2.) 
have been synthesised and their reactions with 02  investigated. Oxidation of the 
nitrosyl ligands was observed in both cases and possible reaction mechanisms are 
presented. 
The overall conclusions of this project are discussed in Chapter 3. This 
includes detailed analyses of the trends observed within the two transition metal 
triads investigated and the variety of NO 2 bonding modes seen within this project. 
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1. General Introduction 
The variety of reactions which include the transfer of oxygen atoms to and 
from NO  (x= 1, 2, 3) groups with the involvement of transition metal complexes 
is wide ranging, and the phenomena have been investigated over a period of more 
than 30 years. The research was mainly directed towards the elucidation of the 
reaction mechanisms, but areas such as the possible use for homogeneous 
catalysis and other industrial and environmental processes have also been studied 
in some detail. 
The ever increasing problem of air pollution by the emission of toxic gases, 
like CO and NO, from car exhausts and the consequences for the human 
population as well as the animal and plant population requires swift action and 
investigation. The introduction of catalytic converters has eased the situation 
slightly but further efforts are needed, especially in densely occupied areas. 
The car catalyst is the major instrument in the combustion engine to reduce 
levels of nitric oxide and carbon monoxide. The process, whose overall reaction 
is shown in equation 1, is catalysed by an alloy of platinum, palladium and 
rhodium. 
2N0 	-+ N2 + 02 
2C0 + 02  - 2CO2 
2N0 + 2C0 -+ N2 + 2CO2 	 (eq.:1) 
The amount of the three metals, sold for the purpose of catalytic converters, 
has risen sharply over the last few years. In a recent review by Johnson&Matthey' 
the following data for Rh, Pt and Pd consumption were published: The total 
demand of platinum for the autocatalyst has more than doubled over the last 
decade to 1,700,000oz worldwide. Similar increases were recorded for rhodium 
(360,0000z in the Western World) and palladium. The rhodium demand for car 
catalysts has amounted to 90% of all rhodium sources in the Western World. 
Although these metals have so far been found to work highly efficiently, 
their price alone should justify further research into more cost effective solutions 
with cheaper metals. 
However the phenomena of oxygen atom transfer is not confined to the 
2 
catalytic converter in combustion engines. The photochemical reduction of nitrogen 
dioxide to nitric oxide, which is followed by the reaction of the atomic oxygen with 
dioxygen in the atmosphere to produce ozone is of further concern, especially in 
urban areas. Although interest in these processes has been strong over the last 
thirty years, since the reaction between nickel nitro/nitrato complexes and CO was 
first described by Booth and Chatt2, until now no completely unambiguous results 
in the search for reaction mechanisms and intermediate products have been put 
forward. The complexes investigated thoroughly are mainly late transition metal 
compounds, especially the already mentioned platinum, palladium and rhodium, but 
nickel, cobalt and copper species were also found to undergo such processes 
under certain conditions. 
The main objectives of this project are the preparation and characterisation 
of mixed carbonyl nitro/nitrito complexes of earlier transition metals and the 
investigation of the reactivity of these species towards oxygen atom transfer. Such 
mixed compounds were regarded as unstable and thought to undergo spontaneous 
redox reactions. No solid state data of CO/NO 2 materials have previously been 
published. It was assumed that such complexes - if they existed - should further 
our understanding of oxygen atom transfer reaction pathways. 
3 
1.1. Transition Metal Nitrite Complexes 
Transition metal nitrite complexes have been known since the turn of the 
century, although thorough investigations of coordination modes have only been 
undertaken recently with the development of X-ray crystallography and NMR 
techniques. Nitrite complexes of cobalt were at the centre of discussions about the 
very nature of bonding in transition metal complexes. Werner 3 , who challenged the 
traditional theories of chain coordination by proposing new octahedral coordination 
around three valent cobalt and succeeded in proving this argument with species 
such as [cis- and trans-Co(NH 3 )4Cl21, but for the related dinitro/nitrito complex the 
case was more difficult. Here the possibility of linkage isomerisation between NO 2 
and 0N0 was taken into consideration by J6rgensen 4, and it proved right. 
1.1.1. Types of Nitrite Coordination 
The ability of the NO2- ligand to bond to metals in a variety of modes or 
function in several different bridging forms has upheld the interest of the 
coordination chemist until present. Early research - in the absence of sophisticated 
techniques - focused on the ambidentate behaviour but the development of 
computerised X-ray crystallography methods has led to a great step forward. 
There are nine theoretical coordination modes of the nitrite ligand (see 
Figure 1). The nitro-, cis- and trans-nitrito, chelating and three bridging modes have 
been unambiguously established in the crystalline state (Figure 1, I - VII). The two 
remaining possibilities of a bridge involving both oxygen atoms and the triply 
coordinating chelato-bridging mode have not been proven yet. 
The different bonding modes of nitrite as a ligand in transition metal 
complexes can be detected by a variety of spectroscopic techniques. Within the 
course of this project only IR spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction methods are 
discussed. Other available tools are the measurement of magnetic properties 
(ESR, NMR), Môssbauer and electronic spectroscopy. Infrared spectroscopy has 
been found useful in the distinction between bonding modes of NO 2 . The free 
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Figure 1: 	Possible coordination modes of the NO 2- ligand bonding to transition 
metal centres. 
(vs , yes and aNO2)5 at 1335, 1250 cm-1 and the wagging mode at 828 cm -1 . 
The most commonly encountered type of nitrite coordination is via its 
nitrogen atom in the nitro-mode. In cases where there are two NO 2- ligands within 
the molecule these arrange generally in a trans fashion to each other, although 
some cis structures have been found. Trans nitro groups are mainly coplanar, as 
is the case for many hexanitrometal late complexes, e.g. K 2Pb[Cu(NO2 )6]6 . This 
arrangement is almost certainly for steric rather than electronic reasons, and in the 
presence of large adjacent ligands the coplanarity may be removed, e.g. [Ni(NN'-
dimen)2(NO2)2]oH207. Upon coordination of the NO 2- moiety in the nitro mode the 
asymmetric vibration shifts to higher frequency, whereas v is not greatly influenced 
in comparison to the free anion. In the crystalline state no significant effects upon 
bond lengths within the NO 2  moiety have been found, the ONO angle opens by 
about 100 when comparing the ionic and the covalent nitrite in NaNO 2 and 
5 
nitromethane respectively with the transition metal complexes in between. 
The coordination of NO 2- through one of its oxygen atoms to form a nitrito 
ligand is also often detected, although the chemical bond via oxygen is regarded 
as weaker than the nitrogen metal bond (see Section 1.1.2.). The ONO ligand was 
first observed in a number of thermodynamically unstable compounds, but recently 
several stable chromium(III) amine nitrite species were shown to possess nitrito 
ligands7a .  The ONO vibrations in the infrared spectrum are detected in the regions 
Of V(N0)  1485 - 1400 cm-1 and V(NQ)  1110 - 1050 cm-1 . This separation of vibrations 
allows in general for a satisfactory distinction between the two bonding modes (see 
above). The bonding in the nitrito mode causes a change in the two N-O bond 
distances, which are equal in free NO 2 , but in coordination compounds differ by 
about 0.107A. The angles are not altered significantly. 
As can be seen from Figure 1, nitnto coordination can occur in a cis or 
trans fashion, although the trans arrangement is found predominantly . If the non-
bonding oxygen is in a cis position to the metal, a relatively close contact may be 
established and it is thought that in this case the oxygen atom may be involved in 
so called "semi-coordination", pointing to chelation. Again no compounds with 
carbonyl and nitrito groups bonded to the same metal have been observed and 
characterised in the solid state. 
Chelation through both oxygen atoms to one metal centre has only recently 
been discovered (Figure 1, IV), but is now found in an increasing number of 
coordination complexes of divalent metal ions8 . 
One of the most interesting modes of nitrite coordination is the formation 
of a bridge between two metal ions, which may involve only one oxygen atom or 
the nitrogen atom in addition to one oxygen. Both types have been characterised 
in several complexes of nickel and cobalt. Goodgame and co-workers 1° isolated a 
trinuclear nickel compound containing three different nitrite coordinations, two 
bridging and one chelating mode. The occurrence of the two types of bridging NO 2 
ligands is especially intriguing (see Figure 2), but no explanation for such 
behaviour has been put forward. Infrared vibrations of the two different modes 
have been determined, and for type V (see Figure 1) they occur at 1412 and 1236 
cm-1 and for (VII) at 1460 and 1019 cm -' in the solid state. Although bridges of both 
coordination forms have been characterised in the crystalline state, disorder often 
prevents exact measurements of bond distances and angles. A lengthening of the 
Figure 2: 	Molecular structure of the trimer [(-picoline) 2(NO2)Ni(.i 2-0(NO))(p 2- 
NO(0))Ni(p-picoline)2(p2-0(NO))(p2-NO(0))Ni(P-PicOline)2(N °2)] 
(from ref.: 10). This is the only example of a mixed bridging 
nitrito/nitro compound in the literature. 
bonds involved in the interaction with the metal is generally observed. 
There have been widespread attempts to investigate the possible kinetic, 
electronic and steric factors influencing the occurrence of the above discussed 
different bonding modes of NO 2 and interconversion of ONO into NO27' 13 14, 15 
or vice versa. 
The unstable nitrito bonding mode is often observed as an intermediate, 
which then rearranges to produce the nitro isomer. The phenomena of linkage 
isomerisation is discussed in detailed form in the following section. BasoIo found 
that the unstable [Co(NH 3 )5(ONO)]2 can be produced by attack of N 203 on the 
corresponding hydroxy complex (see equation 2). 
[Co(NH3)5(OH)]2 + ON-NO2  (= N203) - [Co(NH3 )5(ONO)]2 + HNO2 (eq.:2) 
With the help of 180-labelling studies it was shown that the mechanism involves the 
cleavage of the oxygen hydrogen bond in 0H and dissociation of N 203 into NO 
VA 
and NO2 followed by coordination of the nitrosyl group to the 0 atom thus giving 
a nitrito ligand and HNO 2 as a by-product. The complex is stabilised by a 
subsequent intramolecular rearrangement into the nitro isomer. There are a 
number of Co, Rh and I  complexes 12 which follow this mechanism, therefore it was 
suggested that the nitro form is the thermodynamically stable coordination unless 
other factors favour the metastable nitrito mode. 
The amount of steric crowding seems logically one of the main reasons for 
adoption of ONO rather than NO 2 coordination. The schematic structures shown 
in Figure 1 (I-Ill) give clear evidence that the angle formed by the two oxygen 
atoms and the metal centre for the nitro case is significantly larger than for the 
corresponding nitnto ligand. In the absence of any steric demands from other 
ligands, the metal oxygen bond of the ONO linkage is strictly along the metal 
oxygen axis. However it may be envisaged that the arrangement can be fitted into 
a smaller angle by a tilt from the metal oxygen axis and a simultaneous increase 
of the ONO angle. This behaviour was proven with a series of Ni(ONO) 2(amine) 
complexes (n = 2 for bidentate amines, n = 4 for monodentate amines), whereby 
the size of the amine was systematically increased 7 13. 14 As the main interest of 
this project is the characterisation of mixed carbonyl/NO 2 complexes, with no other 
ligands present, it is thought that the influence of steric factors will be minimised. 
Some suggestions that the coordination mode of bridging NO 2- groups is 
also dependent on steric and packing forces have been made, although the 
number of such complexes - isolated and fully characterised in the crystalline 
state - is probably too small to justify such assumptions. 
The nature of the central metal and the electronic impact of other ligands 
in the molecule should have the strongest influence on the bonding mode, but the 
lack of comprehensive studies precludes reliable conclusions at present. So far the 
vast majority of nitrite compounds contain amines as other groups in the molecule, 
and although their ability to accept a certain amount of it electron density becomes 
possible in the case of aromatic amines, the overall range of ligands used is 
minimal. 
It has been confirmed that the electronic structure of the metal has an 
influence on the coordination mode adopted by the nitrite ligand, as analogous 
Co(Ill) and Cr(lIl) complexes have been found to accommodate the NO2-in 
different ways. Group VI metals form stable nitrito species, whereas in the case of 
cobalt the nitrito mode is observed only as an intermediate and nitro coordination 
is always reached 15. Tetranitrite compounds M(NO 2)42 for M = Mn, Co, Cu, Zn, Cd 
and Hg contain the ONO ligand in mono- and bidentate forms, whereas the 
corresponding Pd and Pt species have nitro groups in a square-planar 
arrangement 16. This shows that the characteristics of the central metal are an 
important factor. However the limited number of complexes currently characterised 
prevents further conclusions to be drawn and full understanding of the trends must 
wait further available data. 
1.1.2. Linkage Isomerism in Nitrite Complexes 
The ability of the nitrite ligand to bond via the oxygen and the nitrogen atom 
and the possibility of interconversion between these forms has been predicted 
almost one hundred years ago (see above) but more detailed investigations have 
only recently been carried out. 
As already mentioned the reaction of amine hydroxy compounds of Co(lll), 
Rh(lll), Ir(Ill) and Pt(IV) with N 203 proceeds through a nitrito isomer before the 
thermodynamically stable nitro isomer is formed. The incoming ligand is however 
not a nitrite but a nitrosyl species attacking an oxygen atom and therefore primary 
coordination via ONO is inevitable. 
There are several complexes in which isomerisation between the two NO 2 
modes can be forced by photochemical, thermal and other methods. The 
temperature dependence of the electronic spectrum of nickel diamine nitrite 
compounds in solution has been studied intensively by Goodgame and Hitchman 17 
and also by Alexander and Holper18. At high temperatures the equilibrium between 
the nitro and nitrito form is on the side of the ONO (see equation 3). The values 
for the enthalpy (iH) and enthropy (AS) { for Ni(NN'.dieen) 2(NO2 )218 ; AH = -4.4±1.0 
W mol', AS = -20±3 J mol d 
 } 
are in agreement with the theory of a higher bond 
enthalpy for the nitro form, but the greater freedom of ligand movement in the 
nitnto isomer. 
Ni(damine)2(NO2 )2 	Ni(diamine)2(ONO)2 	 (eq.:3) 
Investigation of the pressure dependency of this equilibrium showed that 
the nitro form is favoured at high pressure. The increase in volume by change of 
coordination from the nitro to the nitrito isomer is substantial, as determinations 
carried out for [Co(NH3)5(NO2)]2 19,  observed an expansion from 69.4±0.1 cm 3 mor1 
to 82.3±1.4 cm 3 mold . This is equivalent to a 19% increase in volume in case of 
isomerisation of only one NO 2 ligand. 
The greater stability of nitro complexes in comparison to the nitrito form can 
also be explained on bonding theory grounds. There have been attempts to 
investigate the strength of a and it donor/acceptor interactions between the nitrite 
ligands bonded in various forms to the metal, but with sometimes contradicting 
results. 
On the basis of electronic spectra it seems that coordination via the oxygen 
atom as an ONO group results in a weaker a interaction with the metal than is the 
case for a nitro ligand. Ligand field splitting parameters indicate that the nitro 
species is a slightly stronger a donor than amine ligands. This argument is also 
strengthened by the fact that the bond between the transition metal and the 
nitrogen atom is more covalent and therefore more stable than the metal oxygen 
bond. The it acid/base properties are more difficult to determine. The highest filled 
it orbital is of non-bonding nature, and is localised almost exclusively on the two 
oxygen atoms. This is in agreement with the observation that the ONO coordinated 
nitrite acts as a weak it donor. The empty ir anti-bonding orbitals are directed 
towards an effective overlap with the metals t2g  orbitals only when bonding occurs 
via the nitrogen atom, therefore resulting in the acceptance of it electron density 
from the metal. It might therefore be simplified that the coordinated NO 2 ligand acts 
as it donor/acceptor depending on whether the energy of the bonding or anti-
bonding it orbitals of the nitrite are closer in energy to the metals t2g orbitals. 
There is still some controversy about some processes thought to be simple 
linkage isomensations between the nitro and nitnto coordination mode, but where 
recent studies have shown the possibility of isomerisation between more than two 
forms of NO 2- and the formation of mixed isomers. The phenomena needs further 
investigation, especially in view of oxygen atom transfer processes (see Section 
1.3.2. and 1.3.3.). 
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1.2. Transition Metal Nitosyl Compounds 
The ability of nitric oxide - one of the simplest paramagnetic molecules - 
either to loose its unpaired electron to form the nitrosonium ion (NO) or to gain 
one more electron to yield the nitroside anion (N0), was discovered in 1934 by 
Sidgwick20. When bound in a linear fashion to a transition metal the NO moiety 
may be regarded as a net three electron donor. Its first transition metal complex 
was prepared in 193721.  The bent mode, donating one electron to the metal, was 
only recently fully characterised by Ibers and co-workers. It was also found that 
both forms can be bonded to the same metal centre, as Eisenberg et.a1 23 showed. 
The nitrosonium ion is isostructural to carbon monoxide, and its bonding to 
a metal atom can be visualised via the molecular orbital approach in the same 
manner - a synergic interaction of cr donation from the ligand and it back-donation 
from the metal d orbitals to the ir anti-bonding orbitals of the NO ligand. There are 
however significant differences between the two molecules. The NO species is 
more electronegative than CO, which results in the nitrosyl ligand being a better 
it acceptor, but a weaker c donor. It has also been observed that - vice versa to 
the carbonyl group - the metal-nitrogen bond is stronger than the nitrogen-oxygen 
bond. This leads to different behaviour in chemical reactions. For CO ligands their 
substitution is commonly detected, whereas the nitrosyl moiety can readily loose 
its oxygen atom in the presence of an oxygen acceptor (such as tertiary 
phosphines) to form metal nitride species 24 . 
Although the linear NO coordination is more common than the bent form, 
it is difficult to predict which will be obtained. There have been widespread 
attempts to develop techniques to distinguish between the two extremes. Infrared 
spectroscopy should theoretically prove a useful tool for the distinction on the basis 
of the NO vibration. This has however found not to be the case, as the regions of 
NO4 and N0 frequencies overlap in a wide range. For an overall characterisation 
X-ray crystallography is therefore generally required, although the exact 
determination of bent geometries is often difficult due to disorder in the position of 
the oxygen atom. 
The M-NO group should exhibit three bands in the I  spectrum - VNO, VMN 
and YMNO - but in general only the NO stretch is observed. The nitrosyl absorptions 
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and cMNO - but in general only the NO stretch is observed. The nitrosyl absorptions 
can be treated with the same rules applied to carbonyl stretches, although they 
appear slightly broader than CO peaks. 
Mononitrosyl complexes are characterised by one NO stretch, which occurs 
generally at a lower frequency than for free nitric oxide (vNo = 1870 cm -1 ) due to 
back-donation. The presence of two NO ligands in one molecule results mainly in 
the cis-arrangement, although sterically demanding groups can force a trans-
geometry. For the trans dinitrosyl compounds often only one NO stretch is detected 
- Vas - as the symmetric vibration does not alter the dipole moment of the molecule. 
For the cis structure both - v, and Vas - are I  active, and the symmetric stretch 
occurs at higher energy than the asymmetric vibration. 
For this work mixed carbonyl/nitrosyl compounds are of special interest, and 
therefore their synthesis and properties are discussed in more detail below. 
Nitrosyl complexes may be prepared by several methods, using nitric oxide 
as a gas25 , nitroso salts, inorganic27 and organic28 nitroso compounds. One 
pathway of special interest is the synthesis utilising nitrite compounds, which react 
by oxygen atom transfer. The reactions pioneered by Gladfelter 29 ' 3° are discussed 
in detail in Section 1.4.. 
It is interesting to note, that mononuclear complexes containing only nitrosyl 
and carbonyl ligands have so far been synthesised exclusively for first row 
transition metals. Regarding the 18-electron rule, several combinations are possible 
for M(CO)(NO)  compounds. 
The series is nearly complete for manganese. The complex Mn(CO) 4(NO) 
was first prepared from the reaction of HMn(CO) 5 with N-methyl-N-nitroso-p-
toluenesulfonaminde under exclusion of light 28. On the basis of the solution IR 
spectrum it was concluded that a trigonal bipyramidal structure should be present. 
This assumption was proven" some years later by the crystal structure 
determination. Although the X-ray analysis was carried out at 163±6K, the carbonyl 
and nitrosyl groups were found to be disordered and the exact position of the NO 
ligand could not be determined. It was refined to occupy an equatorial position, 
which is in agreement with the IR data. The complex has since been synthesised 
by several methods, including oxygen atom transfer from NO 2- to carbonyl ligands, 
which is discussed in the following section. Chemical reduction of Mn(CO) 3L(NO) 
(L= CO, PPh 3 ) yields the unstable [Mn(CO)3(N0)J2 , which then reacts with further 
tetracarbonyl nitrosyl manganese to give [Mn 2(NO)2(CO)7]2 . The dicarbonyl 
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dinitrosyl manganese anion [Mn(CO)2(NO)21 - has only recently been prepared and 
characterised by Gladfelter29 30•  The reaction pathway and further implications are 
to be discussed in Section 1.4. The final known member of the series is 
Mn(CO)(NO) 3 , which is commonly synthesised by photolysis of Mn 2(CO)10 in the 
presence of NO gas 25. All CO/NO compounds of manganese can be substituted 
by PPh3 or other tertiary phoshines. The crystal structures of Mn(CO) 3(NO)(PPh 3 )33 
and Mn(CO)2(NO)(PPh 3 )234 have been determined. For the monosubstituted 
species the position of the nitrosyl ligand could not be resolved, as the CO and NO 
groups are disordered. The presence of two phosphines in Mn(CO) 2(NO)(PPh3 )2 
forces a trans arrangement for stenc reasons as expected. 
The thermally unstable V(CO)5(NO)32 can be prepared at low temperatures 
by the interaction of NO and [V(CO)j. For iron the following compounds have 
been isolated: [Fe(CO)3(NO)] 5 and Fe(CO)2(NO)2 . The tetrahedral tricarbonyl 
nitrosyl anion is synthesised in a variety of reactions, the most effective is the 
oxygen atom transfer using [PPN][NO 2]29. If the anionic species is oxidised the 
unstable radical Fe(CO) 3(NO) is detected by EPR spectroscopy. The neutral 
dicarbonyl dinitrosyl iron is highly susceptible to carbonyl substitution and is 
therefore unstable 37 . 
The latest transition metal carbonyl compound , which forms nitrosyl 
species is cobalt. Two mononuclear complexes are known, Co(CO) 3(NO)38 and the 
radical Co(CO)2(NO)239 , which is obtained during the photolysis of the tricarbonyl 
nitrosyl cobalt. Considering both the geometrical constraints and the overall charge 
of the complex as limiting factors for stability, it is found that a minimum of four 
ligands are necessary (tetrahedral, and in one case planar arrangement) and that 
stable compounds are neutral or monoanionic. The reaction of Co(CO) 3(NO) with 
excess [PPN][NO2] 30 resulted therefore in the postulated substitution of one 
carbonyl to yield a mixed CO/NO/NO 2 complex [Co(CO)2(NO)(NO2)r. This species 
has not been structurally characterised, and proof of the presence of the NO 2 
ligand and its coordination mode has still to be presented. 
All mixed carbonyl nitrosyl compounds discussed here are reported to be 
air-sensitive, but no investigations into the reaction occurring under air - 
presumably with 02 - have been carried out. The possibility of interaction of the 
nitrosyl ligand with dioxygen to form either nitro/nitnto or even nitrato groups should 
be considered. 
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1.3. Oxygen Atom Transfer Processes - A Short Overview. 
1.3.1. Introduction 
The importance of oxygen atom transfer reactions involving NO  and CO 
species has been outlined in the general introduction. The phenomena was 
discovered in 1961 by Chatt and Booth 2 , when they recorded that in the reaction 
of [Ni(NO 3 )2(PEt3)2] or its dinitro analogue [Ni(NO 2)2(PEt3 )2] with carbon monoxide 
no carbonyl complexes were formed, but one of the nitrato and nitro ligands 
respectively was reduced to a nitrosyl species. This observation led to a strong 
interest in this area of chemistry and a variety of compounds were shown to react 
similarly to these Ni(ll) species. Although the reduction of NO 2 or less often NO 3 
species is the most general form of oxygen atom transfer to moieties such as CO, 
PR3 and other oxidisable compounds, oxidation of nitrosyl compounds has also 
been encountered and investigated. Oxygen atom transfer reactions involving NO 
can be divided as follows: 
Reduction of NO2/NO 3 ligands, 
Oxidation of nitrosyl species to NO 2/NO 3 , 
Catalytic redox reactions involving both 1. and 2., 
N-O bond activation resulting in the loss of 0 and formation of nitride 
complexes or N 20, 
internal 0 atom transfer between NO 2 and NO. 
Within this project the reduction of NO 2INO 3 to NO species is of main 
importance, but the re-oxidation of these materials has also been examined. For 
the purpose of this thesis only reactions belonging to type 1. and 2. are reviewed 
in detail. 
1.3.2. Reduction of NO 2/NO 3 Species to NO 
While investigating the reactivity of [MX 2(PEtPh)2] (M= Fe, Co, Ni; X= Cl, 
Br, I and NO 3; n= 1, 2, 3) complexes towards small molecules Booth and Chatt 2 
discovered that the [Ni(NO) 2(PEt3 )2] (n= 2, 3) species reacted differently in 
comparison to the other transition metal compounds. The reaction with carbon 
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monoxide under ambient conditions leads not to the anticipated formation of CO 
adducts but to the reduction of one NO 3/NO2 ligand to yield [Ni(NO 3 )(NO)(PEt3 )2 
and [Ni(NO2)(NO)(PEt3 )2] respectively. The fate of the carbon monoxide was not 
investigated at the time, but logically oxidation to CO 2 might be concluded. 
Surprised by the ease with which the reaction proceeded it was assumed that the 
first step is the formation of an unstable CO adduct, followed by the transfer of 
oxygen atoms. No examination of the reaction mechanism was carried out at the 
time. However it was thought that the configuration of the complex does not 
influence its reactivity in this case, as the dinitrato compound is tetrahedral and the 
dinitro species square-planar. This publication by Chatt and Booth is generally 
regarded as the first observation of oxygen atom transfer and wide ranging 
research into the phenomena was undertaken soon after. 
Nickel complexes have been extensively investigated, mainly by Feltham 
and co-workers over a period of more than 15 years. In a slightly earlier 
communication than Booth&Chatt's paper Feltham 40 published the synthesis for the 
preparation of nickel nitrosyl complexes via the reaction of halide complexes with 
sodium nitrite in THE (see equation 4). 
[NiBr2(PPh3 )21 + NaNO2 + PPh3 -* [NiBr(NO)(PPh 3 )2] + OPPh3 + NaBr 	(eq.: 4) 
The reaction mechanism of this process is not understood, but a strong 
dependence on the medium and the nature of the tertiary phosphine has to be 
implicated, as the related reaction  41 between the n-butyl phosphine analogue and 
NaNO2 in methanol yields the dinitro complex instead (see equation 5). 
[NiBr2(Pn-butyl3 )2] + 2NaNO2 -~ [Ni(NO2 )2(Pn-butyl3 )2] + 2NaBr 	(eq.: 5) 
On the basis of experimental evidence Feltham 41 suggested that the oxygen atom 
transfer step in reaction 4 is preceded by the formation of a dinitro complex, which 
undergoes an internal rearrangement to a nitrato/nitrosyl species. The nitrato ligand 
is subsequently exchanged for bromide, which is still present in the mixture. No 
further examinations have been carried out. 
In the late 1970s Feltham and co-workers42 	reinvestigated the 
reaction between the planar [Ni(NO 2 )2(PR3 )2] and CO in an attempt to gain 
mechanistic information, which had been impossible for Chatt and Booth earlier. 
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In general, two phosphines were used for the detailed studies, one being PMe 3 and 
the other the chelating species {Ph 2PCH2CH2PPh2} (= dppe). The structure of the 
starting complex [Ni(NO2 )2(dppe)] 44 was established in the solid state, and both 
NO2- ligands were found to coordinate via the N atom in the expected square-
planar arrangement around the central metal. The reaction occurs independently 
of the coordination geometry, as no significant differences were detected for cis-
and trans- [Ni(NO2 )2(PR3 )2] complexes. At room temperature, prior to the 
introduction of CO, it was found 46 that the nitro ligands undergo rapid isomerisation 
to the nitrito species, although the nitro isomer remains the main component. This 
was proven by ONO absorptions in the I  spectrum and the observation of a broad 
peak in the 31 P{1 H} NMR spectrum. The fluxional rearrangement could be frozen 
out at 220 K, at which temperature the dinitro complex is observed almost 
exclusively. The interaction with CO yielded the anticipated reduced nitro nitrosyl 
complex42 ' 46 quantitatively. 
Wide ranging kinetic measurements were subsequently undertaken. On the 
basis of these the following mechanism is thought to occur (see Scheme 1). The 
first and rate determing step is the formation of a five-coordinate complex due to 
the association of CO. The CO adduct is destabilised by the intramolecular oxygen 
atom transfer from one of the two NO 2 ligands to the carbonyl moiety, and rapid 
decomposition into the nitrosyl nitro complex and CO 2 gas follows. Feltham felt it 
necessary to include the possibility of the nitrito isomer being responsible for the 
oxygen atom transfer, but no direct evidence was obtained. It is important at this 
stage to mention that none of the supposed intermediate compounds were 
isolated. The nature of the oxygen atom transfer step is not understood. 
Simultaneously to Feltham, Stewart Jr. et. al. 47 undertook a series of 
elegant 180-labelling studies on the reaction between [Ni(NO 2 )2(PEt3 )2] and CO in 
order to gain further insight into the mechanism. The results of this investigation 
fail however to pinpoint the nature of the oxygen atom transfer step - intra- vs. 
intermolecular - , as substantial scrambling of the 180  label is detected. This led the 
researchers to the assumption, that the intermediate CO 2 complex is stable enough 
to undergo the scrambling reaction at a rate comparable, if not faster than the 
dissocation of carbon dioxide. 
In attempts to establish the role of the central metal in these oxygen atom 
transfer reactions FelthaM 4,9 . 48  investigated the reactions of Pd(NO 2 )2L2 (L= 
It 
Scheme 1: Suggested mechanism for the reaction of [Ni(NO 2 )2(PR3 )2 with CO 
(from lit. :42-46). 
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PMePh2 , PMe2Ph, PPh3 and PEW with CO under circumstances analogous to the 
above discussed Ni(ll) species. These compounds" have been determined to be 
isostructural to the nickel complexes in the crystalline state. It was however found, 
that whereas the Ni complexes underwent fluxional exchange in solution at room 
temperature, the Pd analogues showed only a well defined peak in the 31 P-NMR 
spectrum, characteristic of Pd-NO 2 bonds. Reaction with CO under ambient 
conditions results in the formation of several Pd cluster compounds (see equation 
6). No nitrosyl containing species were obtained, both nitro ligands are lost and 
converted into N 20 and CO2 . 
aPd(NO2)2L2 + bCO - cPd4(CO)5L4 + dN20 + eCO2 + fPdL4 + ... 	 (eq.6) 
The process was followed by 31 P-NMR and IR spectroscopy, but although seven 
Pd-containing materials were observed during the course of the reaction, only two 
of them could be identified and the mechanism remains unknown. By comparison 
to the Ni(ll) species it became however clear, that the central metal has a 
distinctive influence on the reactivity towards carbon monoxide. The reaction of cis-
Pt(NO2 )2L2 with C050 proceeds smoothly via a nitro nitrosyl complex, then a 
dinitrosyl species - rearranging immediately to the "hyponitrite" compound - and 
after loss of a further oxygen atom and N 20 CO association is followed by cluster 
build-up to Pt3(CO)3L4 . It is thought that a possible reason for the different 
behaviour of the Pd and Pt is the inability of the [Ni(NO 2)(NO)(PEt3 )2] to undergo 
a facile linear-bent Ni-N-O conversion in order to accommodate further CO within 
the coordination sphere of the meta1 50 . 
The chemistry of Ru(NO 2) complexes was also investigated by several 
researchers. The dependence of the reversible reduction/oxidation of Ru(ll) nitro 
complexes on the acidity/basicity of the solution was examined by Meyer et.aI. 51 
52, (see equations 7 and 8). The chemical reversibility is in this case independent 
of the nature of the bipyridine ligand, e.g. 1,10-phenanthroline reacts accordingly. 
The reaction mechanism was not investigated. 
Ru(bipy)2(NO2)Cl + 2H - [Ru(bipy)2(NO)CI]2 + H2O 	 (eq. :7) 
[Ru(bipy)2(NO)Cl] 2 + 20H -* Ru(bipy)2(NO2)Cl + H20 	 (eq. :8) 
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The compound [RuCl(NO)(das)2]C12 (das= o-phenylenebis(dimethylarsine)) 
was shown to possess intriging properties by Feltham et.aL 24 . In reactions with 
nitrogen bases, such as hydrazine and susbtituted derivatives thereof, the nitrosyl 
ligand was reduced to give the corresponding azide complex accompanied by the 
loss of water and hydrogen ions (see equation 9). 
[RuCI(NO)(das)2]C12 + 3N2H4 --> [RuN 3CI(das)2] + 2N2H5C1 + H20 	(eq.:9) 
The result was verified not only by 15N labelling studies, but also by isolating an 
intermediate complex when the bulkier phenylhydrazine was reacted with the 
precursor. Although the assignment of IR frequencies was complicated, it is 
thought that the species represented the azoxy compound formed after attack of 
the base on the nitrosyl ligand. The azide complex itself undergoes a variety of 
interesting reactions, one of them being the photochemical oxidation of the N 3 
ligand in the presence of oxygen (see equation 10). 
hv 
[RuN3CI(das)2] + 02 -> [Ru(NO2)Cl(das)2] + N2 	 (eq.: 10) 
The initiation of oxygen atom transfer by the means of photochemical and 
thermal activation was further investigated for complexes of ruthenium, such as the 
thermolysis of Ru(CO) 2(NO2 )2(PPh3 )254  and the behaviour of CpRu(CO) 2(NO2) under 
matrix photochemical conditions55 . By the end of the 1970s the phenomena of 0-
atom transfer reactions was well known, but the main question about the 
mechanism - being either inter- or intramolecular, or a combination of both - was 
still unanswered. 
The compound M(CO)2(NO2 )2(PPh3 )2 (M= Ru, Os) was prepared in 1970 by 
Roper ef.aL. They used the species in order to prepare nitrosyl complexes of the 
formula M(NO)2(PPh 3 )2 (M= Ru, Os) via oxygen atom transfer (see equation 11). 
This reaction was at that point not further examined, and the results of their 
experiments to oxidise the NO ligands are discussed in the following section. 
M(CO)2(NO2 )2(PPh3 )2 + PPh3 - M(NO)2(PPh3 )2 + CO + CO2 + OPPh3 	(eq.: 11) 
The reaction mechanism was investigated by Stewart 54 using double 
WX 
labelling (180 and 130)  techniques, which should give car evidence for either an 
inter- or intramolecular transfer step. Although to date no crystal structure of a 
mixed CO/NO 2 transition metal complex has been reported, the researchers 
concluded on the basis of IR, 130  and 31 P-NMR data that Ru(C0) 2(NO2 )2(PPh 3 )2 is 
present in two isomeric forms in both solution and the solid state. A cis-dinitrito cis-
dicarbonyl species [Ru(QNO) 2(CO)2(PPh 3 )2] ( IR-data: 2042, 1983 cm in nujol mull) 
was favoured as the major component beside some cis-dicarbonyl nitro nitrito 
isomer [Ru(NO 2 )(ONO)(CQ)2(FPh3 )2] ( IR-data: 2054, 1996 cm -' in nujol mull). The 
thermolysis of Ru(C0)2(NO2 )2(PPh 3 )2 was monitored by IR and NMR spectroscopy 
and it was found that at least one equivalent of PPh 3 is required for the reaction. 
Two subsequent intermediate complexes are detected, the first could be assigned 
unambigiously to the formula [Ru(ONO)(N0)(C0)(PPh 3 )2] and although the nature 
of the second species was not fully determined, it clearly was derived from the 
nitrito nitrosyl carbonyl complex formed first. The acceptor of the first oxygen atom 
to be dissociated is also not fully known. On the basis of intensity measurements 
it was concluded that -90% CO was oxidised to 002  and -10% of the 0 atoms 
were detected on the free PPh 3 thus oxidised to OPPh 3 . The situation is reversed 
in the second oxygen transfer step, when -90% of the 0 atoms are found on the 
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Scheme 2: Proposed intermolecular oxygen atom transfer mechanism for the 
thermal decomposition reaction of Ru(C0) 2(NO2 )2(PPh 3 )2 (ref.: 54). 
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OPPh3 and the remainder bonded to the CO2. 180  single label studies resulted 
however again in the observation that scrambling of the label is a characteristic 
feature of oxygen atom transfer reactions. Double label studies showed that the 
earlier proposed intramolecular pathway is inconsistent with the results, as 13C0180 
(mass 47) (observed by mass spectroscopy) can only be produced by means of 
an intermolecular mechanism (see Scheme 2). The nature of the required dimenc 
unit remains however obscure, and the observed statistical scrambling of the 
oxygen label could not be explained. 
As the oxygen atom transfer processes investigated until the end of the 
1980s did not resolve the question of the mechanism and no intermediate species 
had been isolated, Turner and co-workers 55 decided to examine the photolytic 
reaction of CpRu(C0)2(NO2) in an N2/Ar matrix at 13K combined with IR 
spectroscopy. Their conclusions, shown in Scheme 3, are in strong contrast to the 
thermolysis results gained for Ru(C0) 2(NO2)2(PPh3)2. The 0 atom transfer step can 
in this case be explained by an intramolecular pathway, as all observed 
intermediate complexes are monomeric and it can be postulated that any dimeric 
unit, however short-lived, would have been detected with the help of matrix 
isolation. The process is accompanied by a series of linkage isomerisations, and 
the loss of the oxygen atom occurs from a nitrito ligand. The observation of free 
CO is surprising, but readily explained, as photochemical acivation is known to 
easily disrupt more than the desired bonds in the molecule. From the results it 
becomes clear that in this case the precursor for the 0-atom transfer step is the 
exo-nitrito complex, the species formed immediately prior to the loss of CO 2 could 
however not be detected. By comparison to other systems the formation of a highly 
unstable 5-membered heterometallacycle seems logical, but no direct evidence 
was presented. 
The techniques used in this work55 allowed the characterisation of 
intermediate complexes, and this publication is as the only example in the 
literature, where lR data of a mixed CO/NO 2 compound are found (see Table 1). 
Scheme 3: (following page) Proposed reaction pathway for the photolytic 
decomposition of CpRu(C0) 2(NO2) under matrix conditions (ref.: 55). 
The following wavelengths were applied: A .<350nm, B X>400nm, 
C ?.:!~250nm, D X=314nm, E ?_<314nm, F X=232. 
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A significant difference in Co wavenumbers, depending on the bonding mode of 
the nitrite ligand, was observed. The decrease by -10 cm -1 detected for the 
isomerisation from a nitro to a nitrito ligand is in excellent agreement with the 
theoretical predictions by Hitchman and Rowbottom 15. The carbonyl frequencies 
recorded for the related species [Ru(CO) 2(NO2)2(PPh3 )2] also support this 
hypothesis. 
Table 1.: 	IR spectral data for complexes involved in the photochemical 
reduction of CpRu(CO)2(NO2) ( from reference 55). 
Compound v 0 in cm' (N2 matrix) 
CpRu(CO)2(NO2 ) 2072, 2024 
exo-CpRu(CO)2(ONO) 2062, 2014 
endo-CpRu(CO) 2(ONO) 2057, 2013 
CpRu(CO)(NO2 ) (see Scheme 3) 2003 and 2001; 
CpRu(CO)(NO) 2014; v: 1756 
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1.3.3. Oxidation of NO to N0 21NO 3 
The oxidation of bonded NO has been demonstrated in a series of mainly 
late transition metal complexes, although chromium has also been investigated. 
Reactions of this type are in general induced by photochemical activation in the 
presence of molecular oxygen. 
Gladfelter57 58  found in 1964 that the reaction between Ni(CO) 4 and nitric 
oxide at high pressure resulted in complete decarbonylation and yielded a mixed 
nitro/nitrosyl nickel species (see equation 12). 
Ni(CO)4 + 4N0 -* Ni(NO2)(NO) + 4C0 + N 20 	 (eq.: 12) 
Regarding the 18-electron rule the formula seems highly unlikely, and no spectral 
evidence was presented in the publication. It appears that the species should be 
stabilised by solvent or other suitable ligands. 
The behaviour of other planar d8 and tetrahedral d1° metal complexes was 
investigated by Cook 59 and Kubota60. The reaction between L2Pt(02) and NO2 gas 
at ambient conditions yields the oxidation product L 2Pt(0NO2) quantitatively60 , the 
bisnitro species is formed upon interaction of the dioxygen precursor with nitric 
oxide 59 . The reaction mechanism, which is clearly similar in both cases, does not 
strictly resemble oxygen atom transfer by oxidation of NO to NO2/NO3,  but rather 
the addition of NO/NO 2 to 0 atoms bonded to the platinum. 
The ability of ruthenium and osmium complexes of the formula 
[L2M(CO)2(NO2 )21 to undergo oxygen atom transfer reactions with CO resulting in 
the reduction of the NO 2- ligands and loss of both carbonyl groups has been 
discussed in the previous section. The reactivity of the dinitrosyl species was also 
investigated. The reaction of [Ru(NO) 2(PPh 3 )2] with two molecules of 02  yielded the 
dioxygen nitrato nitrosyl complex [Ru(02 )(NO 3)(NO)(PPh 3 )2] 61 . The oxidation of the 
remaining nitrosyl ligand to NO 3 is achieved by the introduction of carbon 
monoxide, in this second step the diriitrato dicarbonyl complex is produced. 
Without an investigation into the reaction mechanism the transfer step remains 
obscure. The resulting species is coordinatively unsaturated and coordination of 
a dioxygen molecule stabilises the compound. No comments can be made on the 
second reaction. 
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Several years later Hughes63 discovered that square-planar d8 Rh(l) 
complexes reacting with NO also force the disproportionation of the nitric oxide, 
followed by the formation of a five-coordinative mixed nitrosyl/nitro compound (see 
equation 13). The mechanism may be interpreted as the oxidative addition of NO 
and NO2  to Rh(l). Dinitrogen oxide was detected, although not measured 
quantitatively. 
RhCIL(MPh3 )2 + 4N0 - RhCl(NO2)(NO)(MPh3 )2 + L + N20 	(eq.:13) 
{L= MP113, CO; M= As, P} 
{4NO -* NO + NO2-+ N20} 
The reactivity of NO is not confined to second row transition metal 
complexes, an analogous reaction is obtained for the related cobalt complex 
[Co(PPh 3 )3(NO)] (see equation 14). The product contains an oxygen bonded NO 2 
ligand; it seems most likely that this is a consequence of steric demands due to the 
adjacent phosphine. The mechanism, although not investigated, may be explained 
by two consecutive reactions of the nitric oxide (see equations 15 and 16). 
[Co(PPh3 )3(NO)] + 7N0 -* 
[Co(NO2)(PPh 3)(NO)2] + 20PPh3 + 2N20 + 0.5N2 	(eq.:14) 
3NO - NONO2 + 0.5N2 	 (eq.: 15) 
4NO + 2PPh3 -* 20PPh3 + 2N20 	 (eq.: 16) 
Basolo65' examined reactions between cobalt nitrosyl complexes C0L 4(NO) and 
dioxygen under basic conditions, which yielded the corresponding nitro species 
(see equation 17). The mechanism was shown to be intermolecular. 
L4Co(NO) + B + 0.50 2  -+ CoL4(NO2)B 	 (eq.: 17) 
On the basis of kinetic measurements the following pathway was proposed: The 
observed dependence on the nature and concentration of the base suggested the 
formation of a rapid pre-equilibrium between complex and base, which is followed 
by an attack of the dioxygen molecule on the nitrogen atom of the bent N-O ligand 
in the rate determing step to form BC0L 4N(0)-O-O (see Scheme 4). This complex 
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reacts rapidly with another molecule of BC0L4(NO) to yield a highly unstable 
peroxy dimer, which decomposes by cleavage of the 0-0 bond to give the product 
BL4C0(NO2). None of the proposed intermediate compounds were detected, but the 
observation of the nitro isomer as the only and final product supports the 
suggested pathway. The presence of a base (N-bases such as pyridine or tertiary 
phosphines) is necessary. The reaction rate increases with increasing basicity, but 
is limited by steric factors. This process is the first account in the literature of a 
detailed kinetic investigation of oxygen atom transfer. 
An analogous oxidation mechanism was proposed by Johnson ef.aI. 67 for 
the reaction of [Ni(N0)Cl(dppe)] with 02  under photochemical conditions. Evidence 
for the peroxy intermediate complex was derived from the observation of an ESR 
signal attributable to a d9 Ni species (Ni °-N0 - Ni-°N0). 
The oxidation of bonded nitric oxide by free NO has been observed for 
cobalt compounds of the formula Co(en)2(NO)C'2 (en= ethylenediamine)68 . The 
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Scheme 4: Proposed pathway for the reaction of L4C0(NO) with 02  in basic 
conditions (from ref.: 65 and 66). 
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reaction of the nitrosyl precursor, itself prepared by the action of gaseous NO on 
CoC12 in basic conditions, with a stream of NO is thought to proceed via attack of 
NO on the sp2 orbital of the coordinated nitrogen atom. It remains however unclear, 
if the incoming NO coordinates through its oxygen or nitrogen atom. By 
comparison to related chemistry, the formation of a LCoN(0)-O-N isomer seems 
plausible, which then after bonding a third molecule of nitric oxide decomposes 
readily to the nitro complex and N 20 by retention of the metal nitrogen bond. 
Research carried out by Marzilli et.aL 69 showed that the degree of oxidation of 
nitrosyl ligands in cobalt complexes depends on the nature of the other groups 
bonded to the central metal. Reactions of C0L(NO) (L= quadridentate dinegative 
Schiff base chelate or two bidentate dialkyldithiocarbamate ligands) with air in the 
presence of a base (e.g. pyridine) produced a mixture of the nitro and nitrato 
compound within 15 seconds at room temperature. The major product was the 
oxygen bound nitrato species, but due to the high reaction rate no studies into the 
mechanism could be undertaken. 
While studying the reaction of the iridium dinitrosyl complex 
[lr(NO)2(PPh 3 )2]PF6 Johnson and Bhaduri70 found that oxidation takes place on one 
of the NO ligands in the interaction with molecular oxygen. The species 
[I r(NO)(ONO2)(PPh 3 )21P F6 is produced under photochemical conditions. The 
mechanism of this process was not examined, it is therefore unclear if the 
rearrangement of the nitrato ligand occurs before or after the coordination of the 
oxygen atoms. It is also interesting to note that, as already seen for nickel 
complexes2 , the two NO ligands are inequivalent or become so in the course of the 
reaction. 
1.3.4. N-O Bond Activation Reactions Resulting in the Formation of N 20 
or Nitride complexes 
In the early 1970s Johnson and Bhaduri 70 noticed that the reaction between 
[lr(NO)2(PPh3 )2](PF6) and carbon monoxide gas resulted in the production of N201 
CO2 and the lr tncarbonyl species (see equation 18). The process was found to be 
reversible, the introduction of nitric oxide at 80°C to [lr(CO) 3(PPh3 )2](PF6 ) in 
acetone gave the initial complex in quantitative yields (see equation 19). Other 
oxidisable species, such as tertiary phosphines, may be used as oxygen acceptor 
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instead of carbon monoxide and no sigificant changes in the reaction rate are 
observed. 
[lr(NO)2(PPh3 )21(PF6) + 4C0 -* [lr(C0)3(PPh3 )2](PF6) + N20 + CO2 (eq.18) 
[lr(C0)3(PPh3 )2](PF6) + 2N0 -* [Ir(N0)2(PPh3 )2](PF6) + 3C0 	(eq.:19) 
In the short communication no detailed analysis of the mechanism was 
carried out. The researchers proposed a pathway, which involved initially the 
coordination of CO followed by 0-atom transfer from one NO ligand and 
dissociation of the labile CO2 moiety. The metal complex should then undergo a 
rearrangement through an attack of the second coordinated nitrosyl group on the 
nitrene system, which results in the loss of N 20 and the subsequent reaction of the 
highly unstable [lr(PPh 3 )2] unit with CO. 
Although this explanation seemed logical at the time of publication, detailed 
research carried out later by Johnson 50 and others71 discounted the formation of 
a nitrene intermediate complex. 
Haymore and lbers 71 investigated a series of reactions of iridium complexes 
in order to derive a catalytic pathway for the conversion of the highly toxic gases 
CO and NO into less harmful species. It was found that the reaction of 
[lr(N2)(PR3 )2Cl] with NO gas unexpectedly yielded N 20 as a side product (see 
equation 20). The same results were gained for the carbonyl and dicarbonyl 
analogues under identical conditions. 
[Ir(N2)(PR3 )2Cl] + 4N0 -* [Ir(PR 3 )2(NO)(NO2)Cl] + N2 + N20 	(eq.:20) 
[lr(PR3 )2(NO)(NO2)CI] + 4CO - [lr(CO) 2(PR3 )2C1] + 2CO2 + N20 	(eq.:21) 
[lr2(PR3 )2(NO)4] + 8CO -* [1r2(PR3 )2(CO)6J + 2CO2 + 2N20 	(eq.:22) 
[lr(PR3 )2(NO)2Br] + 2NO -+ [lr(PR 3 )2(NO)(NO2)Br] + N 20 	 (eq. :23) 
It was found that both CO and NO work efficiently as reducing agents for this 
family of iridium complexes. Earlier transition metals, such as Ru and Os, require 
more stringent conditions. Although no detailed studies into the mechanism of any 
of the reactions shown here (see equations 20-23) were carried out at that time, 
it was suggested that the "20-electron" dinitrosyl compounds might be better 
represented as "18-electron" dinitrogen dioxide species with a significant N-N 
interaction as a result of its high reactivity. This challenges Johnson's proposal 7° 
in that the nitrogen-nitrogen bond is formed before the abstraction of one oxygen 
atom. 
Further investigation 50  into reaction 20 with the help of labelling experiments 
( 5N) partly substantiated lber's conclusion 
S71.  It was proposed that the reaction of 
[lr(NO)2(PPh3 )2](PF6 ) with CO proceeds via a "hyponitrite" intermediate compound 
analogous to the structure of L2Pt(N202 )72 . This conclusion was verified by identical 
results gained from the reaction of the platinum species with CO. 
The transfer process occurs under mild conditions only for Ir, Pt and Rh, 
for Ru and Os high CO pressure of photochemical activation are needed 50 71 No 
reaction was detected for dinitrosyl complexes of iron 50 , which was attributed to the 
inability of the Fe species to achieve the active "20-electron" species. 
All oxygen atom transfer reactions discussed here so far occur in late 
transition metal complexes. Only a few publications have appeared on earlier 
transition metal compounds, notably chromium and molybdenum. 
Legzdins and co-workers73 investigated the photochemical reactions of 
cyclopentadienyl (=Cp) nitrosyl complexes of chromium with nitric oxide (see 
equation 24). The observed oxygenation of NO remains however unexplained, as 
no analysis of the gaseous products, which should contain N20, was carried out. 
[CpCr(CO)2(NO)] + exc.NO + hv -+ [CpCr(NO)2]2 + [CpCr(NO)2(NO2 )] 	(eq. :24) 
The mechanism may be explained by the formation of a radical species 
[CpCr(NO)2.], which then undergoes dimerisation to yield [CpCr(NO) 2J2 or react 
with further NO to give the NO 2 containing product. The interpretation of the 
second step fails however to pinpoint the 0-atom transfer. One possibility not taken 
into account in several works coming across the same problem, seems to be the 
likelihood of nitrogen dioxide impurity or the formation of this gas under certain, 
e.g. photochemical, circumstances. 
The crystal structure of [CpCr(N0) 2(NO2)] has been established by 
Eremenko et.aI. 74 and the NO 2 unit is bonded in the nitnto fashion, however the 
preparative method differs from Legzdin's 73 (see equation 25). Although oxygen 
atom transfer is clearly occurring in this system no discussion is presented. 
CpCr(p2-SCMe3 )2(p2-S)CrCp + exc. NO -+ 
[Cp(NO)Cr(p2S(CMe3))(p2-S(SCMe3))Cr(NO)Cp] + CpCr(NO)(ONO) 
(eq.: 25) 
A recent example of an early transition metal complex involved in a so 
called oxygen atom transfer "round-about" was reported by Hubbard and co-
workers75 . Their system is closely related to Legzdin's 73. It was found that 
CpCr(NO)2(NO2 ) is present in its two linkage isomers CpCr(NO) 2(NO2) and 
CpCr(NO)2(ONO). The equilibrium is depending on the nature of the solvent, in 
CH2Cl2  the nitrito form is dominant. The complex decomposes slowly upon contact 
with air in CDCI 3 via a series of oxygen atom transfer steps, which were shown to 
be intramolecular. The isomer responsible for the actual transfer step could 
however not be detected due to the presence of an equilibrium. 
1.3.5. Conclusions 
This introductory review shows that a wide range of transition metals and 
their complexes have been investigated because of their participitation in oxygen 
atom transfer reactions. The majority of metals examined are late transition metals, 
only chromium and to some extent molybdenum have been shown to undergo 
such reactions. No research into complexes of manganese and rhenium was 
carried out. 
Despite many attempts to pinpoint the isomer or reactive complex 
responsible for the actual transfer step, this species has not been unambigiously 
identified. The question of the reaction mechanism - intra- or intermolecular - has 
not been fully answered. It seems, that several pathways and combinations thereof 
are occurring, depending on the circumstances - solvents, means of activation -, 
and the nature of the complex and central metal. 
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1.4. Reactions of Metal Carbonyl Complexes with the Nitrosylating Agent 
[PP N](N 0 2] 
The traditional preparation of nitrosyl complexes is usually by reaction of 
a convenient precursor with NO gas or the NO cation. The high reactivity of these 
substrates frequently induces side reactions, and consequently mixtures of several 
products are often observed. The introduction of an NO moiety into metal carbonyl 
species is also achieved by using nitrite salts in either acidic or basic 
environments, in which case oxygen atom transfer occurs. If the reaction with NO 2 
is carried out in the presence of a strong acid, it is converted into the nitrosonium 
ion (see equation 26) before interaction with the appropriate metal complex occurs 
in a similar fashion to the above mentioned strategies. 
NO2 	HNO2 	H2NO2 	H2O + NO 	 (eq. :26) 
The preparation of the iron nitrosyl compound [Fe(CO) 3(NO)r via the 
reaction of Fe(CO) 5 with an alkali nitrite in absolute methanol in the presence of 
methoxide was developed by Hieber and Beutner76 (see equation 27). Oxygen 
atom transfer to a carbonyl ligand occurs and the methoxide ion acts as the CO 2 
acceptor under these circumstances. 
Fe(CO)5 + NO2-+ 0CH 3 -+ [Fe(CO)3(NO)r + H 3C00O2 + CO 	(eq. :27) 
Although this method is general and may yield nitrosyl compounds, it is not 
always reliably transfered to other carbonyl complexes. In the related reaction of 
Mo(CO)6, Bau and co-workers 7" observed that, in addition to the nitrosyl ligand, 
methoxide is also incorporated into the complex (see equation 28). 
3Mo(CO)6 + 6NO2 + 401-1 + 4CH30H -+ [M03(CO)6(NO)3(p2-OCH3 )3(p3-OCH 3 )1 -  
+ 41-120 + 3CO2 + 9CO (eq. 28) 
The disadvantages of using methanol or other alcohols are clear and it 
became necessary to expand the range of nitrosylating agents with the aim of 
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conducting reactions in nonprotic media 30 . The salt [PPN][NO 2] - readily prepared 
from NaNO2 and PPNCI on the basis of differing solubilities in water - can be 
dissolved in a range of organic donor solvents. This made the preparation of 
several new carbonyl nitrosyl species possible and improved yields for known 
compounds remarkably. Syntheses could now be conducted under mild conditions 
and the use of solvents such as THE or CH 3CN made studies into the reaction 
mechanism with the help of IR spectroscopy feasible. 
Gladfelter and his co-workers29 30. 78 reacted a wide range of carbonyl 
complexes and clusters directly with bis(triphenylphosphine)iminium nitrite. They 
found that in most cases oxygen atom transfer occurred and the corresponding 
mono- or dinitrosyl species were formed. The reaction of the cation [Mn(CO) 6] with 
[PPN][NO2] in THE occurs spontaneously at temperatures as low as -40°C to 
produce Mn(CO)4(NO) quantitatively29 (see equation 29). 
[Mn(CO)6] + [PPN][NO2] -+ Mn(CO)4(NO) + CO21 + COT 	 (eq. :29) 
Mn2(CO)10 + 2[PPN][N021 -* [Mn(CO) 5][PPN] + [Mn(CO)2(NO)2][PPN] 
+ COT + 2CO2t 	 (eq.:30) 
In case of dimanganese decacarbonyl cleavage of the metal-metal bond 
occurs and the products [Mn(CO) 51 - and [Mn(CO) 2(NO)21 - are observed 29 (see 
equation 30). During the course of the reaction no other intermediate compounds 
were detected, although it may be assumed that Mn(CO)4(NO) is formed initially 
and then reduced in further interaction with the nitrite, to the anionic species 
[Mn(CO)2(NO)2]. Gladfelter argued that the monosubstituted nitrosyl compound 
reacts faster with [PPN][NO 2] than either Mn 2(CO) 10 or [Mn(CO)5]. Due to the high 
reaction rate no precise studies into the mechanism could be carried out and the 
nature of the first step, which is either Mn-Mn bond cleavage or the association of 
the NO2- to the metal atom or a carbonyl ligand, remains obscure. It seems logical 
to assume that the weak metal-metal bond is disrupted in a heterolytic fashion, 
thereby producing the 18-electron species [Mn(CO)j and the 16-electron cation 
[Mn(CO)5] which is readily attacked by NO2_in  either the nitro- or nitrito- mode. 
Oxygen atom transfer could then be envisaged to proceed intramolecularly to give 
CO2 and Mn(CO)4(NO). The second step from the mononitrosyl complex to the 
dinitrosyl anion remains speculative, whereby the loss of one CO and a CO2 
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molecule might be explained by a dissociative rather than associative pathway. 
Coordination of the nitrite to the metal atom occurs after the expulsion of CO and 
intramolecular oxygen transfer should occur. 
The reaction proceeds in a similar fashion in the case of Fe(CO) 5 (see 
equation 31). 
Fe(CO)5 + [PPN][NO2] -p [PPN][Fe(CO) 3(NO)] + COT + c0 2l' 	 (eq. :31) 
Kinetic analysis of this reaction revealed the rate determining step to be first 
- order in both Fe(CO) 5 and [PPN][NO2], which means that simple dissociation of 
a carbon prior to coordination of the NO2-is  not viable.This leaves the possibility 
of nucleophilic attack by NO2-on  a carbonyl atom of a suitable CO ligand, which 
is rate determining (see Scheme 5). One CO ligand is then lost and an unsaturated 
compound is created. Further reaction may occur by two mechanisms. 
One route could involve cleavage of the nitrogen - oxygen bond with the 
generation of an unstable CO 2 moiety bonded to the metal and the NO coordinated 
to the metal in the N0 bent mode. Expulsion of the carbon dioxide then leads to 
the rearrangement of the one electron donor NO ligand into a linear three-electron 
donor NO species (see Scheme 5a). 
The other pathway (see Scheme 5b), which includes the coordination of a 
second NO2- to the unsaturated metal atom followed by loss of the carbon bonded 
NO2- and intramolecular oxygen transfer, has been discounted by Gladfelter. 
In separate experiments it became clear that the anion catalysed 
mechanism, which was found for other metals to be of importance 79, did not have 
any influence in this type of reaction. The presence of a 10-fold excess of PPh 3 , 
Scheme 5: (following pages) Suggested reaction mechansim 30 of interaction of 
Fe(CO)5 with [PPN][NO2] in THF at room temperature. No 
intermediates were actually detected. 
Scheme 5a: Association of NO2-with subsequent intramolecular oxygen atom 
transfer via four-membered heterometallacycle. 
Scheme 5b: Association of NO2- followed by loss of adjacent CO and 
coordination of second NO 2 ; formation of heterometallacycle after 
loss of carbonyl bound nitro group. 
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which, if a second anion competes with a neutral phosphorus ligand for 
coordination to the unsaturated iron atom, should have an influence, did not alter 
the product distribution nor the rates measured. The reaction of [Mn(C0) 5(NCMe)] 
yielded the tetracarbonyl nitrosyl species and it was argued that after coordination 
of the nitrite the weakest it - bonding ligand is expelled. 
However, it remains unclear whether or not in this case the dissociation of 
the acetonitrile occurs in the first step before coordination of the NO2-to  a carbonyl 
group, and is then followed by the formation of a bond between NO 2 and the 
metal. For the dinuclear carbonyl complexes of manganese and cobalt the metal-
metal bond is cleaved in a heterolytic fashion after coordination of the nitrite to a 
Co ligand30 . 
Gladfelter's considerations appear to be contradictory in some points and 
were only found to be correct for first row transition metal carbonyls, in which the 
metal-metal bonds are readily brcken. In the iron triad Fe 3(CO)12 reacted to 
produce only mononuclear species, whereas the ruthenium and osmium analogues 
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Figure 3: 	Intermediate compound in the reaction of 0s 3(CO)12 with [PPN][N021 
in THF at RT, detected by lR spectroscopy °. The same species 
is believed to be present in the analogous Ru reaction. 
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Figure 4: 	Suggested structure for the final product in the reaction of Ru 3(CO) 12 
with [PPN][NO 2] in THF at RT. The same species was observed in 








nitrosyl compounds with edge-bridging NO ligands were isolated' 30  . The reaction 
mechanisms of the interaction of Ru 3(CO) 12 and 0s3(CO)12 with [PPN][NO 2] have 
not been investigated. For the reaction with the osmium analogue, which was 
considerably slower than that of the ruthenium carbonyl, an intermediate species 
in which the NO group is terminally bonded, was detected. The expected structure 
for this species and that of the final product are shown in Figures 3 and 4 
respectively. The necessary rearrangement of a carbonyl ligand is so far 
unexplained. 
In the following triad only Co2(CO)8 was investigated and interaction with 
one equivalent of [PPN][NO 2] resulted in a mixture containing [Co(CO) 4] and 
Co(CO)3(NO)30. It is interesting to note that here the disubstitution does not go to 
completion. The addition of further [PPN][NO2] gives a mixed carbonyl/nitrosyl/nitro 
complex, which has not been fully characterised up to date. 
The reactivity towards [PPN](NO2] seems to increase from the electron-poor 
to the electron-rich metals. The interaction of Cr(CO) 6 with [PPN][NO2] leads to the 
corresponding [Cr(CO) 4(NO)] species only after several hours at temperatures of 
50°C and above78. In this case again no intermediates are observed, and the 
mechanism has not been thoroughly investigated, although some ideas were put 
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forward. Two reaction paths may be envisaged 78 . 
In the dissociative mechanism CO is lost initially followed by coordination 
of NO2- and intramolecular oxygen atom transfer via a heterometallacycle. The 
formation of this highly strained four membered ring, which was also suggested for 
the reaction of the Fe(CO)5 complex3° (see Scheme 5a), seems unlikely to occur. 
In studies of the homogeneous catalysis of the oxidation of alkenes by Pd and Pt 
nitro complexes80 81, 82, 83. 84 it was found, that the oxygen atom transfer probably 
occurs intramolecularly by cleavage of the nitrogen oxygen bond of a 
heterometallacycle in which the NO 2- ligand is incorporated in the ONO-mode. 
In the other suggested pathway for Cr(CO)6 the NO2- coordinates to a 
carbonyl C atom via one of its 0 atom, and CO is lost only after this first step. 
Rearrangement of the complex, in which the nitrite changes its position from the 
carbonyl ligand to the metal atom in a nitro fashion, leads again to the four 
membered ring formation, and then the same scheme is followed. Kinetic 
measurements show that the reaction is first order in both reactants, the presence 
of CO does not have any influence. This actually discounts immediately the 
dissociative option. 
Gladfelter78 prepared a mixed carbonyl nitro complex of chromium by 
replacing a weakly bonded THE in the complex Cr(CO) 5(THF) with an NO 2- ligand. 
The nature of the bonding mode of the nitrite was not unambigiously established, 
and no structural data are available. On the basis of badly resolved solution IR 
spectra of both the 14N and 15N enriched species and the resulting shift in 
frequency the nitro mode was favoured. Thermolysis of this CO/NO 2 complex did 
not yield the anticipated nitrosyl compound. This is further evidence for a more 
complicated oxygen atom transfer process occurring in the preparation of nitrosyl 
compounds from [PPN][NO 2] and carbonyl species. An intramolecular mechanism 
can be ruled out on this basis, and it is believed that an intermolecular mechanism 
is responsible. The possibilty of linkage isomerisation has not been taken into 
account in any of Gladfelters reactions. As up to date no structural data for mixed 
carbonyl nitro compounds are available it is at this stage impossible to deduce any 
conclusions on the likely influence of the exchange between N-bonded nitro and 
0-bonded nitnto ligands. No studies of the corresponding Mo and W carbonyls 
have been reported. 
The wide range of research carried out by Galdfelter' 30. 78 into the 
reactions of [PPN][NO 2] has shown that it does always act as nitrosylating agent 
in its interaction with transition metal carbonyl compounds. It should be noted that 
whereas [Mn(CO)6] reacted immediately with the [PPN][NO 2], this was not the 
case for the rhenium analogue 30. The lR spectrum of the reaction between 
[Re(CO) and [PPN][NO2] in acetonitrile resembled that of a complex of the 
structure [Re(CO)5X] (X= halide), and the gas evolution, which was followed 
throughout the course of the reaction surprisingly revealed only CO 2 and N20 but 
no CO. On the basis of the absence of any CO Gladfelter argued, that the initial 
product contains a bent nitrosyl coordinated to the metal and subsequent 
dimerisation via a hyponitrite group may account for the observation that N 20 is 
evolved. However a bent nitrosyl in the molecule should, if Gladfelters 
considerations of other carbonyl complexes hold, be only observed after 
coordination of NO 2- to a C atom of a carbonyl ligand followed by expulsion of 
suitable CO to create an unsaturated species as a prerequisite for oxygen atom 
transfer to take place. The failure to detect any CO opens up several questions 
either about the general mechanism proposed by Gladfelter or about profoundly 
different behaviour of the rhenium carbonyl compound in comparison to other 
species. The absence of any data on related Tc, Mo and W complexes makes it 
impossible to reach any conclusions and the unusual reactivity of [Re(CO) 
remains unsolved. Emphasising the overall tendencies of changing reactivities it 
seems that in the absence of results of a wider range of CO materials no definite 
mechanism can be assumed and the reactive behaviour cannot be predicted. 
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1.5. The Activation of Metal Carbonyl Compounds towards Substitution 
Reactions. 
Metal carbonyl complexes are frequently used as convenient precursors 
for a wide range of chemical reactions. The displacement of carbonyls by other 
ligands requires activation and depends on the nature of the carbonyl 
compound in question; the strength of metal carbon bonds and the character 
of the incoming ligand. The presence of metal - metal bonds in higher 
nuclearity carbonyl species, such as Mn 2(CO) 10 , Fe3(CO)12 and Ru3(CO) 12 , is 
a limiting factor on the possible reaction procedure, the nature of the reagents, 




catalysts and electrochemical strategies, and 
reagent promotion 
is discussed. Most attention is given to chemical (= reagent promotion) 
activation. In the case of the compounds used in this work only species of the 
group VI and VII are considered in detail, but an overall comparison to other 
complexes of the group VIII will also be given. 
1. Thermal methods: 
Substitution induced by heat is the simplest and still widely applied 
approach. This method is most convenient for the more robust mononuclear 
carbonyls, in which the strong metal-carbon bonds may be cleaved at elevated 
temperatures. However, in the case of species also containing metal-metal 
bonds these are generally broken. Recombination may occur, but is 
unpredictable. Another drawback of the application of heat lies in the thermal 
stability of both, substituent and product. It may also be difficult to achieve 
quantitative production of a single reaction product, and monosubstitution alone 
is rarely possible at higher temperatures. Substitution reactions of Mn 2(CO) 10 
with tertiary phosphines at elevated temperatures give usually a mixture of di-
and monosubstituted products, depending mainly on the steric demands of the 
incoming ligands, reaction time and temperature. In the case of Re2(CO) 10 this 
process is somewhat slower, due to the higher stability of the starting material 
of the third row. The same observations are made for the chromium triad. 
Subsitution reactions of M 3(CO)12 (M= Fe, Ru, Os) at elevated temperatures 
are accompanied by considerable metal-metal bond cleavage, recombination 
leads to the detection of siginificant amounts of higher nuclearity clusters. In 
the preparation of compounds of Ru 6C(CO)17 and Os6(CO)15 this phenomena 
is used deliberately. 
2. Photochemical activation: 
The disadvantages of thermal activation can be partly resolved by using 
photochemical methods, where reactions can be conducted under ambient 
conditions. This increases the variety of thermally unstable complexes that can 
be prepared substantially. However UV-light often not only activates the 
specially desired part of the molecule. Metal-metal bonds are usually cleaved 
and again the occurrence of recombination leaves a range of possible products 
and separation of these is needed. As differences in bond energy between 
metal-metal and metal-carbon connections are not large (depending on the 
nature of the metal and compound in question), UV-light often cleaves both 
easily. Stolzenberg and Muetterties 85 studied the mechanism of substitution of 
dirhenium decacarbonyl with the help of crossover reactions between 
185Re2(CO) 10 and 187 Re2(CO) 10. They found, that in the case of thermal 
activation no cleavage of the metal-metal bond occurs whereas photolysis 
generates significant amounts of mononuclear [Re(CO) 5] • radicals. 
One limit of the photochemically activated substitutions used to be the 
amount of substance that could be irradiated, but this has been largely 
removed by the development of constant flow equipment. Yields are usually 
low, which restricts possibilities for the characterisation of new complexes. 
However various substituted CO species have been prepared by activating the 
starting material with UV-light. The coordination of unsaturated hydrocarbons, 
such as alkenes and alkynes, to early transition metal carbonyls is carried out 
best under photochemical conditions. Several groups investigated the 
behaviour of conjugated dienes under those circumstances. Photochemical 
activation of Mn2(CO)10 in the presence of 1,3- and 1,4- cyclohexadiene yields 
a mixture of several products, with only 0.1% of the overall yield the desired 
complex (p2-C6H8)Mn2(CO)5 . These amounts were too low to carry out a full 
structural investigation. This emphasises the unpredictability of these reactions. 
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Results were more encouraging in the case of 1,3-butadiene as the 
substituent, which was found to bridge the two metal atoms and could be 
characterised by X-ray analysis87 88  Again this product is observed in 
maximum 1% yield only. Similar results were achieved for Re 2(CO) 1089 . 
Catalytic and electrochemical methods: 
Another possibility for inducing the substitution of a CO ligand is the 
application of a catalyst. This method has not been investigated intensively so 
far. The exchange of CO due to a catalyst was first mentioned by Webb and 
Mitchell in 1959 0. Various metals and their oxides can be used as potential 
catalysts91 , such as Pt, Ni, Fe304. In the last ten years some studies into the 
development of new catalysts have been carried out. Nowadays, the 
mechanism is believed to go through an odd-electron intermediate induced 
photochemically, electrochemically or chemically which then reacts readily with 
the incoming group because of higher lability of the ligands compared to the 
diamagnetic parent molecule 93. The nature of the second step, the direct 
replacement of the CO by the substituent remains unclear. 
The electrochemically induced synthesis of a 17-electron radical cation 
or 19-electron radical anion is a further prospect for activation of a neutral 
metal carbonyl species. These radicals can be attacked nucleophilically by 
appropriate donor ligands or solvent molecules, or CO can be lost 91 . The 
reaction pathway has not been investigated and remains unclear. 
Reagent promoted activation: 
Oxidising agents, such as amine-N-oxides, can promote substitution 
reactions on metal carbonyls that are otherwise under thermal, electrochemical 
or photochemical circumstances impossible or difficult to obtain. Reactions are 
achieved under mild conditions and the cleavage of the metal-metal bonds can 
be prevented. 
Hieber and Lipp95 discovered the ability of amine-N-oxide to induce the 
substitution of CO. Alper and Edward 96 showed later, that aromatic, aliphatic 
and heterocyclic amine-N-oxides are reduced to the corresponding amines 
when reacted with Fe(CO) 5. Early studies did not investigate the fate of the 
carbonyl compound. Coordination of a diene ligand (L) to Fe(CO) 5 under mild 
conditions promoted by the oxidising agent Me 3NO was first observed by Shvo 
and Hazum97 (see equation 32). 
Fe(C0)5 + L + 2Me3NO -* LFe(CO) 3 + 2Me3N + 2CO2t 	(eq. :32) 
Studies of the mechanism of this type of reaction soon followed. The 
nucleophilic attack of the 0-atom of the Me 3NO on one of the C-atoms of a 
carbonyl group was favoured, as the loss of CO 2 was detected. At low 
temperatures the intermediate Fe(C0) 4(NMe3) could be isolated as a red - 
orange compound", 99•  These complexes are postulated in many reactions of 
this type, although transition metal carbonyl compounds with aliphatic amine 
ligands bonded directly to the metal are rare, due to the lack of it-bonding 
ability in the NR 3 molecule. They are mainly only observed at low temperatures 
as unstable species or with aromatic amines, such as pyridine. 
Koe11e100' 101  studied the interactions of a range of metal carbonyl 
complexes with amine-N-oxide in the presence of a variety of ligands. He 
preferred to use triethylamine-N-oxide, which - although not as volatile as the 
methyl analogue - has an apparently higher solubility in nonpolar solvents. In 
this way several new complexes of Mn and Re were synthesised. He found 
that in the case of Mn2(C0)10 only a monosubstituted species could be 
isolated, when the ligands used to fill the vacant sites were pyridine, 
acetonitrile. In the presence of excess PPh 3 however a disubstituted compound 
was isolated in quantitative yields. The rhenium analogues reacted similarly, 
but disubstitution was achieved with pyridine as well as phosphine. 
From an analysis of the available data Koe11e 101 proposed a direct 
relationship between the A 1 {v(C0)} stretching frequency of the unsubstituted 
carbonyl compound and the reactivity of the amine-N-oxide. He stated that 
carbonyl complexes with a A 1 {v(CO)} wavenumber lower than 2000 cm' would 
not react with R3NO. This theory was disproved by Black et.aI. 102 who showed 
that [Ru(C0)(py)(bipy)C12] reacts with Me 3NO despite a v(CO) of 1940 cm. 
Basolo and co-worker& 03 carried out a detailed kinetic analysis of the 
reaction mechanism of CO activation with Me 3NO for the compounds M(CO) 6 
(M = Cr, Mo, W). They found that in the absence of a suitable ligand 
M(CO)5(NMe3 ) is produced, but in the presence of excess PPh 3 in the reaction 
mixture the free coordination place on the metal atom is immediately occupied 
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by the phosphine. Disubstitution was achieved for all three metal compounds 
(see equations 33-36), in the case of only Me 3NO being present the cis - 
M(CO)4(NMe3 )2 was produced, whereas the PPh 3 ligands were accommodated 
in a trans-fashion, as expected due to their steric requirements. It was 
observed 103 that the disubstituted W product is formed very quickly, and no 
significant amounts of any monosubstituted species were detected. This is 
rather surprising, as it is usually assumed that the reactivity within a group 
decreases downwards. 
M(CO)6 + Me3NO -+ M(CO)5(NMe3) + c02l' 	 (eq.:33) 
M(CO)6 + Me3NO + PPh3 __> M(CO) 5(PPh3) + NMe 3I' + c021' 	(eq. :34) 
M(CO)6 + 2Me3NO - M(CO) 4(NMe3 )2 + 2CO21' 	 (eq. :35) 
M(CO)6 + 2Me3NO + 2PPh3 - M(CO)4(PPh 3 )2 + 2NMe3I' + 2CO21' 	(eq. :36) 
The kinetic data, which showed a second-order rate law overall in both 
cases, i.e. the absence and presence of the PPh 3, first-order in substrate and 
Me3NO concentrations but zero - order in PPh 3, justify the anticipated 
associative pathway. The rate determining step is the coordination of the 
trimethylamine-N-oxide to the metal carbonyl and the subsequent cleavage of 
the metal-carbon bond. This is further supported by the calculated activation 
parameters. The nucleophilic attack is most likely to occur on a carbonyl atom 
for several reasons. Firstly it is substantiated by the quantitative evolution of 
CO2, and secondly taking the theory of soft and hard acids and bases into 
consideration a metal atom in zero oxidation state is believed to be softer than 
the C atom of the carbonyl group. One other possible explanation is the 
amount of sterical crowding which would be generated in the case of 
coordination of the Me3NO directly to the metal before any CO or CO 2 could 
be lost. 
The activation of metal carbonyl compounds with Me 3NO is by now a 
well established and widely used method in the preparation of substituted 
species. The formation of arene substituted cluster compounds of ruthenium 
and osmium is achieved by interaction of the starting cluster in question with 
the amine-N-oxide in a direct manner 104 . In the presence of acetonitrile the 
CH3CN derivativ& 05 is prepared before further reaction with an arene is 
undertaken. Hydrides 106 are detected when 0s 3(CO)12 is reacted with 
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Me3NO/CH2Cl2 , which amongst other products yields [H0s6(CO)17] . This is 
also an example of the preparation of higher nuclearity cluster compounds with 
the help of an amine-N-oxide. In the case of CO2(CO)8 and Me3 NO/CH 2Cl2 the 
same feature is observed, the main product here is C0 4(CO)12107 . 
The main advantages of the Me 3NO promoted CO substitution reactions 
over other activation methods can be summarised as follows: 
The metal carbonyls undergo reactions under mild conditions, thus 
giving the possibility for preparation of thermally unstable species. 
Reactions proceed quantitatively. A slight excess of Me 3NO is 
generally required, although a large excess will frequently decompose 
the metal carbonyl by metal metal bond cleavage. On the other hand 
however this opens up the likelihood of preparing higher nuclearity 
clusters in less rigorous circumstances than usually needed. 
In the presence of a good donor solvent, such as acetonitrile the 
intermediate complex can be isolated. The low steric requirements of 
CH3CN also provide the possibility of removal of more carbonyls than 
in other fashions and therefore more substituents can be coordinated 
to the metal. This route is very useful for the preparation of high purity 
labelled carbonyls 108 . The coordinated acetonitrile gives a preferred 
substitution site for the incoming ligand, which might produce a good 
regioselectivity. 
Partially substituted carbonyl compounds undergo CO replacement 
by reacting with Me 3NO. Higher substituted species not achievable by 
other routes can therefore be prepared. 
Me3NO is an inexpensive, air- and light stable, hygroscopic material. 
The general preference given to Me 3NO over other amine-N-oxides is 
due to the high volatility of the Me 3N. It therefore is easily removed from 
the reaction mixture as a gas together with CO 2 and does not interfere 
with any further steps. It is soluble in most slightly polar organic 
solvents. 
The substitution of metal carbonyls can be achieved with a range of 
different methods of activation. All approaches discussed here offer case 
specific advantages and disadvantages, and therefore it is not fruitful to order 
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them in importance or usefulness. The reagent promoted approach has been 
found to yield many otherwise unobtainable complexes, but combination of the 
methods explained here is a general procedure to further development. 
The activation of metal carbonyls with trimethylamine-N-oxide is used 
almost exclusively in this work, but on several occasions thermal and 
photochemical strategies were applied in preference to or in combination with 
Me3NO. 
ORM 
2. Results and Discussion 
2.1. Reactions of Manganese Carbonyl Complexes 
2.1.1. Introduction 
The metals of the VIlth group form as their simplest carbonyls dimeric 
compounds to fulfill the 18-electron rule. For manganese the Mn(CO) 5 unit is a 
radical; with the creation of a metal-metal bond in Mn2(CO)10 1 the two odd 
electrons are accommodated and a stable configuration reached. By comparison 
to other species such as the dinuclear cobalt and iron complexes, in which 
carbonyls bridging the bond between the two metals are generally observed, the 
unbridged manganese species has different characteristics. 
Hurd109 was first to synthesise dimanganese decacarbonyl in 1949 by 
carbonylation of Mn12 in the presence of a Grignard reagent. It took another five 
years until it was more extensively characterised °. Several alternative methods 
of preparation were developed111' 112  as the initial pathway did not produce 
quantitatively useful yields. Currently the highest yield of 55% is obtained by using 
a reducing agent such as Et 3AI113 . The title compound forms yellow, air sensitive 
crystals, which melt at 154-155°C. It sublimes readily without decomposition at 
ambient conditions under vacuo. 
The crystal and molecular structure of 1 was first determined in 1963 by 
Dahl' 14  The compound possesses an approximate D 4d symmetry with two 
staggered Mn(CO) 5 units connected by a single Mn-Mn bond. With the further 
development of X-ray crystallography a room temperature redetermination of the 
structure with the purpose of establishing more exact bond distances became 
necessary. This was carried out in 1981 by Churchill and coworkersU5.  Again the 
two square-pyramidal Mn(CO) 5 units were found to be staggered, and are slightly 
bent towards each other. This fact can be explained as minimisation of steric 
repulsions. The metal - metal bond length was determined to be 2.9038(6)A. This 
result showed the redetermination to be necessary, as the earlier data published 
by Dahl' 14  had revealed a bond of 2.923(3)A, a significantly longer value for the 
Mn-Mn distance. 
The IR -spectrum of 1 in solution contains three major bands (2A 1 + E) in 
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the CO region as expected for the two C41  units (in hexane: 2046, 2015 and 1984 
cm). The occurence of minor peaks is associated with the natural abundance of 
13C and the resulting absorption. The stretching frequency of the Mn-Mn bond was 
established by Raman spectroscopy to be at 160 cm-1 116 
For considerable time there was confusion about the strength of the metal - 
metal bond. It was first determined by Cotton' 17  to be 142 ± 54kJ mor1 , by 
calculation from the earlier measured standard enthalpy of formation of the 
compound, which had been found to have a value' 18  of -1677kJ mor1 . From 
measurements of the activation energy of several reactions of Mn 2(CO) 10  the at 
present accepted value119 120  was determined to be 153.8 ± 1.6kJ mo1 1 . Several 
theoretical examinations justify the measured data, e.g. extended Hückel 
calculations of the total energy of a variety of metal carbonyls. For the manganese 
system this energy was determined to be 166kJ mor1 121  which is within the 
anticipated range of acceptable values. Based on flash photolysis an estimate 
energy of 151kJ mol d was proposed. All data discussed here show that the 
strength of the metal-metal bond is rather low, and in most reactions it is readily 
cleaved to either form mononuclear complexes or to recombine in some cases. 
The reaction conditions are of significant importance. 
Dimanganese decacarbonyl is used as a precursor for a wide range of 
compounds. The substitution of up to four carbonyls with retention or 
recombination of the Mn-Mn bond can be achieved for some ligands, such as 
CNtBU123, 124 However, crystal structures have not been published for those 
species. In general both mono- and disubstituted Mn 2 complexes are isolated. 
Attempts to further reduce the number of carbonyls in the molecule and at the 
same time to retain the dinuclear structure depend strongly on the electronic and 
steric requirements of the incoming species and often mononuclear hydrido 
compounds are produced 125. Most substitutions under thermal and photochemical 
conditions, and all metal-metal bond insertion reactions involve the initial cleavage 
of the Mn-Mn connection but because of the odd electron number of the central 
metal recombination is an often occurring feature. The different reaction 
mechanisms have been studied in great detail by several authors and are further 
discussed in the general introduction. 
In this project activation of the metal carbon bond with mild oxidants such 
as tnmethylamine-N-oxide was of great interest. KoeIle10°' 101  and others103 126. 91 
studied these reactions in the case of Mn and Re in some detail and found that the 
substitution of one equatorial carbonyl ligand is readily achieved in the presence 
of Me3NO and an incoming ligand. This is discussed in detail in the relevant 
section of the introduction. 
The preparation of ax-Mn 2(CO) 9(PPh3 ) 2 via activation with Me 3NO seems 
to be worth further investigation. The interaction of Mn 2(CO) 10 with one equivalent 
of amine-N-oxide removes in all cases an equatorial rather than an axial carbonyl 
group. This is in agreement with the expectations, as the axial carbonyl ligand 
bonds stronger to the metal due to the acceptance of more it - electron density as 
a result of the trans - effect. The then incoming ligand is placed in this equatorial 
position but this seems to be more difficult for triphenyiphosphine as a result of its 
increased steric demands. Other researchers 127  have shown that although the 
thermal and photochemical substitution of 1 with tertiary phosphines gives only 
axial and diaxial products, under the same conditions similar arsines react in a 
different manner. In their case substitution occurs solely in equatorial positions. 
This was proven by the crystal structure investigation of dieq - 
Mn2(CO)6(AsMe2Ph)2128 , in which the presence of the two arsine ligands distorts the 
original staggered arrangement of the carbonyl groups to an almost eclipsed 
conformation. These observations seem to be unexplained, as theoretically no 
significant differences in the reactive behaviour are anticipated. 
For the purpose of this work reactions of manganese carbonyl complexes 
with [PPN][NO2] were of strong interest. In his detailed investigation Gladfelter had 
shown, that NO2-is  generally reduced to NO and bonds to the metal as NO (see 
Chapter 1.4.). The mixed carbonyl nitrosyl species Mn(CO) 4(NO) 3 had been 
prepared previously by other strategies. The earliest method involved the 
interaction of Mn(CO)51 with N0 129, Treichel and co-workers found the reaction of 
HMn(CO)5 with N-methyl-N-nitroso-p-toluenesulfonamide produced the 
mononitrosyl compound in 56% yield 28 . On the basis of three observed absorptions 
in the CO region of the IR (see Table 3) it was argued that although several 
structures are theoretically possible, C - in which the NO group is located in the 
axial position of a trigonal bipyramidal arrangement of ligands - is most likely to be 
actually present in this case 28 . The molecular structure of 3, which was determined 
by single crystal X-ray experiments at 163K by Ibers et. ale i ents 31  , proved the 
anticipated array of the carbonyl and nitrosyl moieties. Due to very small 
differences in the Fourier map no distinction between carbon and nitrogen atoms 
was made in the general refinement, but slight variations in bond lengths led to the 
assignment of a C 2 , rather than the originally predicted C 3 ,, symmetry with the NO 
ligand lying on a two-fold axis. 
The assignment of C21  meant that four bands should be seen in the CO 
region of the IR. The failure to observe all four peaks was at that time attributed 
to either the overlapping of two peaks or the second A 1 absorption being too weak 
to observe. The possibility of change of symmetry by moving from the crystalline 
state to solution must be considered as well. 
The disubstituted [Mn(CO) 2(NO)2J[PPN] I complex has only recently been 
prepared in the reaction of Mn(CO) 4(NO) with excess [PPN][NO2] 2.  The structure 
determination at room temperature revealed a completely disordered array of NO 
and CO ligands in a distorted tetrahedral arrangement 29. No low temperature 
measurements have been carried out so far. Both species, 3 and 4, are reported 
to be air sensitive, however no investigation of their reaction with dioxygen has 
been undertaken. 
The preparation of halogenated carbonyl complexes should be briefly 
reviewed at this point, as they play a key role in the investigation into the reactivity 
of such species with [PPN][N0 21. Several mono- and dinuclear complexes in which 
up to three carbonyl groups are replaced by the Cl - ligand are known and have 
been characterised. The compound Mn(CO) 5C1 5 is traditionally prepared by 
interaction of C1 2 gas with Mn2(CO) 10 , which effectively cleaves the Mn-Mn bond 
and recombination occurs quantitatively between the Mn(CO) 5 and Cl radicals. This 
preparative method can be significantly enhanced by photochemical activation. If 
chlorinated solvents - such as Cd 4 or CHCI3 - are used, no chlorine gas is 
required, reaction occurs as shown in equations 37 -39. 
hv 
Mn2(CO) 10 	2 Mn(CO)5 . 	 ( eq.:37) 
hv 
Cd 4 	CCI3. + Cl. 	 (eq.: 38) 
Mn(CO)5 . + Cl' -+ CIMn(CO)5 	 (eq.: 39) 
Throughout this project 1 was used as starting material for the preparation 
of 5 which in turn served as initial complex for further CO substitution. The 
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pentacarbonyl halide compound of manganese has been widely characterised. The 
IR spectrum contains three carbonyl absorptions in the CO region (see Table 3), 
X-ray structure analysis proved the anticipated C41  symmetry130 . CO substitution 
may be induced thermally or photochemically, mono- and disubstituted products 
are readily prepared. In most cases the equatorial carbonyl ligands are removed 
in the first step. The introduction of a further halide to produce [cis-Mn(CO) 4Cl21 - 6 
is achieved in high boiling solvents (diglyme) and the presence of NEt 4C1 131 ' 132 The 
analogous dinuclear neutral species (OC)4Mn(p2-Cl)2Mn(CO)4  Z is synthesised by 
reflux in petrol ether (40-60 0C). The substitution of two carbonyls with the 
subsequent formation of three bridges between two Mn atoms to give [(OC) 3Mn(p2-
Cl)3Mn(CO)3](NEt4) 8 requires reflux in chloroform and excess NEt 4CI133 , other 
pathways use photochemical methods. All complexes have been characterised 
by spectroscopic and quantitative analysis. 
The main interest within this project was the investigation of the reactive 
behaviour of these halogenated complexes towards [PPN][NO 2] in a range of 
solvents and under different conditions. 
2.1.2. Reactions of Mn 2(CO)10  1 and Substituted Derivatives Mn 2(CO)10 L 
(n1, 2) with [PPN][NO 2] 
Direct interaction of 1 with [PPN][NO2] in donor solvents produced the 
anions [Mn(CO)j and 4 quantitatively 30 . The mechanism is discussed extensively 
in Section 1.4.. The possibility of different behaviour in the case of substitution of 
one or two carbonyls for weaker bonding ligands, which might dissociate more 
readily than a carbonyl and therefore provide a coordination space for an incoming 
NO2- moiety, was intriguing. The introduction of acetonitrile and tertiary phosphines 
seemed to provide these properties. 
The activation of dimanganese decacarbonyl with trimethylamine-N-oxide 
proved to be of great advantage, as this approach excluded metal-metal bond 
cleavage and in the presence of a two-electron donor ligand Mn 2(CO)9L species 
could be prepared smoothly under very mild circumstances in quantitative yields. 
The mechanistic implications are presented in Section 1.5. 
In the first instance CH 3CN was coordinated to the molecule with the help 





















Figure 5: 	Molecular structure of 9. Selected bond distances (A) and angles 
(°) are given in Table 2. 
and others100 101,  but although the IR spectrum (see Table 3) clearly indicated the 
substitution had taken place in an equatorial position, no solid state structural data 
were available. Single crystals of 9 were grown at 5°C in n-hexane. An X-ray data 
collection of the orange, tablet shaped crystals was carried out at 150K. The 
complex contains two molecules per isomeric unit, but no chemically siginficant 
differences were found between the two species. The solution of the data revealed 
that the bonding of the MeCN occurs in an equatorial position as expected. The 
structure is shown in Figure 5 and significant bond lengths and angles are given 
in Table 2. 
The distance between the two manganese atoms is 2.8933(17)A. The 
change in comparison to the parent molecule (Mn-Mn bond length 2.9038(6)A) is 
therefore negligible. A small, but significant shortening in bond distance between 
Mn and the equatorial C atom trans to the CH 3CN ligand was detected. This 
*910 
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Table 2: 	Selected bond distances (A) and angles (0)  of 9. (Standard 
deviations in parentheses). 
Mn(1 )-Mn(2) 2.8933(16) Mn(2)-Mn(1 )-N(1) 88.721(191) 
Mn(1 )-N(1) 2.0182(66) Mn(2)-Mn(1 )-C(1 1) 177.270(299) 
Mn(1 )-C(1 1) 1.7995(92) Mn(2)-Mn(1 )-C(12) 84.794(259) 
Mn(1)-C(12) 1.8121(81) Mn(2)-Mn(1)-C(13) 85.819(267) 
Mn(1 )-C(1 3) 1.8660(86) Mn(2)-Mn(1)-C(14) 86.771 (250) 
Mn(1)-C(14) 1.8615(81) N(1 )-Mn(1)-C(1 1) 93.602(350) 
Mn(2)-C(21) 1.8036(75) N(1 )-Mn(1 )-C(12) 173.462(323) 
Mn(2)-C(22) 1.8571(82) N(1 )-Mn(1 )-C(1 3) 89.785(326) 
Mn(2)-C(23) 1.8708(81) N(1 )-Mn(1 )-C(14) 91.365(312) 
Mn(2)-C(24) 1.8399(78) C(1 3)-Mn(1)-C(14) 172.474(367) 
Mn(2)-C(25) 1.8610(78) C(21 )-Mn(2)-C(22) 92.861 (347) 
C(21 )-Mn(2)-C(23) 98.031(344) 
C(21 )-Mn(2)-C(24) 94.205(341) 
C(21 )-Mn(2)-C(25) 95.534(339) 
{ A full list of both molecules in the isomeric unit is given in Section 4.2.} 
confirms the alteration in electron density on the metal atom, which has to 
rebalance its it-electron back-donation due to the weak it-accepting ability of the 
acetonitnle. The eq-(OC)-Mn(1 )-Mn(2)-eq-(CO) torsion angle is unchanged 
compared to the starting material, therefore strongly indicating, that this reaction 
procedure does not involve cleavage of the Mn-Mn bond or rearrangement of the 
staggered array of carbonyl ligands on the two metal atoms. Hence the slight 
bending of the equatorial CO groups towards each other is again observed as can 
be seen from Figure 5. 
1 H-NMR studies of 9 were carried out at various temperatures. The 
presence of probably small amounts of paramagnetic material in the solution and 
the rapid dissocation/association of the acetonitnle ligand resulted in poor quality 
data. The signal for the methyl protons shifted with increasing temperature to lower 
field, providing some indication of the decreasing strength of the bond between the 
metal and the nitrogen atom. 
With the aim to reach new conclusions on the reactivity of substituted Mn 
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carbonyl complexes in which one CO had been replaced by a weaker bonding 
species, the reactivity of 9 in CH 2Cl2 was explored. The addition of [PPN][NO2] to 
the orange solution did not result in any gas evolution and the IR was found to be 
unchanged after a period of 30 minutes vigourous stirring at room temperature. It 
was therefore - against expectations - impossible to displace the acetonitrile ligand 
with an NO2- group under mild circumstances. 
After one carbonyl was successfully replaced by one molecule of 
acetonitrile it seemed obvious to investigate the influence of a 2/1 ratio of 
Me3NO/Mn2(CO)10 in an attempt to accomplish further substitution. 
Koelle 100 stated, that the increase of the amount of triethylamine-N-oxide did 
not result in the removal of a second CO, the yield of the monosubstituted product 
decreased only. A variation in incoming ligand from acetonitrile to PPh 3 did 
apparently result in the quantitative production of diaxially disubstituted species. 
The reaction mechanism was not further investigated. 
These statements have to be treated with caution. Throughout this 
investigation it was found that the simultaneous presence of a tertiary phosphine 
and Me3NO in reaction mixtures resulted in partial oxidation of the PR 3 in 
preference to the carbonyl material. This is expected, but previous reports have not 
given any notice of such behaviour. 
The mechanism by which disubstitution via Me3NO activation should 
proceed in the case of a phosphine present seems to be rather interesting. As 
already noted in the introduction of this chapter, the oxidation of an equatorial 
carbonyl group should be favoured over an axial CO ligand due to the differing 
amounts of it-electron density accepted by the ligands. It is therefore surprising 
that no research has been carried out into this phenomena. The PPh 3 ligand must 
adopt coordination in an axial position mainly as a consequence of its steric 
requirements. The reaction mechanism should therefore inevitably involve CO 
migration, as the presence of a phosphine alone is probably not forcing the Me 3NO 
to attack an axial ligand rather than the more accessible equatorial CO. Another 
unclear point of Koell&s work lies in the results, that the bulky but electronically 
favoured PPh 3 is incorporated into two coordination sites, whereas in the case of 
the significantly smaller acetonitrile (although less capable of accepting it-electron 
density) only monosubstitution occurs. 
In an attempt to solve some of these questions experiments into the issue 
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Table 3: 	IR spectroscopic data of manganese complexes discussed within 
Section 2.1.2. 
compound solvent v 0 in cm
-1 
 
Mn2(CO) 10 	1 n-hexane 2045m, 2012vs, 1984m' 
Mn(CO)4(NO) 	3 CH3CN 2100w, 2029vs, 1973s 
VNO: 
1757m.a 
[Mn(CO)2(NO)2] 	4 CH3CN 1978m, 1896s 
VNO: 1645s, 1607vS.a 
Mn2(CO)9(NCMe) 	9 CH3CN 2092w, 2024s, 1994vs, 1984m sh, 
1964m sh, 1933w. a 
n-hexane 2019w, 2024s, 2004s, 1988vs, 
1964ms, 1947m. 
Mn2(CO)8(NCMe)2 10 CH3CN 2061m, 1989s, 1957vs, 1907m. 
CH2Cl2 2060m, 1990vs, 1956vs, 1906m br. 
Mn2(CO)9(PPh3 ) 	2 n-hexane 2091wm, 2010wm, 1995vs, 1974m, 
1 939ma. 
Mn2(CO)8(PPh3 )2 	11 CH2CI 1970w sh, 1955vsa 
Mn2(CO)9(THF) 	12 THF 2088w, 2016s, 1986vs, 1974s, 
1957m, 1920m. 
a) in accordance with literature values (lit.:100, 101). 
of disubstitution were carried out. Unexpectedly, the increase of the ratio of 
Mn2(CO) i0/Me3NO to 2/1 in acetonitrile did produce a strong evolution of CO 2 and 
the colour of the yellow solution became dark orange. On investigation of the lR 
spectrum it was found that disubstitution had clearly taken place as the detection 
of new peaks proved. However the mixture contained a substantial amount of 9 
beside Mn2(CO)8(NCMe)2 10, on lowering the reaction temperature to 0°C these 
obstacles were overcome and the only species present in the solution is the 
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dinuclear disubstituted complex. On the basis of the CO absorptions in the IR 
spectrum it was established that substitution in equatorial positions of both of the 
two metal atoms had occurred. Four peaks were detected (see Table 3), therefore 
the replacement of any axial carbonyl ligands could be ruled out. 
The 1 H-NMR measurements of j at several temperatures showed only one 
signal as expected, but due to problems already mentioned for the 
monosubstituted species it was very broad, and although cooling of the solution 
had some effect on the position and sharpness of the singlet, no further comments 
and conclusions are given here. Repeated efforts did not result in any 
improvements. The solid state structure could not be determined because it proved 
impossible to grow crystals suitable for X-ray analysis. 
The reaction of these disubstituted species with tertiary phosphines 
produced some interesting results. Addition of two equivalents of 
tnphenylphosphine to a dichloromethane solution of 10 resulted in a change of 
colour from orange to deep red. The CO absorptions in the IR spectrum differed 
from the starting material by a small but significant shift to higher wavenumbers 
(peak at 2060 cm -' to 2067 cm 1 , strong band at 1990 cm -1 decreased to weak 
intensity, shift from 1957 cm -1 to 1968 cm -1 in THE). The change in band position 
but not in the number and intensity pattern of the absorptions seems to indicate, 
that in the first instance no structural rearrangement occurs. 
The intense red colour of the solution, which is observed almost 
immediately after introduction of PPh 3 to the system and vanishes only over a 
period of 12 to 24 hours, may point to the presence of radicals. This also makes 
the reaction procedure impossible to follow by 31 P-NMR spectroscopy. After a 
reaction time of 24 hours at room temperature the IR spectrum for the diaxially 
substituted complex Mn2(CO)5(PPh 3 )2 11 is observed (see equation 40). 
dieq-Mn2(CO)8(NCMe)2 + 2PPh3 -* diax-Mn2(C0)8(PPh 3 )2 + 2MeCN 	(eq. :40) 
The first step of the reaction is not influenced by the choice of solvent, as 
the same significant changes in the IR were detected in THE, CH 2Cl2 and toluene 
solutions. An involvement of the solvent or a different behaviour of the reactive 
species at a later point cannot be ruled out on the basis of the IR spectra obtained 
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Figure 6: 	Molecular structure of 11. All H-atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
of MeCN is not occurring. A complex of the formula Mn 2(CO),(NCMe)2(PPh 3 ) 
(n=1,2) should exhibit more bands in the lR spectrum than the observed four. 
The loss of CH 3CN in the first step, which is followed by slow 
rearrangement of carbonyl ligands to establish an axial vacancy for the 
stencallydemanding triphenyphosphine, and final coordination of PPh 3 appears to 
be the most acceptable explanation up to date. 
To confirm the position of the two phosphine ligands we carried out the X-
ray structural analysis of complex 11. Although the compound is known and has 
been prepared by thermal and photochemical methods, no diffraction study had 
been performed. The diaxial arrangement of the structure was proven (see Figure 
6), the carbonyl ligands are again in a staggered position and no significant 
differences to the Mn2(CO) 10  starting material are detected. Relevant bond 
distances and angles are given in Table 4. 
The same repositioning of the carbonyl groups as in the disubstituted 
molecule was also observed in the interaction of 9 with PPh 3. Due to the high 
solubility of both the starting complex and the product, the reaction could be 
Table 4: Selected bond distances (A) and angles (°) of 11. 
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Table 4: Selected bond distances (A) and angles (°) of 11. 
Mn(1 )-Mn(2) 2.9129(12) Mn(1 )-Mn(2)-P(2) 179.45(5) 
Mn(1)-P(1) 2.2601(16) Mn(2)-Mn(1)-P(1) 177.94(5) 
Mn(1)-C(1) 1.826(6) C(1)-Mn(1)-Mn(2) 82.17(18) 
Mn(1 )-C(2) 1.837(6) C(4)-Mn(1 )-Mn(2) 86.10(18) 
Mn(1)-C(3) 1.851(6) C(1)-Mn(1)-C(3) 167.1(3) 
Mn(1 )-C(4) 1.840(6) C(2)-Mn(1)-C(4) 174.0(3) 
Mn(2)-P(2) 2.2651(16) C(1 )-Mn(1 )-P(1) 96.77(19) 
Mn(2)-C(5) 1.826(6) C(3)-Mn(1 )-P(1) 96.11(19) 
Mn(2)-C(6) 1.834(6) Mn(1 )-Mn(2)-C(5) 85.17(18) 
Mn(2)-C(7) 1.839(6) Mn(1)-Mn(2)-C(6) 85.82(20) 




carried out in n-hexane, which allowed it to be followed by I  spectroscopy with 
high resolution. The addition of the phosphine to the eq-Mn 2(CO)9(NCMe) solution 
did in this case only result in a weak change of colour, the orange/yellow mixture 
darkened. In the IR however several new shoulders as well as the increase in 
intensity of some peaks was observed (see Figure 7). The spectrum changed 
slowly over a period of 24 hours to the final pattern, reminiscent of the axially 
substituted 2 (see equation 41). In some instances a precipitate was obtained 
during the later stage of the reaction, which contained mainly 11 besides some 
uncharacterised material. This unknown compound(s) was not further investigated, 
but they are with great probability some higher substituted mono- or dinuclear 
species. 
eq-Mn2(CO)9(NCMe) + PPh3 -* ax-Mn2(CO)9(PPh3) + MeCN 	 (eq.:41) 
To return to the original aim to investigate the change in behaviour towards 
[PPN][NO2] it was found that interaction of il with the nitrite did not result in any 
reaction. No gas evolution, colour change or shift in IR bands was detected. This 
is probably due to the increased amount of it-electron density to be accepted by 
b'da 
a 




Figure 7: 	IR spectra recorded during the reaction of 9 with PPh 3 in n-hexane. 
a = eq-Mn2(CO) 9(NCMe); b = ax-Mn,(CO) 9(PPh 3); x = impurities (e.g. Mn,(CO) 1 J 
A Before addition of PPh 3 
B 1 hour with PPh 3 at RT 
C 3 hours with PPh 3 at RT 
D 5 hours with PPh 3 at RT 
E 18 hours with PPh 3 at RT 
E 24 hours with PPh 3 at RT 
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the remaining carbonyl groups. Another possible reason is that the equatorial CO 
ligands have become unaccessible as a consequence of the substitution with 
PPh3 The reaction proceeds readily in the case of 10. Although the change of 
solvent from acetonitrile in the first step to THF results in some decomposition 
during the evaporation and therefore small amounts of 9 are generally observed, 
the reaction can be followed by IR spectroscopy. After several minutes of 
interaction with [PPN][NO2] the mixture contains beside unreacted 9, [Mn(CO) 5] 
and 4. This confirms again the inert behaviour of the monosubstituted complex as 
already discussed above. No explanation for these unexpected differences in 
reactivity between 9 and 10 could be found. 
The substitution of a CO ligand with THF can be achieved by activating 1 
with Me3NO. On the basis of IR spectra the reaction is believed to occur in an 
equatorial carbonyl position yielding Mn 2(CO)9(THF) 12, although confirmation by 
X-ray analysis has not been obtained. It was impossible to prepare any 
disubstituted species in this way, higher amounts of Me 3NO did not result in any 
further CO replacement. 
The successful substitution with weaker it-bonding ligands than carbon 
monoxide via activation with amine-N-oxide in coordinating solvents; made an 
investigation in the behaviour of Mn 2(CO)10 under the same circumstances but in 
a non-coordinating solvent such as CH2Cl2 necessary. The results obtained from 
reactions in dichloromethane are however confusing and not fully understood so 
far. 
Addition of two to three equivalents of Me 3NO to the initially yellow CH2Cl2 
solutions of 1 yielded an immediate gas evolution and a change of colour to 
orange. The IR spectra revealed a mixture of products, and no clear identification 
or isolation could be carried out. The position and pattern of bands point to 
substituted and possibly mononuclear products. The introduction of [PPN][NO 2] did 
not generate an immediate reaction. The mixture was generally stirred for up to 76 
hours at room temperature. The final IR spectrum observed consisted of three 
bands at 2032w, 2022s and 1932vs br cm -1 in CH2Cl2. An exact determination of 
the nature of this species could not be achieved. No crystals were grown, as the 
mixture decomposes slowly even under N 2 atmosphere at low temperatures. 
2.1.3. Reactions of Mn(C0) 5Cl with [PPN][NO 2] 
On introducing a chloride ligand to the manganese carbonyl compound we 
hoped to exchange the halide for an incoming nitrite and with the preparation of 
nitro/nitrite complexes new insights into the phenomena of oxygen atom transfer 
could be gained. The driving force of the reaction should be the formation of 
PPNCI, a salt fairly insoluble in a variety of organic solvents, and the free 
coordination site on the metal would be occupied by the nitrite ligand. 
There are reports of the preparation of 1(0 2N)Mn(CO)5J as a side product 
in the reaction of 1 with N204 resulting from homolytic dissocation of the dinitrogen 
tetroxide 135 . But the separation of those species from the main product 
[(03N)Mn(CO)5] has proved to be difficult to achieve and no other data than the I  
bands of the NO2 ligands of this complex were published. No CO absorptions in 
the IR have been reported until now, they should however be only slightly shifted 
in comparison to the bands for the nitrato species. 
The addition of one equivalent of [PPN][NO 2] to a CH2Cl2 solution of 5 at 
room temperature resulted in an immediate change of colour from yellow to deep 
red accompanied by a strong gas evolution. The nature of the gas was determined 
by IR to be CO2. The carbonyl stretches observed shortly after the start of the 
reaction revealed that complete conversion to 3 had taken place (see equation 42). 
Kinetic measurements were not carried out because of the high reaction rate. On 
the basis of logical assumptions a mechanism as shown in Scheme 6 is favoured. 
Mn(CO)5C1 + [PPN][NO2] -+ Mn(CO)4(NO) + PPNCI + CO 2t 	 (eq.:42) 
The chloride ligand is expelled in the first step followed by coordination of 
the nitrite group. The bonding mode of the incoming nitrite species is at this stage 
uncertain, as it acts in both possible structures as a one-electron donor, electronic 
requirements should not force one mode only. The nature of the next step - the 
Scheme 6: (following page) Possible mechanism of the reaction between 
Mn(CO)5Cl and [PPN][NO2]. No intermediates were isolated, the 
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actual transfer of an oxygen atom to an adjacent carbonyl ligand - is therefore 
unclear, but the adoption of the pathway as outlined here should eliminate an 
intermolecular mechanism with great probability. By comparison to Pt and Pd 
systems80 , in which the oxygen bonded nitrito ligand forms a heterometalla cycle 
with the alkene to be oxidised, a similar step could be envisaged in this case. This 
means a rearrangement of the nitrosyl ligand from oxygen to nitrogen bonded after 
the nitrogen oxygen bond has been disrupted. A species which contains a nitrosyl 
group connected to the metal not in the usual N-coordination mode but via an 
oxygen atom has up to date not been isolated. 
If the incoming NO2- bonds via its nitrogen atom, therefore forming a nitro 
group, oxygen transfer could be predicted to occur via a similar intermediate as 
proposed by Gladfelter 30 . This means the creation of a four membered ring 
species, which would be very reactive and therefore short-lived. This or a related 
complex has not been observed by any spectroscopic technique and expectations 
to do so are low because of the probably very high rate of decomposition into 
species 3. 
Both pathways outlined here - although logical - have steps, which are at 
this point difficult to prove and the conclusions cannot be fully justified in the 
absence of more sophisticated spectroscopic data. Albeit the occurrence of an 
intermolecular transfer mechanism has been ruled out by Gladfelter, it is just 
possible that an intermediate in which two mononuclear Mn species are connected 
by some form of NO 2INO/hyponitrite bridge might exist. 
The reaction of 1 with two equivalents of [PPN][NO 2] leads to the already 
known compound 4, this process can be envisaged to go via the production of the 
tetracarbonyl nitrosyl species which then as already discussed reacts with the 
excess nitrite present. This mechanism was not further investigated. 
In an attempt to establish the reactivity of these nitrosyl complexes, both 
3 and 4, were placed under a stream of molecular oxygen in solvents such as 
acetonitrile or a mixture of CH 3CNITHF of 4/1. The choice of solvent was not only 
influenced by the thought that for the oxygen atom transfer process a strong donor 
medium would be necessary. The sensitivity of both complexes meant that it was 
impossible to evaporate any mixture to dryness, which resulted in complete 
decomposition. The experiments were therefore carried out in the medium used 
in the first step. 
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Another problem was the preparation of monosubstituted 3 only, as in 
acetonitrile even the reaction with less than stoichiometric amounts of [PPN][NO 2] 
produced some of the dicarbonyl dinitrosyl anion. For this purpose it turned out not 
to be a disadvantage. 
If a mixture of 3 and 4 was placed under a stream of dioxygen at room 
temperature a colour change from deep red to dark brown was observed over a 
period of several minutes. The reaction was followed by IR spectroscopy, and 
several spectra are shown in Figure B. The disappearance of the NO peaks 
characteristic for the monoanion 4 (see Table 3) can be observed very soon after 
the introduction of 02  into the system. In the CO region two new absorptions begin 
simultaneously to emerge. The Mn(CO) 4(NO) seems initially inert to dioxygen, but 
its CO and NO bands slowly decrease in intensity. Although from the spectra not 
quantitatively detectable, the probability of formation of [Mn(CO) 2(NO)2] before 
interaction with oxygen seems likely. For this reaction excess NO 2 is needed, this 
is gained from the oxidation of the dicarbonyl dinitrosyl manganese anion to 
nitro/nitrito containing species followed by partial decomposition. Due to the 
parallel presence of several equilibria it is impossible to arrive at any further 
conclusions. 
The nature of the final product can be assessed with somewhat more 
certainty on the basis of IR spectra. The nitrosyl absorptions have fully 
disappeared within 10 minutes of 02  bubbling, the CO bands of the two starting 
compounds have been exchanged for two new peaks at the following positions: 
2034ms, 2026ms and 1 935vs. The spectrum was recorded in CH 2Cl2 after removal 
of acetonitrile and redissolving of the brown residue in dichloromethane for the 
purpose of comparison, as related reactions have been carried out in this solvent 
(see following chapter). It was found that upon change of medium the IR 
absorptions have been exchanged for new peaks at the following positions: 2034s, 
1946vs and 1935m sh. It is believed that this larger than expected variation of 
bands is a concsequence of linkage isomensation induced by differing properties 
of the two solvents. It is thought that a compound possessing three carbonyl and 
three NO2- ligands is formed upon reaction with 02.  In acetonitrile the absorptions 
seem to indicate a species which has mainly NO 2 ligands (although in the 
absence of comparable data no unambigious conclusions can be given at this 
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Figure 8: 	IR spectra recorded in regular intervals during the reaction of 3/4_ 
with 0 2  in acetonitnlelTHF =1/4 
at RT. For band positions refer to 
Table 3 and main text. 
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a = Mn(C0) 4(NQ); b = [Mn(C0)(N0),J; c = new oxidised complex; 
d = species after solvent exchange 
A mixture before addition of 0, 
B 2 minutes 0, bubbled through solution at RT 
C 4 minutes 0, bubbled through solution at RT 
D 6 minutes 02 bubbled through solution at RI 
E brown residue redissolved in CH.,CI, 
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2.1.4. Activation of Mn(C0) 5C1 prior to Interaction with [PPN][NO 2] 
As the direct reaction of the pentacarbonyl manganese chloride with 
[PPN][NO2] resulted in spontaneous oxygen atom transfer, studies were carried out 
to possibly remove CO ligands before an interaction with the nitrite to generate 
free coordination places on the metal for an NO2- attack. In the beforehand 
discussed mechanism, an intermediate with the structure [(0 2N)Mn(CO) 5] was 
found to be unstable. 
As part of this study an investigation into the activation of carbonyl ligands 
by Me3NO in the presence of non-coordinating solvents such as CH 2Cl2 was 
undertaken. Earlier work in this solvent had resulted in hydrogen abstraction from 
the dichloromethane to form osmium hydride species 106 . The mechanism generally 
observed for the reactions carried out in the presence of amine-N-oxide has been 
considered in detail in the introduction (see Chapter 1.5.). 
The addition of one equivalent of trimethylamine-N-oxide to a 
dichloromethane solution of 5 at room temperature resulted in a moderate gas 
evolution and the change of colour from yellow to orange. No precipitate was 
obtained. The reaction was followed by lR and the CO absorptions of the starting 
material disappeared immediately. The spectrum observed resembled in its pattern 
of bands a complex of the general formula [cis-Mn(CO) 4L2], consisting of two 
strong and two weak absorptions (2A 1 +B 1 +B2 ) characteristic for C 2 , symmetry. The 
stretches (2102w, 2022vs, 1995w, 1947s and 1927w sh; solvent: CH 2Cl2) were 
however significantly shifted from the related compound [cis-Mn(CO) 4C121_ (see 
Table 6). 
Attempts to further characterise these species were unsuccessful, as we 
failed to grow suitable crystals for X-ray analysis. By comparison to related 
reactions the coordination of the tnmethyl amine produced after attack on the 
carbonyl and release of the unstable CO 2 can often be observed, generally at low 
temperatures. On the basis of the obtained lR spectrum the most likely formula of 
this complex would involve NMe 3 bonded to the metal, resulting in 
[Mn(CO)4Cl(NMe3)] 13. This formulation fulfills the 18-electron rule, the assignment 
of a neutral charge is in accordance with the detected shift to higher 
wavenumbers. Another possibility would be the abstraction of H-atoms from the 
solvent, resulting in [HMn(CO) 4C1]. No detailed investigation by 1H-NMR 
and angles (°) are given in Table 5. 
spectroscopy was carried out. 
The addition of a second equivalent of Me3NO resulted in further CO2 
evolution and darkening of the colour of the solution. Again no solid material was 
produced. The I  spectrum changed slowly over a period of 20 minutes: and finally 
consisted of two absorptions of almost equal intensity ( 2024s-vs and 1924vs br 
cm -1 ; solvent: CH202). The pattern suggested a compound of the formula [fac-
1_3Mn(CO)3J possessing C3 ,, symmetry. The frequencies ruled out a neutral complex 
and implied a dianionic species instead. Upon addition of [PPN][N0 31, which does 
not react with any carbonyl complexes, yellow/orange crystals were obtained from 
CH202 solutions at temperatures of 0°C and below. 
The structural investigation by X-ray analysis revealed the presence of the 
triply Cl bridged dinuclear compound [(OC) 3Mn(p2-Cl)3Mn(CO)3](PPN) 8 (see Figure 
9). The geometry around the two manganese atoms is approaching a perfect 
octahedral arrangement. As expected there is no bonding contact between the two 
metal atoms. The carbonyl groups and chlorine atoms form a completely staggered 
structure. The distances for the Mn-Cl and Mn-C bonds are as anticipated (see 
Table 5). This complex is well known and has been prepared by thermal and 
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Table 5: 	Selected bond distances (A) and angles (°) for the anion of 8. A full 
list of bond lengths and angles is given in Section 4.2. 
Mn(1)-Mn(2) 3.1442(11) Mn(1 )-Cl(1)-Mn(2) 82.69(5) 
Mn(1 )-C(4) 1.785(6) Mn(1 )-Cl(2)-Mn(2) 81.78(5) 
Mn(1 )-C(5) 1.797(6) Mn(1 )-Cl(3)-Mn(2) 81.03(5) 
Mn(1 )-C(6) 1.795(7) av.C-Mn-C 90.6(3) 
Mn(1 )-Cl(1) 2.3751(15) av.Cl-Mn-C 81.7(5) 
Mn(1)-CI(2) 2.4023(16) av.cis CI-Mn-C 93.7(22) 







photochemical syntheses133' 134 
The IR spectrum of these dimeric species when redissolved in CH 2Cl2 however 
showed absorptions at higher wavenumbers than observed for the material before 
crystallisation (see Table 6). Conductivity measurements of the freshly synthesised 
unknown and complex 8 prepared by thermal methods, proved that in the first 
instance a dianion is present, as the slopes of the two lines were significantly 
different (see experimental). For the, until then, unidentified species a higher 
gradient was found. On the basis of the conductivity experiments, I  shifts and the 
presence of coordinated Cl atoms in the crystal structure of 8 the unknown species 
is suggested to be [fac-Mn(CO) 3C13]2 14. No data of this manganese complex are 
available in the literature, but the rhenium species have been prepared". 
The results of this work reveal that in the presence of the usually 
noncoordinating medium CH202 coordination sites on the metal atom are filled with 
chloride ligands abstracted from the solvent. This behaviour has not been seen 
before. The removal of Cl - ions from CH2Cl2, as observed in this case, must 
however create in the same moment an unstable species [CH 2CI]. Incorporation 
of Cl- ligands into 5 to produce 14 also changes the charge on the complex, as 
terminally bonded chloride acts as a one-electron donor compared to CO or NMe3. 
Table 6: 	IR spectroscopic absorptions of manganese complexes described 
in Chapters 2.1.3.-2.1.5. 
Compound Solvent v 0 in cm -1 
CIMn(CO)5 	 5 CHCl2 2142w, 2055vs, 2009ms. 
[cis-Mn(Co)4C121 - 	6 CH2Cl2 2097vw, 2024vs, 1984w, 
1936vs br. 
[(OC)3Mn(p2-cl)3Mn(Co)31 - 	8 CH2Cl2 2024s, 1936vs br. 
[Mn(CO)4C1(NMe3)] 	13 CH2Cl2 2102w, 2022vs, 1995w, 
1947s, (1927w sh)a 
[fac-Mn(CO)3C13]2 	14 CH2Cl2 2024s-vs, 1924 vs br. 
[Mn3(CO)6(p2-NO(0))4(p2- 
15 
nujol mullb 2034s, 1954s, 1 926vs. 
v 010 :1409, 1261, 1074c . 
[Mn(CO)3(NO2 )2(ONO)] 2 	16 CH2Cl2 2033vs, 2022w, 1942vs br. 
[Mn(CO)3Cl(NO2 )2]2 	17 CH2Cl2 2033w, 2022s, 1932vs br. 
[c/s-Mn(CO)4(NO2 )21 	18 CH2Cl2 2101w, (2044vw sh), 2027vs, 
1995w, (1983vw), 1940vs br. 
3probably higher substituted complex §. 
b  compound decomposes upon attempts to dissolve it, no spectral data in solution 
obtained. 
C  Due to nujol mull and PPN overlaps not all expected bands were detected. 
The production of the cation [Me 3NCH2Cl] to balance the negative charge is highly 
hypothetical for the manganese species, as the isolation of the crystals was 
accomplished with the PPN cation aiming at better crystallisation. 
Ebsworth and co-workers 137  have recently isolated a salt of the formula 
[H2C(NMe3)Cl](BF4). In this case tnmethylamine was bonded directly to the carbon 
atom of the dichloromethane as a two-electron donor, therefore producing a cation. 
In the reactions described here the same cation should be formed readily, as the 
NMe3 dissolved in CH2Cl2 should be able to bond in the same manner as in the 
M. 
above described structure. In related reactions of rhenium the presence of these 
species as counterion to Re complexes this was indeed observed. The structure 
of this material is described in Chapter 2.2.2.. The reaction of CIMn(CO) 5 with one 
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	 could not be fully characterised. The monomer 14 could not be 
isolated in the crystalline state, as dimensation always occurred. 
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2.1.5. Reactions of Chlorinated Manganese Carbonyl Complexes with 
[PPN][NO 2]. 
The reaction of 5 with [PPN][NO 2] resulted in oxygen atom transfer and the 
production of stable carbonyl nitrosyl species, related compounds with more than 
one chlorine atom bonded to manganese were expected to behave in a similar 
way. The interaction with tnmethylamine-N-oxide in CH 2Cl2 had led to chlorinated 
complexes, these and materials prepared by thermal methods were reacted. 
In the last section the preparation of 14 was achieved by activation of 5 
with two equivalents of Me 3NO. After identification the material was generally not 
isolated or further purified, as the main interest was in the reaction with 
[PPN][NO2]. No side products were detected in the lR spectrum prior to addition 
of the nitrite. The introduction of [PPN][N0 21 to the CH2Cl2 solutions of 14 did not 
result in any further gas evolution or immediate colour change. 
The mixture darkened slowly over a period of several hours at room 
temperature. The CO absorptions of 14 had completely vanished within 30 minutes 
and no bands in the NO region had appeared. The presence of three peaks at 
2035w, 2022s and 1930vs br cm -1 reveals that either not all three chlorine atoms 
have been replaced at this stage, or the incoming nitrite ligands entered in different 
bonding modes. To fully clarify this point, it is important to consider the IR 
spectrum more deeply. 
The mononuclear dianion 14 has its lowest peak at 1920 cm -1 in CH2Cl2 . 
Upon changing the charge of the complex to -1(upon dimerisation to 8) this 
absorption moves to higher wavenumbers and is observed at 1936 cm -1 . This shift 
was expected. The exchange of Cl - ligands for nitro/nitrito groups induces however 
several new electronic properties into the complex. Chloride species are one-
electron donors in a terminal position, the same is found for NO 2- ligands. This 
means, that the overall charge of the complex is not being altered by susbtitution 
of Cl- for NO2 . 
More subtle differences are observed in the ability to accept or donate it-
electron density. A Cl - ligand is regarded as a strong it-donor, whereas a NO 2 
species is thought to be capable of accepting certain amounts of it-electron density 
(at least when bonded in the nitro-mode) and therefore the back-donation to the 
remaining carbonyl groups bonded to the same metal is reduced. Consequently a 
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shift to higher wavenumbers should be detected. A more detailed discussion is 
given at a later point in this chapter. 
After 24 hours stirring at room temperature a dark orange and slightly 
cloudy mixture is observed; the IR spectrum has changed to absorptions at 
2033vs, 2022w and 1942vs br cm -1 (solvent: CH202). This is regarded as the final 
result, no further shifts or new peaks are seen when the reaction procedure is 
prolonged for periods of more than 24 hours. This spectrum could at the time not 
be explained, as peak positions at values of 1940 cm-1 and above are generally 
regarded as characteristic for monoanionic or even neutral species, if no it-
accepting ligands other than CO groups are coordinated to the metal. The pattern 
and number of bands could however only be correlated to a complex of the 
structure [fac-M(CO) 3(L1 )2(L2)J (1- 1 , L-2= ligands, acting either as one- or two-
electron donors and so determining x= 1,2) or [mer-M(CO) 3(L)3] (L= ligand, one-
or two-elctron donor, x 1, 2). On the basis of logical assumptions a mer-structure 
can be ruled out, as it is probably impossible to rearrange the fac-array of CO 
ligands , which is present at beginning of the reaction, without loss of CO while 
moving positions. From the aspect of acceptance or donation of it-electron density 
a mer-arrangement would also be found unfavourable. 
Upon crystallisation of these species by slow vapour diffusion of 
diethylether into an acetone solution or in a mixture of both solvents at 
temperatures of -30°C orange plates were observed after several weeks. An X-ray 
investigation was carried out at 150K. The solution of the data revealed the 
presence of an unexpected molecule. It was found that a trimeric species with the 
formula [Mn 3(CO)6(p2-NOO)4(p2-ONO)](PPN)2 15 had been formed upon 
crystallisation. The structure of the dianion is shown in Figure 10. 
From there it can be seen that a centrosymmetnc array of metal atoms with 
different oxidation states is present. They are not connected or in any close 
contact. The central manganese atom is lying on an inversion centre. It is bonded 
to six oxygen donors from bridging nitro/nitrito ligands. Its oxidation state is 
therefore Mn(lI). The metal atoms are bridged by three NO 2 ligands each, whereas 
two different types are observed. One involves the nitro bridging mode, in which 
a nitrogen and an oxygen atom are taking part in the bond formation. The second 
kind is of nitrito nature, and only the oxygen atom is connected to two metals. The 
































































Table 7: 	Selected bond distances (A) and angles (°) of the dianion of 15. A 
full list is given in Section 4.2. 
Mn(1 )-0(1 1) 2.180(4) 0(11 )-Mn(1 )-0(21) 85.13(14) 
Mn(1)-0(21) 2.159(4) 0(11)-Mn(1)-0(31) 81.56(14) 
Mn(1 )-0(31) 2.129(4) 0(21 )-Mn(1 )-0(31) 80.62(14) 
Mn(2)-N(1 1) 2.044(4) N(1 1)-Mn(2)-N(21) 86.47(17) 
Mn(2)-N(21) 2.040(4) N(1 1)-Mn(2)-0(31) 84.77(16) 
Mn(2)-0(31) 2.032(4) N(1 1)-Mn(2)-C(1) 92.79(22) 
Mn(2)-C(1) 1.832(6) N(1 I )-Mn(2)-C(2) 176.92(22) 
Mn(2)-C(2) 1.809(6) N(1 I )-Mn(2)-C(3) 89.74(22) 
Mn(2)-C(3) 1.798(6) N(21)-Mn(2)-0(31) 85.33(16) 
N(1 1)-0(11)  1.273(6) N(21)-Mn(2)-C(1) 177.70(22) 
N(11)-0(12) 1.238(6) N(21 )-Mn(2)-C(2) 90.48(22) 
N(21)-0(21) 1.279(6) N(21 )-Mn(2)-C(3) 91.56922) 
N(21)-0(22) 1.225(6) 0(31 )-Mn(2)-C(1) 92.43(21) 
N(31)-0(31) 1.280(6) 0(31 )-Mn(2)-C(2) 95.43(21) 
N(31)-0(32) 1.223(7) 0(31)-Mn(2)-C(3) 173.84(21) 
C(1 )-Mn(2)-C(2) 90.3(3) 
C( I )-Mn(2)-C(3) 90.6(3) 
C(2)-Mn(2)-C(3) 89.9(3) 
Mn(2)-N(1 1)-0(11)  121.5(3) 
Mn(2)-N(11)-0 (12) 122.0(3) 
0(11)-N(11)-0(12) 116.5(4) 
Mn(1)-0(11)-N(11) 119.3(3) 
Mn(2)-N(21 )-0(2I) 122.5(3) 
Mn(2)-N(21 )-0(22) 121.8(3) 
0(21)-N(21)-0(22) 115.7(4) 
Mn(1 )-0(21 )-N(21) 118.4(3) 
0(31 )-N(31 )-0(32) 117.0(5) 
Mn(1)-0(31)-Mn(2) 110.50(17) 
Mn(1)-0(31)-N(31) 121.4(3) 
Mn(2)-0(31 )-N(31) 127.9(3) 
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manganese atom with the angles between the crystal lographically unique oxygen 
atoms being reduced to values of 80.63(14), 81.56(14) and 85.13(14)*. The second 
metal atom in the asymmetric unit [Mn(2)] is only slightly distorted from octahedral 
and bonded to three carbonyl groups, two nitrogen atoms from the bridging NO(0) 
units and a p2-oxygen from the nitrito bridge O(NO). 
There is so far no explanation why the third incoming NO 2- ligand should 
bond in the nitrito mode, rather than the nitro fashion adopted by the two other 
groups present in the molecule. The IR spectrum in the solid state is consistent 
with the observed structure, three bands of the same intensity are observed (see 
Table 6), mirroring the loss of symmetry within the Mn(2) unit. The low shift is 
expected for a dianion. The occurrence of two different types of nitro/nitrito bridges 
within a molecule has been detected before. In the late 1960s Goodgame and co-
workers 16  prepared related species of nickel, in which they found three bonding 
fashions of NO2 . The structure is described in the introductory part of this work 
(Chapter 1.1.1.). 
Upon dissolving the crystals of 15 in CH2Cl2 the I R spectrum of the material 
before crystallisation is detected although the species decomposes very fast. This 
further implies that in solution a monomer of the structure [fac-
Mn(CO)3(NO2 )2(ONO)]2 16 must be present, and that trimerisation only takes place 
upon prolonged storage at low temperatures. This hypothesis requires close 
examination of the v 0 assignment of the material in solution before crystallisation. 
The high frequency of 16 can only be explained by assuming that a fair 
amount of it-electron density is accepted by the nitro and possibly nitnto groups, 
which during crystallisation is rebalanced onto the central Mn atom. The reaction 
is believed to occur as depicted in Scheme 8. Two of the three chlorine ligands are 
replaced very fast, and the incoming NO 2 moieties bond in a nitro fashion, thus 
giving rise to the IR spectrum with CO absorptions at 2035w, 2022s and 1930vs 
br cm-1 (see Table 6). The third Cl atom dissociates at a far slower rate, and is 
substituted by a nitrito group (lR spectrum with v 0 at 2033vs, 2022w and 1940vs 
br cm-1 (see Table 6). The presence of other Mn species in solution, which upon 
crystallisation are placed in the centre of the tnmer is not fully understood. It is 
believed that several side reactions might occur, generally only during 
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Scheme 8: Proposed sequence for the reaction between 1.4  and [PPN](NO 2] in 
CH2Cl2. All complexes involved in the process have been identified 
by IR spectroscopy. 
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The addition of [PPN][NO 2] to the uncharacterised intermediate 13, gained 
from the reaction of 5 with one equivalent Me 3NO, yielded no immediate colour 
changes, but a weak gas evolution was observed. As at the same moment a 
strong smell of Me 3N becomes apparent from the open Schlenk tube, it is believed 
that coordinated trimethylamine is released at this point. The I  spectrum after 30 
minutes reaction time is found to be identical to the one assigned to a compound 
of the formula 17. 
This unexpected observation needs some explanation. If the intermediate 
formed after addition of one equivalent Me 3NO can be formulated as 13, then 
substitution of the trimethylamine and one carbonyl group must occur preferably 
to the removal of the cr ligand. This result is difficult to believe, if the reactivity of 
5, described in the former section, is taken into account, where the Cl - is certainly 
disconnected in the first instance. Carbonyl absorptions are known to be highly 
sensitive to the change of ligand. If substitution of NMe 3 and Cl- occured as 
expected, the CO absorptions should not only have a different pattern, but also be 
shifted to higher wavenumbers as a result of the combination of a charge of only 
-1 on the central metal atom and the smaller amount of it-electron density to be 
accepted by the CO ligands in the molecule. 
In the reaction of 13 with [PPN][NO2] no NO absorptions are observed in 
the IR spectrum at any time during the reaction. If the mixture is stirred for 24 
hours, the final bands detected are in the same positions as the above discussed 
16. Upon crystallisation under circumstances identical to that described above 
crystals of orange colour were found after several weeks. These crystals were 
identical to the tnmer 15. 
The reaction yields therefore the same final product, and only the first step 
is of differing nature. When the two reactions are carried out parallel, it is found, 
that complex 16 is formed more rapidly in the case of 13 as precursor. This may 
be due to the higher instability of complex 13 in comparison to 14. This hypothesis 
is made only on the grounds of logical assumptions and not proven, as 13 could 
not be fully characterised. 
After chemical activation of 5 led to the preparation of chlorinated carbonyl 
complexes, and they were found to be an appropriate starting material for the 
synthesis of mixed nitro/nitrito carbonyl species, other halide compounds were also 
tested for the purpose of exchange of CI for NO 2- without subsequent oxygen atom 
W. 
transfer. All of them were prepared by known thermal methods and used without 
further purification. 
The triply bridged dimer 8, whose crystal structure was determined and is 
described in Section 2.1.4., was found to react with [PPN][NO 2] in the same 
manner as its mononuclear analogue 14. This behaviour was expected, as attack 
on the bridging chlorine ligands leads to the creation of a free coordination site on 
each manganese atom respectively. The reaction was monitored by IR 
spectroscopy, and the same intermediate species as already discussed above 
were detected. Attempts to vacate more places on the manganese atom by 
activating 8 with trimethylamine-N-oxide failed, as the complex decomposed rapidly 
with complete loss of all carbonyls. 
Other compounds of interest were the neutral dimer Z and its monomeric 
analogue 6. The addition of [PPN][NO2] to a dichloromethane solution of 7 did not 
result in any immediate gas evolution or strong colour change. I  spectra recorded 
in intervals revealed however that a reaction was taking place at a high rate. After 
5 minutes stirring at room temperature in CH 2Cl2 the CO absorptions of the starting 
material (see Table 6) have shifted to lower wavenumbers. The new peaks are 
detected at 2097w, (2044vw sh), 2020vs, 1995vw, 1982w, (1958vw sh), and 
1 937vs br cm -1 . The general pattern and number of bands suggested the presence 
of a mixture of at least two compounds, and that both have a structure of [cis-
Mn(CO)4L2]. One set can be matched to the known complex 6 (see data in Table 
6 for comparison), but the absorption at 1 995cm 1 hints at a species which although 
possessing an analogous structure to the tetracarbonyl dichloro manganese anion, 
has some kind of it-accepting ligands coordinated to the metal. The compound 
should be [cis-Mn(CO)4(NO2 )21 18, as the overall charge on the complex has not 
been altered. 
The first step in the reaction is therefore the expected cleavage of the weak 
Mn-Cl bonds and the generation of a highly unsaturated 15 electron system 
"[Mn(CO)4]", which is immediately bonding the free NO 2 to gain some stability. On 
the basis of this explanation it is acceptable that no other intermediates can be 
identified at this stage of the reaction. 
Upon further stirring the formation of more cis-dinitro tetracarbonyl 
manganese anion becomes apparent, as the CO bands move to slightly, but 
significantly higher wavenumbers, thus mirroring the exchange of Cl - for NO2-being 
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accompanied by a variation in the distribution of 7r-electron density (v0:  2101w, 
(2044vw sh), 2027vs, 1995w, 1983vw, 1940vs brcm 1 ). This trend is continued and 
after 30 minutes all 6 has been converted into the dinitro/nitrito analogue. This is 
clearly visible in the IR spectrum, the characteristic and sensitive A 1 absorptions 
have moved to values of 2100w and 1995w cm. Repeated attempts to isolate the 
[cis-Mn(CO)4(NO2 )21 -  species have been unsuccessful, as further substitution 
followed by trimerisation to give the above discussed 15 was observed in all cases. 
If the reaction mixture is stirred for 18-24 hours at room temperature or 
stored without agitation at temperatures as low as -35°C the spectrum changes 
slowly to the known pattern for j, which then trimerises. Crystals grown in 
acetone/diethylether at low temperatures verified this hypothesis. The reaction 
steps are shown in Scheme 9 
As expected [cis-Mn(CO) 4C12](NEt4 ) reacted in exactly the same manner. 
Both Cl - ligands were replaced with NO 2 , whereas again no intermediates, in which 
only one Cl- was substituted for an NO 2 beside the other halide still present in the 
molecule, were observed. As for the above described species, upon prolonged 
reaction a third NO 2 was exchanged for a CO ligand, and trimerisation was 
detected to occur during crystallisation. 
The activation of 7 with Me3NO gave partly unexpected results. The 
addition of the oxidant did not induce any gas evolution, the previously cloudy 
solution was only cleared up. The I  spectrum revealed that quantitative formation 
of 6 had taken place, thus the introduction of Me 3NO did in this case not yield an 
immediate attack on carbonyl ligands, but disruption of the weaker metal chlorine 
bonds. The free coordination sites on the metal must have been filled by Cl ions 
abstracted from the solvent, as already described in Section 2.1.4. Upon longer 
stirring at room temperature the tetracarbonyl cis-dichloro species are however 
transformed into anions 8. Higher equivalents of Me 3NO produce the monomeric 
complex anion 14. 
Scheme 9: Proposed mechanism for the reaction of 7 with [PPN][NO 2] in 
CH2Cl2. All intermediate species have been identified, except the 15-
electron species "Mn(CO)411. 
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2.1.6. Reactions of Substituted Manganese Carbonyl Halides with 
[PP N][N 02]. 
The interaction of complexes 2 and 11 with [PPN][NO2] did not yield any 
species of interest, the starting materials were inert to the nitrite. This behaviour 
was discussed in detail in Section 2.1.2. One other point worth investigation lay in 
the reactivity of halide carbonyl compounds which were substituted by strong 
bonding two electron donors, such as tertiary phosphines. 
The substitution of one or two CO groups in CIMn(CO) 5 is readily achieved 
by thermal and photochemical methods. The crystal structure determination of 
CIMn(CO)4(PPh3 ) 19 was carried out by Vahrenkamp 138. The cis coordination of the 
chloride and the phosphine, suggested on the basis of IR spectroscopic data, was 
proven. The manganese atom possesses pseudo-octahedral geometry and only 
two angles involving the phosphine are slightly distorted form the expected 900  and 
1800 . It is therefore seen that the PPh 3 does not impose a large strain on the 
molecule. There are however some changes in bond distances which should be 
noted. The incorporation of a terminally bonding Cl - ligand causes significant 
changes within the coordination sphere of the manganese. As chloride does not 
accept any it-electron density but donates it to the metal the effort to combat this 
excess electron density is observed by a shorter bond between Mn and the C trans 
to the halide. The crystal structure showed that the bond distance between the Mn 
and carbon trans to the Cl - ligand is only 1.752(14)A long138 . This is indeed very 
short for manganese carbonyl complexes. The further addition of a PR 3 ligand to 
the molecule can only occur in a position trans to a carbonyl, as phosphines are 
weaker it-acceptors than CO. The same length of 1.752(15)A was found for the 
metal carbon distance trans to the PPh 3, which indicates that the phosphine is only 
accepting a small part of the electron density generally taken by a CO group. 
The reaction between 5 and PPh 3 can be carried out at ambient conditions 
and results in quantitative formation of 19 within 12 hours. The reaction is best 
undertaken in the absence of light, as the sensitivity of both the starting complex 
and the product is high enough to cause substantial decomposition. The electronic 
and steric requirements of tnphenylphosphine made it an ideal choice. Compound 
19 was prepared in CH 2Cl2 and used without further purification. Reactions with 
[PPN][NO2] were carried out in two different media CH 2Cl2 and THE to study the 
effects on the behaviour of the reactant and possible involvement of the solvent in 
the process. The use of a third solvent, acetonitrile, is described in Section 2.1.7. 
The CIMn(CO)4(PPh3 ) precursor was reacted with one or two equivalents 
of [PPN][NO2]. Gladfelter3° had pointed out that after coordination of the NO2-to  a 
carbonyl group the weakest it-accepting ligand is lost. Although the reaction 
mechanism for halogenated carbonyl compounds is believed to proceed via 
different intermediates, the behaviour of the phosphine as possible acceptor of the 
oxygen atom in the case of 0-atom transfer was of interest to this project. The 
addition of [PPN][NO 2] to a solution of 19 in either CH2Cl2 or THE did not result in 
an immediate strong gas evolution. 
In the case of THE the solubility of [PPN][NO 2] is rather low, although this 
does not influence the reactivity to a great extent. A precipitate is therefore present 
from the outset of the reaction and throughout the investigation it became clear, 
that not only PPNCI is found in the white/yellow powder, but reaction products as 
well. The precipitate was generally examined after the reaction had been 
terminated. It is therefore impossible to give any information about the changes 
occurring in the solid species throughout the reaction. 
The initial yellow colour changed over a period of 20 minutes to dark 
yellow/brown. The reaction was monitored by lR spectroscopy in the CO and NO 
region. The use of other spectroscopic techniques such as 31 P-NMR, was found 
not to be of any advantage, as beside the presence of a precipitate radicals are 
highly likely. 
Within 20 minutes the absorptions of the starting material (see Table 8) 
have disappeared and the IR spectrum reveals a mixture of several products. 
Peaks are at the following positions: 2092w, 2015vs, 1985w, 1969w, 1930vs 
1906w sh, 1894w and 1861m, as well as 1647w 1608w cm-1 (solvent: THE). The 
two bands in the NO region are characteristic for 4 (see Table 3) and prove 
therefore the loss of the two weak bonding ligands Cl - and PPh3 from the metal 
followed by oxygen atom transfer from NO 2 to CO and the loss of CO2. Complex 
3 could not be traced at any stage during the process, but it is known that, if it is 
produced in this reaction, its reactivity towards excess nitrite is high and further 
reaction to 4 can generally not be stopped. 
The concurrent loss of both Cl - and PPh3 explains the presence of 
Table 8: 	IR spectroscopicdata of manganese complexes described in Section 
2.1.6. 
Complex Solvent v 0 in cm-1 
[cis-Mn(CO)4C1(PPh 3)] 	19 THF 
CH202 
2092ms, 2020m sh, 
2005vs, 1959ms. 
2094ms, 2023m sh, 
201Ovs, 1960ms. 
[fac-Mn(CO) 3(ONO)3] 2 	20 THF 2014vs, 1931vs. 
[fac-Mn(CO)3(NO2 )312 	21 THF 2028vs, 1945vs. 
[trans-Mn(CO) 3C1(PPh3 )2] 	 22 CH2Cl2 2038w, 1 949vs, 191 8m. 
dinitrosyl species. Other bands may however point to the presence of [Mn(CO) 51 -  
(absorption at 1860 cm -1 ). The remaining peaks cannot be explained without 
speculation, but the pattern of the four peaks and their wavenumbers justify a 
formulation of a complex [cis-Mn(CO)4LJ. The nature of the ligands L is not clear, 
by comparison to earlier mentioned species this compound could be [cis-
Mn(CO)4(NO2 )2]. 
Further stirring of up to 24 hours removes all peaks attributed to the nitrosyl 
compound and the spectrum consists of two dominant absorptions at 2014vs and 
1931vs br cm -1 (solvent: THF), but the final bands, becoming stronger over 24-48 
hours, at 2028w and 1945w cm -1 are already present. The reaction seems to follow 
the same path independently of the amount of [PPN][NO2] added to the mixture. 
In the case of two equivalents of nitrite being reacted the reaction occurs more 
rapidly and from the intensity in the I R spectrum it appears that initially more of the 
dicarbonyl dinitrosyl compound is produced. The final product is however the 
same. The decomposition of the nitrosyl species remains unclear. Crystals were 
grown repeatedly, but their quality did not allow single crystal X-ray investigation. 
It seems reasonable to speculate that substitution of the Cl - and PPh3 has 
taken place, and the detection of only two or three peaks in the CO stretching 
region is pointing towards a final compound of the structure [Mn(CO) 3L 2 . The 
NO2- ligands can bond in the two known ways of nitro and nitrito mode, which 
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explains the finding of sometimes more than two peaks. It is assumed that the two 
bands at lower frequency are characteristic of a trinitrito tricarbonyl compound [fac-
Mn(CO)3(ONO)3] 2 20, which then over several hours rearranges to the more stable 
form of a trinitro tricarbonyl dianion [fac-Mn(CO) 3(NO2)3] 2 21. 
The analysis of the precipitate revealed interesting results. If the reaction 
was stopped after 36 hours the I  spectrum of the redissolved white/yellow powder 
in CH2Cl2 showed the characteristic absorptions for 16. Further stirring of up to 72 
hours resulted in the observation of the mixed carbonyl nitro/nitrito Mn trimer 15, 
in a nujol mull spectrum. This unexpected outcome could explain to some extent 
the fate of the decomposed [Mn(CO) 2(NO)2], which might serve as Mn atom donor 
in this case. 
The reaction was somewhat easier to monitor when CH2Cl2 was used as 
a solvent. The PPN nitrite dissolves well in dichloromethane, and it was found that 
in its interaction with 19 no solid materials were produced. The addition of the 
nitrite prompted a colour change from bright yellow to dark yellow/brown within 25 
minutes. The amount of [PPN][NO 2] added did again not influence the reaction 
path or the nature of the final products. No nitrosyl absorptions were observed at 
any stage of the process. This strongly indicates that although the outcome of the 
reaction may be independent of the solvent, mechanism and reactivity are affected 
by the medium. The nature of THF as a possible ligand, donating two electrons to 
the metal, makes an involvement in the reaction pathway believable. On the basis 
of IR spectroscopy alone more detailed information about any intermediates is not 
achievable. 
The I  indicated that after 2.5 hours all starting material had reacted, and 
the final absorptions were already detected albeit not with high intensity. It is found 
that the outcome might be dependent on the temperature to some extent. If after 
several hours stirring at room temperature the mixture is cooled down to -35°C the 
final product is always 16. 
The IR absorption are however significantly different when ambient 
conditions are maintained throughout the whole process. The solution becomes 
deep red after 12 hours, and after 24 hours the I  shows bands at 2034s, 2012m-
s, and 1946vs br cm -' (solvent CH 2Cl2 ). It must however be noted that upon 
repetition not always these three peaks are observed, the beforehand mentioned 
mixed tncarbonyl dinitro nitrito species was also produced at room temperatures 
several times. The differences in the IR absorptions of these two complexes, 
whereby the exact formulation of the second complex could not be established yet, 
are only small. It is therefore believed that both compounds have the same ligands 
bonded to the manganese, the isomerisation between nitro and nitrito has to be 
taken responsible for the change in the IR. The problem of linkage isomerism is 
discussed in detail in the introduction (Chapter 1.1.2.) and again in the conclusions 
(Chapter 3). The lack of data for comparison - the complexes prepared in this work 
are the first to be extensively characterised - makes it impossible to draw clear 
conclusions from the results discussed here. The change in energy by moving from 
nitrogen bound NO2-to  the 0N0 mode, should be small and not demand greatly 
different reaction circumstances. Steric requirements should also not be of 
significant influence in this case. 
2.1.7. The Preparation of [trans-(PPh 3)2Mn(CO)3C11 and its Reaction with 
[PPN](NO 2]. 
The disubstitution of carbonyl species with tertiary phosphines is strongly 
dependent on their steric requirements rather than their ability to accept it-electron 
density from the metal atom. The cone angle defined by the three ligands on the 
phosphorus is a commonly used measure for the steric impact the phosphine will 
have upon substitution. PPh3 with a cone angle of 145 0 is therefore regarded as 
medium size. Its electronic properties, defined by the amount of it-back donation 
from the metal accepted by the phosphine and quantified by Tolman's electronic 
parameter 139,  outline medium acceptance of it-electron density for PPh 3 . 
Vahrenkamp argued on the basis of the shortened and therefore strengthened 
metal carbon bonds trans to the Cl - and PPh3 ligand in 19 that further substitution 
could only occur to produce a [fac-Mn(CO)3(L1 )(L2)(L3)] compound 138. This is found 
to be generally the case for ligands which do not impose stenc hindrances on the 
molecule. 
While attempting to react 19 with [PPN][N021 in acetonitrile - to gain insight 
into the reactivity towards the PPN nitrite in a strong donor medium - it was 
observed that upon dissolving the monosubstituted compound in CH3CN, a yellow 
precipitate appeared in the bright yellow solution after 10-15 minutes at room 
temperature. This seemed unexplained at the time, as the complex could be 
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dissolved without difficulties at first. If the mixture was stirred for 24 to 28 hours in 
the dark, the IR of the solution showed that formation of new complexes was 
complete. 
The precipitate was filtered and for further characterisation dissolved in 
CH202. The IR spectrum consisted of three carbonyl bands at 2036w, 1949vs and 
1918m cm-'. The 31 P-NMR spectrum at room temperature gave only one peak at 
55.5 ppm (solvent:CDCI 3). Upon slow evaporation of CH 2Cl2 at ambient conditions 
yellow crystals were grown. The X-ray structure analysis was carried out at 150K. 
Solving of the data revealed a compound of the structure {CIMn(CO) 3(PPh 3 )2} 22, 
in which the two tertiary phosphines adopt a trans configuration. This arrangement 
was expected for a complex of this nature, as although not regarded in general as 
large, PPh3 could in the solid state not coordinate in a cis fashion without 
exceptionally strong distortion. The complex had previously been prepared by 
thermal methods 140. Only kinetic data of the decomposion reaction were given. The 
molecular structure is shown in Figure 11, selected bond distances and angles can 
M. 
Table 9: 	Selected bond distances (A) and angles (°) for complex 22. A full 
list is presented in Section 4.2. 
Mn(1 )-Cl(1) 2.3727(7) Cl(1 )-Mn(1 )-C(1) 85.72(9) 
Mn(1 )-C(1) 1.860(3) Cl(1 )-Mn(1)-C(2) 170.64(10) 
Mn(1 )-C(2) 1.770(3) Cl(1 )-Mn(1 )-C(3) 98.62(9) 
Mn(1)-C(3) 1.835(3) Cl(1 )-Mn(1 )-P(1) 83.80(3) 
Mn(1 )-P(1) 2.3316(8) Cl(1 )-Mn(1 )-P(2) 89.897(24) 
Mn(1 )-P(2) 2.3243(7) C(1 )-Mn(1 )-C(2) 85.27(13) 
C( I )-O(1) 1.135(4) C(1 )-Mn(l )-C(3) 175.24(13) 
C(2)-0(2) 1.158(4) C(1 )-Mn(1 )-P(2) 91.12(9) 
C(3)-0(3) 1.155(4) C(1 )-Mn( 1 )-P(1) 91.47(9) 







Mn(1 )-C(2)-O(2) 177.2(3) 
Mn(1)-C(3)-0(3) 174.54(24) 
be found in Table 9. 
The metal carbon bond length trans to the chloride ligand is with 1.770 (3)A 
very short, as expected due to the it-donating nature of the Cl - moiety. All other 
bond lengths are within the anticipated and generally observed range. There are 
however significant deviations form the octahedral geometry around the 
manganese atom. The P(1)-Mn-P(2) angle measures only 172.99(3)°. The C(2)-
Mn-Cl(1) connection also differs significantly from linearity, the angle comes only 
to 170.64(10)°. All other bond angles around the central metal atom deviate from 
the theoretical values of 90 and 180° accordingly. 
IR examination of the acetonitnle solution after filtration resulted in the 
detection of three bands at 2035vs, 1957vs and 1922s cm -1 . These values are 
characteristic for the expected complex CIMn(CO) 3(NCCH3 )2. The reaction can 
therefore be written as in equation 43. 
6CIMn(CO)4(PPh 3) + 6CH3CN -* 
3CIMn(CO)3(PPh3 )2 + 3CIMn(CO)3(NCCH 3 )2 + 6C01' 
(eq. :43) 
The reaction mechanism remains speculative, as it was found impossible 
to follow the process by other spectroscopic means, such as 31 P-NMR, due to the 
formation of a solid. On the basis of logical assumptions it seems that complex 20 
is sufficiently unstable to be attacked by acetonitrile, if it is present in an 
overwhelming excess. This attack must for some of the species occur 
simultaneously at both carbonyl and phosphine ligands to explain the final product. 
The majority of molecules 20 should however only dissociate one CO ligand. Free 
carbon monoxide is lost, whereas the PPh3 reenters the coordination sphere of a 
molecule which lost only a carbonyl group. The first approach of this phosphine 
must be for a cis position on the basis of electronic preferences, but as a result of 
its steric bulk rearrangement occurs. The new species is completely insoluble in 
acetonitrile, and therefore immediately precipitates out of solution. 
By comparison to related reactions it seems that the driving force is the 
formation of the insoluble product. The highly reactive "CIMn(CO) 3 1 ' moiety is 
stabilised by CH 3CN coordination. The reason for the high reactivity of 19 in 
acetonitrile to form the disubstituted product under ambient conditions with no 
means of activation is completely obscure. This new approach makes the 
disubstituted compound readily accessible and because it precipitates out of the 
solution, no side products are mixed with the desired complex and further 
purification is not necessary. 
The formation of the disubstituted [trans-(PR 3)2Mn(CO)3C1] was also 
observed for other tertiary phosphines with similar electronic and stenc properties 
to PPh3. Successful reactions included P(c-hex)3 and P(p-tolyl) 3 By changing to 
phosphites such as P(OMe) 3 and P(OEt)3 no reaction in the presence of 
acetonitrile was observed. The same result was found for PEt 3 There seems to be 
a synergic dependence on the stenc and electronic properties of the phosphine, 
and due to the small number of complexes examined within this project no 
conclusions can be given at this point. 
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As the reaction between halogenated carbonyl compounds and [PPN][NO 2] 
was the main objective of this project the interaction of 22 with the nitrite would be 
of interest. The presence of the two phosphines in a trans position to each other 
generated a sheltered place for the Cl - ligand. It was now intriguing to investigate 
the behaviour of this chloride atom. 
The corresponding nitrosyl species with the formula Mn(CO) 2(NO)(PPh 3 )2 
had been prepared by Enemark and Ibers 34 as part of their study into the 
substitution reaction of metal nitrosyl complexes. Prolonged reflux in p-xylene at 
120°C of the monosubstituted compound Mn(CO) 3(NO)(PPh 3 ) in the presence of 
excess phosphine yielded the disubstituted product. IR absorptions predicted a 
trigonal bipyramidal geometry, with the two PR 3 ligands occupying the apical 
positions. The crystal structure determination at room temperature proved the 
anticipated structure. As generally observed for mixed nitrosyl carbonyl species, 
the X-ray data could not be unambigously refined to yield a completely ordered 
structure. The separation of nitrogen and carbon atoms from the diference map is 
difficult, and therefore the distinction between a nitrosyl and a carbonyl group has 
often to be made on the basis of differing bond distances and the shapes of 
thermal ellipsoids. The second was used in this particular case, which gave a 
metal -nitrogen bond length of 1.73(1)A. The two manganese phosphorus bond 
distances are equal, and it is found that the anticipated linear P(1)-Mn-P(2) axis 
was bent by nearly 10 0 to 170.2(2) 0 . By comparison to the above discussed 22 it 
is found, that the two compounds deviated form the expected linearity in the metal 
phosphorus axis to the same extent. This behaviour is probably due to the steric 
bulk of the PPh3, and in the absence of other related Mn structures no further 
discussion seems to be fruitful. 
As the nitrosyl complex exists, it was anticipated that the reaction between 
22 and [PPN][NO2] might also yield the oxygen transfer product. Addition of 
equimolar amounts of the nitrite to a CH 2Cl2 solution of 22 did not result in an 
immediate gas evolution or a change of colour. The yellow solution remained clear 
throughout the reaction and darkened slowly over a period of 1 hour at room 
temperature. The reaction was followed by IR spectroscopy and the appearance 
of a new peak at 1870 cm-' (in CH2Cl2 ) detected after 15 minutes. As this band 
grew, the intensity of the absorption at 1949 cm' also increased. No peaks in the 
NO region were seen at any stage during the reaction. After 1.5 to 2 hours reaction 
time the IR spectrum consisted of two strong absorptions at 1945 s and 1870vs 
cm-1 . These peaks have also been found to be characteristic of 
(PPh3 )2Mn(CO)2(NO) by Hieber and co-workers 76 , whereas the NO absorption was 
detected at 1662 cm -1 (solvent: p-xylene) 141 . The presence of two carbonyl 
stretches and the absence of any nitrosyl bands in the interaction of [PPN][NO 2] 
with 22 pointed to the following facts: No oxygen atom transfer from the NO 2 
ligand had taken place and only two carbonyl groups can be bonded to the 
manganese atom. In the lower part of the spectrum an absorption characteristic for 
a nitrito ligand is observed at 1094 cm -1 , which rules the possibility of a chelating 
NO2- ligand almost certainly out. In the 31 P-NMR spectrum at RT only one broad 
signal is detected at 59.6ppm (solvent: CDCI 3 ). 
If the initially confusing data are rationalised, the bonding in the complex 
could be explained by a 16-electron species [trans-(PPh 3 )2Mn(CO)2(ONO)]. The 
presence of a nitrosyl complex is ruled out on the basis that no nitrosyl stretches 
are observed at any stage in the reaction, and oxygen atom transfer processes are 
in general rapid reactions. Repeated attempts to clarify the structure with the help 
of an X-ray structrue analysis were foiled due to the physical instability of the very 
thin orange crystals grown. Change of solvent and different combinations thereof 
did not yield any better crystals. 
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2.2. Reactions of Rhenium Carbonyl Complexes. 
2.2.1. Introduction 
The compound Re2(CO) 10  23 was first described by Hieber and co-
workers 142, as the product of the reaction of Re 207 at temperatures of 250 - 270°C 
with CO at a pressure of 200 - 250 atm (see equation 44). The dirhenium 
decacarbonyl is now produced in 70% yield by reduction of anhydrous ReCI 3 or 
ReCI5  by sodium in THE at 130°C and 250 atm CO pressure 14 . 
Re207 + 17C0 -+ Re2(CO)10 + 7CO2 
	 (eq. :44) 
The molecular structure of 23 was determined by Churchill et. al. 15 . It is 
isomorphous with dimanganese decacarbonyl, but the metal-metal bond is 
significantly longer with a value of 3.0413(11)A, as expected for the third row 
species. The staggered structure, observed in the solid state and sustained in 
solution due to the minimisation of steric crowding, is lost in the gas phase. The 
molecule has been shown to possess an eclipsed conformation when examined 
by electron diffraction 144.145 This is in marked contrast to the manganese complex, 
which even in the vapour phase retains its staggered arrangement of carbonyl 
ligands1 147  The ability of Re2(CO) 10  to undergo these conformational changes 
without bond rupture comes probably from the longer, yet more stable metal metal 
bond between the two Re atoms in comparison to the manganese species. 
IR studies have confirmed the staggered arrangement of carbonyl groups 
in solution. The pattern of CO stretching bands resembles the Mn analogue 
closely, although a higher wavenumber for the A 1 mode is observed (2070m, 
2009vs and 1966m cm-1 ; solvent: CH2Cl2). The Re-Re stretch, determined by 
Raman spectroscopy 116" 48 , occurs at 122 cm -1 . 
There have been several attempts to establish values for the force 
constants and the strength of the bond between the two metals throughout the 
triad but limitations in the methods have to be taken into consideration. 
Calculations of the force constant based on normal coordinative analysis, carried 
out by Spiro" in 1970, yielded values of 59 N m 1 for the Mn-Mn bond and 82 N 
M-1 for the Re species. 
2.2.2. Reactions of Re 2(CO)10 with [PPN][N021. 
Addition of [PPN][NO 2] to a THE solution of 23 at RT causes the solution 
to change from colourless to bright yellow over a period of 5 minutes during which 
time the nitrite dissolved completely. Some gas evolution was observed. The 
process was monitored by IR spectroscopy and after several minutes a new set 
of absorptions (at 2093vw, 2032m, 1979s br with shoulder at 1974w, 1933m br and 
1894m cm -1 ; solvent: THF) was detected in the CO region. This pattern suggested 
that a compound possessing a structure analogous to eq-Re 2(CO)9(NCMe) (for 
comparison of IR data see lit. 100, 101) is produced. However, the peak positions 
were significantly shifted to lower wavenumbers. The reaction mixture was stirred 
for a period of 2-4 hours, and the final IR spectrum showed that all 23 had been 
transformed to this nonacarbonyl species, with a new ligand, supposed to be NO 2 , 
in an equatorial position (see equation 45, Scheme 10). 
Re2(CO)10 + [PPN][NO2] -+ [eq-Re2(CO)9(NO2)][PPN] + COT 	(eq. :45) 
24 
To rule out the possibility of THF substitution eq-Re 2(CO)9(THF) 25 was 
prepared by addition of one equivalent of Me 3NO to a tetrahydrofuran solution of 
23. A gas evolution was observed and the colourless solution became yellow within 
5 minutes at room temperature. The final IR spectrum obtained after 30 minutes 
showed only absorptions due to the equatorially THE substituted species (for exact 
band positions see Table 10). 
A small but significant difference in the absorptions for the two complexes 
24 and 25 was detected. This is expected as the nitro/nitrito compound is charged. 
The NO2- containing anion could also be prepared from 25. For this reaction an 
excess of [PPN][NO2] was however needed to encourage exchange of the two 
ligands. No quantitative production of the [eq-Re2(CO)9(NO2) could be achieved 
Scheme 10: Preparation pathways for compound 24. The coordination mode of 
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with this method, and the direct reaction is preferred over the two-step process 
(see Scheme 10). 
An increase of the Re2(CO) 1(,I[PPN][NO2] ratio to 1/2 did not result in the 
replacement of two carbonyl ligands and the only species produced was that 
described above. It was thought that elevated temperatures might induce 
disubstitution. Unfortunately decomposition of 23 or its monosubstituted analogue 
jeopardised this strategy. Attempts to structurally characterise 24 by X-ray 
diffraction studies have been unsuccessful so far. The coordination mode of the 
NO2- ligand is therefore not known and although a nitro configuration is favoured, 
no final conclusions can be given at this point. 
All attempts to form a disubstituted compound under ambient conditions 
with ligands other than MeCN failed. The addition of two equivalents of Me 3NO to 
an acetonitrile solution of 23 at 0°C produced dieq-Re2(CO)5(NCMe)2 27 
quantitatively (see equations 46, 47). The IR data are given in Table 10. The 
pattern of absorptions is similar to the related manganese compound. 
Re2(CO) 10 + (CH3 )3N0 + CH3CN -* Re2(CO)9(NCCH3) + c02t 	 (eq. :46) 
26 
Re2(CO)9(NCCH3 )+ (CH3 )3N0 + CH3CN -* Re2(CO)8(NCCH3 )2 + CO2t (eq. :47) 
27 
Attempts to grow crystals for an X-ray investigation were unsuccessful but 
diequatonal substitution is favoured on the basis of the IR spectrum. There seems 
to be some confusion previously about the structure of this species in solution. The 
IR absorptions reported by Brown et. al. 149 and also by Top and co-workers 15° 
coincide with the data observed in this work but their interpretation of the spectrum 
is different. The absorptions at 2070w, 2015m, 1962s and 1909m cm -1 were 
regarded as indicative of an eclipsed conformation. Two other peaks at 2075w and 
2001m cm (solvent: CH 3CN) were suggested to arise from by-products 150 . The 
intensity of the absorption at 2001 cm-1 , as observed in this project, seemed rather 
high for any impurity and significantly, repeated efforts to prepare samples of the 
complex without this band failed. The peak therefore appears to be a genuine part 
of the absorption pattern of 27. Final proof can only be obtained by single crystal 
X-ray structure analysis, which however will give no data for possible changes 
occurring in solution. The system is thought to be labile, the acetonitrile ligands are 
in a process of constant dissociation and association. Repeated failure to obtain 
good quality 1 H-NMR data at room temperature justifies not only this conclusion, 
but also underlines the possibility of a fluxional process between an eclipsed and 
staggered conformation. 
A repetition of the interesting results for carbonyl rearrangement in the 
reaction of dieq-Mn 2(CO)8(NCMe)2 with PPh3 was attempted for the analogous 
rhenium compound 27. Addition of two or higher equivalents of the phosphine did 
not yield any changes in the IR spectrum under ambient conditions. As the 
substitution of 23 with tertiary phosphines can generally only be achieved with 
some form of activation, mainly heat and chemical methods; this behaviour was 
readily explained. The reaction was not investigated: 
The same procedure that yielded 27 was carried out with THF as incoming 
ligand to prepare the disubstituted Re 2(CO)8(THF)2. The reason for this reaction lay 
in the potential preparation of complexes of the formula [Re2(CO)8(NO2 )2]2 , as one 
THF molecule was shown to be readily exchanged for an incoming nitro ligand. 
One carbonyl group could successfully be replaced by tetrahydrofuran (as 
discussed above). However, it was found to be impossible to prepare any higher 
substituted species by this method. The application of larger amounts of Me 3NO 
resulted in metal-metal bond cleavage and subsequent complete decomposition. 
Higher temperatures in the presence of amine-N-oxide had the same effect. The 
attempted exchange of acetonitrile in 27 for THE under ambient conditions did not 
take place. This failure is possibly a consequence of the steric requirements of 
tetrahydrofuran compared to acetonitrile. Bulky nitriles, such as benzonitrile, 
reacted similarly to THF. Only monosubstitution was achieved, and an excess of 
Me3NO was needed for a quantitative result. 
The activation with different equivalents of Me 3NO in CH2Cl2 as 
noncoordinating solvent was carried out. [PPN][NO 2] was added to the reaction 
mixture either after most of the starting material had reacted with Me 3NO or it was 
present in the solution from the outset of the reaction. The solvent used for these 
processes was dichloromethane, because in the case of manganese reactions it 
was shown to provide Cl- ions for coordination and stabilise intermediates prior to 
further substitution. It also provides a medium in which good solubility of 
IMMM 
Table 10: 	IR spectroscopic data of rhenium complexes discussed within 
Section 2.2.2.. 
Compound Solvent VCO in cm -' 
Re2(CO) 10 	 23 THF 2070ms, 2009 vs br, 1966 
ms. 
[eq-Re2(CO)9(NO2 )1 - 	24 THF 2093w, 2033m, 1982vs br, 
1941m, 1895m. 
CH2Cl2 2100w, 2039m, 1983vs br, 
1943m, 1906m. 
eq-Re2(CO)9(THF) 	25 THF 2102w, 2038m, 1987-1981vs 
br, 1953m, 1913m. 
eq-Re2(CO)9(NCCH 3 ) 	26 CH 3CN 2103vw, 2045m, 
2015ms, 1966vs br, 1957m, 
1945m 
n-hexane"' 2099vw, 2042m, 2012ms, 
1960vs br, 1953m, 1942m 
dieq-Re2(CO)8(NCCH3 )2 27 CH3CN 2075w, 2070w, 2015m, 
2001m, 1962vs br, 1909m. 
[PPN][NO2] - necessary for monitoring the reaction - was found. The addition of 
one equivalent Me 3NO to a CH2Cl2 solution of 23 and [PPN][NO2], which did not 
undergo any form of reaction in the absence of the chemical activator, produced 
a colour change to yellow accompanied by some gas evolution. The gas was 
shown to be CO2 by IR spectroscopy. The lR spectrum showed that exchange of 
the carbonyl ligand for the incoming NO2- occurred, again no oxygen atom transfer 
from NO2-to  an adjacent carbonyl ligand was observed (see equation 48). The final 
IR spectrum was found to be superimposable with the redissolved material gained 
from the direct reaction of 23 with [PPN][NO2] in THE. The involvement of the 
solvent in the reaction mechanism cannot be ruled out with certainty at this point, 
as Me3NO activation was required for the procedure if carried out in CH2Cl2, 
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whereas a spontaneous reaction took place when THE was used as solvent (see 
Schemes 10 and 11). No studies into the mechanism were carried out, as no 
structural data of the product could be obtained so far. 
Re2(CO)10 + ( CH300 + [PPN][NO2] -* [eq-Re2(CO)9NO2)][PPN] +CO21 + (CH3)Nt 
(eq.:48) 
The increase of the Re/Me 3NO ratio to values of 1/2 and 1/3 in CH 2Cl2 in 
the absence of [PPN][NO2] led to the observation of a mixture of products in the 
IR spectrum shortly after the addition of the amine-N-oxide. The initially colourless 
solution became deep yellow and an evolution of CO 2 was detected. The lR data 
suggest that at this stage beside some dinuclear compound with a formula 
Re2(CO)9L, with L - being either NMe3 or Cl - from the solvent - occupying more 
likely an equatorial posistion than an axial site, a mononuclear species, 
characterised by a strong and broad absorption at 1890 cm -1 is also present. The 
cleavage of the Re-Re bond is therefore readily achieved by the means of 
chemical activation in a non- or poorly coordinating solvent. 
The addition of two to three equivalents [PPN][NO2] to the yellow/brown 
reaction mixture does not induce any further gas evolution or a colour change. The 
solution becomes slightly cloudy, but no precipitate is observed. After stirring the 
mixture at room temperature over a period of at least 18 hours, all peaks 
attributable to any remaining starting material or other intermediates have 
disappeared and the spectrum consists of three dominant bands at 2008s, 1983s 
and 1890vs br cm -1 (solvent: CH202). This IR pattern suggests a mononuclear 
structure in which three carbonyl ligands are replaced by new species. One 
possibility is a fac-coordi nation with two different spectator groups bonded trans to 
the CO ligands; the mer isomer is also feasible, but rather unlikely in practise. The 
presence of a mer isomer with three ligands of the same nature would have the 
correct symmetry to explain the IR spectrum. 
The final confirmation of the structure and nature of this new complex was 
obtained by X-ray studies of single crystals. Pale brown crystals were grown from 
solutions in CH 202 at temperatures of 5-7°C. The solution must be kept 
rigourously under N2 atmosphere, as the crystals are highly air sensitive. An X-ray 
investigation was carried out at 150K. The anion was found to be [fac-













Figure 12: 	Molecular structure of the dianion of 28. Selected distances 
and angles are in Table 11. 
but [(H3C)3NCH2CI], thus giving a formula [Re(CO) 3Cl(NO2 )2]Cl[(CH3 )3NCH2Cl]3} 
28 (see also equation 49, stoichiometry not known). The cation must be derived 
from a fragmented molecule of dichloromethane, in which a trimethylamine is 
bonded to the carbon atom after the loss of one chloride ion to the Re anion. The 
dianion and one cation are shown in Figures 12 and 13 respectively. Important 
bond distances and angles are given in Table 11 for the anion. As can be seen 
from Figure 12 the two NO2- ligands bond in the nitro-mode. The structure is 
completed by chloride ions being scattered in the framework of the crystal, one cr 
ion per unit cell. These are necessary to balance the charges, as three cations are 
present. 
Re2(CO)10+3Me3NO + CH2Cl2+3[PPN][NO2] -* ff Re(CO)3Cl(NO2)JCI[(CH 3)3NCH2CtJ3} 
+ PPNCI + CO2 	(eq.:49) 
WO 
Table 11: Selected bond distances (A) and angles (°) of the dian ion of 28. 
Re-Cl(1) 2.488(5) 01(1 )-Re-C(1) 92.4(4) 
Re-C(1) 1.921(13) Cl(1 )-Re-C(2) 175.0(4) 
Re-C(2) 1.908(12) 01(1 )-Re-C(3) 94.9(4) 
Re-C(3) 1.906(12) Cl(1 )-Re-N(1) 85.7(3) 
Re-N(1) 2.243(11) Cl(1 )-Re-N(2) 83.8(3) 
Re-N(2) 2.208(11) C(1)-Re-N(1) 176.5(5) 
C(1)-0(1) 1.151(16) C(1)-Re-N(2) 91.4(5) 
C(2)-0(2) 1.153(15) C(2)-Re-N(1) 90.9(5) 
C(3)-0(3) 1.156(14) C(2)-Re-N(2) 92.3(5) 
N(1)-O(1 1) 1.099(17) C(3)-Re-N(1) 94.7(4) 
N(1)-O(12) 1.208(19) C(3)-Re-N(2) 178.6(5) 
N(2)-0(21) 1.187(16) N(1 )-Re-N(2) 85.5(4) 
N(2)-0(22) 1.234(17) 0(11)-N(1)-O(1 2)  121.7(14) 
0(21)-N(2)-0(22) 117.9(12) 
The formation of the [Me 3NCH2CI] cations in the original reaction solution 
was unexpected. It shows however that the bistriphenylphosphino-imine cation 
interacts preferably with chloride anions. Colourless crystals, which in the IR 
spectrum of samples in nujol showed only the bands characteristic of PPNCI, were 
observed in the mixture in addition to the brown rhenium complex. The 
[Me3NCH2Cl] cation is not unknown, although so far only one previous report of 
it has appeared. Ebsworth and co-workers 137  isolated this species, while preparing 
iridium compounds. The air sensitivity of the solution and the crystals can be 
explained by the presence of the [Me3NCH2Cl] cation. If a solution of the crystals 
is left under air, the smell of NMe 3 is present after several minutes. The reason for 
Cl- being the third ligand rather than NO2-is  not known, and increased amounts of 
[PPN][NO2] at RT yielded the same product as evidenced by the IR spectrum. 
On heating the pale brown mixture containing 28 in dichloromethane under 
reflux in the presence of excess [PPN][N0 21 for 1-2 hours, a colour change to dark 
brown was observed. The I  spectrum changed slowly over the same period. After 
45 minutes a new weak absorption at 2016 cm is detected, the initially strong 
band at 1982 cm-' decreases in intensity and is also broadened. Over the following 
45 minutes the peak at 2016 cm -1 becomes strong, whereas the 1982 cm' 
Figure 13: 	Molecular structure of the cation of 28. Bond distances and angles 
are given in Section 4.2. 
absorption is only barely seen. 
The pattern of two strong, sharp peaks (2016 and 2007 cm -1 ) beside a very 
intense but broad band at 1893 cm -1 is characteristic for a species with the same 
arrangement of ligands as in the anion of 28. The upward shift in wavenumbers 
suggests that the irdonating chloride must have been exchanged for a group 
which is accepting some it-electron density from the rhenium atom or donating 
significantly less than the Cl - ligand. This justifies a complex of the structure 
analogous to [fac-Mn(CO) 3(NO2 )2(ONO)]2 . The coordination mode of the three nitro 
groups cannot unambigously be determined. A structure in which two of the NO 2 
ligands are bonded in the nitnto-fashion and the third bonds in the nitro-mode may 
also be envisaged (see equation 50). 
[fac-Re(CO)3C1(NO2 )2] 2 + xs.[PPN][NO2] + A -* fac-Re(CO) 3(NO2 )2(ONO)]2 or 
[fac-Re(CO)3(NO2)( ONO)2] 2 
(eq: 50) 
Further heating of this mixture results in a continuous increase of the 
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.Oiritensity of the highest frequency band at 2016 cm 1 , and after an overall time of 
4-5 hours only two absorptions are found in the lR spectrum, at 2016s and 1896 
vs br cm-1 (in CH2Cl2). This observation points to a structure with much higher 
symmetry, therefore only one NO2 bonding mode can be present in the complex. 
Crystallisation was achieved at room temperature in a dichloromethane solution. 
The crystals were repeatedly found not to diffract well enough to carry out an X-ray 
structural investigation. On the basis of the CO absorptions in the IR a nitro-
coordination is thought to be present and the anion assumed to be [fac-
Re(CO)3(NO2 )312  Q (see also equation 51). This suggestion is explained further 
at a later point in this chapter together with the behaviour of the mononuclear 
species. The overall reaction mechanism suggested to occur in this process is 
shown in Scheme 11. 
[fac-Re(CO) 3(NO2)( ONO)2]2 or[fac-Re(CO)3(NO2 )2( ONO)]2 —* [fac-Re(CO)3(NO2 )212 
(eq.: 51) 
Table 12: IR data of Re2 compounds described in Section 2.2.2. 
Compound Solvent v 0 in cm
-1  
[fac-Re(CO)3(NO2 )2Cl]2 	28 CH2Cl2 2011s, 1982s, 1891 vs 
br. 
[fac-Re(CO)3(NO2)(ONO)2]2 	29A CH2Cl2 2016s, 2007s, 1893vs 
br. 
[fac-Re(CO)3(NO2 )3] 2 	 30 CH2Cl2 2016s, 1896vs br. 
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Scheme 11: Proposed reaction pathway for interaction of 23 with different 
amounts of Me3NO/IPPN][NO2] in the non-coordinating solvent 
CH202. Further explanations of the linkage isomensation at high 
temperatures are presented in Section 2.2.3.. 
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2.2.3. Reactions of Mononuclear Rhenium Carbonyl Complexes 
Earlier work on the oxygen atom transfer ability of rhenium carbonyl 
complexes has been carried out by Gladfelter30. The reaction of the cation 
[Re(CO)6] with [PPN][NO2] in THF, which occurred immediately without any form 
of activation, did not yield any NO containing products. This confusing behaviour 
of Re complexes and the already observed inertness towards oxygen atom transfer 
for the dinuclear species (see previous section) made an investigation into 
complexes such as Re(CO) 5Cl 31 and other halide substituted mononuclear 
species necessary. 
The addition of one equivalent of [PPN][NO2] to a dichloromethane solution 
of 31 did not cause an immediate gas evolution or a change of colour. (the 
concentration was always very low, which decreases the possibility of detection of 
free CO and CO 2 ) However, the IR spectrum revealed that a reaction was taking 
place even at temperatures of 0°C. In addition to peaks characteristic of the 
starting material new absorptions at 2105w, 2003vs, 1967m and 1911s br cm -1 
were detected in CH2Cl2 . This pattern is generally observed for species of the 
formula [cis-M(CO)4L2r (L= one-electron donor). The reaction did not go to 
completion, the introduction of a further equivalent of nitrite was necessary to 
convert all of the precursor to the new disubstituted complex. 
The failure to observe any monosubstituted compound Re(CO) 5(NO2 ) may 
be explained in the following terms: The pentacarbonyl nitro/nitrito rhenium reacts 
with excess [PPN][NO2] at a faster rate than with 31. The halide ion is probably lost 
in the first step, which is then followed by the expulsion of an adjacent carbonyl 
group to form the complex [cis-Re(CO) 4(NO2)21[PPN] 32 (see equation 52). 
Re(CO)5C1 + 2[PPN][NO 21 -+ [cis-Re(CO)4(NO2 )2][PPN] + PPNCI + CO (eq. :52) 
There seems to be no infrared spectral data available for the dianion [cis-
Re(CO)4Cl21 - . However the corresponding manganese derivative, [cis-Mn(CO) 4C12J 
may be prepared directly from Mn(CO) 5Cl, and the IR spectrum of this anion is 
similar to that observed for the new rhenium species 32. The salts of this Re 
anion could however not be isolated. Upon prolonged storage - even at low 
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temperatures (-35°C) - a further substitution takes place (see below). The 
coordination mode of the NO2- ligands in [cis-Re(CO) 4(N0021 -  is not known at this 
stage, although by comparison to other compounds of rhenium and manganese a 
dinitro species is favoured. 
Crystallisation in CH 2Cl2/Et20 (slow diffusion) at -35°C yielded brown 
crystals, which were examined by single crystal X-ray investigation at 150K. The 
unit cell contains two PPN cations per rhenium species, therefore a dianion must 
be present. This explains the before mentioned further substitution step. The 
structural data could however not be refined, as severe disorder within the anion 
was observed. The rhenium atom lies on an inversion centre, which is 
contradictory to the predicted structure of [fac-Re(CO) 3L312 . Due to only small 
differences in the bond distances of metal nitro/nitnto bonds and metal carbonyl 
bonds no models for partial occupancy could be derived. The application of a 
different counterion, namely the tetraphenylphosphonium cation, did produce 
crystals, but their quality repeatedly jeopardised X-ray investigation. The IR 
spectrum in nujol, gained from crystals grown from the reaction involving 
[PPhJ[N021 instead of [PPN][N021, showed only two absorptions in the carbonyl 
region. This points to a compound with a fac arrangement of three carbonyl ligands 
and three NO2- groups. The observation of any peaks characteristic of either a nitro 
or nitrito coordination was impossible due to overlapping bands from both the nujol 
and the counterion. 
The substitution of a second carbonyl ligand for an NO2-group in 32 was 
also readily achieved by reflux in dichloromethane in the presence of an excess 
of [PPN][NO2] or [PPh4][NO2]. The mechanism of the final step is not fully 
understood. The changes of the carbonyl absorptions in the IR were monitored, 
and the expected simple exchange of a carbonyl for an NO 2 does not take place, 
instead at least one intermediate is observed. If four equivalents of [PPN][NO 2] are 
added at room temperature the reaction yields in addition to 32 another product, 
which is characterised by an absorption at 1882 cm - . Heating of the CH2Cl2 
solution for one hour results in complete conversion of the dinitro/dinitnto 
tetracarbonyl anion. The observation of two bands in the I  spectrum at 2006s and 
1884vs br cm-' (in CH2Cl2) suggests a dianion with high symmetry, probably a fac 
structure incorporating three nitro or nitrito ligands . The compound must, however, 
have a different coordination mode of the NO 2- species by comparison to the 
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products observed in reaction 51, as a small but significant shift in the positions of 
the carbonyl absorptions is detected (see Table 12 and 13). 
It seems at this point appropriate to further investigate the I  spectrum and 
its implications for the nitro/nitrito coordination. The problem of linkage 
isomerisation has not been extensively investigated, which is partly due to the fact 
that no mixed carbonyl nitro/nitrito compounds have been previously described, but 
also a consequence of the complexity of the mechanism of this rearrangement. In 
their extensive review of metal nitrite complexes Hitchman and Rowbottom 15 
concluded that in the case of a nitrogen bonded NO 2- ligand a stronger a donation 
from the ligand to the metal is observed than for the nitrito group and the it 
interaction is weak. It is still uncertain if this it influence is of donating or accepting 
nature. For the nitrito ligand it is generally thought, that it acts as a weak it donor. 
The exchange of the strong cr and it donating halide ligands for incoming 
NO2- results in a significant shift of the carbonyl absorptions to higher 
wavenumbers. As the CO ligands are very sensitive to any variation occurring in 
the electronic properties of the coordinated groups in the trans position, this shift 
in frequency can be interpreted in terms of a change in the location of it electron 
density from the metal to either of the two ligands. The higher wavenumbers 
indicate that the amount of it back-donation to the carbonyl has decreased with the 
substitution of a halide for a nitro or nitnto group. 
It should be possible to distinguish on the basis of the carbonyl absorptions 
between the coordination mode of the incoming NO2- species, because the weak 
it donating nitrito group will cause carbonyl resonances to occur at lower 
wavenumbers than for the corresponding nitro complex. It is therefore thought that 
the final product of reaction 50-51 is a dianion in which the three NO 2- groups are 
bonded via the nitrogen thus giving [fac-Re(CO)3(NO2 )3]2 (see Table 11). This 
conclusion could not yet be unambigiously proven, as the quality of the crystals did 
not allow a thorough investigation by X-ray diffraction methods. The species 
obtained as intermediates in reaction 53 (see equation 53) show an IR spectrum 
in which the coordination of the three NO 2- ligands must be in the nitnto mode thus 
giving [fac-Re(CO)3(ONO) 2 . (see Table 13). The difference between these two 
bonding fashions is only small, the change in the carbonyl IR absorptions is about 
10 cm-1 by comparison of the two complexes. 
[cis-Re(CO) 4(NO2 )2][PPN] + xs.[PPN][NO 2] + A -* [fac-Re(CO) 3( ONO )3][PPN]2+ CO 
(eq. :53) 
The intermediate complex 33 undergoes further rearrangements upon 
prolonged heating. After 4-5 hours heating under reflux in dichioromethane the IR 
spectrum consists of three peaks at 2022w, 2014ms and 1900vs br cm 1 , 
characteristic of a six-coordinate dianionic rhenium complex, in which three 
different types of ligands are present. Further reflux in CH 2Cl2 causes only changes 
in the intensity of the carbonyl bands, the final lR spectrum shows peaks at 2022s, 
2015s and 1903 vs br cm -1 . By comparing this product to the one obtained in 
reaction 50, it becomes apparent that the two species are certainly of different 
nature. The carbonyl absorptions for the product of this reaction (equation 54) are 
significantly higher than the peaks observed for reaction 50. 
The compound exhibiting lower carbonyl absorptions should have a fec-
arrangement of three carbonyl ligands, two nitrito and one nitro group, giving [fec-
Re(CO)3(ONO)2(NO2 )]2 29A. The higher frequencies are characteristic of a species 
in which the it back donation from the metal to the CO ligands is reduced. A 
structure of two nitro and only one nitrito group bonded to the rhenium atom, [fec-
Re(CO)3(NO2 )2(ONO)] 2 29B may be envisaged. Although solution IR 
measurements are generally thought to give an accurate picture of the structure 
and the electronic impact of the ligands in the molecule, crystal data are still 
needed to fully confirm these assumptions. 
[fac-Re(CO )( ONO)3][PPN]2 -* [fac-Re(CO)3(NO2 )2( ONO)][PPN]2 	(eq.: 54) 
The observation of two different structures was unexpected as the reactions 
were similar. There is still some controversy about the strength of the two bonding 
modes of the NO2- moiety, but the NO2- coordination is generally regarded as more 
stable than the 0N0 bonding mode (see introduction). This statement seems to 
hold for the reaction of rhenium carbonyl complexes to a certain extent. If the anion 
32 is refluxed at 60°C in the presence of excess [PPN][NO 2] the introduction of the 
third NO2- occurs concurrently with a rearrangement to 33, which then iomenses 
to the more stable 29B (see Scheme 12). It is not understood why the 
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Scheme 12: Proposed pathway for the reaction of 31 with [PPN][N021. All 
intermediate species have been identified by IR spectroscopy. The 




third NO2- ligand remains in the nitrito conformation, but steric reasons are not 
responsible. This was shown by modelling a structure containing three nitro ligands 
with the help of computer graphics programmes. The third nitro group can be 
accommodated even without any form of distortion from the equatorial plane. In 
practise this would not be necessary, as repulsion would certainly force some 
deviation. 
The related reaction 50 also prompts a conformational change in the 
structure as substitution of the halide for the incoming NO 2- occurs. It is unclear 
why the third nitrite bonds initially in the nitro-fashion in the intermediate 29A, but 
continuous reflux results in a complete rearrangement of all three NO 2- ligands into 
the corresponding nitro coordination mode (see Scheme 11). The aspects of these 
phenomena are further discussed together with the products from the 
corresponding manganese reactions in Chapter 3. 
In attempts to investigate the reactivity of [PPN][NO 2] in different solvents, 
reactions of 31 in THF were carried out. The solubility of the 
bistriphenylphosphinoimine nitrite is reduced in tetrahydrofuran. 
Addition of [PPN][NO2] to the colourless solution of 31 did not produce a 
gas evolution or colour change. A precipitate was however immediately present. 
At this stage it was not known, if it only consisted of PPNCI and undissolved 
[PPN][NO2]. The reaction mixture was stirred for one hour. The IR spectrum of the 
solution showed that the reaction was analogous to that in CH 2Cl2. The slight shift 
to lower wavenumbers is probably due to the nature of the solvent, as on the basis 
of earlier discussions the change from nitro to nitrito would induce a shift of about 
10 cm-1 to lower frequency. This is not found, and therefore it is assumed that both 
NO2- groups coordinate in the nitro fashion giving 32. 
The investigation of the precipitate, after termination of the reaction, 
revealed that a second product had been formed. The off white powder was dried 
under vacuo and subsequently redissolved in acetone. The IR spectrum consisted 
of two main absorptions (2012s and 1895vs br cm-1 ; solvent: acetone) beside 
several weak bands (2021w, 1966w vbr and 1908w cm -1 ; solvent: acetone), which 
are thought to be of either an intermediate or side products. The position of the two 
bands and their pattern are characteristic of the already discussed complex [fac-
Re(CO)3(NO2 )31 2 . By comparing the wavenumbers to the values assigned to the 
NO2- and 0N0 bonding fashion respectively it seems that the three NO2- groups 
IiJ 
Table 13: 	IR spectroscopic data of rhenium complexes and observed 
intermediates discussed in Section 2.2.3. 
Compound Solvent v 0 in cm' 
Re(CO)5C1 	 31 CH2Cl2 2156vw, 2046vs, 1985m. 
[cis-Re(CO )4(N0,)]- 
[cis-Re(CO)4(NO2)21- 	32 CH2Cl2 2106vw, 2003vs, 1967m, 
1911s. 
Acetone n.o., 1998vs, 1963m, 1908s. 
THE 2095vw, 1993vs, 1959m, 
1904s. 
[fac-Re(CO) 3(ONO)(NO 2 )2]2 CH2Cl2 2025s, 2015s, 1903vs br. 
29B 
[fac-Re(CO) 3(ONO)3] 2 	33 CHCI 2006s, 1884vs br. 
[fac-Re(CO)3(NO2 )3] 2 	30 Acetone 2012s, 1895vs br. 
are bonded via the nitrogen, resulting, again in complex 30. Although the 
wavenumbers are slightly shifted due to the different medium, it is thought that the 
tri-nitrito compound would probably have significantly lower wavenumbers than 
those observed in acetone. Attempts to prove this structure in the crystalline state 
were carried out. 
Crystallisation by slow diffusion of diethylether into an acetone solution at 
temperatures of -35°C yielded pale yellow crystals. An X-ray investigation at 150 
K confirmed the presence of three NO 2- groups in a trans position to three carbonyl 
ligands. Upon refinement of the data it became apparent that the nitro-coordination 
had isomerised to a nitnto-arrangement (see Figure 14). Although the structure of 
the anion is again disordered, the presence of nitrito groups could be confirmed. 
The disorder consists of a complete scrambling of the carbonyl and ONO ligands 
over each site, and was modelled with each site 50:50 CO:ONO. This gives the 
expected stoichiometry of [Re(CO) 3(ONO)3] for the dianion and chemical 
considerations would suggest the fac isomer, in which each CO is bonded trans 
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Figure 14: 	Molecular structure of the dianion of 33. Selected bond distances 
and angles are given in Table 14. 
Bond lengths constraints were applied to all 0-N and 0-C bonds, so that each 
chemically identical bond refined to approximately the same length, and similar 
constraints were employed to the Re-C and Re-0 bond lengths. The 0-0 contact 
within each ONO ligand was also restrained to be (1+cos120 0 ) times that of the 0-
N distances. These constraints allowed satisfactory refinement of the model 
structure, with sensible resulting bond lengths [Re-C distances Ca. 1.835(7)-
1.882(7)A, Re-0 distances Ca. 2.101(6)-2.169(7)A] and normal bond angles (see 
Table 14). These bond distances and angles are comparable to, if slightly shorter 
than, those in the dianion [Re(C0) 3(NO2 )2C1]2 , which is an ordered structure with 
Re-C bonds of Ca. 1.91A, and the Re-N bonds of 2.24 to 2.21A. The largest 
residual peak in the difference map is a little over one electron high, and is 
associated with the disordered anion. No significant electron density was observed 
in positions consistent with the presence of any nitrogen bonded NO2 ligands on 
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Table 14: 	Selected bond distances (A) and angles (°) for the dianion 33. A full 
list is given in Section 4.2. 
Re-C(21 C) 1.835(7) C(21 C)-Re-C(I IC) 84.1(8) 
Re-C(l IC) 1.867(7) C(21 C)-Re-C(31 C) 89.7(10) 
Re-C(31 C) 1.882(2) C(1 I C)-Re-C(31 C) 89.6(7) 
Re-0(31 N) 2.101(7) 0(31 N)-Re-0(l IN) 84.7(4) 
Re-0(1 IN) 2.164(6) 0(31 N)-Re-0(21 N) 84.5(4) 
Re-0(21 N) 2.169(6) 0(11 N)-Re-0(21 N) 81.2(3) 
0(I1N)-N(1N) 1.122(8) N(1N)-0(IIN)-Re 143.0(7) 
0(IIN)-0(12N) 1.764(10) 0(12N)-N(IN)-0(I IN) 105.1(9) 
N(l N)-0(12N) 1.101(9) N(2N)-0(21 N)-Re 141.3(8) 
0(21N)-N(2N) 1.053(9) 0(21 N)-N(2N)-0(22N) 109.9(11) 
0(21 N)-0(22N) 1.760(11) N(3N)-0(31 N)-Re 135.8(8) 
N(2N)-0(22N) 1.096(10) 0(31 N)-N(3N)-0(32N) 117.9(11) 
0(31 N)-N(3N) 1.000(8) 0(1 1C)-C(1 IC)-Re 170.8(12) 
0(31 N)-0(32N) 1.776(10) 0(21 C)-C(21 C)-Re 172.0(3) 
N(3N)-0(32N) 1.073(9) 0(31 C)-0(31 C)-Re 176.0(2) 
C(11C)-0(11C) 1.157(8) 
C(21 C)-0(2I C) 1.098(7) 
C(31 C)-0(31 C) 1.135(8) 
the rhenium atom. The disorder is thought to be caused by the two large 
countenons PPN, which leave a poorly defined space for the anion within the 
lattice and therefore allow several positions for the rhenium species. 
The change in coordination mode was unexpected, as the a bond between 
the nitrogen atom and the metal is considered to be stronger than the oxygen 
metal cr bond. The here observed behaviour of the rhenium species seem to 
contradict all the evidence found for complexes of nickel(II) and other metals. 
Generally the rearrangement of nitro to nitnto coordination occurs only at elevated 
temperatures or under different means of activation, and by cooling the solution 
down to ambient conditions the nitro complex is reformed 17, 18 The change from a 
NO2 to an ONO coordination is associated with an increase in the volume of the 
complex19 . It may be argued at this point that the isomerisation favours 
crystallisation, as the volume of the anion better matches that of the cation. There 
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seems to be no other logical explanation for the linkage isomerisation taking place 
upon crystallisation at -35°C. 
Attempts to improve on the problem of disorder by crystallisation in the 
presence of smaller counterions have been unsuccessful so far. The reaction was 
carried out with [PPhJN0 2] instead of [PPN][NO 2], as significant differences 151 
exist in the volumes of the two cations, but due to the insolubility of the 
tetraphenylphosphonium nitrite in tetrahydrofuran no quantitative reaction was 
observed. 
The results gained from the direct reaction between rhenium pentacarbonyl 
chloride and a nitrite highlight the different characteristics and reactivities of the 
first row transition metal complexes compared to the third row materials. It was 
found that rhenium does not undergo any process of oxygen atom transfer 
comparable to the analogous manganese compounds. Due to the high substitution 
rate of the chloride for the nitrite followed by the immediate exchange of an 
adjacent carbonyl ligand for a further NO2-group the pentacarbonyl rhenium nitrite 
could not be observed, despite several attempts at lower temperature. Up to date 
no structural data of this compound have appeared, although it has been 
postulated as a side product in the preparation of nitrato complexes via the 
interaction with N 204135 . 
2.2.4. Activation of Re(CO) 5C1 with (CH 3)3N0 prior to Interaction with 
[PPN][NO 2]/[PPh 4][NO2]. 
Although the direct reaction of 31 with either [PPN][NO 2] or [PPh4][NO2] did 
not result in any oxygen atom transfer process, the activation of the carbonyl 
ligands by chemical methods prior to an interaction with the nitrite was carried out. 
Analogous to manganese species the removal of CO as CO 2 for incoming 
chlorides was attempted, to investigate the exchange of these halides in further 
reactions for NO 2- ligands. Due to the lower reaction rate of rhenium compounds 
compared to manganese, it seemed also possible to gain further information on the 
substitution mechanism of halides for NO 2-10N0 ligands. 
The addition of 1.2 equivalents of Me 3NO to a dichloromethane solution of 
j did not result in a colour change. No gas evolution was observed (a 
consequence of the low concentration rather than the absence of a CO/CO2 
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evolution). The reaction was monitored by IR spectroscopy and within 20 minutes 
at room temperature all bands of the starting material had disappeared. A mixture 
of two complexes containing a cis-disubstituted tetracarbonyl monoanion, possibly 
[cis-Re(CO)4C1j 34, with IR bands at 21 l2vw, 2014vs, 1933m sh, 1894vs cm -1 
in CH2Cl2) and a small amount of higher substituted material, such as 
[Re(CO)3C1 3] 2  or a related compound of the same charge (medium intense peak 
at 1879 sh cm-1 in CH2Cl2) was observed. 
As further reaction of the assumed 34 with [PPN][NO 2] did however not 
result in the expected shift to higher wavenumbers, the species must have bonded 
another ligand instead of the presumed chloride. The involvement of NMe 3 has to 
be considered, but no further conclusions can be made. Crystallisation attempts 
were unsuccessful. 
The addition of two equivalents of Me 3NO to a CH2Cl2 solution of 31 did 
agian not cause a colour change. The resulting compound, expected to be 35, is 
colourless and three IR absorptions are observed in the CO region, at 2015s,. 
1892vs and 1876s cm-1 in CH2Cl2. Hawkes and Ginsberg' prepared the dianionic 
[Re(CO)3C1 3] 2 by thermal methods in the presence of NEt 4CI {(Et4N)2[Re(CO)3C131 
in fluorolube mull: 2000s, 1910s and 1895sh cm -1 ; in CH3CN: 2015s, 1905s and 
1890s cm-1 )). The appearance of three absorptions seems illogical, as the structure 
is predicted on electronic assumptions to be the fac isomer. This arrangement 
would give rise to only two strong carbonyl bands, due to the high symmetry. If the 
IR is recorded in acetonitrile, the presence of a third band of strong intensity can 
be explained by an exchange taking place between one halide and one molecule 
of CH3CN. 
The dianion 35 was therefore prepared by the method of Hawkes and 
Ginsberg' in an attempt to not only test its reactivity with [PPN][N0 211[PPh41[N021 
(see Section 2.2.5.), but also to record its IR spectrum in CH 2Cl2 for comparative 
reasons. The observation of only two carbonyl absorptions at 2002s and 1866 vs 
br cm' in dichloromethane proves the anticipated fac structure. It is believed 
therefore that the third band in the activation with Me 3NO (see above) is caused 
by the coordination of tnmethylamine. 
The addition of two to three equivalents of either [PPN][NO 2] or [PPh4IENO2I 
to this colourless solution, gained from the interaction of 31 with two equivalents 
of Me3NO, resulted in the appearance of a pale yellow hue, but it is believed that 
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the variation of colour is associated possibly with both cations respectively. The 
reaction was carried out at room temperature. Two new absorptions were observed 
at 2009s and 1886vs cm -1 in CH2Cl2 after 2 hours, the bands characteristic of the 
starting material have completely disappeared. The shift by comparison to the 
precursor is small, but significant. The same results were achieved for both salts. 
Upon prolonged stirring at ambient conditions no further changes indicating 
isomerisation or other processes were observed. The absorption positions indicate 
a complex containing nitrito ligands with the formula being [fac-Re(CO) 3(ONO)3] 2 
33. 
Crystallisation was attempted in CH 2Cl2 at room temperature and at -35°C. 
The lR spectrum of crystals grown at RT only consisted of two/three peaks at 
2008, 1888-1860 cm -1 in a nujol mull. Due to the very broad appearance of the 
lower wavenumber band it is uncertain if the statement of three absorptions is fully 
justified. It seems logical to assume that in this case the IR therefore resembles 
a trinitnto dianion. If crystallisation is carried out at low temperature the IR 
spectrum in a nujol mull clearly reveals a change. The peaks are at 2008w, 1999s, 
1892wm and 1866s br cm -1 . Due to the poor quality of both sets of crystals no X-
ray determination could be carried out, even the measurement of the cell 
parameters was unsuccessful. It is therefore not known what type of 
rearrangement or further reaction occurred at low temperature. 
Analogous activation reactions with trim ethylamine-N-oxide were also 
carried out in potential coordinating solvents such as THF. The addition of two 
equivalents of Me 3NO did not induce a gas evolution (due to low concentration) or 
colour change. The IR spectrum revealed the presence of the expected [cis-
Re(CO)4X2] - although no further attempts to fully characterise this species were 
undertaken. If [PPN][NO2] was added to the reaction mixture at this point, a white 
precipitate was observed. The solution IR spectrum showed a reaction had taken 
place within 20 minutes with absorptions at 2008ms, 1885vs and 1864 m cm -1 . 
Several weak bands were assigned to intermediate or possibly side products. Their 
intensity was too low to justify consideration. The two main bands in the spectrum 
seem to indicate the presence of complex 33. It is unclear if the peak at 1864 cm -1 
is part of the main product. This would mean that a completely different product, 
characterised by three CO absorptions is formed in this reaction. No further 
conclusions have been reached. 
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The reaction was also attempted with [PPh 4][NO2], but due to its low 
solubility in THF no reaction occurred. 
When 31 was activated with three equivalents of Me3NO in THE an 
intermediate complex whose I  spectrum seems to be characteristic of a dianion 
was produced, but no further indications of the exact nature of the species were 
obtained (IR data: 2012s, 1892vs and 1872s cm -1 in THE). The observed pattern 
of three peaks with almost the same intensity points to a molecule with low 
symmetry. The involvement of either THE (or a proton abstracted form the solvent) 
or NMe3 should be considered. No attempts to further characterise the material 
was carried out at that point. Upon addition of [PPN][N0 21 the bands shifted 
unexpectedly to slightly lower wavenumbers 2007s, (1998 vvw sh), 1878s and 
1866s cm -1 (solvent: THE). Due to the broad nature of the two lower frequency 
peaks it can be stated that the splitting is caused by interference from the solvent 
in this case. The absorption at 1866 cm -1 seems very low for a complex containing 
only CO and NO2-(NO2 or 0N0) ligands. It is assumed that the THE soluble 
product of this reaction has beside CO and NO 2- groups other moietes bonded to 
the central metal. The shift to lower frequency indicates strongly that the carbonyls 
accept more it-electron density than expected for a CO/NO 2-complex. The nature 
of this compound could not be determined, as no crystals were grown. 
The examination of the precipitate revealed that it not only contains PPNCI, 
as upon redissolving it in CH 2Cl2 the known IR spectrum of 33 was obtained. 
Recording the solution spectrum in the nitro/nitrito stretching region, the 
characteristic symmetric v.0  at 1064 cm -1 (in CH2Cl2) was detected. Other bands 
are again obscured due to overlapping with either PPN or solvent peaks. This 
case is the only Re compound for which clear IR evidence in the NO 2IONO region 
was observed, as interferences from solvent, counterion peaks and the low 
concentration of the solution made the investigation of this part of the IR spectrum 
very difficult. Crystals grown from this mixture were shown to be identical to the tn-
nitrito compound 33. 
It was shown that the removal of carbonyl ligands via amine-N-oxide prior 
to the interaction with the nitrite facilitates a different reaction mechanism than 
observed in the direct reaction between the carbonyl precursor and the [PPN][NO2]. 
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2.2.5. Reactions of Halogenated Mono-and Dinuclear Rhenium Carbonyl 
Complexes 
To obtain comparative results to the manganese species, the analogous 
halogenated rhenium complexes were prepared by the known thermal methods 
and reacted with either [PPN][NO 2] or [PPh4][NO2] in dichloromethane as solvent. 
It was expected that no oxygen atom transfer would occur, as already observed 
for the Mn species, the investigation of possible different coordination modes and 
higher nuclearity complexes seemed however worthwhile. 
The preparation of the halogenated species is best carried out by using 31 
as precursor. Within this project all chlorinated rhenium complexes were 
synthesised by thermal reactions in high boiling solvents and the presence of 
Et4NCI.- The mononuclear complex of the formula (cis-Re(CO) 4Cl2r has not been 
mentioned in the literature, it seems that dimensation to the more stable 
(OC)4 Re(p2-Cl)2Re(CO)4 36 occurs generally. The two species tested were 
therefore 35 and 36. 
The addition of two to three equivalents of [PPN][NO 2] to a dichloromethane 
solution of the neutral dimer 36 resulted in an immediate change of colour to pale 
brown. No precipitate was observed at any stage of the reaction, although a certain 
cloudiness is present for the first few hours. The mixture is stirred for up to 18 
hours at room temperature. The solution becomes gradually dark brown and clear. 
It was found impossible to interpret the IR spectrum throughout the reaction 
procedure, as the starting material could not be obtained in high purity and was air-
and moisture sensitive. It can however be suggested that even after 18 hours a 
mixture of at least two compounds is present in the solution. The mixture was left 
to crystallise by slow diffusion of diethylether into the CH 2Cl2 at 5-7°C. 
Brown needles were observed and an X-ray investigation showed that the 
species are isostructural to the compound gained from direct interaction between 
31 and [PPN][NO2] in CH2Cl2 (see page 103). Due to the severe problems of 
disorder within the dianion, that structure could not be fully solved. As the same 
countenon was being used in this attempt and the two unit cells were identical, it 
was thought that no better result could have been obtained in this case either and 
no refinement of the data was carried out. 
The solid state I  spectrum recorded for this species however casts doubt 
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on the earlier data. For the related reaction of 31 with [PPh 4][NO2] in CH2Cl2 a solid 
state spectrum consisted only of two distinctive peaks at 1998 cm -1 and 1861 cm 1 , 
whereas in this case a spectrum with three absorptions at slightly different 
wavenumbers was observed. The bands are at 1990, 1854 and 1844 cm 1 in nujol, 
all three are of the same intensity. It may be argued that the two peaks at lower 
wavenumbers are actually only split due to some interference from the nujol 
medium, but even then these two resulting absorptions are at significantly lower 
wavenumbers than the signals observed for the crystals from reaction 51. It seems 
however likely that the coordination mode in the species from the reaction of 36 
with [PPN][NO2] is nitrito or mainly nitrito, whereas the crystallisation of reaction 51 
yields a nitro or mainly nitro compound. It is not clear if the crystals discussed here 
are the main product of the reaction, or if there are other complexes formed. 
The other halogenated rhenium complex to be reacted with [PPN][NO 2] was 
the dianionic 36, which was prepared by the method of Hawkes and Ginsberg 1 . 
The isolated white powder was found to be air- and moisture sensitive and 
decomposed slowly over a period of several days even in dry conditions. It is best 
prepared fresh for each reaction, as the decomposition product, whose nature was 
not investigated within this project, does interfere with any still present 35 and no 
substitution or related reaction with [PPN][NO 2] took place under those 
circumstances. 
Addition of three equivalents of [PPN][N0 21 to the fresh solution of 35 in 
CH2Cl2 only resulted in a slight change of colour to pale yellow, due to the 
presence of the counterion rather than any immediate reaction. The IR was 
recorded after 30 minutes and showed that the starting material had undergone a 
reaction. The lR spectrum could not be interpreted, as the pattern of absorption 
implied either the mono- or dimeric cis-M(CO)4L2 complex with the wavenumbers 
indicating an anionic complex. This spectrum did not change significantly over a 
period of several hours at room temperature. No crystals could be grown and due 
to the high sensitivity of the starting material no further reactions were carried out. 
As earlier structures were all characterised by problems of disorder it seemed 
unfruitful at this stage to further investigate the reaction. It was however shown that 
the Re compound reacted differently in comparison to its Mn analogue, as for the 
replacement of all three chlorides for NO 2- ligands probably more stringent 
conditions would be necessary. 
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To conclude this chapter, it was shown that rhenium carbonyl complexes 
show a strong reactivity towards nitrite salts. A variety of mixed carbonyl nitro/nitrito 
species was prepared and in several cases fully characterised. No oxygen atom 
transfer was observed for any Re compound investigated within the scope of this 
project. The behaviour of the rhenium carbonyl species is further discussed in 
Chapter 3, which will provide an overview of the results of the two metals 
examined in this triad and compare the data and reactivity patterns. 
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2.3. Reactions of Carbonyl Complexes of the Chromium Triad 
2.3.1. Introduction 
As the reactions of [PPN][NO2] or [PPh4][N021 with a variety of complexes 
of manganese and rhenium revealed profound differences in the reactivity of the 
two metals towards oxygen atom transfer, it seemed useful to investigate the 
transition metal carbonyl complexes of chromium, molybdenum and tungsten. They 
have - although only one electron less than manganese, technetium and rhenium 
respectively - possibly a distinctively altered behaviour. It was however anticipated 
that within the triad the same tendencies as in the manganese group would be 
observed. The chromium group offered even better observation of the changes 
towards the reactivity with NO 2 , as all three members are readily available and 
stable. 
The first member of the triad to be prepared was Mo(CO) 6 37 by Mond 152 
in 1910. He reacted pyrophoric molybdenum - obtained from the oxychloride by 
hydrogen reduction - with carbon monoxide at 250 atm and 200°C. The 
corresponding tungsten complex W(CO) 6 38 was synthesised by Job and 
Rouvillois153 in 1928 via the Grignard reaction of WCI6 with PhMgBr and carbon 
monoxide. The species Cr(CO) 6 39 was first prepared by Job and Cassal 154 by the 
analogous method, in which anhydrous CrCl 3 was interacted with a large excess 
of PhMgBr at 4°C and under atmospheric pressure of carbon monoxide, followed 
by hydrolysis. For all three hexacarbonyl species several variations of the 
preparative methods have been investigated, whereby the yield changed 
considerably. Nowadays it is commercially available. 
The physical and chemical properties within the group are similar. All three 
compounds are only slightly soluble in organic solvents, depending on the polarity 
of the medium. Due to the unusually high volatility even for tungsten hexacarbonyl 
(M= 242 g mor1 ) electron diffraction studies have been undertaken to determine 
the structure in the gas phase for each of the compounds (M= Cr 155 , Mo and 
W1 . The octahedral structure is maintained as expected, and bond distances are 
shown in Table 15. A relatively accurate X-ray structure analysis 157 at liquid 
nitrogen temperatures exists only for 39 
Numerous researchers attempted to calculate force constants and bond 
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energies for these unsubstituted carbonyl species. Early studies of force constants 
by Cotton and Kraihanze1 158 and of bond energies by Jones and co-workers 159 
showed only little correlation between the two methods applied. With the 
development of more sophisticated computer technology advances have been 
achieved, but even for the simplest Cr(CO) 6 - mononuclear with an idealoctahedral 
geometry and only few electrons in the orbitals of the central metal - no 
unambiguous results have been published. From the point of reactivity it is 
Table 15: 	Structural and I  spectroscopic data for the complexes M(CO) 6 {M= 
Cr, Mo and \IV}. Unless otherwise stated, data from measurements 
carried out in this work. 
Compound Bond distances (in A) and angles (°) v 0 (T 1 ) in cm' 
Cr(CO)6 electron diffraction data 157: gas phase158 : 
Cr - C: 1.92(4) 2000.4 
C - 0: 1.16(5) solution in CH2Cl2 : 
X-ray diffraction data 157 : 1980 vs 
Cr - C: 1.915(1) 
C -0: 1.140(1) 
Cr-C-0: 179.4(1) 
C - Cr - C (cis): 90.02(3) 
C - Cr - C(frans): 179.33(6) 
MO(CO)6 electron diffraction data: gas phase 
1511: 
Mo - C: 2.063(3) 2004.0 
C - 0: 1.145(2) solution in CH2Cl2 : 
X-ray diffraction data 159 : not 1978 vs 
calculated from structure 
determination 
W(CO)6 electron diffraction data: gas phase: 
W - C: 2.058(3) 1998.0 
C - 0: 1.148(3) solution in CH202 : 
1976 vs 
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also important to determine exact values of the first dissociation energy, as the 
main reaction path of the substitution of M(CO) 6 species proceeds via a solvent 
independent dissociative mechanism, in which this energy is equivalent to the 
activation energy for the reaction. The values calculated for this first dissociation 
energy are still controversial despite varied attempts160' 161, 11. One of these 
controversial results is the finding that the activation energy within the Cr triad 
increases in an abnormal way by comparison to the theoretical expectations. It 
was found on the basis of kinetic measurements 161. 164 and photoacoustic 
calorimetry 165 that the first dissociation energy for a carbonyl group from 37 is 
lower than for both 38 and 39. This fact explains why molybdenum hexacarbonyl 
is often substituted more easily by comparison to its analogues and less activation 
energy has to be supplied. The higher reactivity results in one major disadvantage, 
as substituted complexes of Mo carbonyl are sometimes less stable than Cr or W 
compounds of the same nature. Recent mechanistic studies have however 
questioned this abnormality, where it was found that the change from a 
dissociative to an associative reaction mechanism is gradual from chromium to 
tungsten, with molybdenum lying between the two 1 . 
The ability of the M(CO)6 species {M= Cr, Mo and W to undergo 
substitution reactions has already been mentioned. The hexacarbonyl complexes 
are used as precursors for a vast variety of chemical reactions, whereby in general 
the central metal remains in its zero oxidation state. Some form of activation is 
generally required, which may be heat and/or photochemical excitation. 
The reaction pathway by which substitution occurs has been the target of 
many investigations. It has been found that in the photochemical activation one 
carbonyl ligand dissociates readily leaving a {M(CO) 5) species which then reacts 
with either a suitable incoming species/solvent or recombines with the free CO. It 
is thought likely that the same step takes place when energy is supplied in the 
form of heat (see equation 55). 
hv or 	 SorL 
Cr(CO)6 	 {Cr(CO)J 	—+ 	[Cr(CO)5(S)] 	 (eq. :55) 
The rate laws determined generally consist of two terms, one being 
independent of the incoming ligand, characterised by k 1 , and the other - k2 - 
being ligand dependent, as seen in equation 56. For the ligand independent 
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mechanism the dissociation of the carbonyl is the rate determining step, the 
incorporation of the new group is taking place fast. It is found that most simple 
substitution reactions favour this pathway. The incoming ligand plays however a 
more decisive role in the mechanism in some cases, and also when either its 
concentration and/or the polarity of the solvent is increased. Other factors which 
influence the 2nd order reaction are the increasing size of the central metal, the 
nucleophility and it acceptor abilities of the ligand L. 
-d[Cr(CO)6]/dt = k1 [Cr(CO)6] + k2 [Cr(CO)6] [L] 	 (eq.: 56) 
The ligand dependent mechanism can follow two different pathways. One 
would be the attack on a carbonyl carbon atom by the incoming group, which is 
found important for strong nucleophiles such as amine-N-oxides, and the other 
would involve coordination of the species at the central metal, which is strongly a 
function of the size of the metal. It is thought that for small transition metals such 
as chromium a seven-coordinate 20 electron intermediate would be impossible, it 
is less difficult to imagine such a tungsten species. 
The halide complexes [M(CO) 5X] used in this work were synthesised by 
the method developed by Abel and his co-workers"', whereby the appropriate 
hexacarbonyl complex is reacted at high temperatures in an inert solvent with an 
excess of the respective tetraalkylammonium halide. 
In the case of halide substitution of more than one carbonyl ligand the 
complexes formed are generally dimeric, with the halide bridging the two metal 
atoms. The reaction is unsuccessful for chromium but the [(OC) 3M(p2-CI)3M(CO)3] 
species for Mo 40 and W 41 could be prepared by the method of Hohmann and 
tomDieck168. They were interesting in comparison to the manganese species, 
whereby the materials of group VI formed triply negative anions rather than the 
dimeric monoanions for Mn. 
It was found difficult to synthesise pure phosphine substituted compounds 
of Cr, Mo and W in high yield. As the reaction of phosphine substituted 
manganese species had not yielded any unexpected results, the attempt to 
investigate the corresponding materials within the Cr triad was abandoned. 
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2.3.2. Direct Reactions of the M(CO) 6 Compounds (M= Cr, Mo and W) with 
[PPN][NO 2] or [PPhJ[NO 2] 
The reaction of 37 with sodium nitrite in methanol under basic conditions 
afforded unusual complexes, in which beside nitrosyl ligands - after oxygen 
transfer must have taken place - methoxide is also found in the framework of the 
structures. The reaction mechanism of this interesting procedure is not further 
investigated. As already discussed in the general introduction, the only species 
within this triad to be investigated for its reactivity towards [PPN][NO 2] was 
chromium hexacarbonyl. Gladfelter found 78 , that [Cr(CO)4(NO)](PPN) 42 can be 
produced by prolonged heating at 55°C in THE. 
An IR and several NMR spectra of the pentacarbonyl nitro chromium anion 
[Cr(CO)5(NO2)r 42 were published by Gladfelter 78 , but no crystal structure of the 
species could be obtained so far. On the basis of the spectroscopic data it was 
argued that a nitro group is present. It seemed useful therefore to investigate not 
only the Cr compound further, but also apply the synthesis developed for Mn and 
Re to extend the series within the triad to Mo and W. Although the air sensitivity 
of the nitrosyl species was mentioned, no examination of its reaction with dioxygen 
was carried out. 
By repeating Gladfelter1s work it was found that in order to prepare 42 not 
only an excess of [PPN][NO 2] has to be applied to reach a quantitative reaction, 
but also at least 6 hours stirring at 55 - 60°C is needed. Again no intermediate 
products were observed. Analogous circumstances were applied for the other two 
members of this triad, in order to investigate possible oxygen atom transfer 
reactions. 
If 37 was dissolved in THE at room temperature and two equivalents of 
[PPN][NO2] were added, the white cloudy solution became pale yellow upon 
warming to 60°C. After 30 minutes heating in THE the solution has a strong 
yellow colour, but a white precipitate is still (or already) present in the mixture. The 
solution IR spectrum indicated that at this point beside unreacted starting material 
a new species with absorptions at 2059vw, 1922s and 1857mw cm -1 (solvent: 
THE) is observed (see Table 16). These bands are characteristic of a 
pentacarbonyl complex of molybdenum, where one carbonyl has been replaced 
by a new ligand. The wavenumbers indicate a negative charge on the compound, 
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and it is formulated as [Mo(CO) 5(NO2 )1 -  M. At this stage this was only justified by 
comparison to the Cr analogue (see Table 19), but later attempts with different 
methods and full characterisation proved this early statement to be correct. 
The observation of a nitro/nitrito species in this case casts some doubt on 
the results gained for chromium and the explanations given for these findings (see 
introduction). The coordination mode of the NO 2- ligand is assumed to be via the 
N atom, but this is supported only by the solution IR spectrum at this stage. 
After 60 minutes another pattern of peaks becomes more apparent as 
almost all of the starting material has reacted. The new absorptions are detected 
at values of 1970vw br, 1889ms, 1827wm cm -1 for carbonyl stretches and 1617w 
br cm' for a possible NO stretch (in THE). The band at 1827 cm -1 has to be 
treated with caution. Its intensity changes are not matched by concurrent variations 
in any other absorptions, and it disappears completely after about 90 minutes. If 
the reaction is carried out just below the boiling point of THF the peak is generally 
not observed although all other bands are detected. The origin of this band could 
not be explained. 
After 90 minutes reaction time at 60°C no starting material remained, and 
the bands for 44 and the unknown nitrosyl complex have increased in intensity. It 
seems most likely that the NO complex is an analogue to [Cr(CO) 4(NO)r. Not all 
the expected carbonyl bands are seen at this point but this may be due to the 
simultaneous presence of the nitro complex and the missing absorptions obscured. 
The appearance of further new CO/NO bands at 1992w, 1980vw and 1747w br 
cm -1 is, however, puzzling. The spectrum continues to change, and after 2 hours 
under reflux the solution exhibits a stronger absorption at 1889 cm -1 together with 
peaks at 1992 and 1746 cm -'. The ocurrence of a peak at 1746 cm -1 is not 
understood. Due to the high frequency it is thought unlikely that it belongs to an 
anionic nitrosyl complex (for comparison all monoanionic NO/CO compounds have 
absorptions at 1610 cm -1 due to the negative charge on the central metal), but 
other possible explanations are for bridging carbonyls on dinuclear intermediate 
species or a neutral nitrosyl containing material, such as HM0(CO) 4(NO). 
Further reflux causes a decrease in the intensity of the bands belonging to 
44, and after 3 hours only a weak absorption at 1922 cm -1 is observed. At this 
stage four strong bands dominate the spectrum, they are located at (2002 vw), 
1990ms, 1906m, 1885vs and 1618vs cm -'. The previously medium intense peak 
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Table 16: 	IR data (v0 and VNO  in cm 
1)  measued during the reaction of 37 
with 2[PPN][NO2] at 60-70°C in THE. The absorptions characteristic 
for starting material and 44 have not been included, slow 
decomposition of [Mo(CO)5(NO2)](PPN) is observed after 90 
minutes, 44 has completely disappeared after 3hours. 
60min 90min 2hours 3hours 5hours 
n.o. n.o. n.o. 2002w 2002ms 
1990vvw 1992w 1992ms 1990ms 1990m 
1982vvw 1980w n.o. n.o. n.o. 
n.o. n.o. 1906w 1906m 1907vs 
1970vw 1970w n. o. n.o. n.o. 
1889ms 1889s 1889vs 1887vs 1887s 
1826w 1827vw n.o. n.o. no. 
n.o. 1747w 1746ms 1747w n.o. 
1622w 1617mbr 1617msbr 1618vsbr 1618vsbr 
at 1747 cm -1 has also decreased in its intensity. It is at this point impossible to 
propose any formula or structure of a species, as no other data were obtained. 
Further light reflux for another 3 hours causes only changes in intensity on the 
existing absorption bands in the carbonyl region. 
The final spectrum consists of the following peaks: 2002ms, 1989m, 1907vs 
and 1885s cm -1 for carbonyl ligands and the NO absorption at 1617 cm -1 which is 
still of very strong intensity. No crystals could be grown of this mixture. 
It was also found that the temperature had a strong influence on the 
reaction. Gentle reflux of the solution showed a smooth change from the Mo(CO) 6 
to the monosubstituted compound, which then underwent oxygen atom transfer to 
form the unknown nitrosyl complex. 
The orange brown precipitate contains, in addition to [Mo(CO) 5(NO2)f, a 
compound characterised by CO absorptions at 1993m, 1899vs, (1820w) and a 
band at 1750m-ms cm -1 , which could belong to either a bridging carbonyl group 
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or a nitrosyl ligand within an overall neutral compound (solvent: CH 2Cl2). By taking 
the effect on wavenumbers due to the change of solvent from THF to CH 2Cl2 into 
account it seems that the complex characterised by absorptions at 1992, 1889 and 
1747 cm-1 is also present in the precipitate. 
The reaction mechanism and IR pattern of this complex reaction are best 
discussed in detail at this point. The first step - formation of 44 - is fully understood 
(see equation 57). 
Mo(C0)6 + [PPN][NO2] -* [Mo(CO)5(NO2)][PPN] + Co 	 (eq.:57) 
It seems that in the first instance all starting material is converted to the 
nitro complex, before undergoing oxygen atom transfer. If the full reaction time is 
examined a pattern of several peaks, changing in accordance to each other, can 
be found. The weak absorptions at 1980 and 1970 cm -1 are present only for lhour 
and never reach medium intensity. They also do not change together with any 
other bands and are therefore not further explained. The nitrosyl peak at 1618 cm -1 
develops during the whole process. 
The band at 1747 cm-' should here be further investigated. It is first 
detected after all starting material has reacted to 44 and this complex also starts 
to be converted into new product(s). It seems therefore that it is possible to regard 
this absorption as characteristic for a compound formed from 44. The position 
within the spectrum would justify either a bridging carbonyl ligand or a nitrosonium 
ion in an overall neutral nitrosyl complex. It is assumed here that a neutral NO 
species would be more appropriate. Gladfelter reported I  data on HCr(CO) 4(N0)78 
in THF (2029vs, 1978w and 1740m cm -1 ). The NO band at 1747 cm-1 for this 
project could therefore belong to a complex HM0(CO) 4(NO). The assignment to a 
hydride species, formed from [Mo(CO) 4(NO)r via hydride abstraction from THE, is 
not unambigious as the CO stretches could not be located. No bands above 2000 
cm-1 were detected for this reaction. The precursor to the hydride species 
[Mo(CO) 4(No)r could also not be assigned completely. By comparison to the 
chromium analogue, only two of the three CO stretches are observed, the lowest 
frequency peak at -1850 cm -' was not seen. The nitrosyl band was again detected 
at 1618 cm' as expected for the complex. 
A close examination of the development of all peaks shows that the 
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following bands should belong to the same complex: compound A 1990, 1887 and 
possibly 1747 cm-'; compound B 2002, 1906 and possibly 1618 cm -1 (solvent: 
THF). It seems unlikely, that the nature of these complexes can be solved on the 
basis of IR spectroscopy alone. Two CO stretches and one NO absorption within 
the region characteristic for an anionic compound B and a neutral complex A (NO 
stretches only CO absorptions are in anionic positions) demand a high level of 
symmetry. Possible species such as [Mo(CO) 4(NO)], HM0(CO)4(NO) or 
Mo(CO)3(NO)2  do not fulfill one or the other criteria. The possibility of overlapping 
of bands and formation of dimeric or even higher nuclearity species has also to be 
taken into account. 
The examination of the precipitate formed during the reaction revealed that 
in some cases - heating for more than 6 hours - linkage isomerisation had 
occurred in the [Mo(CO) 5(NO2)r complex to yield [Mo(CO) 5(ONO)][PPN] 45. This 
was proven by the IR spectrum with the observation of bands at slightly, but 
significantly lower wavenumbers than for the nitro analogue and also of peaks in 
the lower region characteristic of ONO groups (see Table 17). In general, however, 
the solid material consisted of complex 44 and the side products also seen in 
solution. 
If the reaction was stopped after 45 minutes, when the solution contained 
mainly 44 and only small amounts of any further products, then cooled to -35°C 
and kept at that temperature for several days, examination of the precipitate 
resulted in the observation of compound B only (1997s, 1897vs and 1615s cm -1 
in CH202). 
In an attempt to investigate the influence of the solvent on the reactivity 
and the mechanism, the same reaction was carried out in acetonitrile. It is known 
that for this solvent the possibility of involvement or even coordination in 
preference to any NO 2/NO ligand had to be considered. Upon heating the mixture 
to temperatures between 60 - 70°C the colourless solution became bright yellow, 
and a new peak was observed in the IR spectrum at 1932 cm -1 within 30 minutes. 
It was found that the reaction occurred more slowly in CH 3CN by comparison to 
THF. The band at 1932 cm 1 , which increased with time, is characteristic of 
[Mo(CO)5(No2 )1 -  (see Table 19 for data of Mo(CO) 5(NCMe), prepared via CO 
activation with Me 3NO). After 2-3 hours all starting material had reacted and peaks 
for compound 44 dominated the IR spectrum. Besides these other absorptions 
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appeared, and it became evident that in this solvent too oxygen atom transfer 
occurred. The spectra resembled the data gained in the THF reactions, if the shifts 
due to the change of solvent are taken into account. 
This reaction therefore showed that under the circumstances applied, NO 2 
is the preferred ligand instead of acetonitrile. It is however not known at this stage 
if the solvent plays a more important role in the second and third step of the 
reaction. 
The observation of a nitro compound prior to the detection of its reduction 
product - [Mo(CO)4(NO)r - questions the mechanism believed to occur so far. It 
was also seen that the attacking NO2- ligand coordinates in the nitro fashion and 
the resulting compound is fairly stable, as the oxygen atom transfer is occurring 
only after all of the starting MO(CO)6  has been substituted. Although free 
[PPN][N021 is still present at that moment (some excess - generally Mo/NO2 = 1/2 
- had to be added to gain quantitative conversion) and it therefore may be involved 
in the reaction mechanism, this option is thought not to be of importance. The 
following decomposition of the mixed carbonyl nitro complex to a nitrosyl species 
with the loss of one carbonyl ligand as CO 2 could be occurring via a variety of 
mechanisms, with the intramolecular being the most plausible possibility. The 
1Mo(CO) 4(NO)J(PPN), believed to be present despite the missing low frequency 
stretch, could not be isolated, as it was not produced quantitatively and 
decomposed to species which have not yet been fully identified. Due to the lack 
of other monitoring techniques and the presence of probably several equilibria at 
any one point of the reaction the kinetic data, which would provide further 
information of the mechanism and possible products, could not be measured. 
Although the reactivity towards oxygen atom transfer is thought to decrease 
sharply for third row transition metal complexes, 38 was tested analogous to Mo 
and Cr. Due to the increase in the size in the central metal atom compared to Cr 
it was likely that coordination in the nitro mode would be a fairly stable option for 
W and decomposition via oxygen atom transfer should need more stringent 
conditions than the amount of energy provided by reflux in THE. 
Upon warming a tetrahydrofuran solution containing W(CO) 61[PPN][NO2] in 
a 1/2 ratio the colourless solution ([PPN][N021 was only suspended in the solution 
at RT and dissolves slowly as the mixture warms up) becomes bright yellow and 
the IR spectrum indicates the anticipated substitution with an NO 2 ligand for a 
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carbonyl group (IR in THF: 2058vw, 1912s-vs, 1853m cm -'). All starting material 
is converted to [W(CO) 5(NO2 )] - 46 in about 45 minutes reflux, but then new bands 
emerge in the carbonyl region. As expected no peaks attributable to an oxygen 
atom transfer product are observed at any stage in the reaction. These new 
absorptions are at the following positions: 1962m br and 1881w sh cm 1 , but their 
intensity does not increase with longer reaction time. The bands of 46 remain 
dominant for up to 3 hours when the reaction was stopped (see equation 58). 
2W(CO)6+ 4[PPN][NO2] -+ [W(CO)5(NO2)][PPN] + [W(CO) 3(ONO)3][PPN]3 + 4C01' 
(eq:58) 
The examination of the precipitate revealed that it contained the 
pentacarbonyl nitro/nitrito tungsten anion and a possibly more highly substituted 
compound (1972s and 1870vs cm -1 in CH2Cl2). If this mixture is left under air for 
several days no changes are observed in the spectrum, thus the unknown 
compound is air stable. In the lower region of the IR spectrum peaks of nitrito 
coordination were detected. By comparison to the Re and Mn systems a species 
of the formula [fac-W(CO) 3(ONO) 3] 3 47 is most likely (see equation 58). 
The observation of nitrito bands again highlights the importance of thermal 
activation for linkage isomerism to take place. No solid structure data of this 
compound could be obtained, as it was found impossible to grow crystals, even 
with tetraphenyiphosphonium as counterion 
The detection of a nitrito compound as the final and stable product 
contradicts predictions that the coordination via the nitrogen atom is stronger than 
via the oxygen. It seems more likely that in the case of more than one nitro/nitrito 
ligand being present in the system and bonded to the same metal atom a delicate 
balance on the basis of electronic and steric requirements is found between the 
two bonding modes. It is so far impossible to determine which of the two forces is 
more important and what the influence of other Iigands and the character of the 
metal are in this matter. 
Within the chromium triad the reactivity towards oxygen atom transfer has 
decreased in the expected order, with the observation of intermediate complexes 
only in the second and third row materials, whereby the latter did not react any 
further to produce a mixed carbonyl nitrosyl complex. Although the exact 
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mechanism could not be elucidated it is thought that the formation of the nitro 
compounds and their stability is an important precondition for the oxygen atom 
transfer process. 
2.3.3. Activation of M(CO) 6 (M= Cr, Mo and W) with (CH 3 )3N0 prior to 
Interaction with [PPN][NO 2]/[PPh 2][N07J 
As the activation with tri methylam in e-N -oxide proved useful in 
circumventing the occurrence of oxygen atom transfer and led to the successful 
preparation of new mixed carbonyl/nitro/nitrito complexes for group VII the same 
approach was used for the three members of the chromium triad. 
Addition of one equivalent of Me 3NO to a CH2Cl2 solution of 39 at -30°C 
resulted in a change of colour from colourless to yellow. The I  spectrum showed 
only a weak peak attributable to an unknown pentacarbonyl compound. If 
[PPN][NO2] is added at this point, an absorption emerges at 1930 cm. It is weak 
and an increase in intensity is observed only as the temperature of the mixture is 
slowly raised to ambient values. The reaction proceeds without the detection of 
any intermediate species, as is shown in Figure 15. If the cold mixture is placed 
in a solution IR cell and the spectrum recorded in fast repetition as the solution 
warms up to room temperature, an increase of the absorptions due to the 
substituted complex 43 proportional to the decrease of the band characteristic for 
the unsubstituted precursor 39 (see equation 59). 
M(CO)6 + Me3NO + [R][NO2] -~ [M(CO)5(NO2)][R] + NMe31' + c021 	(eq.:59) 
{R= PPN, PPh 4 } {M= Cr, Mo, W} 
The IR spectrum gained for the pentacarbonyl nitro/nitnto chromium anion 
did not give any conclusive evidence for the mode of bonding of the NO 2- Iigand. 
If [PPN][NO2] was used as the incoming ligand and the counterion, it was 
impossible to grow any crystals suitable for X-ray investigation. 
Due to the problems with disorder encountered in the rhenium compounds, 
a different and smaller countenon had to be developed. It was thought that the 
differences in volume between the PPN (490 A3 )151 and the PPh 4 (317 A3 ) 151 
would not only decrease the large discrepancies between anion and cation, but 
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also encourage crystallisation. The reaction proceeded analogously to the above 
described procedure, the JR spectra were identical. 
Upon crystallisation at temperatures of -35°C via slow diffusion of 
diethylether into the concentrated dichloromethane solution, pale lemon yellow 
tablet shaped crystals were indeed observed. An X-ray single crystal structure 
investigation was carried out at 150K. Upon solution the formula 
[Cr(CO)5(NO2)](PPh4) was proven, and by refinement the anticipated nitro 
coordination mode of the NO 2- ligand was shown to be present as well. The 
molecular structure of the anion is shown in Figure 16. Selected bond distances 
and angles are given in Table 17. Upon refinement it was found that the carbonyl 
and nitro group in the trans position are disordered. The disorder was modelled 
with the two sites being 50:50 CO:NO 2  occupied. Due to only small differences in 
bond lengths between the chromium CO carbon and the chromium NO 2 nitrogen 
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Figure 16: Molecular structure of the anion of 43. 
bonds the distances for the metal carbonyl bond had to be fixed at values of Cr 
- C(3) 1.90 (0.01) A and C(3) - 0(3)1.14 (0.01) A in order to allow a satisfactory 
refinement of the two ligands. As a consequence of the presence of three oxygen 
atoms in an almost linear arrangement their positions had also to be fixed. They 
were located at a distance of 1.25 (0.01)A from the nitrogen atom and at an angle, 
which gave an overall distance between 01N and 02N of 2.18 (0.02) A. All other 
atoms were refined anisotropically, the hydrogen positions of the counterion PPh 4 
were calculated. The structure of the anion is almost ideally octahedral, there are 
no significant deviations from the theoretical values of 90 and 180 0 . Due to the 
need of bond fixation in this case it is impossible to deduce any conclusions about 
the it accepting or donating ability of the nitro ligand. 
The analogous reaction to the chromium was also undertaken for 
molybdenum and tungsten. No nitro/nitrito carbonyl or nitrosyl carbonyl complexes 
of these two species have been reported, except for some species which 
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Table 17: 	Selected bond distances (A) and angles (°) for the anion of 43. A 
full list is given in Section 4.2. 
Cr-C(1) 1.906(12) C(1 )-Cr-C(2) 86.9(4) 
Cr-C(2) 1.900(11) C(2)-Cr-C(3) 90.7(6) 
Cr-C(3) 1.890(8) C(3)-Cr-C(1) 91.5(7) 
Cr-N 2.13(2) 0(1 )-C(1 )-Cr 178.8(8) 
C(1)-0(1) 1.151(11) 0(2)-C(2)-Cr 179.1(8) 
C(2)-0(2) 1.125(10) 0(3)-C(3)-Cr 176(2) 
C(3)-0(3) 1.127(9) C(1 )-Cr-N 89.4(10) 
N-O(1N) 1.243(10) C(2)-Cr-N 90.8(7) 




in addition to the NO and CO groups also contain other ligands which alter the 
properties of the compounds significantly. 
Addition of (CH 3 )3N0 to a cold dichloromethane solution of 37 resulted in 
the same colour change as already observed for Cr, the introduction of [PPN][N0 21 
then induced the substitution as could be followed by the increase of the 
characteristic absorptions for [Mo(CO) 5(NO2 )1 -  Al (see equation 59). It is thought 
that as the reaction proceeds in exactly the same fashion as for 39 the 
coordination mode of the NO 2- ligand is also via the nitrogen atom in a 
monodentate nitro form. Attempts to crystallise the species with PPh 4 or PPN as 
counterion have been unsuccessful. 
The [W(CO)5(NO2 )1 -  46 species were prepared by a similar reaction, and 
characterised by IR spectroscopy and in the solid state by single crystal X-ray 
crystallography. Analogous to the Cr species no crystals could be grown with PPN 
as countenon, attempts were however fruitful with the tetraphenylphosphonium 
cation. The situation parallels the Cr compound described above. The coordination 
mode of the NO 2- ligands has again been determined to be the expected nitro 
bonding. The disorder observed already in 43 is also present in the W species, 
and was modelled in a similar manner. The metal carbon bond distance was fixed 
at 2.03 (0.003)A and the carbon oxygen distance at 1.14 (0.002)A, whereas the 
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Figure 17: 	Molecular strcuture of the anion of 46. 
tungsten nitrogen bond was refined freely. The N-01N and N-02N lengths have 
also been restrained at 1.25 (0.003)A, as has the distance between the two 
oxygen atoms at 2.18 (0.005)A. In addition one equatorial carbonyl group 
possesses a scrambling of its oxygen atom between two positions, which was 
successfully refined by applying a 50/50 occupancy of the two locations (see 
Figure 17). All atoms involved in the disorder have been refined isotropically, the 
remainder anisotropically. The hydrogen atoms of the counterion have again been 
calculated. The bond lengths and angles of the anion can be found in Table 18. 
The structure of the anion is slightly distorted from the ideal octahedral geometry, 
with the angles between the equatorial carbon atoms C(1) and C(2) and the axial 
nitrogen atom N and C(3) being between values of 95.5 (4) 0 (C(2)-W-C(3)) and 
97.4 (4)° (C(1 )-W-N). This means that the nitro and the carbonyl group in the trans 
position are slightly tilted towards each other. All other bond angles and distances 
are as expected. Due to the disorder and the need for bond fixation no conclusions 
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Table 18: 	Selected bond distances (A) and angles (°) of the anion of 46. A full 
list is given in Section 4.2. 
W-C(1) 2.037(9) C(2)-W-C(1) 89.6(3) 
W-C(2) 2.018(8) C(1 )-W-C(3) 88.2(4) 
W-C(3) 2.037(3) C(2)-W-C(3) 95.5(4) 
W-N 2.189(11) C(1)-W-N 97.4(4) 
0(1 )-0(1) 1.145(9) C(2)-W-N 84.7(4) 
C(2)-0(2) 1.160(12) C(3)WN* 165.8(4) 
C(2)-0(2') 1.24(2) 0(1 )-C(1 )-W 178.0(6) 
C(3)-0(3) 1.143(2) 0(2)-C(2)-W 161.3(10) 
N-0(1 N) 1.252(3) 0(3)-C(3)-W 155.7(9) 
N-0(2N) 1.249(3) 0(2N)-N-0(3N) 120.5(6) 
0(2N)-N-W 119.0(10) 
0(1 N)-N-W 120.0(9) 
about any it influence were obtained. 
As can be seen from these compounds the simultaneous presence of nitro 
and carbonyl ligands does not necessarily induce redox or decomposition 
processes, by which an oxygen atom is transferred from the NO 2 group to an 
adjacent CO ligand with the subsequent loss of 00 2 and formation of nitrosyl 
complex. The packing diagrams of both crystallised complexes show that there is 
no interaction between the oxygen atoms of the nitro ligand and the carbonyl 
group, which could be necessary to induce oxygen atom transfer without linkage 
isomerisation. Even the first row species does not undergo such reactions, which 
is in strong contrast to the manganese compounds. 
The [M(C0)5(NO2)] complexes could also be synthesised by a two step 
process, in which case in the first instance the free coordination place on the 
central atom - generated by Me3NO - was occupied by a weakly coordinated 
ligands such as THF and CH 3CN. These could then readily be exchanged for the 
nitro group by introduction of either [PPN][N0 21 or [PPhJ[NO2J. As this method did 
not yield any advantages over the direct interaction, it was not fully explored. It 
was also found that this procedure does not result in a quantitative preparation of 
the final species. 
In an attempt to gain further evidence on the stability of such compounds 
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and their ability to undergo oxygen transfer processes, the mixed nitro/carbonyl 
complexes were refluxed in THF or CH 2Cl2 for one to two hours and the 
decomposition was followed by IR spectroscopy. Related undertakings by 
Gladfelter78  have however not yielded any oxygen atom transfer for chromium, on 
which basis the possibility of intramolecular transfer process occurring during the 
preparation of 42 was ruled out. 
If 44 was redissolved in THE and refluxed for about 30 minutes the initially 
bright yellow solution darkened and a brown precipitate was observed after 20 
minutes. The IR spectra revealed that possibly an oxygen atom transfer process 
was taking place in this case. The same spectra as already discussed in the 
previous section were observed, although not all of the absorptions. After 15 
minutes reflux additional absorptions beside the characteristic peaks for the nitro 
complex bands were detected at 1889s and 1826m cm -1 for carbonyls and 1617 
cm-1 for a nitrosyl ligand. The absorption at 1827 cm -1 should again be treated with 
caution. By comparison to the earlier reaction, this serves as clear evidence for a 
nitrosyl species as an oxygen atom transfer product derived from 44. The 
reduction to probably [Mo(CO) 4(NO)r is however not quantitative and it 
decomposes to a material which does not seem to have any carbonyl ligands left, 
as no further absorptions are observed in this region. A certain percentage of the 
[Mo(co)5(No2 )1 -  was still in the mixture after 30 minutes, at which point the 
reaction was stopped. It became clear, that although some of the nitro compound 
is transformed into the corresponding nitrosyl species, this then decomposes and 
no more information could be gained. 
It was attempted to substitute more than one carbonyl group for a 
nitro/nitrito ligand to produce related complexes to the rhenium and possibly the 
manganese species. The increase of trimethylamine-N-oxide did not result in the 
removal of a second carbonyl from the central metal atom. This unexpected 
behaviour is possibly due to the nature of the central metal. The removal of one 
carbonyl creates [Cr(CO)5], and it seems likely that this 16-electron species is too 
negative for the nucleophile (CH 3 )3N0 for any further attack. The dissociation of 
a second CO moiety would also generate a probably highly unstable species 
[Cr(CO)4]. 
The addition of amine-N-oxide to the mixed carbonyl nitro complex 43 in 
the presence of excess [PPN][NO2] did also not produce any more highly 
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substituted complex. It seems that for the mononuclear species the pentacarbonyl 
nitro complex [M(CO) 5(NO2 )1 -  is the only species which can be prepared under the 
conditions used in this project. It is thought that stability, which in this case should 
be limited purely by electronic factors, may decrease sharply after the 
monosubstitution. Another factor could be the unfavourable ratio of cation/anion 
size. 
2.3.4. Reactions of Substituted Carbonyl Complexes of Cr, Mo and W with 
[PP N][N 0 2] 
The replacement of a number of carbonyl ligands with substituents, such 
as chloride or tertiary phosphines, has been shown to change the reactivity 
towards oxygen atom transfer for several complexes of manganese and rhenium. 
It could be shown that complexes of the formula [(OC) 3Mn(p2-Cl)3Mn(CO)312 were 
an ideal precursor for mixed CO/NO 2 compounds. It was at this point however not 
clear, if the change in the electrical charge of the anion would have any influence 
on the reactivity or stability of the materials to be made. 
The pentacarbonyl halides [M(CO)5X](NEt4) of all three metals in this triad 
are well known"', and are readily prepared by the reaction of an excess of the 
respective hexacarbonyl compound with a tetraalkyl ammonium halide in a high 
boiling solvent such as diethylene glycol dimethyl ether at 120°C. The stability of 
these monosubstituted complexes is however not unlimited and they are best 
prepared freshly and stored under an inert gas atmosphere under dry conditions. 
Addition of [PPN][NO2] to a dichloromethane solution of [Cr(CO) 5C1](NEt4 ) 
48 did not result in any gas evolution or immediate colour change. If the halide 
was substituted for the nitrite, only small differences in the IR spectrum were 
expected, as the symmetry of the resulting 43 should be analogous. This 
exchange should yield a shift to higher wavenumbers, as the incoming nitrite is a 
weaker it donor than chloride. This was indeed observed. It is not clear yet, if the 
reaction consists of only one step. On the basis of the IR spectrum it could be 
assumed that the first step is the introduction of the NO 2- ligand in a nitrito form 
[Cr(CO)5(ONOr (v 0 : 2064vw, 1926vs br and 1854m br cm -1 , solvent: CH2Cl2), 
followed by isomerisation to the more stable nitro coordination 43 (v0:  2066vw, 
1930vs br and 1880m br cm, solvent: CH 2Cl2). Although the shift in frequency is 
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significant it is small, and the broad nature of the main absorption also increases 
the risk of mistinterpretation. By comparison to other substitutions of chromium 
carbonyl complexes, in which the NO 2- ligand enters in the nitro mode to form 43 
in a one step reaction, another possibility is that the exchange is slow and the 
observed peak at 1926 cm -1 is an averaged band of the precursor and the product. 
Due to repeated difficulties in the synthesis of pure [Mo(CO) 5C1](NEt4 ) this 
complex could not be tested without the possible influence of impurities and is 
therefore not discussed here. 
The behaviour of [W(CO) 5Cl](NEt4 ) 49 was unexpected. The presence of 
even an excess of [PPN][NO2] in either CH 2Cl2 or THE did not encourage an 
exchange of the two ligands at room temperature. As the carbonyl nitro compound 
could be prepared successfully by other means, the inertness of the halide 
complex should have electronic rather than steric reasons. The reaction was not 
further explored, because thermal activation is known to promote the synthesis of 
46. As generally in this project the availability of only one spectroscopic method 
to monitor the reaction and deduce mechanisms, reduces the possibility of full 
proof. 
Analogous to Mn(CO)5C1 it was attempted to activate 47 with 
trimethylamine-N-oxide in CH 2Cl2 to force the dissocistion of further carbonyl 
ligands in order to prepare more highly substituted Cr species. It was found that 
no reaction with Me3NO took place, the chloride was only exchanged for the NO 2 
ligand (if [PPN][NO 2] was present). This again emphasises the importance of the 
overall charge of the complex and the nature of the central metal for a successful 
attack by the nucleophile Me 3NO. 
The analogous compound to 1(OC) 3Mn(p2-Cl)3Mn(CO)j can also be 
synthesised by thermal methods. Hohmann and tomDieck 168 prepared the Mo and 
W species by reacting a slight excess of the tetraalkyl ammonium halide with the 
M(CO)6 {M= Mo, W} in boiling dioxane for several hours. Although not discussed 
in their publication, it is thought that the reaction is unsuccessful with chromium. 
The low solubility of these materials created difficulties. Attempts to react 
it in solvents such as dimethyl sulfoxide were unsuccessful, as decomposition 
occurred immediately even before [PPN][NO2] was added. 
The [(OC)3Mo(p2-Cl)3Mo(CO)3](NEt4 )3 40 species was found to be slightly 
soluble in CH2Cl2 and addition of [PPN][N021 prompted an immediate colour 
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change to yellow/orange and the starting material dissolved slowly as it reacted. 
It was assumed that the three halide ligands are exchanged for incoming 
nitro/nitrito groups, which could occupy either terminal or bridging positions. By 
monitoring the reaction by IR spectroscopy it was found that the expected 
mechanism did not occur. After two minutes reaction time at room temperature the 
IR spectrum consisted of several peaks, indicating a mixture of compounds. The 
detection of weak bands at 1755 and at 1633 cm -1 points to an oxygen atom 
transfer process similar to the mechanism observed for the reflux reaction of 37 
with [PPN][NO2] (see Section 2.3.2.). In addition to these absorptions, bands 
characteristic for 42 were also obtained. This seems confusing, but it is known that 
carbonyl complexes are able to react by scavenging CO ligands from other 
molecules in order to obtain a stable configuration. 
As the mixture was stirred for -40 minutes at RT the spectrum not only 
became more intense due to the higher solubility of the products compared to the 
precursor material, but also showed more clearly the presence of a nitrosyl 
complex beside 44. As the position of the NO bands are similar to earlier obtained 
data, the most likely nitrosyl species to be present is [MO(CO) 4(NO)r. The colour 
of the mixture darkens with time, and after 2 hours it is dark orange. Some form 
of precipitate was observed as well, but the small quantity jeopardised a full 
investigation. The JR spectrum of the solution showed that 44 was the main 
complex in the solution, weak bands indicated the presence of a nitrosyl 
compound in low yield. The pathway by which this unusual reaction should occur 
is not understood and no methods to follow it could be devised. 
A two-phase approach was found to yield similar results. The carbonyl 
halide complex 40 was dissolved in water and [PPN][NO 2] {or [PPh41[NO2]) was 
added in form of a CH2Cl2 solution. The two immiscible phases were stirred 
thouroughly, and an immediate reaction was observed, as the colourless 
dichioromethane solution became brown. The two phases were separated after 30 
minutes reaction time at room temperature. The water mixture could not be further 
investigated by the means of IR spectroscopy, and the material was found to be 
insoluble in any organic solvents. It was at this point unknown if all of the starting 
material had reacted. 
The organic phase consisted of the same mixture of compounds, with a 
more even distribution between the probable nitrosyl and 44. This showed that in 
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both cases the same reaction occurred and that for the two-phase approach the 
process took place at the interface between the two immiscible media. 
The CH2Cl2  solutions were found to decompose over several hours and 
therefore no further examination could be carried out. It became clear in the 
course of that investigation that the attempted analogous complex to manganese 
or rhenium, [M(CO) 3(NO2 )3]3 , could not be prepared by this method. It is also 
thought that it probably is highly unstable due to the unfavourable differences in 
size between the trianion and the therefore necessary three cations. 
The third row complex [(OC) 3W(p2-CI)3W(CO)3](NEt4 ) 41 decomposed too 
fast to undertake any reaction. It was also found difficult to prepare this species 
in pure form, which was possibly the reason for its high instability. No conclusions 
could be reached. 
One other attempt was undertaken to prepare this tricarbonyl trinitro/nitrito 
complex for molybdenum. The possibility of the removal of weak binding ligands 
such as acetonitrile had proved to be of some use in manganese complexes. Due 
to its very modest it accepting ability the subsitution of up to three carbonyl for 
CH3CN can be achieved, in general by thermal and photochemical activation. 
It was found that the removal of one carbonyl for an incoming acetonitrile 
ligand is readily achieved by the introduction of Me 3NO. The reaction was only 
carried out for chromium, and the exchange between the CH 3CN ligand and NO2 
to produce 43 was quantitative at room temperature in CH 2Cl2. As this method of 
preparation of the nitro species does not yield an advantage over the one step 
process it was not further elaborated. 
The more highly substituted complexes M(CO) 6 (NCMe) (n = 2, 3) were 
more interesting for the possible exchange for NO 2- ligands. The tetracarbonyl 
bisacetonitrile species [M(CO) 4(NCMe)2] {M= Cr, Mo , VV} could not be prepared 
in high purity and as these complexes are air-sensitive, separation of the mixture 
- which contained mainly the monosubstituted material - would have been difficult. 
The general methods of preparation of the M(CO) 3(NCMe)3 did also only 
yield mixtures of several degrees of susbtitution, even after prolonged reflux in 
acetonitnle. A new synthesis for this widely used precursor for substitution and 
other chemical reactions had to be developed. The above discussed triply bridged 
anionic compounds [(OC) 3M(p2-Cl)3M(CO)3](NEt4) {M = Mo, W} seemed to provide 
some of the needed properties. 
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The addition of acetonitrile to the pale yellow/green powder of 40 yielded 
immediately a yellow orange clear solution. The IR spectrum confirmed the 
quantitative exchange of Cl - for CH 3CN to give Mo(CO)3(NCMe)3 50 had taken 
place. The reaction could only be carried out for the molybdenum species, as the 
purity of 41 was not high enough, and although the IR pattern of W(CO) 3(NCMe)3 
51 was the main component of the spectrum other side products were observed 
as well. It is thought that these side species are merely the consequence of the 
presence of less substituted W complexes or other materials due to 
decomposition. 
The addition of three equivalents of [PPN][NO 2] to the CH3CN solution 
containing pure 50 showed again results, which could only be explained by the 
ability of molybdenum carbonyl complexes, to scavenge CO ligands from other 
molecules in order to gain a stable compound. The species which was mainly 
observed in the carbonyl region of the IR was 44, with some minor peaks at 
1997m and 1897w cm -1 (solvent: CH 3CN). These two weak absorptions have been 
seen before in reactions at elevated temperatures. There is so far no indication 
towards the nature of this side product, as in this case - different to the mentioned 
reactions - no nitrosyl bands were detected. The absence of any other suitable 
monitoring technique for this type of reaction limits any further investigations. 
Although a number of complexes, which might serve as good precursors 
for mixed carbonyl nitro/nitrito complexes of Cr, Mo and W with more than one 
NO2- ligand bonded to the metal, are available and have been tested, it was found 
that no such materials could be prepared. 
2.3.5. Reaction of [Cr(CO) 4(NO)][PPN] with 02 - Reoxidation of the Nitrosyl 
Ligand 
The reaction between a mixture containing Mn(CO) 4(NO) and 
[Mn(CO)2(NO)2](PPN) and dioxygen led to the reoxidation of the nitrosyl group to 
yield mixed CO/NO 2 complexes. An analogous attempt was undertaken for 
chromium. It was not known if the complex, differing from Mn(CO) 4(NO) only by 
one electron, would react in a similar way. 
The reaction was again carried out in a solvent mixture of THF/acetonitrile 
of 1/4 under ambient conditions. Dioxygen was bubbled through the dark red 
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reaction. Within three minutes the colour changed to dark brown. No precipitate 
was observed, the solution was clear. Examination of the IR spectrum revealed a 
complete conversion from 42 to a species which was characterised by two 
absorptions at 1932s and 1883m cm-1 . All peaks attributable to NO have 
disappeared and in the lower NO2-/ONO-  region no nitrito absorptions could be 
identified. 
The bands on the CO region are characteristic for complex 43, containing 
a nitrogen bound NO 2- group. This result seems unexpected, but by comparison 
to the manganese it is readily explained. As already observed, carbonyl complexes 
are able to scavenge CO ligands in reactions, even under mild conditions, in order 
to produce a stable species. This oxygen atom transfer reaction should occur by 
the same mechanism. The oxidation of the nitrosyl ligand is understood to proceed 
via an attack of the 0-0 molecule on the NO group, which must have undergone 
a rearrangement to a bent N0 species. This also creates a free coordination 
space on the central metal which, for sterical reasons mainly, can only be filled by 
a CO group. The intermediate formed after attack of the dioxygen might be 
imagined as similar to some cobalt complexes examined by Basolo et.aI. 65 (see 
Scheme 4). Due to the high reaction rate no further data on the mechanism could 
be gained, no intermediate compounds were detected. 
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Table 19: 	1  data of Cr, Mo and W complexes discussed in Chapter 2.3. 
Compound Solvent IR absorption bands in CO 
and other regions, in cm' 
[Cr(CO)4(NO)](PPN) 	42 THF 1994wm, 1895vs, 1850s 1 . 
VNO: 1608s' 
[Cr(CO)5(NO2 )1 - 	43 CHCI 2066vw, 1931vs br, 1878m. 
Cr(CO)5(NCCH3 ) CH3CN 2076vw, 1945vs br,1901m. 
Cr(CO) 5(THF) THF 2062vw, 1938vs, 1891m 
Mo(CO)5(NCCH3 ) CH3CN 2075vw, 1946vs br, 1898m 
[Mo(CO)4(NO)](PPN) THE see text 
[Mo(Co)5(NO2 )1 - 	44 CHCl2 
THF 
2072vw, 1932vs br, 1873m. 
2060vw, 1921vs br, 1857m. 
[w(Co)5(No2 )1 - 	46 CH202 
THE 
2067vw, 1924vs br, 1870m. 
2060vw, 1912vs br, 1854m. 
IfaC-W(CO)3(ONO)31(PPN)3 
47 
CH2Cl2 1 972s, I 870vs 
vONO: 1460, 1065 
[Cr(CO)5C1](NEt4 ) 	 48 CH2Cl2 2060.5w, 1923vs br, 1855m. 
[W(CO)5Cl](NEt4 ) 	 49 CH2Cl2 Vco  2066vw, 1916vs br, 
1841m 
[(OC)3Mo(p2- 
Cl)3Mo(CO)31(NEt4 )3 	40 
nujol mull vco: 1876s, 1720vs br 1 . 
Mo(CO)3(NCCH3 )3 	50 CH2Cl2 v: 2075vw, 1944vs, 
1 904wm. 
1  in accordance with literature values. 
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3. Conclusions 
This thesis has largely been devoted to the synthesis and characterisation 
of new mixed carbonyl nitro/nitrito compounds of early transition metals in order to 
gain further insight into the mechanism of oxygen atom transfer reactions. It seems 
worthwhile to discuss the results in some detail at this point. 
3.1. Oxygen Atom Transfer Reactions 
This project has again confirmed that the ability of compounds to undergo 
oxygen atom transfer depends mainly on the nature of the central metal and 
spectator ligands, as well as reaction circumstances. 
First row transition metal complexes have in the past been shown to react 
with [PPN][NO2] to yield CO/NO compounds almost exclusively. During this work 
it was however found that the introduction of a variety of spectator ligands changes 
this behaviour to an extent in which no nitrosyl species are formed and previously 
unknown carbonyl nitro/nitrito are prepared instead, or in some cases no reaction 
occurred at all. 
Thus the substitution of carbonyl groups for halide ligands in manganese 
complexes decreases the possibility of oxygen atom transfer dramatically. 
Compound 5 reacted instantly to form 3, and after addition of excess [PPN][NO 2] 
the disubstituted 4 was produced quantitatively. The introduction of another halide 
anion (complexes 6 and 7) forces substitution of Cl - for NO 2  only. No nitrosyl 
species are prepared. The presence of three halide ligands in 8 and 14 results also 
in ligand exchange only. 
In the absence of detailed kinetic data no conclusive explanation for this 
change of reactivity can be given. By comparison to all earlier tested compounds 
not only CO groups are bonded to the metal, and as a consequence the reaction 
mechanism is completely different. The driving force for this reaction is the 
formation of PPNCI, which is highly insoluble in organic solvents. 
It was however assumed that the presence of two NO 2 ligands in 18 should 
induce an intramolecular oxygen atom transfer, especially as [Mn(CO) 5(NO2)] was 
found to be so highly unstable that it was not even detected at low temperatures. 
It seems therefore that there are no stenc reasons for the instability of 
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[Mn(CO)5(NO2)], but that its fast decomposition into the nitrosyl complex is being 
caused by electronic demands. It might be argued that the possibility of 
nucleophilic attack on a carbonyl group is reduced sharply with the presence of 
more than one Cl - ligand in the molecule. The it-electron density on the Co groups 
is increased, which in turn decreases the susceptibility to nucleophilic attack by 
comparison to complexes such as [Mn(CO)j and even Mn(CO) 5Cl. After 
substitution of the Cl - for NO2- an intramolecular attack on an adjacent CO group 
should also be less likely, as the number of CO ligands competing for the 
increased it-electron density is not as high as in [Mn(CO) 5(NO2)] and more back-
donation occurs due to more nitro/nitrito groups in the molecule. The role of linkage 
isomerisation could not be unambigiously evaluated for these reactions. 
Following from the logical explanations given above, the susceptibility to 
oxygen atom transfer reactions should be higher for nitro isomers, due to the fact, 
that they are regarded as weak it-acceptors rather than the assumed it-donating 
nitnto ligands. But the difference is small, and no conclusive data on this behaviour 
have been presented up to date. 
The expected decrease of reactivity within a triad has also been seen in 
this project. This became especially clear in group VI. The reaction of M(CO) 6 with 
[PPN][NO2] at elevated temperatures yielded the corresponding nitrosyl complex 
quantitatively for chromium, it was detected for molybdenum, although not 
quantitatively and no oxygen atom transfer occurred for tungsten. 
Work in this triad casts doubt on the findings made by Gladfelter 78 in 1988. 
The oxygen atom transfer taking place during preparation of 42 was ruled out to 
be intramolecular on the basis that the supposed intermediate species 43, when 
synthesised by an alternative route, did not decompose into 42 at high 
temperatures. Within this project it was however found that the second row 
complex 37 was transformed into a nitrosyl complex, thought to be [Mo(CO) 4(NO)], 
under analogous reaction conditions to those used for chromium, but only after 
complete conversion of the starting material into the corresponding nitro compound 
44. This strongly suggests an intramolecular mechanism for the actual oxygen 
atom transfer. In this discussion the problem of linkage isomerisation has to be 
included. It seems likely that as the nitro isomer [M(CO) 5(NO2 )1 -  is stable for all 
three metals the nitrito compound [M(CO) 5(ONO)r - possibly highly unstable - is 
responsible for the formation of the nitrosyl species. This conclusion, although 
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logical, does however not explain the inertness of 43. In the absence of further 
data this behaviour cannot be explained. 
The air sensitivity of the mixed carbonyl nitrosyl complexes was 
investigated in reactions with dioxygen. Compounds of both metals tested, 
chromium and manganese, showed a high affinity for oxygen and were converted 
quantitatively into stable nitro compounds at room temperature. This shows that the 
barrier of linear NO - bent N0 transformation is fairly low, as the change from 
NO to N0 is a precondition for the addition of an oxygen atom to the ligand. The 
observed scavenging of carbonyl ligands is also not unknown. 
With these observations - the reduction of the NO2-group followed by re-
oxidation - the possibility of developing a cyclic process has increased, and it was 
also shown that metals other than platinum, palladium or rhodium have a potential 
for catalytic oxygen atom transfer reactions. 
3.2. Mixed Carbonyl Nifro/Nifrito Complexes 
A series of mixed C0/NO2 complexes was prepared and characterised in 
this project. The general synthesis, replacement of halide ligands in coicr 
compounds with NO 2 , was found to work effectively for the first and second row 
materials and also partially for the third row complexes of tungsten and rhenium. 
The variety of carbonyl nitro/nitrito species which could be prepared for the 
group VI metals is limited. The pentacarbonyl nitro monoanions could be readily 
synthesised via chemical activation and for Mo and W also via thermal methods. 
The introduction of a second and possibly third NO 2- ligand was in general 
unsuccessful, except for [W(CO) 3(ONO)3](PPN)3 after several hours of reflux. This 
complex could however not be characterised in the solid state. The reason for the 
inaccessibility of more substituted species is probably the negative charge already 
present after one CO ligand is replaced, which therefore makes further activation 
with Me3NO impossible. It is not known why thermal methods are not more 
successful. 
It seems that the [M(CO)5(NO2 )1 -  complex is the thermodynamically stable 
product in this system, and therefore even reactions of compounds 49 and 50 
yield only the monosubstituted material after CO ligands have been scavenged 
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from other molecules. The trinitrito tricarbonyl tungsten anion was detected only 
due to its insolubility in THF, where it precipitates immediately after formation. 
The metals of the following triad - manganese and rhenium - show more 
variety in bonding modes, although for manganese again a thermodynamically 
stable material - complex 15 - was found. 
The substitution of halides and carbonyl ligands in compounds of rhenium 
generates several species, but for this metal only mononuclear complexes have 
been observed. The reason for formation of a higher nuclearity material in the case 
of manganese is not known. It might be speculated that the presence of oxophilic 
"naked" Mn(ll) atoms/ions causes the coordination to the 0-atoms from the three 
NO2_Iigands, and hence trimerisation occurs. The unfavourable difference in size 
between the monomeric dianion and the therefore needed two cations may also 
give rise to the conversion into a larger species during crystallisation without 
changing the overall charge in the complex anion. 
The more favourable ratio in size between cation and anion could be 
responsible for the detection of only monomeric species in the case of rhenium. 
From the crystal structures observed it can be seen that the differences in size are 
still considerable, as a consequence of this a poorly defined space is left for the 
dianion leading to the observed disorder. The only ordered structure - compound 
28 - crystallises with three small cations and scattered Cl - anions in the lattice 
rather than PPN as counterion. 
One interesting observation was the behaviour of the dinuclear M2(C0)10 
species when reacted with [PPN][NO2]. The manganese complex was destabilised 
and the metal-metal bond broken, whereas for rhenium monosubstitution was 
readily and quantitatively achieved. The reason is probably the different strengths 
of the M-M bonds in both molecules. 
It seems at this point worthwhile to further review the IR spectra recorded 
for the complexes with different NO 2 bonding modes. The exchange of the strong 
it-donor halide ligands for incoming nitro or nitnto groups should result in an overall 
shift to higher wavenumbers for the carbonyl stretches due to the reduction in it-
electron density on the central metal and consequently the decrease in it-back 
donation to the CO ligands trans to the NO2- moieties. As already discussed at an 
earlier point in this thesis it is thought that nitrito ligands act as weak it-donors. The 
71 acid/base properties of the NO2- group are not fully understood, but it is believed 
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to be possibly a weak it-acceptor. 
These hypotheses were confirmed during this project. The substitution of 
Cl- ions shifted the carbonyl absorptions to higher wavenumbers as expected. 
Significantly different values were observed for NO2 and 0N0 ligands. 
The octahedral complexes [fac-M(CO) 3L3]2 {L= one-electron donor Iigand} 
have an overall C 3 , symmetry, resulting in 2 IR active absorptions for the CO 
ligands. For the purpose of this correlation only the shift of the E-mode should be 
considered, as it is expected that both stretches are affected differently and for the 
E-mode a larger shift was generally recorded. As already noted earlier, substitution 
of a halide for a nitro/nitnto ligand does not alter the charge on the central metal, 
the shift in frequency should therefore be caused solely by the reduction of it-
electron density. As the electronic properties between manganese and rhenium 
differ strongly, both metals are reviewed separately. 
The exchange of all three halide ligands in [fac-Mn(CO) 3Cl3]2 for nitrito 
groups to give [fac-Mn(CO) 3(ONO)3]2 results in an upwards shift of the E-band 
from 1924 cm -1 to 1931 cm -1 (up 7 cm -1 ). If the three Cl - ligands are replaced by 
NO2- groups to yield [fac-Mn(CO) 3(NO2)3J2 a shift to 1945 cm -1 is recorded (up 21 
cm -1 ). These two different shifts already show that the nitro ligand is the poorer t-
donor than the nitnto species, as a higher shift is observed. Assuming a linear 
proportionality, the change per Cl - for one 0N0 results in a reduction in it-electron 
density equivalent to a shift of 2 cm -1 and for one NO2- the decrease, equivalent to 
7 cm -1 , is considerably larger. This would amount to a difference in it-electron 
density corresponding to a shift of 5 cm -1 . 
The change of symmetry does not allow an extension of this correlation to 
the complexes incorporating two different bonding modes of the NO 2- ligand. For 
the mixed CO/NO2-/0N0 compounds three IR active bands are recorded, due to 
the decrease in symmetry in the molecule. It remains unknown how the it-electron 
density is distributed on the three CO ligands in case of two different NO 2- groups 
bonded to the metal. 
The same correlation can be carried out for the corresponding rhenium 
compounds. The substitution of three Cl - ions in [fac-Re(CO) 3C1J2 to give the 
tnnitnto complex [fac-Re(CO) 3(ONO)3]2 causes an upwards shift of 18 cm' {E-band 
moves form 1866 cm -1 to 1884 cm -1). This represents a drop in it-electron density 
equivalent to - assuming linearity - to a 6 cm' shift per Cl - ligand being exchanged 
for a nitrito group. The introduction of three NO 2- ligands leads to the observation 
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of an upwards shift of 30 cm {E-band of [fac-Re(CO) 3(NO2 )3] 2 at 1896 cm}. This 
can be interpreted as a shift of 10 cm per NO 2- moiety. The difference between 
these shifts per ligand exchange results in a variation of it-electron density 
between ONO and NO2- equivalent to a 4 cm-1 shift of the carbonyl absorptions. 
The presence of two different bonding modes again creates a problem for 
this correlation. A comparison between the CO absorptions for [fac-
Re(CO)3Cl(NO2 )212  and [fac-Re(CO) 3(ONO)(NO 2)2]2  which should in theory, if this 
correlation were valid independently of symmetry, only reveal a difference of 4 cm -
1  shows however that the three bands move irregularly to higher wavenumbers 
{2011 -* 2025; 1982 —*2015; 1891 -* 1903 cm -1 ). 
It seems therefore that the evaluation of it- and a-electron density and 
changes thereof during substitution reactions in the trans positions to the CO 
ligands in question cannot be assessed in a simplified manner for the NO 2- moiety. 
The use of a second spectroscopic technique, such as NMR, would possibly 
enhance the chance to gain more reliable information. There is however up to date 
no account in the literature in which it-electron density acceptor/donor properties 
of ligands in general have been separated and correlated satisfactorily. The 
absence of data of mixed CO/NO2  complexes for comparison also creates 
difficulties. 
This project has shown that the energy difference between nitro and nitrito 
coordination is small, but significant and the expected trends have been confirmed. 
The barrier to linkage isomerisation seems to be small, and activation by thermal 
methods enables the molecule, especially in the case of the mononuclear rhenium 
compounds, to undergo a series of isomerisations. 
If the reactions for both metals are compared several similarities in the 
behaviour are observed. The species [fac-M(CO) 3Cl(NO2)2] 2 seems to be an 
energetically stable configuration, as the substitution of [Mn(CO) 3Cl3] 2 proceeded 
fast until this stage and the replacement of the third Cl - ligand was only recorded 
after several hours. The crystal structure solved for rhenium shows the same 
behaviour. Here the halide can be replaced by a third NO2-group only after thermal 
activation. 
The introduction of the third NO 2- ligand occurs for manganese in the nitrito 
mode. This observation is unexplained as steric reasons are not responsible, as 
was shown by modelling the tnnitro structure, and electronic factors cannot be 
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found either. The crystal structure of 15 does not show any significant differences 
in the bond distances of the carbonyl ligands trans to the nitro and nitrito bridge 
respectively. 
The situation is more difficult to assess in the case of linkage isomerisation 
for the rhenium complexes, which occurs - as expected - only under more forcing 
conditions or over a long period during crystallisation. The energy difference 
between the two NO2 bonding modes must however be minimal, as all possible 
NO2-/ONO- isomers are observed under nearly identical conditions. This is also 
reflected in the above discussed correlation, as the shift by 5 cm -1 by changing 
from nitro to nitrito coordination does not represent a large difference in energy. 
The observation of the trinitrito isomer 33 in the solid state, which must 
have been formed during the crystallisation process, adds a further argument to 
the discussion of linkage isomerisation and stable forms thereof. The size of the 
counterion must have a distinctive influence in this case. As outlined in the 
introduction (chapter 1.1.2.) the change of bonding mode from nitro to nitrito is 
accompanied by a 19% increase in overall volume of the molecule. This would 
mean that the isomerisation of all three NO 2- ligands to the 0N0 form causes a 
60% "swelling" of the molecule. It seems reasonable to argue that therefore the 
isomerisation is caused in order to gain a better "fit" for the anion. No such 
behaviour was found for the complexes of chromium, molybdenum and tungsten, 
although the only compound bearing more than one NO 2 ligand - [fac-
W(CO) 3(ONO)3](PPN)3 - also has nitrito rather than nitro groups bonded to the 
metal. In the absence of a crystal structure for this species further discussion is not 
appropriate. 
This thesis has therefore shown, that mixed carbonyl nitro/nitrito complexes 
of early transition metals are stable species - against earlier predictions. A variety 
of linkage isomers was observed and characterised. The large difference in size 
between cation and anion caused however problems in attempts to fully 
charactensatise these species. 
The activation of carbonyl complexes with tnmethylamine-N-oxide has 
shown to be applicable to a broad variety of neutral species. In "non-coordinating" 
solvents, such as CH202, the abstraction of halide ions to fill the vacant sites on 
the metal atom has been demonstrated. In the presence of NO 2- groups these 
bond to a certain extent in favour to the halides. The isolation of compound 24 
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explains this hypothesis best. The two nitro ligands are present in the molecule, 
but one Cl -  ion is also bonded to the metal. This observation was made even in the 
presence of excess [PPN][N021 under ambient conditions. The manganese 
compound 1 reacted similarly when activated with 2-3 equivalents of Me 3NO in 
CH2Cl2 in the presence of [PPN][NO 2]. The reason for the instability of the product, 
probably [fac-Mn(CO) 3(NO2 )2Cl]2 is unclear, but crystallisation with the PPN cation 
would certainly not take place due to the differences in size. By comparison to the 
other Mn complexes, which were in general only isolated in the trimeric form 15 in 
the crystalline state, lack of excess NO 2- ligands might simply be responsible. 
Several compounds have been found to undergo spontaneous oxygen atom 
transfer reactions. This instability could not be explained and several steps of the 
reaction mechanism for oxygen atom transfer reactions remain unsolved, as the 
attempted isolation of intermediate compounds was unsuccessful. It should 
however be noted that in future work in this area the phenomena of linkage 
isomerisation should considered more important for this type of reaction than has 
previously been considered. 
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4. Experimental 
4.1. Syntheses and Spectroscopic Characterisation 
All reactions undertaken within this project were, unless stated otherwise, 
carried out in an inert atmosphere of dry nitrogen gas by utilising standard Schlenk 
line techniques. Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR 1605 
spectrometer, in 0.1mm thick NaCl solution cells or as nujol mulls between NaCI 
plates. 1 H-NMR experiments were undertaken on a Bruker WP-80- and WP-200-
spectrometer at temperatures between -60°C and RT. For the 31 P-NMR 
measurements the Bruker WP-200-spectrometer was used at RT. Conductivity 
measurements were carried out using a Pye Conductivity meter. 
The following materials were purchased and used without further purification: 
Mn2(CO) 10 , Re2(CO) 10 and Re(CO) 5C1 {Strem Co.); [PPN][Cl], NaNO2, [PPh4][Cl], 
PPh3, PEt3, P(OMe6 P(OEt 3 )
1 
 P(p-tolyl) 3; Cr(CO)6 , MO(CO)6, W(CO)6 {Aldrich Co.) 
All solvents (CH 2Cl2, CH3CN, THE, n-hexane, Et20, n-pentane, toluene) 
were purified prior to use by distillation over sodium benzophenone or CaH 2 . 
Trimethylamine-N-oxide {(CH 3 )3N0.2H20} (purchased for Aldrich Co.) was 
dehydrated by azeotropic distillation in benzene followed by sublimation. 
The following compounds were synthesised by literature methods: 
[(OC)4M(p2-Cl)2M(CO)4] {M= Mn and Re)132 ; 
[(OC)3Mn(p2-Cl)3Mn(CO)3](NEt4) 133; 
[Mn(CO)4C121(N Et4 )131 ; 
[fac-Re(CO)3C13](NEt4)2 136 
[M(CO)5Cl](NEt4) (M= Cr, Mo, W) 167 ; 
[(OC)3M(p2-Cl)3M(CO)3](NEt4 )2 {M= Mo, W) 168 ; 
[PP N] [N °2] 169 
Preparation of [PPhJ(NO 2]: 
The salt was prepared in a similar procedure as [PPN][NO 2]. 
[PPhJ[Cl] {0. 1 8g, 8.75mmol} was dissolved in hot water {1 50ml}. NaNO 2 {30g} was 
dissolved in hot water {60ml}. The two solutions were mixed immediately and slow 
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cooling to RT caused the precipitation of [PPh 4][NO2].The mixture was kept at 0°C 
for 30 minutes and then filtered. The white microcristalline salt is washed three 
times with Et20 {10 ml} and then dried overnight at RT. No distillation in benzene 
was found necessary. The [PPh 4)[NO2] was then stored at RT under dry conditions 
and used without re-crystallisation. The yield of this procedure is nearly quantitative 
(90%). 
Preparation of [PPN][NO 3]: 
The nitrate was prepared exactly as described in the literature procedure 
for [PPN][N021 169 
Preparation of Mn 2(CO)9(NCMe) 9: 
Mn2(CO) 10 {0.19, 0.256mmo1} was dissolved in acetonitrile {7ml} at RT. To 
the bright yellow solution (CH 3 )3N0 {0.025g, 0.333mmo1} was added directly. An 
immediate gas evolution was detected. The reaction was stirred for 1-2 hours at 
RT. The reaction was monitored by IR spectroscopy and terminated when all 
peaks attributable to starting material had disappeared. 
1 H-NMR measurements were carried out on a 80MHz -NMR spectrometer 
at temperatures between RT and - 60°C. 
For crystallisation purposes the acetonitrile was removed under reduced 
pressure and the yellow/orange residue redissolved in enough n-hexane to prepare 
a saturated solution. Crystallisation was carried out at 5°C, and orange crystals 
were obtained over a period of several days. X-ray analysis confirmed the 
anticipated complex eq-Mn2(CO)9(NCMe). Crystallographic data can be found in 
Section 4.2. The IR absorptions are tabulated in Table 3. 
Preparation of dieq-Mn 2(CO)8(NCMe)2 10: 
Mn2(CO) 10 {0.19, 0.256mmo1} was dissolved in acetonitnle {7ml} at RI, the 
yellow solution was then cooled to 0°C (ice bath). (CH 3 )3N0 {0.05g, 0.666mmo1) 
was added directly to the solution while strong stirring was applied. (If the reaction 
was carried out at RT no quantitative results were obtained, and mono- and 
disubstituted products were isolated.). The process was followed by IR 
spectroscopy and stirred for 1-2 hours until all bands of Mn 2(CO)10 or the 
monosubstituted analogue had disappeared. Characteristic IR stretches of 10 are 
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found in Table 3. 1 H-NMR measurements were carried out as for 9. 
Reaction of 9 with [PPN][NO 2]: 
Mn2(CO)9(NCMe){0.1g, 0.256mmo1} was prepared as described above and 
dissolved in CH2Cl2 {7m1}. No decomposition was observed during the exchange 
of solvents, as the IR spectrum verified. The addition of [PPN][NO2] {0.15g, 
0.256mmo1} did not result in a change of colour or gas evolution (CO 2 ). Prolonged 
stirring at room temperature had no effect on the IR spectrum, which was still 
characteristic of 9. No thermal or photochemical activation was carried out. 
Reaction of 10 with [PPN][NO 2]: 
Mn2(CO)8(NCMe)2 {O. ig, 0.256mmol} was prepared as described above and 
dissolved in CH 202 (7m1). A small amount of monosubstituted 9 is observed at this 
stage. To the orange solution [PPN][NO 2] {0.3g, 0.512mmol} is added under 
vigourous stirring at room temperature. The mixture darkens as the salt dissolves, 
and a strong CO2 evolution was observed. On the basis of the IR spectrum the 
following products were detected: 9, and [Mn(CO) 5](PPN). 
Reaction of Mn 2(CO)9(NCMe) 9 with PPh 3 : 
Mn2(CO)9(NCMe) {O.lg, 0.256mmol} was prepared as described above and 
dissolved in n-hexane {7m1}. The IR spectrum taken before addition of the 
phosphine showed no decomposition. To the clear yellow solution PPh 3 {0.135g, 
0.512mmol} was added directly. As the tertiary phosphine dissolved with vigourous 
stirring, the colour of the solution darkened to orange. In the IR spectrum several 
new weak shoulders were observed. The mixture was stirred for up to 24 hours at 
room temperature. After this period only peaks characteristic of 2 were observed. 
A small amount of orange solid material was present in the reaction mixture. 
Isolation and characterisation confirmed the expected disubstituted complex 11 (a 
small excess of phosphine was necessary to convert all precursor to the PR 3 
substituted product). 
Reaction of Mn 2(CO)8(NCMe)2 10 with PPh 3 : 
Mn2(CO)8(NCMe)2 {0.2g, 0.512mmol} was prepared as described above and 
dissolved in dichioromethane {7m1}. To the clear orange solution PPh 3 {0.270g, 
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I .O24mmol} was added directly. The phosphine dissolved immediately 
accompanied by a strong change of colour of the solution to deep red. The IR 
spectrum recorded only showed very weak shoulders beside the peaks 
characteristic for the bis-acetonitrile complex. The mixture was stirred for 24-36 
hours at room temperature. {Direct sunlight should be avoided during reaction time, 
as it catalyses decomposition reactions, which have not been further investigated.} 
The red colour of the otherwise clear solution disappears slowly over the 
24 hour minimum reaction time. The process was followed by IR spectroscopy, but 
explanations for the mechanism are inconclusive. 
For crystallisation purposes the orange solution was filtered, and enough 
n-hexane added at 35-40°C to prepare an opaque mixture. Upon slow cooling to 
temperatures of -35°C orange tablet shaped crystals were isolated. The X-ray 
diffraction and structure solution and refinement data of Mn 2(CO)8(PPh 3 )2 are given 
in Section 4.2., IR data are shown in Table 3. 
Preparation of Mn 2(CO)9(THF) 12: 
To a THF solution {7m1} containing Mn2(CO)10 {0.191 0.256mmo1} freshly 
dehydrated (CH3 )3N0 {0.020g, 0.256mmol} was added directly with stirring. A gas 
evolution (G02) was observed as the trimethylamine-N-oxide dissolved. The 
reaction was followed by lR spectroscopy and terminated when all absorptions 
characteristic of starting material had disappeared. The IR data of Mn 2(CO)9(THF) 
are tabulated in Table 3. The increase in the ratio Mn 2(CO) 10/(CH3)3N0 to 1/2 did 
not yield any higher substituted product. 
Reaction of Mn 2(CO)10 with Me3NO and [PPN][NO2]: 
To a CH2Cl2 solution {7m1} containing Mn 2(CO) 10 {0.19, 0.256mmo1} freshly 
dehydrated Me 3NO {0.050g, 0.640mmoI} was added with vigourous stirring. A gas 
evolution was observed immediately, and changes in the IR spectrum were 
observed. After the production of CO 2 had ceased, [PPN][N021 {0.375g, 
0.640mmol} was introduced, but no changes to the I  spectrum were noted within 
1 hour. The mixture was stirred at room temperature with exclusion of light for up 
to 76 hours. The final CO absorptions in the lR spectrum pointed to a 
mononuclear, dianionic species, which contained three carbonyl and three nitrite 
ligands. Due to the high instability of this compound no further data other than the 
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solution spectrum were gained. The solution decomposed even at temperatures 
of -35°C under N 2 atmosphere. 
Preparation of Mn(CO) 5C1 5: 
Mn2(CO) 10  {0.050g, 0. 128mmol} was dissolved in chloroform {20ml}. A water 
cooled cold finger was immersed into the solution, which was stirred rapidly. The 
solution was irradiated with a 600W tungsten lamp. The reaction was followed by 
IR spectroscopy and terminated when no CO absorptions due to Mn 2(CO)10 were 
detected. Chloroform was removed under reduced pressure and 5 was collected 
(for I  data see Table 6). 
Preparation of Mn(CO) 4(NO) 3: 
[PPN][N021 {0.375g, 0.640mmol} was added directly to a solution (CH 2Cl2 , 
CH3CN or THF) {7m1} containing Mn(CO)5Cl {0.059g, 0.640mmol}, while strong 
stirring was provided. An immediate gas evolution (CO 2) was observed and the 
initially pale yellow mixture became dark red. Within five minutes at room 
temperature no IR absorptions belonging to the precursor were detected, instead 
the spectrum showed quantitative conversion to 3 (for IR data see Table 3). No 
significant decrease in the reaction rate was achieved by lowering the temperature 
to values as low as -45°C (for CH 3CN 0°C). No intermediate complexes were seen 
at any stage of the reaction. 
Preparation of [Mn(CO) 2(NO)2](PPN) 4: 
The dicarbonyl dinitrosyl manganese anion can be synthesised either in a 
one step process from 5 or after isolation of 3 by addition of further [PPN][N0 21. 
The two step approach does not hold an advantage in comparison to the direct 
method and was not further undertaken. 
[PPN][NO2] {0.748g, 1.28mmol} was added directly to a solution (CH 2Cl2 , 
CH3CN or THE) {7ml} containing Mn(CO) 5C1 {0.059g, 0.640mmol} , while strong 
stirring was provided. An immediate gas evolution (CO 2) was observed and the 
initially pale yellow mixture became dark red. Within five minutes at room 
temperature no IR absorptions belonging to the precursor were detected, instead 
the spectrum showed quantitative conversion to 4 (for IR data see Table 3). The 
reaction rate was again too high to observe any intermediate species. 
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Reaction of a Mixture Containing 3 and 4 with Oxygen 
The first attempt at this reaction was planned to be carried out with 3 only, 
which was prepared in CH 3CN in an analogous procecdure as described above. 
It was found that due to the strong donor abilities of this solvent some 4 was also 
produced. The mixture was therefore reacted with both complex 3 and 4 present. 
To a CH3CN solution {lOml} containing Mn(CO) 5C1 {0.059g, 0.640mmol} 
[PPN][NO2] {0.375g, 0.640mmol} was added directly. The quantitative formation of 
3 and some 4 occurred within 5 minutes. No values for the amounts of 3 or 4 could 
be obtained. The solvent was reduced to 8 ml and THE {2m1} was added to 
prepare a solvent mixture of MeCNITHF = 4/1. 
Oxygen gas was then bubbled through the solution at a speed of 
approximately 60 bubbles per minute. The reaction was followed by IR 
spectroscopy, and a change of colour from deep red to brown was also observed. 
The lR spectrum showed that after 5 minutes complexes 3 and 4 had undergone 
a conversion to a species probably containing nitro/nitrito ligands (see relevant 
section). The MeCNITHF solvent mixture was removed under reduced pressure 
and the brown residue was redissolved in CH 2Cl2 . The IR showed that possibly 
linkage isomerisation had occurred. 
No crystallisation was attempted for these solutions. 
Preparation of [Mn(CO) 3C131 21[Mn 2(CO)6(p2-Cl) 31 -  
Freshly prepared Mn(CO)5Cl { 0.256mmo1, 0.060g} was dissolved in 
dichioromethane {7ml} and freshly dehydrated (CH 3 )3N0 {0.513mmol, 0.038g} was 
added at room temperature. The yellow solution turned immediately orange and 
a heavy gas evolution (CO 2) was observed. The I  spectrum showed the presence 
of [Mn(CO)3C13]2 , but upon crystallization in CH 2Cl2 by addition of [PPN][N0 31 
dimenzation to [(OC)3Mn(p2-CI)3Mn(CO)3](PPN) occured. The dimer was 
alternatively prepared by thermal methods, as described by Angelici 133 . 
Yellow tablet shaped crystals could be grown in a wide range of 
temperatures from RT to -35°C in solvents such as CH 2Cl2 or THE with small 
quantities of Et20 present. The crystal structure data are presented in Section 4.2. 
Conductivity measurements were carried out at RT in CH2Cl2 solutions. For 
both complexes the initial concentration was 1 .28x1 O 2mol dm-3 . The concentration 
was increased stepwise and the conductivity of the solution measured. A graph of 
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C1t2 (mol m) vs ? (m2 Q mar1 ) showed the slope for [Mn(CO) 3C1 3]2 being twice 
as steep as for the 1(OC) 3Mn(p2-Cl)3Mn(CO) 3 1 . 
Preparation of [Mn(C0) 3(02)2(QN O)]( PP N )2  16 and 1(0C) 3Mn0p2-N0(0)) 2(p2- 
O(N O)Mn(p2-NO(0)) 2(p2-0(NO)Mfl(CO) 3](P P N )2 i 
Freshly prepared Mn(CO) 5C1 {0.256mmo1, 0.060g} was dissolved in CH 2Cl2 
(7m1). To the yellow solution freshly dehydrated (CH 3 )3N0 {0.512mmol, 0.038g} 
was added. After the gas evolution (CO 2) had finished, the reaction mixture was 
stirred for another 1.5 hours at room temperature. The IR spectrum showed that 
the only product present was [Mn(CO) 3C13]2 . 
[PPN][NO2] {1.54mmol, 0.90g} was added to the orange solution and the 
mixture left to react for several hours (Direct sunlight should be avoided.). The 
reaction was followed by IR spectroscopy and terminated after the appearance of 
the final spectrum, characteristic for 15. 
For crystallisation the CH2Cl2 was removed under reduced pressure at room 
temperature and the yellow/orange residue was redissolved in acetone. Several 
drops of Et20 were added and crystallization occured at -35°C. The crystal 
structure of the species [(OC) 3Mn( 2-NO(O ))2(p2-O(NO )Mn(p 2-NO(0))2(p2-
O(NO)Mn(CO)3](PPN)2 was determined by an X-ray diffraction experiment carried 
out at 150K. The data for this procedure and crystal structure solution and 
refinement are presented in Section 4.2. 
The same final product could be prepared from the unknown intermediate 
observed after the addition of only one equivalent of (CH 3 )3N0 to a CH2Cl2 solution 
of Mn(CO)5C1. In this case the procedure was slightly changed: To a 
dichloromethane solution containing M n(CO) 5C1 {0.5 1 2mmol, 0.060g} freshly 
dehydrated Me3NO {0.512mmol, 0.038g} was added directly. After gas evolution 
had ceased the CO vibrations in the IR spectrum showed the presence of the 
unknown intermediate. To this yellow/orange solution [PPN][NO 2] {1 .S4mmol, 
0.90g} was added and the reaction mixture allowed to stir for several hours. The 
addition of [PPN][NO2] provoked a mild gas evolution, believed to be CO, as no IR 
absorptions characteristic of NO groups were observed. No measurements to 
determine the nature and quantity of this gas have been carried out. The reaction 
was again stopped after the IR showed the presence of 16. Crystallisation 
procedures were carried out as described above. The crystals observed were 
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shown to be identical to 15. 
Reaction of [(OC) 3Mn(iJ2-CI)3Mn(CO)3](NEt4) 8 with [PPN][NO 2]: 
The precursor was prepared as described in the literature 55 and used 
without further recrystallisation. To a CH 2Cl2 solution {7m1} containing [(OC)3Mn(p2-
Cl)3Mn(CO)3](NEt4 ) {0.040mmol, 0.02g} six equivalents of [PPN][NO 2] {0.24mmol, 
0. 14g) were added directly at room temperature. No gas evolution or strong colour 
change was observed. The reaction was followed by lR spectroscopy and it was 
found that the reaction occurs analogously to the [Mn(CO) 3C13] 2 prepared via 
chemical activation of Mn(CO) 5Cl with Me3NO. After 16-18 hours stirring at room 
temperature the lR spectrum observed showed absorptions due to 16. 
Upon crystallisation in acetone/Et 20 the trimeric complex 15 was again 
formed. 
Reaction of [(OC) 4Mn(i2-CI)2Mn(CO)J 7 with [PPN](NO 2]: 
The precursor was prepared accordingly to lierature procedure 132  and used 
without further purification. To a CH 2Cl2 solution {7m1} containing [(OC) 4Mn(p2-
Cl)2Mn(CO)4] {0.05mmol, 0.02g} four equivalents of [PPN][NO 2] {0.2mmol, 0.1 15g} 
were added at room temperature with vigourous stirring. No immediate colour 
change or gas evolution was observed, but by IR spectroscopy a reaction was 
found to take place within 5 minutes. 
lR spectroscopy indicates that the product of this reaction is 
[Mn(CO) 4(NO2 )21(PPN), but isolation in crystalline form was impossible as during 
the process of crystallisation further reaction leading to 16 and followed by 
tnmerisation, even at temperatures as low as -35°C, occurs. 
The exchange of a CO for an NO2- ligand could be achieved quantitatively 
by addition of a further equivalent of [PPN][NO2] {0.lmmol, 0.06g} at RT and 
prolonged stirring (18-24 hours). 
Reaction of [Mn(CO) 4C12](NEt4) 6 with [PPN][NO 2]: 
The precursor was prepared according to lierature procedures 131 and used 
without further purification. To a CH 2Cl2 solution (7m1) containing 
[Mn(CO)4C12](NEt4) {0.054mmol, 0.02g} two equivalents of [PPN][NO 2] (0.1 O8mmol, 
0.064g) were added at RT and under stirring. The reaction occurred in the same 
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fashion as described for the neutral dimer [(OC) 4Mn(p2-Cl)2Mn(CO) 4], and the final 
complex isolated was again the trimer 15 
Preparation of Mn(CO) 4C1(PPh 3) j: 
Freshly prepared Mn(CO) 5C1 {0.256mmo1 , 0.060g} was dissolved in CH 2Cl2 
{7ml}. To the clear yellow solution PPh 3 {0.26mmol, 0.068g} was added directly. 
The phosphine dissolved over several minutes, and the mixture was stirred in the 
absence of light for 18 hours. The substituted species was then found to be 
quantitatively produced and used for further reaction without purification. The 
removal of the solvent did not induce any decomposition. 
Preparation of (trans-Mn(C0) 3C1(P Ph 3),] 22: 
The precursor 19 was synthesised as described above and dissolved in 
acetonitrile {lOml}. The material dissolved well initially at room temperature, 
however after several minutes (5-15 minutes) the solution becomes cloudy and a 
fine, bright yellow precipitate was observed. Upon filtration and isolation of the 
yellow powder, it was analysed by JR spectroscopy and the characteristic 
frequencies for 22 were detected. 
The reaction was not quantitative at this stage, as the acetonitrile 
substituted complex was isolated as a side product in the solution beside 
unreacted starting material [Mn(CO) 4Cl(PPh 3 )]. The yields were improved by 
addition of another equivalent of PPh 3 {0.26mmol, 0.068g}. 
For full characterisation the complex was crystallised at room temperature 
from dichloromethane. An X-ray structure investigation was carried out at 150K and 
the solution and refinement data are given in Section 4.2. 
31 P-NMR measurements were undertaken at room temperature. A singlet - 
as expected for the unique environment of the two PPh 3 ligands - was observed 
at 55.5ppm (solvent: CDCI 3). 
Reaction of [trans-Mn(CO) 3C1(P Ph 3),] 12 with [PPN][N 02]: 
To a dichloromethane (7ml) solution containing [frans-Mn(CO) 3C1(PPh3 )21 
{0.043mmol, 0.03g} one equivalent of [PPN][NO,] {0.043mmol, 0.025g} were added 
at room temperature. No immediate colour change or strong gas evolution was 
observed. Over a period of 10-15 minutes the mixture darkens slowly, in the IR 
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spectrum a new peak at 1870 cm -1 emerges. The bands characteristic for the 
starting material decrease in intensity with the exception of the main absorption at 
1947 cm-1 . After 2-3 hours reaction time at room temperature two peaks are 
observed at 1947 and 1870 cm-1 (solvent: CH2Cl2 ). The absence of any absorptions 
characteristic of NO underlines the formulation as a NO 2- species. 31 P-NMR 
measurements were carried out at RT, but only a singlet at 59.3ppm 
(solvent:CDCI 3) was observed. The shift by comparison to the starting material is 
within in the expected range and direction. 
Crystals of this species were grown repeatedly by Et 20 vapour diffusion into 
CH2Cl2 solutions at 5-7°C. The very thin orange, rhombus shaped plates were 
however found to be too fragile for X-ray diffraction experiments. 
Reaction of [Mn(C0) 4C1(PPh 3)] 19 with [PPN][NO 2]: 
To a THE solution {7m1} (or CH 2Cl2) containing [Mn(CO) 4Cl(PPh 3)] 
(0.043mmol, 0.02g) two equivalents of [PPN][N0 21 (0.086mmol, 0.05g) were added 
under vigourous stirring at room temperature. The colour of the solution changed 
over several minutes from clear yellow to orange/brown and a precipitate is 
observed (only for the reaction in THE). The reaction was followed by IR 
spectroscopy, and revealed after 20 minutes a mixture of products to be present. 
Only one compound could be identified with certainty as being the anion 4. Other 
bands pointed to the pentacarbonyl anion [Mn(CO) 51 - , but this is not explained so 
far. There are several other absorptions in the CO region, which remain 
unaccounted for. 
The mixture was further stirred at room temperature for up to 24 hours, 
when all bands attributed to 4 have disappeared. The spectrum consist at that 
point of two main absorptions (2014, 1931 cm -1 for [fac-Mn(CO) 3(ONO)3] 2 and 
weak bands 2028, 1945 cm -1 for [fac-Mn(CO) 3(NO 2 )3] 2 ). Further stirring at RT for 
4 hours increases the intensity of the two weak bands parallel to the decrease and 
final disappearance of the strong peaks. This exchange of intensities points to 
linkage isomensation processes occurring, but no further data were gained. 
Pale yellow crystals were grown form the solution, but their quality did not 
allow X-ray diffraction experiments. 
The precipitate was redissolved in CH2Cl2 after filtration and several 
washings in THE. The solution IR spectrum was characteristic of 16. 
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If the above reaction is stirred for 72 hours the isolation of the precipitate 
yields the trimeric complex dianion 15. 
Preparation of Re 2(CO)9(NCMe) 26: 
To an acetonitrile solution {7m1} containing Re2(CO)10 (0.077mmol, 0.05g) 
one equivalent of freshly dehydrated Me3NO (0.077mmol, 0.006g) was added at 
room temperature with vigorous stirring. A moderate gas evolution (identified to be 
CO2) was observed. The mixture was stirred for 1-2 hours. No IR absorptions 
characteristic of the precursor were detected and only bands for the 
monosubstituted 26 were present. The reaction was terminated and the material 
could be used for further substitutions or other reactions without purification. 
Attempts to crystallise the species in solutions of n-hexane were 
unsuccessful. 
Preparation of dieq-Re 2(CO)8(NCMe)2 27: 
Re2(CO) 10 (0.05g, 0.077mmol) was dissolved in acetonitrile {7ml} at RT, the 
yellow solution was then cooled to 0°C (ice bath). (CH 3 )3N0 {0.012g, 0.154mmol} 
was added directly to the solution while strong stirring was applied. (If the reaction 
was carried out at RT no quantitative results were obtained, and mono- and 
disubstituted products were isolated.). The process was followed by IR 
spectroscopy and stirred for 1-2hours until all bands of Re 2(CO) 10 or the 
monsubstituted analogue had disappeared. Characteristic IR stretches of 26 are 
included in Table 10. 
Preparation of [Re 2(CO)9(NO2)](PPN) 24: 
Via substitution in THF: To a THE solution {7ml} containing Re 2(CO) 10 {0.05g, 
0.077mmol} [PPN][N021 {0.045g, 0.077mmol) was added directly with vigourous 
stirring. As the nitrite dissolved over a period of 5 minutes, the solution became 
bright yellow and in the IR spectrum absorptions characteristic of the 
monosubstituted anion were already detected. The mixture was stirred for 1-2 
hours at RT, after that time all starting material had been converted to 24. 
Attempts to crystallise the species by slow vapour diffusion of Et 20 into 
from CH2Cl2 and THE solutions were unsuccessful. 
Via pre-substitution to FRe 2(CO)9(THF)1 25: To a THE solution {7m1} containing 
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Re2(CO) 10 {0.05g, 0.077mmol} freshly dehydrated Me3NO {0.077mmol, 0.006g} was 
added directly with vigourous stirring. The solution turned yellow and a weak gas 
evolution (CO2) was observed. The IR spectrum, taken after 15 minutes reaction 
time, showed only absorptions due to the monosubstituted product 25. The 
complex was not further purified, and [PPN][NO 2] (0.077mmol, 0.045g) was added 
to the clear yellow solution. No change of colour was observed, the [PPN][NO 2] 
dissolved over a period of several minutes. The reaction was followed by IR 
spectroscopy and a mixture of 25 and 24 was identified after 10 minutes. The 
solution was allowed to stir for up to 1-2 hours, but the conversion from the THF 
substituted precursor to the final NO 2 containing anion was found not to be 
quantitative. The addition of an excess [PPN][NO 2] (0.077mmol, 0.045g) did 
increase the yield of 24 substantially, but not to the extent of a quantitative 
reaction. 
No further attempts were undertaken to grow crystals from this mixture. 
C) Via chemical activation in CH2cLIEPPN1INO2L.  To a CH2Cl2 solution {7ml} 
containing Re2(CO) 10 ({05g, 0.077mmol} and [PPN][NO 2] {0.045g, 0.077mmol} 
freshly dehydrated Me 3NO {0.077mmol, 0.006g} was added directly under 
vigourous stirring. The solution turned yellow and a weak gas evolution (CO 2) was 
observed. The reaction was followed by IR spectroscopy and several minutes after 
the gas evolution had ceased, absorptions for the monoanion were detected. The 
mixture was stirred for 1 hour after which only peaks attributable to 24 were 
observed. 
Crystallisation attempts were in this case also unfruitful. 
IR spectroscopic data are given in Table 10. 
Reaction of Re2(CO)1023 with Excess Me 3NO/[PPN](N0 7J in Noncoordinating 
Solvents (CH 2Cl2): 
To a CH202 solution {7ml} containing Re 2(CO) 10 {0.05g, 0.077mmol} three 
equivalents of freshly dehydrated Me 3NO {0.231mmol, 0.018g} were added under 
vigourous stirring. A gas evolution (CO 2) and colour change from colourless to dark 
yellow were detected. The IR spectrum, recorded after the CO 2 evolution had 
ceased, showed a mixture of several, so far unidentified species to be in the 
solution. 
To this mixture three equivalents of [PPN][NO 2] {0.231mmol, 0.134g} were 
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added and the resulting solution was stirred for a minimum of 18 hours. The 
reaction was monitored by IR spectroscopy throughout this period, and several 
intermediate complexes - not fully identified (see discussion) - were observed. The 
final spectrum was characteristic of a dianionic and mononuclear complex, which 
had either of the two following structures [mer-Re(CO) 3L3]2 or [fac-Re(CO)3L2K]2 
(L, K = one-electron donor ligands). 
Crystallisation was carried out in CH 2Cl2 under N2 atmosphere at 
temperatures between 5-7°C. The solution has to be kept rigourously under the 
inert gas atmosphere, as immediate decomposition is observed under the influence 
of air/oxygen. Pale brown crystals were grown over a period of several weeks, in 
which time the IR spectrum did not change further. An X-ray diffraction experiment 
was carried out at 150K. The structure solution showed a species of the formula 
[Re(CO)3C1(NO2 )2]Cl[(CH 3 )3NCH2CI]3 28 to be present. Structure solution and 
refinement data are given in Section 4.2. IR spectroscopic data are tabulated in 
Table 10. 
Reaction of [Re(CO) 3C[(NO 2)2]Cl[(CH 3)3NCH 2CI]3 28 with Excess [P P N][NO 2] 
This reaction was carried out in an attempt to further substitute 26 with 
[PPN][NO2]. 
To a CH2Cl2 {7m1} solution containing 28 {0.026mmol, 0.02g} two 
equivalents of [PPN][NO2] {0.052mmol, 0.03g} were added. Stirring this solution at 
room temperature did not have any effect on the IR spectrum, therefore the 
reaction was heated. While the mixture was warmed up to temperatures of 40-
50°C, the pale brown, cloudy solution darkened and cleared. The now dark brown 
solution was refluxed gently for 4-5 hours during which time a series of IR 
changes, associated with the substitution of the Cl - ligand for an NO2-group 
followed by linkage isomensations, was observed. 
Crystallisation attempts yielded brown needles after several days storage 
in CH2Cl2 at RT, they were however found not to diffract. 
Reaction of Re(CO) 5C1 31 with [PPN][NO 2]: 
To a clear and colourless CH2Cl2 solution {7ml} containing Re(CO)5C1 
{0.028mmol, 0.01g} one equivalent of [PPN][NO 2] (0.028mmol, 0.016g} was added 
directly at 0°C. No colour change or gas evolution was observed. (The 
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concentration of the solution was however very low which decreased the possibility 
of detection.) The IR spectrum showed that substitution of two ligands has 
occurred immediately. The complex observed at this early stage is formulated as 
30 on the basis of the IR absorptions. The conversion of the starting material to 
this species was not quantitative, and the addition of two further equivalents of 
[PPN][NO2] {0. O56mmol, 0.032g} became necessary. 
Upon crystallisation a second carbonyl ligand must have been substituted 
for any excess NO2- moieties present in the solution, as crystal structure 
determination experiments of the pale brown crystals revealed the presence of a 
dianion due to two PPN species in the unit cell. The refinement of the data was 
however impossible due to complete scrambling of all ligands in the anion 
molecule. No model for satisfactory refinement could be devised and although the 
presence of three CO and three NO 2- ligands (NO2 and 0N0) is supposed no 
conclusions can be reached. 
The incorporation of a third NO2-group into the Re molecule can be 
achieved by gently refluxing 32 in the presence of excess [PPN][NO 2] in C}-12C12 at 
50°C. During the reaction over a period of 5-6 hours several intermediates - after 
the substitution of a second CO for NO2--  due to a variety of linkage isomerisations 
can be identified. 
No crystals were grown from the reaction solution. 
Preparation of [Re(CO) 3(ONO)3] 2 33: 
Upon addition of [PPN][NO 2] {0.056mmol, 0.032g} to a THE solution 
containing Re(CO)5C1 {0.028mmol, 0.01g} a white precipitate was formed. This is 
partly due to the insolubility of the nitrite in tetrahydrofuran, but does not influence 
the reactivity. After 1 hour stirring at room temperature no starting material was left 
in the solution (via IR spectroscopy). The nature of the THE soluble product could 
not be determined. 
After filtration and several washings with THE the white precipitate was 
redissolved in acetone, to give a pale yellow clear solution. The IR spectrum 
indicated that a product of the formula [Re(CO) 3(NO2 )3] 2 had been formed. 
Pale brown crystals could be grown in acetone/Et 2O at -35°C and an X-ray 
diffraction experiment was carried out at 150K. The bonding mode of the nitrite 
was established by X-ray crystallography to be nitnto, giving the molecular formula 
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33. Structure solution and refinement data are presented in Section 4.2. 
Reaction of Re(CO) 5C1 31 with Me 3NO in noncoordinating solvents: 
Addition of two equivalents Me3NO {0.056mmoI, 0.005g} to a colourless 
CH2Cl2 solution {7ml} containing Re(C0) 5C1 {0.028mmol, O.Olg} did not prompt a 
change of colour or a 00 2 evolution. (The concentration of the solution was 
however very low which decreased the possibility of detection.) Via IR 
spectroscopy the formation of at least two new species - [cis-Re(C0) 4C121 and [fac-
Re(C0)3C13] 2 - was detected. An increase in the Me 3NO/Re(C0)5Cl ratio did not 
produce the dianion quantitatively, as [cis-Re(C0) 4C12] was always observed in the 
solution. 
Reaction of [fac-Re(C0) 3C13](NEt4)2 35 with [PPN][NO 2]: 
The precursor was synthesised as described by Hawkes and Ginsberg 1 . 
To a CH2Cl2 solution (4ml) containing [fac-Re(C0) 3Cl3](NEt4 )2 (0.016mmol, O.Olg) 
three equivalents of [PPN][N0 21 (0.047mmol, 0.028g) were added at room 
temperature. No distinctive colour change or gas evolution was observed. After 2 
hours stirring at RT no other absorptions than for 35 were detected. 
Reaction of Re(CO) 5C1 31 with Me 3 NO in THF prior to Introduction of 
[P P N] [N 02]: 
Addition of two equivalents Me 3NO {0.056mmol, 0.005g} to a colourless 
THE solution {5ml) containing Re(C0) 5C1 {0.028mmol, O.Olg} did not prompt a 
change of colour or a 002  evolution. (The concentration of the solution was 
however very low which decreased the possibility of detection.) Via lR 
spectroscopy the expected intermediate complex [cis-Re(C0) 4X21 -  - the nature of 
X is not clear - was observed. Upon addition of two equivalents of EPPNI[NO 2] 
{0.056mmol, 0.033g} to the mixture there was no colour change, but a white 
precipitate was seen, the lR spectrum showed new peaks and all starting material 
had reacted within 20 minutes. The material is thought to be identical to the 
product of the analogous reaction in CH 2Cl2. The precipitate was not further 
investigated. 
The addition of three equivalents of freshly dehydrated Me 3NO {0.084mmol, 
0.007g) to a THE solution {5m1} containing Re(CO)5C'  {0.028mmol, 0.01g} also did 
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not prompt a change of colour or a CO 2 evolution. The nature of the intermediate 
species before addition of the [PPN][NO2] could not be determined. To the mixture 
three equivalents of [PPN][NO2] {0.084mmol, 0.050g} were added at RT. No 
significant colour changes were observed. The IR spectrum, recorded several 
minutes after introduction of the nitrite, showed a so far unexplained spectrum. 
No crystals were grown. 
Reaction of (Cr(CO)4(NO)](PPN) 42 with oxygen 
[Cr(CO)4(NO)](PPN) {0.333g, 0.455mmo1} was prepared as described in 
literature procedures 78 . The MeCN solution was reduced to 8m1 and THE {2ml} was 
added to prepare a solvent mixture of MeCN/THF = 4/1. 
Oxygen gas was then bubbled through the solution at a speed of 
approximately 60 bubbles per minute. The reaction was followed by lR 
spectroscopy, and a change of colour from deep red to brown was also observed. 
No precipitate was formed. 
IR data showed a quantitative conversion to [Cr(CO)5(NO2)](PPN) had 
occurred. No information about any intermediate complexes or the mechanism 
were gained. 
Preparation of [M(CO) 5(NO2)] (M= Cr 43, Mo 44 and W 4) 
A CH2Cl2 solution {7m1} containing M(CO)6 {0.5mmol Cr: 0.1g; Mo: 0.13g; 
W: 0.176g} was cooled to -30°C and Me 3NO {0.5mmol, 0.038g} was added with 
vigorous stirring. A colour change from colourless to yellow was observed, but no 
new absorptions of significant intensity were detected in the IR spectrum. 
[PPN][NO2] {0.5mmol, 0.29g} was added and the mixture slowly warmed up 
to room temperature. A weak gas evolution was observed and the IR spectrum 
showed a steady conversion form the starting material to 43, 44 and 46 
respectively. 
For crystallisation it was found that the choice of cation had to be changed 
and [PPhJ[N021 was used instead. The reaction procedure was identical. 
Crystallisation was carried out at -35°C by slow diffusion of Et 20 into the 
concentrated CH2Cl2 solution. For complex 43 pale lemon yellow tablet shaped 
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crystals and for 46 yellow crystals were obtained and a structure determination was 
undertaken for both compounds at 150K. Attempts to crystallise 44 have been 
unsuccessful. Data for 43 and 46 are presented in Section 4.2., 1  data of all three 
complexes are tabulated in Table 19. 
Reaction of Mo(CO) 6 27 with [PPN][NO 2] at Elevated Temperatures 
To a THE solution {15m1} containing MO(CO)6  {0.95mmol, 0.25g} 
[PPN][NO2] {1 .9Ommol, 1.11g) was added to give a white, milky suspension. Upon 
warming the mixture to 65°C a colour change to yellow was observed and the IR 
spectrum revealed the formation of 44, although at this stage not quantitatively. 
The mixture was stirred at this temperature for several hours, during which time the 
colour darkened to orange and finally brown. The precipitate also changed from 
white to bright yellow. The conversion of all starting material into 44 was followed 
by the formation of a nitrosyl complex believed to be [Mo(CO) 4(NO)](PPN). Further 
reaction of this species occurred, but the compounds produced could not be fully 
identified. 
The reaction was terminated after -3 hours, as no further changes were 
seen in the IR spectrum. The mixture was filtered, the yellow precipitate washed 
several times with THE and finally dried and redissolved in CH 2Cl2. The IR 
spectrum revealed compound 44 and possibly 45 to be present. 
Crystallisation attempts were unsuccessful. 
Reaction of W(CO) 6 36 with [PPN][NO 2] at Elevated Temperatures 
To a THE solution {15m1} containing W(CO) 6 {0.95mmol, 0.334g) 
[PPN][NO2] {1 .90mmol, 1.1 1 g} was added to give a white, milky suspension. Upon 
warming the mixture to 65°C a colour change to yellow was observed and the IR 
spectrum revealed the formation of 4, although at this stage not quantitatively. 
The mixture was stirred at this temperature for several hours, during which time the 
colour darkened to orange and finally brown. The IR spectrum of the solution 
showed that no oxygen atom transfer took place, but the observation of two new 
weak intensity bands in the CO region poined to possibly further substitution 
reactions. 
The precipitate changed from white to bright yellow over a period of three 
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hours, after which time the reaction was terminated. 
The precipitate was filtered, washed several times with THE and finally 
dried and redissolved in CH 2Cl2 . Beside compound 46 a new species, thought to 
be [fac-W(CO) 3(ONO)3](PPN)3 47 was identified. It could not be obtained in 
crystalline form. 
Decomposion Studies on [Mo(CO)5(NO 2)](PPN): 
The precursor [Mo(CO) 5(NO2)](PPN) {lmmol, 0.81g} was prepared as 
described above and dissolved in THE {lOmI}. As the yellow solution was warmed 
up to 65°C a change of colour to orange was observed. Stirring the mixture for 30 
minutes at this temperature causes a dark brown precipitate and the solution 
becomes dark orange/brown. The IR spectrum shows an oxygen atom transfer 
taking place and leading possibly to [Mo(CO)4(NO)](PPN) and other products. The 
IR spectrum is identical to the thermal reaction of 37 with [PPN][NO 2] described 
above. No quantitative conversion of 44 into the nitrosyl species was observed, as 
decomposition occurred. 
Reaction of [M(CO) 5C1](NEt4) (M= Cr 46, W 47) with [PPN][NOJ 
Both precursors were prepared as described in literature procedures 168 
Compound 48 {0.28mmol, 0.1g} was dissolved in CH 2Cl2 {7ml} at room 
temperature and [PPN][NO 2] {0.28mmol, 0.165g} was added directly with stirring. 
No gas evolution or immediate colour change was observed. The IR spectrum 
showed a slow exchange of the halide for the incoming NO2- ligand. The possibility 
of an intermediate cannot be ruled out, the broad nature of the bands prevents 
however exact determination. The expected pentacarbonyl nitro anion 43 was 
quantitatively produced within 45 minutes. 
Compound 49 {0.205mmol, 0.1g} was dissolved in CH 2Cl2 {7ml} at room 
temperature and [PPN][NO2) {0.205mmol, 0.120g} was added directly with stirring. 
No gas evolution or immediate colour change was observed. The mixture was 
stirred for 1-2 hours, but no changes were seen in the IR spectrum. As elevated 
temperatures had been shown before to induce the substitution for 38 no further 
attempts were carried out in this case. 
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Activation of 48 with Me 3 NO 
To a CH2Cl2 solution {7ml} containing 48 {0.28mmol, 0.lg} freshly 
dehydrated Me 3NO {0.28mmol, 0.021g} was added directly with stirring. No gas 
evolution or immediate colour change was observed. No changes in the lR 
spectrum were detected, and after addition of [PPN][NO 2] {0.28mmol, 0.165g} only 
exchange of the halide for the nitro ligand occurred. 
Reaction of [(OC) 3Mo(1i2-CI) 3Mo(CO)3](NEt4)3 38 with [PPN][NO 2] 
The precursor was prepared as described in literature procedures 169 
Reaction in CH 29L Although 40 is only slightly soluble in CH 2Cl2 a reaction with 
[PPN][N021 was attempted. Compound 40 {0.12mmol, O.lg} was suspended in 
CH202 {lOml} at room temperature. [PPN][NO 2] {1.08mmol, 0.629g} was added 
directly with stirring. A colour change form dark brown to yellow/orange was 
observed immediately, as the starting material dissolved and reacted. The IR 
spectrum showed several species in the solution. The main complex formed is 42. 
The observation of nitrosyl bands characteristic of [Mo(CO) 4(NO)] pointed to an 
oxygen atom transfer process. 
The spectrum does not change significantly during the 2 hour reaction, the 
bands characteristic of the nitrosyl complex only become weaker, with the final 
spectrum showing that 44 is the main product. 
A small quantity of dark brown precipitate is observed, but no investigation 
could be carried out. 
Two-phase approach: Compound 40 {0.12mmol, O.lg} was dissolved in distilled 
water (lOml) and [PPN][NO 2] {1.08mmol, 0.629g}, dissolved in CH 2Cl2 {5ml}, was 
added directly with stirring. An immediate colour change to orange can be seen in 
the organic phase, the dark brown colour of the water phase becomes more pale. 
After 30 minutes the organic phase is brown, and the IR spectrum shows an 
identical product distribution to the above described reaction in CH 2Cl2. The water 
solution was not further investigated. 
Crystallisation attempts in CH 2Cl2 were unsuccessful in both approaches. 
Reaction of 40 with CH 3CN 
The precursor 40 {0.12mmol, 0.1g} was prepared as described in literature 
procedures 169 and dissolved in acetonitrile {7ml}. The complex dissolved 
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The IR spectrum showed a quantitative conversion to [fac-Mo(CO) 3(NCMe)3] 50. 
Reaction of 41 with CH 3CN 
The precursor 41 {O.11 mmol,  O.lg} was prepared as described in literature 
procedures 169  and dissolved in acetonitrile {7m1}. The starting material could 
however not be synthesised with high purity. The complex dissolved immediately 
with a colour change to yellow/orange. No precipitate was observed. The lR 
spectrum showed a conversion to [fac-W(CO) 3(NCMe)3] . Several side products 
were detected, due to impurities. These were not further investigated. 
Reaction of 50 with [PPN][NO 2] 
[fac-Mo(CO)3(NCMe)3] {0.341mmol, O.lg} was dissolved in CH 3CN {7m1} 
and [PPN][NO2] {1 .O2mmol, 0.6g} was added with stirring. No strong colour change 
was observed. The IR spectrum showed that after 15 minutes the major product 
is complex 44, two further absorptions are weak and not fully identified. 
No attempts to characterise any of these species was undertaken. 
Preparation of CH 3CN substituted complexes of MO(CO)6 
MO(CO)6 {0.394mmo1, O.lg} was dissolved in CH3CN {15ml} at room 
temperature. The mixture was then warmed up to temperatures between 65 and 
70°C and kept there with vigorous stirring. The colour changed frmo pale yellow 
to dark orange and finally, after 3-4 hours, to brown. Upon examination by IR 
spectroscopy after the reaction had been terminated revealed a mixture of mono-
and disubstituted compounds. No absorptions characteristic of 50 were observed. 
No attempts to separate the species produced in this reaction were carried out. No 
further interaction with [PPN][NO 2] was undertaken. 
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4.2. Crystallographic Data 
Crystal data and data collection and refined parameters for compounds 9 
and 11, 8 and 15, 22 and 28, 33, 43 and 46 are given in Tables 20, 21, 22, 23 and 
24 respectively. Atomic coordinates for all compounds are given in Tables 25 to 
33. Complete bond lengths and angles for all compounds are given in Tables 34 
to 51. 
Data collection and processing. Data for all compounds were collected on 
a Stoé Stadi-4 four-circle diffractometer equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems low-
temperature device 170  with graph ite-monoch romated Mo-Kct radiation and w-20 
scans. Data were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation factors. Semi-empirical 
absorption corrections based on azimuthal measurements were applied to data for 
all compounds. 
Structure analysis and refinement. All structures were solved by direct 
methods using SHELXS-86171 . The structures of 9 , fl, 8, , and 28 were  22 
refined on F using SHELX-76 1 . The structures of 33, 43 and 46 were refined on 
F2 using SHELXL-93 173 . 
All structures were refined with all full-weight non-H atoms anisotropic. H-
atoms were included in calculated positions [C-H 1.08 A], and with isotropic 
thermal parameters, which were either fixed [U(H) = 0.08 A2 for 8, 9, 11, 22 and 
33; U(H) = 0.06 A2 for 161 or tied to that of the parent carbon [U(H) = 1.2 U(C) for 
43 and 41. Phenyl rings of PPN or PPh 4 cations were in all cases constrained 
to be hexagonal. 
Disordered lattice solvent molecules were located in the structures of 8 and 
15. In each case the solvent was refined as half-occupancy diethyl ether 
fragments. 
The metal containing anions of 33, 43 and 46 each displayed disorder 
associated with occupation of metal coordination sites by both carbonyl and NO 2 
or ONO ligands. In each case the metal atom was located on a crystallographic 
inversion centre. For 43 and 46 the disorder was manifest as equal occupation by 
CO and NO2 of two of the six coordination sites of the metal in the [M(CO) 5(NO2 )1 -  
anions. In both cases all five atomic positions could be resolved and these five 
atoms were refined isotropically with no further constraints. In 46 one of the 
remaining carbonyl oxygen atoms also showed slight disorder which was modelled 
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with two half-occupancy oxygens. 
The disorder in 33 was more serious, and manifested as equal occupation 
of all metal coordination sites by carbonyl and nitrito groups. For each such site all 
five atomic positions could be resolved and clearly demonstrated the presence of 
ONO groups, not NO2. Refinement was then possible by tying chemically 
equivalent bonds and contacts within the [Re(CO) 3(ONO)3] unit to common free 
variables. These free variables refined to chemically reasonable values and also 
gave chemically reasonable bond angles within the units. 
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Table 20. Experimental data for the X-ray diffraction studies of 
compounds  
Compound 9 11 
Formula C11  H 3Mn2NO9 C1-13404Mn2O8P2 
Formula weight 403.0 1028.4 
Crystal system triclinic triclinic 
Space group p i p 
a /A 7.995(5) 11.819(7) 
b /A 13.885(9) 14.009(4) 
ciA 14.268(10) 17.015(12) 
a /0 83.33(4) 9549(4) 
P 
/0 75.67(5) 106.52(4) 
yI° 88.54(6) 112.32(3) 
uiA3 1524 2432 
Z 4a 2 
Temp /K 150.0(2) 150.0(2) 
D / g cm 
-3 1.76 1.40 
F(000) 792 1044 
P /mm-1 1.63 0.83 
Unique data 3606 5911 
Observed data 
[I 	> 2c(I)]  
3328 4805 




R, R 0.0709, 0.0941 0.0476, 0.0595 
Weighting scheme a 2(F) + 0.0004F2 c 2(F) + 0.000241F 2 
Goodness of fit 1.330 1.165 
Largest residuals 
/e A 3 
2.37,-1.31 1.281, -0.741 
a. There are two molecules in the asymmetric unit. 
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Table 21. Experimental data for the X-ray diffraction studies of 
compounds  
Compound 
Formula C43H32C1 5 M n2N 06P2 C78H60M n 3N 8O 1 8P 4 
Formula weight 1007.5 1686 
Crystal system monoclinic triclinic 
Space group P 2 1 1n P 1 
a /A 9.5335(12) 10.705(7) 
b/A 15.6246(19) 12.886(7) 
c /À 29.158(6) 15.924(8) 
90 71.22(5) 
131° 92.369(16) 79.24(3) 
y /0 90 83.67(3) 
U I A3 4340 2040 
Z 4 18 
Temp /K 150.0(2) 150.0(2) 
DIgcm 1.48 1.37 
F (000) 2040 863 
P /mm -1 0.87 0.58 
Unique data 8029 4934 
Observed data 
[I 	> 2c(I)]  
5885 4078 




R, R 0.0628, 0.0906 0.0603, 0.0820 
Weighting scheme c 2 (F) + 0.00453F2 a2(F) + 0.003F2 




a. The molecule lies on an inversion centre. 
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Table 22. Experimental data for the X-ray diffraction studies of 
compounds 
Compound 28 
Formula C38H30C1MnO2P2 C 15H33C1 5N507 Re 
Formula weight 671.0 758.9 
Crystal system monoclinic monoclinic 
Space group P 2 1 /n P 2 1 1a 
a IA 10.3164(21) 12.2591(15) 
b /A 26.686(9) 23.712(4) 
c/A 12.4049(20) 9.8119(13) 
cL!° 90 90 
p /0 103.583(15)) 90.055(13) 
90 90 
u1A3 3320 2852 
Z 4 4 
Temp 1K 150.0(2) 150.0(2) 
DIgcm 1.34 1.77 
F(000) 1384 1496 
P /mm -1 0.59 4.83 
Unique data 4197 3385 
Observed data 
[I 	> 2c(I)]  
3744 2886 




R, R 0.0369, 0.0638 0.0482, 0.0643 
Weighting scheme a2(F) + 0.00474F2 a2(F) + 0.000595F2 
Goodness of fit 0.925 1.092 
Largest residuals 
/e A 
0.616, -0.534 1.483, -0.957 
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Table 23. Experimental data for the X-ray 
diffraction studies of compounds 
Compound 33 
Formula C75H60N 5O9P4 Re 
Formula weight 1484.9 
Crystal system orthorhombic 
Space group P bca 








Temp 1K 150.0(2) 
D/gcm 3 1.49 
F (000) 3008 
P /mm-1 0.20 
Unique data 4298 
Observed data 
[I 	> 2c(/)]  
2826 




Ri, wR2 0.0449, 0.1340 
Weighting 
scheme' 
c 2(F2 ) + (0.0447P)2 
+50.94P 




a. P = [max. (F02 , 0) + 2F2]/3 
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[I > 2c(/)] 





























































a. P = [max. (F02 , 0) + 2F 2]/3 
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Table 25: 	Fractional coordinates of atoms with standard deviations 
for [eq-Mn2(CO)9(NCMe)J 9. 
x 	 y 	 z 
Mn(1) 0.23315(14) 0.20827( 9) 0.47646( 8) 
Mn(2) 0.02137(13) 0.31540( 8) 0.36279( 7) 
N(1) 0.3048( 8) 0.1208( 5) 0.3701( 5) 
 0.3451( 9) 0.0718( 6) 0.3096( 6) 
 0.3894(10) 0.0126( 6) 0.2298( 6) 
 0.3665(11) 0.1469( 7) 0.5494( 7) 
0(11) 0.4476( 9) 0.1104(6) 0.6006( 5) 
 0.1567( 9) 0.2952( 6) 0.5627( 6) 
0(12) 0.1111( 8) 0.3489( 5) 0.6184( 4) 
 0.4088(10) 0.2951( 7) 0.4099( 6) 
0(13) 0.5149( 7) 0.3494( 5) 0.3741( 5) 
 0.0386(10) 0.1324( 6) 0.5357( 5) 
0(14) -0.0778( 8) 0.0864( 5) 0.5770( 4) 
 -0.0985( 9) 0.3832( 6) 0.2855( 5) 
0(21) -0.1707( 7) 0.4283( 4) 0.2353( 4) 
 0.2129(10) 0.3043( 6) 0.2600( 6) 
0(22) 0.3268( 7) 0.2982( 4) 0.1950( 4) 
 -0.0470( 9) 0.1908( 6) 0.3497( 6) 
0(23) -0.0902( 8) 0.1170( 4) 0.3399( 4) 
 0.1149(10) 0.4240( 6) 0.3929( 5) 
0(24) 0.1747( 8) 0.4929( 4) 0.4097( 4) 
 -0.1565(10) 0.3098( 5) 0.4757( 5) 
0(25) -0.2696( 7) 0.3063( 4) 0.5427( 4) 
Mn(3) -0.03056(12) 0.18101( 7) -0.09290( 7) 
Mn(4) -0.23626(11) 0.33093( 7) 0.00424(6) 
N(3) 0.1568( 7) 0.2766( 4) -0.1631( 4) 
WIS 
Table 25 continued 
 0.2716(9) 0.3220(6) -0.2082( 5) 
 0.4200( 9) 0.3778( 6) -0.2705( 5) 
 0.0899( 9) 0.0861(6) -0.1544(5) 
0(31) 0.1608(7) 0.0209( 4) -0.1930(4) 
 0.0649(9) 0.1620(5) 0.0150(5) 
0(32) 0.1195(6) 0.1463(4) 0.0816(4) 
 -0.2065(10) 0.0987( 5) -0.0287( 5) 
0(33) -0.3168(7) 0.0474( 4) 0.0091( 4) 
 -0.1493( 9) 0.2134( 5) -0.1889( 5) 
0(34) -0.2259( 7) 0.2257( 4) -0.2463( 4) 
 -0.3566( 9) 0.4281( 5) 0.0625(5) 
0(41) -0.4340( 7) 0.4913( 4) 0.0993( 4) 
 -0.0242( 9) 0.3655( 5) 0.0209( 5) 
0(42) 0.1031( 6) 0.3896( 4) 0.0331( 4) 
 -0.4252(10) 0.2775( 5) -0.0250( 5) 
0(43) -0.5420( 6) 0.2467( 4) -0.0432( 4) 
 -0.1842( 8) 0.4012( 5) -0.1187( 5) 
0(44) -0.1587( 7) 0.4451( 4) -0.1925( 4) 
 -0.2754( 8) 0.2460( 5) 0.1201( 5) 
0(45) -0.3021( 6) 0.1979( 4) 0.1906( 4) 
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Table 26: Fractional Coordinates of Atoms with Standard Deviations for 
Mn2(CO)8(PPh3 )2 it 
x 	 y 
	 z 	 Ueq 
Mn(1) 0.03152( 7) 0.34409(6) 0.25526( 5) 0.0191(5) 
 0.0000( 5) 0.3836( 4) 0.3494( 4) 0.019(4) 
0(1) -0.0210(3) 0.4088(3) 0.40819(23) 0.025( 3) 
 -0.0792( 5) 0.3956( 4) 0.1952( 3) 0.021( 4) 
0(2) -0.1484( 4) 0.4285( 3) 0.1583( 3) 0.036( 3) 
 0.0278( 5) 0.2779( 4) 0.1544( 4) 0.024( 4) 
0(3) 0.0240( 4) 0.2376( 3) 0.0920( 3) 0.039( 3) 
 0.1271( 5) 0.2812( 4) 0.3160( 3) 0.020( 4) 
0(4) 0.1861( 4) 0.2420(3) 0.35387(25) 0.032( 3) 
Mn(2) -0.19738( 7) 0.15023( 6) 0.23346( 5) 0.0195( 5) 
 -0.2688( 5) 0.2389( 4) 0.2584( 3) 0.021( 4) 
0(5) -0.3143( 3) 0.2951( 3) 0.27353(25) 0.035( 3) 
 -0.1221( 5) 0.1612( 4) 0.3462( 4) 0.026( 4) 
0(6) -0.0769( 4) 0.1682( 3) 0.4169( 3) 0.040( 3) 
 -0.1029( 5) 0.0812( 4) 0.2081( 3) 0.021( 4) 
0(7) -0.0434( 4) 0.0379( 3) 0.1925( 3) 0.037( 3) 
 -0.2511( 5) 0.1623( 4) 0.1242( 4) 0.024( 4) 
0(8) -0.2851( 4) 0.1722( 3) 0.0564( 3) 0.037( 3) 
P(1) 0.21275(12) 0.49359(10) 0.27667( 8) 0.0143( 9) 
 0.3467( 5) 0.4814( 4) 0.2490( 3) 0.018( 4) 
 0.4496( 5) 0.5734( 4) 0.2479( 3) 0.023( 4 
 0.5529( 5) 0.5668( 4) 0.2296( 3) 0.028( 4) 
 0.5565( 5) 0.4702(4) 0.2113( 3) 0.027( 4) 
 0.4555( 5) 0.3791( 4) 0.2115( 3) 0.026( 4) 
: 
Table 26 continued 
C(106) 0.3510( 5) 0.3850( 4) 0.2302( 3) 0.023( 4) 
0(1 07) 0.2955( 5) 0.5688( 4) 0.3864( 3) 0.016( 3) 
0(1 08) 0.4175( 5) 0.5778( 4) 0.4349(3) 0.021( 4) 
0(1 09) 0.4733( 5) 0.6285( 4) 0.5195(3) 0.024( 4) 
 0.4083( 5) 0.6707( 4) 0.5570(3) 0.028(4) 
 0.2870( 5) 0.6627( 4) 0.5096( 3) 0.026(4) 
 0.2309( 5) 0.6119( 4) 0.4253( 3) 0.020(4) 
 0.1871( 5) 0.5907( 4) 0.2160( 3) 0.018( 4) 
 0.2054( 5) 0.6905( 4) 0.2507( 3) 0.025( 4) 
 0.1798( 5) 0.7576( 4) 0.1992(4) 0.032( 4) 
 0.1381( 5) 0.7233( 5) 0.1136(4) 0.034( 4) 
0(1 17) 0.1208( 5) 0.6238( 4) 0.0776(4) 0.029(4) 
0(1 18) 0.1444( 5) 0.5569( 4) 0.1284( 3) 0.024( 4) 
P(2) -0.37412(12) -0.00131(10) 0.21693( 8) 0.0164( 9) 
C(201) -0.3578( 5) -0.0691( 4) 0.3047( 3) 0.018( 3) 
0(202) -0.2470( 5) -0.0885( 4) 0.3305( 3) 0.028( 4) 
 -0.2288( 5) -0.1408( 4) 0.3957( 4) 0.036( 4) 
 -0.3204( 5) -0.1741( 4) 0.4338( 3) 0.032( 4) 
0(205) -0.4316( 5) -0.1584( 4) 0.4068( 3) 0.027( 4) 
 -0.4506( 5) -0.1060( 4) 0.3417( 3) 0.022( 4) 
 -0.4284( 4) -0.1131( 4) 0.1282( 3) 0.018( 3) 
 -0.5198( 5) -0.2122( 4) 0.1264( 3) 0.027( 4) 
0(209) -0.5594( 5) -0.2990( 4) 0.0620( 3) 0.028( 4) 
 -0.5068( 6) -0.2885( 4) -0.0006( 3) 0.034( 4) 
 -0.4162( 6) -0.1896( 4) 0.0003( 4) 0.035( 4) 
 -0.3780( 5) -0.1038( 4) 0.0635( 3) 0.027( 4) 
0(213) -0.5314( 5) 0.0734( 4) 0.2754( 4) 0.027( 4) 
0(214) -0.5222( 5) 0.0180( 4) 0.2059( 3) 0.019( 3) 
C(215) -0.6203( 5) -0.0139( 4) 0.1286( 3) 0.027( 4) 
0(216) -0.7294( 5) 0.0064( 4) 0.1193(4) 0.034( 4) 
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Table 26 continued 
 -0.7398( 5) 0.0586( 4) 0.1880( 4) 0.038( 5) 
 -0.6425( 5) 0.0909( 4) 0.2657( 4) 0.035( 4) 
C(10) 0.1749( 6) 0.4493( 5) 0.6014( 4) 0.041( 5) 
 0.23311(14) 0.38096(12) 0.54243(10) 0.0412(11) 
 0.90278(14) 0.63137(13) 0.33728(10) 0.0450(11) 
C(20) 0.8290( 7) 0.0855( 5) 0.5619( 4) 0.051( 5) 
 0.67795(18) 0.08063(15) 0.56062(11) 0.0615(14) 
 0.89710(19) 0.03701(21) 0.64471(14) 0.0873(18) 
C(30) -0.2066(11) -0.3578( 7) 0.1027( 6) 0.107( 9) 
 -0.25237(23) -0.38722(19) -0.00291(14) 0.0889(19) 
 -0.14558(25) -0.22748(19) 0.15143(16) 0.0988(21) 
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Table 27: 	Fractional coordinates of atoms with standard deviations 
for [(OC)3Mn(p2-Cl)3Mn(CO)3][PPN] 8. 
x 	 y 	 z 	 Ueq 
 0.54808( 8) 0.76730( 5) 0.14454( 3) 0.0327( 5) 
 0.87164( 8) 0.74269( 5) 0.16097( 3) 0.0336( 5) 
 0.9664(6) 0.7822( 3) 0.21111(23) 0.038( 3) 
0(1) 1.0301( 5) 0.8057( 3) 0.24252(18) 0.055( 3) 
 0.9606( 6) 0.6410( 4) 0.16820(23) 0.043( 4) 
0(2) 1.0199( 5) 0.5794( 3) 0.17408(19) 0.062( 3) 
 1.0070( 7) 0.7817( 4) 0.1259( 3) 0.051( 4) 
0(3) 1.0984( 5) 0.8054( 3) 0.10489(21) 0.075( 4) 
 0.4645( 6) 0.8195( 4) 0.09640(22) 0.041( 4) 
0(4) 0.4102( 5) 0.8494( 3) 0.06443(17) 0.059( 3) 
 0.4414( 7) 0.8252( 4) 0.18319(23) 0.044( 4) 
0(5) 0.3706( 6) 0.8621( 3) 0.20734(20) 0.074( 4) 
 0.4247( 7) 0.6806( 4) 0.14330(21) 0.047( 4) 
0(6) 0.3461( 6) 0.6256( 4) 0.14400(17) 0.075( 4) 
01(1) 0.67954(13) 0.69673( 8) 0.20413( 4) 0.0280( 6) 
01(2) 0.73374(14) 0.87058( 8) 0.15155( 5) 0.0347( 7) 
01(3) 0.71784(22) 0.69499(11) 0.09863(6) 0.0572(10) 
N(1) 0.8847( 4) 0.2008( 3) 0.08822(14) 0.0267(23) 
P(1) 0.84031(13) 0.20379( 8) 0.13972( 4) 0.0210( 6) 
C(11) 0.9652( 5) 0.1595( 3) 0.18056(17) 0.023( 3) 
0(1 2) 0.9652( 6) 0.0702( 3) 0.18771(20) 0.032( 3) 
 1.0663( 6) 0.0341( 4) 0.21726(21) 0.037( 3) 
 1.1662( 6) 0.0837( 4) 0.23945(20) 0.038( 3) 
0(1 5) 1.1692( 6) 0.1715( 4) 0.23149(19) 0.036( 3) 
0(1 6) 1.0693( 5) 0.2088( 3) 0.20258(17) 0.028( 3) 
C(21) 0.6852( 5) 0.1388( 3) 0.14269(17) 0.023( 3) 
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Table 27 continued 
0(22) 0.6317( 5) 0.1193( 3) 0.18504(20) 0.030( 3) 
0(23) 0.5117(6) 0.0711(4) 0.18710(22) 0.039( 3) 
 0.4426( 6) 0.0435( 4) 0.14620(23) 0.039( 3) 
 0.4966( 6) 0.0631( 4) 0.10506(22) 0.038( 3) 
 0.6178( 5) 0.1115( 3) 0.10273(20) 0.032( 3) 
 0.7937( 5) 0.3106( 3) 0.15690(19) 0.028( 3) 
 0.7951( 6) 0.3358( 4) 0.20247(20) 0.036( 3) 
0(33) 0.7532( 8) 0.4173( 4) 0.2141( 3) 0.054( 4) 
 0.7025( 7) 0.4738( 4) 0.1798( 3) 0.054( 4) 
 0.7018( 7) 0.4496( 4) 0.1355( 3) 0.054( 4) 
 0.7460( 6) 0.3680( 4) 0.12304(22) 0.038( 3) 
P(2) 1.01686(14) 0.23220( 8) 0.06146( 4) 0.0237( 7) 
 1.1474( 5) 0.2881( 3) 0.09625(17) 0.026( 3) 
 1.2714( 6) 0.2481( 3) 0.10966(20) 0.033( 3) 
 1.3659( 6) 0.2883( 4) 0.13971(21) 0.040( 4) 
 1.3381( 6) 0.3693( 4) 0.15586(20) 0.036( 3) 
 1.2140( 6) 0.4104( 3) 0.14280(19) 0.032( 3) 
 1.1184( 5) 0.3696( 3) 0.11269(18) 0.026( 3) 
0(51) 1.0990( 5) 0.1408( 3) 0.03662(17) 0.025( 3) 
C(52) 1.1728( 6) 0.1479( 4) -0.00339(19) 0.033( 3) 
0(53) 1.2357( 7) 0.0752(4) -0.02113(21) 0.043( 4) 
0(54) 1.2285( 6) -0.0021( 4) 0.00151(20) 0.038( 3) 
0(55) 1.1557( 6) -0.0095( 3) 0.04060(20) 0.034( 3) 
C(56) 1.0905( 5) 0.0615( 3) 0.05800(18) 0.029( 3) 
 0.9613( 6) 0.3036( 3) 0.01 583(18) 0.030( 3) 
 1.0501( 7) 0.3607( 4) -0.00297(20) 0.040( 3) 
 1.0041( 7) 0.4130( 4) -0.03936(21) 0.043( 4) 
0(64) 0.8709( 8) 0.4081( 4) -0.05547(21) 0.051( 4) 
C(65) 0.7778( 8) 0.3516( 5) -0.03642(23) 0.056( 4) 
0(66) 0.8241( 7) 0.2984( 4) -0.00136(20) 0.044( 4) 
: 
Table 27 continued 
C(2S) 0.4490(10) 0.4423( 8) 0.0353( 4) 0.0295(23) 
O(1S) 0.538( 3) 0.5337(15) 0.0061(10) 0.188(10) 
C(1 S) 0.4516(16) 0.4042(11) 0.0292( 5) 0.031( 4) 
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Table 28: 	Fractional coordinates of atoms with standard deviations 
for compound 15. 
x 	 y 	 z 	 Ueq 
 0.00000( 0) 0.00000( 0) 0.00000( 0) 0.0367( 7) 
 -0.04832( 7) -0.03806( 6) -0.19414( 5) 0.0272( 5) 
N(11) -0.0160(4) -0.1723( 3) -0.0881( 3) 0.027( 3) 
0(11) -0.0044( 3) -0.1630(3) -0.01274(24) 0.0334(23) 
0(12) -0.0111( 3) -0.2668( 3) -0.0926( 3) 0.0369(24) 
N(21) -0.1990( 4) 0.0028( 3) -0.1092( 3) 0.028( 3) 
0(21) -0.1852( 3) 0.0288( 3) -0.04106(25) 0.0417(25) 
0(22) -0.3090( 3) 0.0049( 3) -0.12145(25) 0.0381(25) 
N(31) 0.1513( 5) 0.0999( 4) -0.1822( 3) 0.044( 3) 
0(31) 0.0571( 3) 0.0400( 3) -0.14155(23) 0.0331(22) 
0(32) 0.1804( 4) 0.1154( 4) -0.2631( 3) 0.053( 3) 
 0.0913( 5) -0.0733(4) -0.2679( 4) 0.033( 3) 
0(1) 0.1763( 4) -0.0943( 3) -0.3158( 3) 0.056( 3) 
 -0.0849( 5) 0.0823( 5) -0.2844( 4) 0.035( 4) 
0(2) -0.1139(4) 0.1573( 3) -0.3415( 3) 0.048( 3) 
 -0.1461( -0.1168(4) -0.2286( 3) 0.032( 3) 
0(3) -0.2074( 4 -0.1664( 3) -0.2535( 3) 0.052( 3) 
N(1) 0.4563( 3) 0.3894( 3) -07075( 3) 0.0217(24) 
P(1) 0.35101(11 0.48118(10) -0.69071( 8) 0.0181( 7) 
 0.4152(4) 0.6053(4) -0.6943( 3) 0.020( 3) 
 0.4103( 5) 0.7030( 4) -0.7638( 4) 0.032( 3) 
 0.4723( 5) 0.7922( 5) -0.7642( 5) 0.045( 4) 
 0.5379( 5) 0.7853( 5) -0.6960( 5) 0.052( 5) 
 0.5429( 5) 0.6891( 5) -0.6268( 4) 0.045( 4) 
 0.4830( 5) 0.5995( 5) -0.6250( 4) 0.036( 4) 
C(21) 0.2623( 4) 0.4234( 4) -0.5805( 3) 0.021( 3) 
:: 
Table 28 continued. 
 0.1995( 5) 0.4911( 5) -0.5297( 4) 0.034( 3) 
 0.1312( 5) 0.4446( 5) -0.4453( 4) 0.040( 4) 
 0.1235( 5) 0.3334( 5) -0.4120( 4) 0.035( 4) 
 0.1828( 5) 0.2651( 5) -0.4617( 4) 0.034( 4) 
 0.2517( 5) 0.3119(4) -0.5464( 3) 0.029( 3) 
 0.2416( 4) 0.5146( 4) -0.7688( 3) 0.021( 3) 
 0.1476( 5) 0.6009( 4) -0.7708( 4) 0.030( 3) 
 0.0631( 5) 0.6244( 5) -0.8313( 4) 0.036( 4) 
 0.0691( 5) 0.5649( 4) -0.8891( 4) 0.032( 3) 
 0.1572( 5) 0.4769( 5) -0.8862( 3) 0.035( 4) 
 0.2452( 5) 0.4527( 4) -0.8276( 3) 0.026( 3) 
P(2) 0.59475(11) 0.39038(10) -0.76397( 8) 0.0172( 7) 
 0.6044( 4) 0.2874( 4) -0.8201( 3) 0.020( 3) 
 0.6966( 4) 0.2891( 4) -0.8948( 3) 0.026( 3) 
 0.7013( 5) 0.2075( 5) -0.9350( 4) 0.034( 4) 
 0.6159( 5) 0.1240( 4) -0.8997( 4) 0.035( 4) 
 0.5255( 5) 0.1224( 4) -0.8250( 4) 0.034( 4) 
 0.5193( 5) 0.2041( 4) -0.7851( 3) 0.026( 3) 
 0.6331( 4) 0.5202( 4) -0.8478( 3) 0.020( 3) 
 0.5715( 5) 0.5522( 4) -0.9222( 3) 0.025( 3) 
 0.5873( 5) 0.6548( 4) -0.9840( 3) 0.028( 3) 
 0.6646( 5) 0.7260( 4) -0.9718( 4) 0.033( 3) 
 0.7264( 5) 0.6953( 4) -0.8992( 4) 0.036( 4) 
 0.7115( 5) 0.5915( 4) -0.8357( 4) 0.029( 3) 
 0.7127( 4) 0.3523(4) -0.6904( 3) 0.021( 3) 
 0.8430( 5) 0.3542( 4) -0.7260( 4) 0.027( 3) 
 0.9314( 5) 0.3200( 4) -0.6691( 4) 0.034( 4) 
 0.8917( 6) 0.2828( 5) -0.5768( 4) 0.039( 4) 
 0.7637( 5) 0.2800( 5) -0.5413( 4) 0.038( 4) 
 0.6738( 5) 0.3153( 4) -0.5980( 3) 0.026( 3) 
Om 
Table 28 continued. 
C(1 S) 0.3825(19) 0.0608(16) 0.4563(13) 0.091( 6) 
C(2S) 0.491( 3) 0.0132(22) 0.4638(15) 0.125( 8) 
C(3S) 0.3178(23) -0.0098(19) 0.4533(16) 0.115( 7) 
C(4S) 0.1610(25) 0.0289(21) 0.4615(18) 0.130( 8) 
MOXIFJ 
Table 29: 
	Fractional Coordinates of Atoms with Standard Deviations for 
complex [trans-(PPh 3 )2Mn(CO)3C1] 22. 
x 	 y 	 z 	 Ueq 
Mn(1) 0.23758(4) 0.10740( 1) -0.09511( 3) 0.0148( 3) 
Cl(1) 0.29962( 6) 0.19302( 2) -0.07104( 5) 0.0210( 5) 
0(1) 0.0642( 3) 0.13102(11) -0.14481(23) 0.0287(17) 
0(1) -0.04336(20) 0.14322(10) -0.17726(17) 0.0466(15) 
 0.1645( 3) 0.04707(11) -0.11435(22) 0.0306(17) 
0(2) 0.1118( 3) 0.00852( 9) -0.12865(19) 0.0555(16) 
 0.4042( 3) 0.07935(10) -0.05274(21) 0.0230(15) 
0(3) 0.50487(21) 0.05835( 8) -0.03079(17) 0.0377(13) 
P(1) 0.22184( 7) 0.11316( 2) 0.08893( 6) 0.0159( 5) 
0(1 1) 0.06087(25) 0.14013(10) 0.09594(21) 0.0237(17) 
C(12) 0.0359( 3) 0.19124(10) 0.07990(23) 0.0287(19) 
0(1 3) -0.0888( 3) 0.21059(11) 0.07752(24) 0.0348(21) 
C(14) -0.1935( 3) 0.17844(12) 0.0836( 3) 0.0354(22) 
0(1 5) -0.1705( 3) 0.12818(12) 0.0966( 3) 0.0411(23) 
0(1 6) -0.0438( 3) 0.10859(10) 0.10371(25) 0.0247(20) 
0(21) 0.23209(24) 0.05579( 9) 0.17273(22) 0.0210(17) 
 0.2150( 3) 0.05897(11) 0.28049(24) 0.0338(20) 
 0.2209( 3) 0.01632(11) 0.34517(25) 0.0400(22) 
 0.2409( 3) -0.03017(11) 0.30228(25) 0.0330(21) 
 0.2600( 3) -0.03385(10) 0.19733(24) 0.0322(20) 
 0.2564( 3) 0.00888(10) 0.13222(23) 0.0298(19) 
0(31) 0.34724(25) 0.15199( 9 0.18254(2) 0.0223(15) 
 0.3145( 3) 0.18881(11) 0.25132(2) 0.0360(18) 
 0.4137( 4) 0.21665(12) 0.3199( 3) 0.0451(21) 
 0.5460( 3) 0.20785(12) 0.32321(24) 0.0377(19) 
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 0.5791( 3) 0.17065(12) 0.25884(23) 0.0360(18) 
 0.4814( 3) 0.14287(11) 0.18901(22) 0.0313(17) 
P(2) 0.27198( 6) 0.10963( 2) -0.27362( 5) 0.0175(4) 
 0.43148(24) 0.13419(9) -0.29421(21) 0.0211(15) 
 0.4573( 3) 0.13227(11) -0.39912(24) 0.0307(17) 
 0.5756( 3) 0.15134(12) -0.41671(25) 0.0372(18) 
 0.6681( 3) 0.17296(11) -0.3318( 3) 0.0338(18) 
 0.6428( 3) 0.17576(11) -0.2278( 3) 0.0342(18) 
 0.52526(25) 0.15661(10) -0.20842(23) 0.0274(16) 
 0.26803(25) 0.04606(10) -0.32811(20) 0.0201(14) 
 0.3849( 3) 0.01924(10) -0.32718(25) 0.0309(17) 
 0.3777( 3) -0.03088(11) -0.3578( 3) 0.0407(20) 
 0.2566( 3) -0.05480(11) -0.3899( 3) 0.0392(20) 
 0.1405( 3) -0.02862(10) -0.39079(23) 0.0302(17) 
 0.1455( 3) 0.02069(10) -0.36026(22) 0.0243(16) 
 0.15368(23) 0.14400( 9) -0.38185(20) 0.0200(14) 
 0.1081( 3) 0.19091(10) -0.35687(23) 0.0259(16) 
 0.0253( 3) 0.21882(11) -0.43921(24) 0.0334(17) 
 -0.0127( 3) 0.20068(11) -0.54589(24) 0.0315(17) 
 0.0312( 3) 0.15509(10) -0.57253(23) 0.0295(17) 
 0.1130( 3) 0.12656(10) -0.49028(22) 0.0272(16) 
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Table 30: 	Atomic coordinates ( x 10A4) with standard deviations for 
[Re(CO)3(ONO)3][PPN]2 33. 
x 	 y 	 z 	 U(eq) 
Re 0 0 0 36(1) 
0(11 N) 753(5) -690(4) -555(5) 67(4) 
N(1 N) 744(5) -1150(5) -889(5) 35(3) 
0(12N) 116(6) -1290(6) -932(7) 100(5) 
0(21 N) 1043(4) 639(4) -71(5) 42(3) 
N(2N) 1265(7) 1113(5) 90(6) 60(4) 
0(22N) 905(12) 1309(8) 504(8) 199(10) 
O(31N) -277(4) 405(6) -945(4) 71(4) 
N(3N) -770(5) 470(6) -1214(5) 30(3) 
0(32N) -1321(6) 327(9) -989(8) 127(6) 
C(1IC) 610(6) -629(6) -475(7) 59(6) 
0(11 C) 896(8) -1070(6) -775(7) 95(5) 
C(21 C) 877(6) 546(8) -71(15) 119(11) 
O(21C) 1398(4) 878(4) -39(4) 18(2) 
C(31 C) -378(7) 354(9) -815(5) 81(7) 
0(31 C) -641(7) 534(6) -1307(4) 54(4) 
 406(1) 1126(1) 6248(1) 30(1) 
 1075(1) 1826(1) 7455(1) 29(1) 
N(1) 623(3) 1690(3) 6779(2) 35(1) 
 350(2) 272(2) 6568(2) 30(2) 
 577(3) -292(2) 6188(2) 46(2) 
 492(3) -949(2) 6448(2) 61(2) 
 181(3) -1042(2) 7089(2) 57(2) 
ii LON 
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 -46(3) -477(2) 7469(2) 46(2) 
 38(3) 179(2) 7209(2) 37(2) 
 1086(2) 1110(2) 5559(2) 33(2) 
 1865(2) 910(2) 5673(2) 56(2) 
 2414(2) 933(3) 5152(2) 65(3) 
 2184(3) 1156(3) 4518(2) 53(2) 
 1405(3) 1356(2) 4405(2) 57(2) 
 855(2) 1333(2) 4925(2) 43(2) 
 -547(2) 1341(2) 5919(2) 30(2) 
 -1032(2) 846(2) 5632(2) 37(2) 
 -1765(2) 1029(2) 5369(2) 47(2) 
 -2013(2) 1708(2) 5393(2) 46(2) 
 -1528(2) 2203(2) 5680(2) 44(2) 
 -794(2) 2020(2) 5943(2) 34(2) 
 1670(2) 2578(2) 7347(2) 37(2) 
 1530(3) 3003(2) 6799(2) 56(2) 
 1987(4) 3587(2) 6705(3) 75(3) 
 2585(3) 3747(2) 7160(3) 79(3) 
 2726(3) 3322(3) 7707(3) 66(3) 
 2268(3) 2738(2) 7801(2) 48(2) 
 363(2) 1989(2) 8102(2) 28(2) 
 581(2) 2009(2) 8776(2) 36(2) 
 13(3) 2133(2) 9267(2) 45(2) 
 -773(2) 2238(2) 9085(2) 44(2) 
 -991(2) 2218(2) 8412(2) 43(2) 
 -424(2) 2094(2) 7920(2) 36(2) 
 1728(2) 1166(2) 7731(2) 27(2) 
 1525(2) 708(2) 8236(2) 35(2) 
 2046(3) 188(2) 8416(2) 43(2) 
 2771(2) 127(2) 8091(2) 42(2) 
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2975(2) 	585(2) 	7585(2) 	43(2) 
2454(2) 	1105(2) 	7405(2) 	39(2) 
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Table 31: 	Fractional Coordinates of Atoms with Standard Deviations of 
Re(C0 )3(NO2 )2C1]Cl{(CH3 )3NCH2CI}3 ] 28. 
x 	 y 	 z 	 Ueq 
Re 0.08433( 4) 0.11653(2) 0.45056( 4) 0.0289(3) 
Cl(1) -0.0434( 4) 0.19780(21) 0.4666( 5) 0.085( 3) 
 0.0124(10) 0.0771( 6) 0.5959(13) 0.040( 8) 
0(1) -0.0285( 8) 0.0536( 4) 0.6849(10) 0.056( 6) 
 0.1798(10) 0.0541( 5) 0.4215(12) 0.037( 7) 
0(2) 0.2409( 7) 0.0182( 4) 0.4011( 9) 0.045( 6) 
 0.1848( 9) 0.1455( 5) 0.5814(12) 0.032( 7) 
0(3) 0.2462( 7) 0.1633( 4) 0.6597( 9) 0.047( 5) 
 0.1585( 8) 0.1629( 5) 0.2741(11) 0.035( 6) 
0(11) 0.1508(10) 0.2088( 7) 0.2627(13) 0.090(10) 
0(12) 0.2102(14) 0.1348(6) 0.1944(14) 0.114(12) 
 -0.0349( 9) 0.0846( 5) 0.3004(11) 0.044( 7) 
0(21) -0.0154( 9) 0.0795( 5) 0.1826(10) 0.075( 8) 
0(22) -0.1258( 8) 0.0698( 7) 0.3410(12) 0.106(10) 
CI(2) -0.5538( 4) 0.09933(23) 0.4583( 5) 0.091( 3) 
 -0.4908(11) 0.1522( 7) 0.5573(14) 0.058( 9) 
N(21) -0.3693( 9) 0.1530( 5) 0.5290(11) 0.050( 7) 
 -0.3278(12) 0.2010( 7) 0.6138(17) 0.067(11) 
 -0.3464(11) 0.1654( 7) 0.3838(16) 0.069(11) 
 -0.3148(11) 0.1014( 6) 0.5670(16) 0.055( 9) 
CI(3) -0.6175( 3) 0.00600(24) 0.7505( 4) 0.082( 3) 
 -0.7025(10) -0.0278( 6) 0.8695(12) 0.046( 8) 
N(31) -0.7450( 8) 0.0114( 4) 0.9781( 9) 0.037(6) 
 -0.6519(10) 0.0348( 7) 1.0613(13) 0.055( 9) 
 -0.8173(10) -0.0217( 6) 1.0656(13) 0.052( 9) 
 -0.8103(13) 0.0586( 7) 0.9160(15) 0.065(10) 
CI(4) -0.0221( 6) 0.1821( 3) -0.1630( 7) 0.145( 6) 
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 -0.0024(13) 0.2227( 8) -0.0233(15) 0.072(11) 
N(41) -0.1040( 8) 0.2456( 5) 0.0361(11) 0.050( 7) 
 -0.1881(17) 0.1962( 9) 0.0693(23) 0.165(22) 
 -0.0721(14) 0.2827( 8) 0.1515(15) 0.075(12) 
 -0.1621(12) 0.2823( 7) -0.0660(15) 0.066(11) 
CI(5) 0.0803( 4) 0.37135(20) 0.9161( 5) 0.078( 3) 
Table 32: 	Atomic coordinates ( x 10A4)  and equivalent isotropic displacement 
parameters (AA2  x 10'3) for [Cr(C0) 5(NO2)](PPh4 ). 	U(eq) is 
defined as one third of the trace of the orthogonalised Uij tensor. 
x y z U(eq) 
Cr 2500 2500 5000 27(1) 
C(l) 2804(4) 1201(14) 5951(7) 33(2) 
0(1) 2992(3) 391(10) 6518(4) 46(2) 
 1763(5) 1118(13) 5009(5) 31(2) 
0(2) 1324(3) 307(11) 5005(4) 52(2) 
 2795(9) 540(18) 4398(11) 1(5) 
0(3) 2998(6) -578(19) 4042(8) 53(4) 
N 2848(15) 246(29) 4362(20) 100(13) 
0(1N) 2711(7) -1488(23) 4373(9) 62(4) 
0(2N) 3203(7) 645(22) 3893(9) 65(5) 
P 0 6663(5) 7500 23(1) 
 -661(2) 8174(7) 7494(3) 19(2) 
 -776(2) 9612(8) 6931(3) 27(2) 
 -1296(3) 10744(7) 6895(3) 32(2) 
 -1701(2) 10437(7) 7421(3) 32(2) 
 -1586(2) 8998(8) 7984(3) 34(3) 
 -1066(2) 7867(7) 8020(3) 22(2) 
 353(2) 3728(8) 6618(3) 26(2) 
 302(2) 2479(7) 5983(3) 30(2) 
 -195(3) 2618(7) 5389(3) 31(2) 
 -640(2) 4007(8) 5430(3) 30(2) 
 -588(2) 5255(7) 6066(3) 26(2) 
Table 33: 	Atomic coordinates ( x 10A4)  and standard deviations for 
[W(C0)5(NO2)]{PPh4] 46. 
x 	 y 	 z 	 U(eq) 
W 7500 7500 0 39(1) 
 7168(3) 8957(11) -994(5) 49(2) 
0(1) 6994(2) 9750(9) -1564(3) 68(2) 
 7785(4) 5427(14) -661(5) 75(3) 
0(2) 7998(4) 4663(15) -1146(6) 54(2) 
0(2') 7843(6) 3755(21) -850(8) 86(4) 
 6651(3) 6411(14) -13(7) 28(3) 
0(3) 6301(2) 5243(8) 25(4) 13(1) 
N 6711(5) 5663(17) 23(10) 70(4) 
0(1 N) 6776(6) 3907(18) 106(8) 86(4) 
0(2N) 6192(7) 6387(23) -62(14) 171(8) 
P 5000 8266(3) -2500 27(1) 
 5654(1) 6773(5) -2487(2) 27(1) 
 5766(1) 5388(5) -1909(2) 33(1) 
 6273(2) 4224(5) -1871(2) 36(1) 
 6670(1) 4445(5) -2409(2) 38(2) 
 6559(2) 5831(6) -2987(2) 38(2) 
 6051(2) 6995(5) -3025(2) 34(1) 
 5083(2) 9789(5) -1661(2) 27(1) 
 5580(1) 9669(5) -1064(2) 32(1) 
 5635(2) 10929(5) -438(2) 37(2) 
 5193(2) 12309(5) -409(2) 38(2) 
 4697(2) 12430(5) -1006(2) 37(2) 
 4642(1) 11170(5) -1632(2) 35(1) 
MW 
Table 34: 	Bond distances (A) and standard deviations for 
eq-Mn2(CO)9(NCMe) 9. 
Mn(1) Mn(2) 2.8933 0.0016 
Mn(1) N(1) 2.0182 0.0066 
Mn(1) C(11) 1.7995 0.0092 
Mn(1) C(12) 1.8121 0.0081 
Mn(1) C(13) 1.8660 0.0086 
Mn(1) C(14) 1.8615 0.0081 
Mn(2) C(21) 1.8036 0.0075 
Mn(2) C(22) 1.8571 0.0082 
Mn(2) C(23) 1.8708 0.0081 
Mn(2) C(24) 1.8399 0.0078 
Mn(2) C(25) 1.8610 0.0078 
N(1)  1.1411 0.0105 
C(1)  1.4501 0.0117 
 0(11) 1.1583 0.0120 
 0(12) 1.1417 0.0102 
 0(13) 1.1302 0.0109 
 0(14) 1.1361 0.0101 
 0(21) 1.1484 0.0093 
 0(22) 1.1371 0.0099 
 0(23) 1.1248 0.0101 
 0(24) 1.1556 0.0098 
 0(25) 1.1394 0.0095 
Mn(3) Mn(4) 2.8874 0.0013 
Mn(3) N(3) 2.0131 0.0059 
Mn(3) C(31) 1.7954 0.0075 
Mn(3) C(32) 1.8708 0.0070 
Mn(3) C(33) 1.8223 0.0074 
Mn(3) C(34) 1.8585 0.0071 
Mn(4) C(41) 1.7996 0.0071 
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Table 34 continued. 
Mn(4)  1.8518 0.0069 
Mn(4)  1.8573 0.0073 
Mn(4)  1.8593 0.0073 
Mn(4)  1.8775 0.0071 
N(3)  1.1381 0.0094 
C(3)  1.4702 0.0106 
 0(31) 1.1750 0.0093 
 0(32) 1.1367 0.0087 
 0(33) 1.1326 0.0091 
 0(34) 1.1347 0.0089 
 0(41) 1.1618 0.0088 
 0(42) 1.1390 0.0086 
 0(43) 1.1349 0.0090 
 0(44) 1.1277 0.0090 
 0(45) 1.1159 0.0087 
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Table 35: 	Bond angles (°) and standard deviations of 
eq-Mn2(CO)9(NCMe) 9. 
Mn(2) Mn(1) N(1) 88.721 0.191 
Mn(2) Mn(1) C(11) 177.270 0.299 
Mn(2) Mn(1) C(12) 84.794 0.259 
Mn(2) Mn(1) C(13) 85.819 0.267 
Mn(2) Mn(1) C(14) 86.771 0.250 
N(1) Mn(1) C(11) 93.602 0.350 
N(1) Mn(1) 0(1) 173.462 0.323 
N(1) Mn(1) C(13) 89.785 0.326 
N(1) Mn(1) C(14) 91.365 0.312 
C(11) Mn(1) 0(1 2) 92.861 0.391 
C(11) Mn(1) C(13) 92.749 0.397 
C(11 1) Mn(1) C(14) 94.601 0.385 
0(1 2) Mn(1) C(13) 88.918 0.370 
C(12) Mn(1) 0(1 4) 89.102 0.357 
C(13)  0(1 4) 172.474 0.367 
Mn(1)  0(21) 176.321 0.244 
Mn(1) Mn(2) C(22) 83.526 0.253 
Mn(1) Mn(2) C(23) 82.629 0.249 
Mri(1) Mn(2) C(24) 85.167 0.245 
Mn(1) Mn(2) C(25) 88.113 0.242 
0(21) Mn(2) C(22) 92.861 0.347 
0(21) Mn(2) C(23) 98.031 0.344 
C(21) Mn(2) C(24) 94.205 0.341 
C(21) Mn(2) 0(25) 95.534 0.339 
0(22) Mn(2) C(23) 88.878 0.353 
C(22) Mn(2) 0(24) 90.647 0.350 
C(22) Mn(2) 0(25) 171.009 0.351 
0(23) Mn(2) 0(24) 167.763 0.350 
0(23) Mn(2) C(25) 86.770 0.344 
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Table 35 continued. 
0(24) Mn(2) C(25) 91.941 0.342 
Mn(1) N(1) 0(1) 179.615 0.658 
N(1) C(1) C(2) 176.619 0.869 
Mn(1) C(11) 0(11) 176.108 0.839 
Mn(1) C(12) 0(12) 178.277 0.732 
Mn(1) C(13) 0(13) 176.437 0.777 
Mn(1) C(14) 0(14) 175.875 0.719 
Mn(2) 0(21) 0(21) 177.942 0.668 
Mn(2) C(22) 0(22) 177.752 0.719 
Mn(2) 0(23) 0(23) 178.089 0.726 
Mn(2) C(24) 0(24) 178.573 0.693 
Mn(2) C(25) 0(25) 177.481 0.685 
Mn(4) Mn(3) N(3) 91.697 0.170 
Mn(4) Mn(3) C(31) 177.759 0.242 
Mn(4) Mn(3) C(32) 86.275 0.217 
Mn(4) Mn(3) 0(33) 86.089 0.235 
Mn(4) Mn(3) 0(34) 84.682 0.220 
N(3) Mn(3) 0(31) 89.859 0.291 
N(3) Mn(3) C(32) 91.223 0.273 
N(3) Mn(3) 0(33) 177.606 0.290 
N(3) Mn(3) C(34) 90.126 0.276 
0(31) Mn(3) 0(32) 95.305 0.321 
C(31) Mn(3)  92.328 0.333 
0(31) Mn(3)  93.704 0.324 
C(32) Mn(3) 0(33) 89.545 0.318 
C(32) Mn(3) C(34) 170.893 0.310 
0(33) Mn(3) 0(34) 88.762 0.320 
Mn(3) Mn(4) 0(41) 177.445 0.230 
Mn(3) Mn(4) 0(42) 81.736 0.215 
Mn(3) Mn(4) 0(43) 87.223 0.226 
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Table 35 continued 
Mn(3) Mn(4)  84.449 0.225 
Mn(3) Mn(4)  88.054 0.218 
C(41) Mn(4) C(42) 96.251 0.311 
C(41) Mn(4) C(43) 94.781 0.319 
C(41) Mn(4) C(44) 93.987 0.318 
C(41) Mn(4) C(45) 93.545 0.313 
C(42) Mn(4) C(43) 168.957 0.313 
C(42) Mn(4) C(44) 89.651 0.309 
C(42) Mn(4) C(45) 90.382 0.305 
C(43) Mn(4) C(44) 89.103 0.317 
C(43) Mn(4) C(45) 89.415 0.312 
 Mn(4)  172.419 0.314 
Mn(3) N(3)  172.116 0.591 
N(3) C(3)  177.130 0.782 
Mn(3) C(31) 0(31) 176.359 0.657 
Mn(3) C(32) 0(32) 176.824 0.624 
Mn(3) C(33) 0(33) 178.292 0.662 
Mn(3) C(34) 0(34) 174.572 0.634 
Mn(4) C(41) 0(41) 179.387 0.629 
Mn(4) C(42) 0(42) 177.304 0.617 
Mn(4) 0(43) 0(43) 178.607 0.647 
Mn(4) C(44) 0(44) 177.424 0.647 
Mn(4) C(45) 0(45) 177.548 0.633 
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Table 36: 	Bond Lengths(A) with standard deviations for 
Mn2(CO)8(PPh 3 )2 11. 
Mn(1) - 0(1) 1.826(6) C(111)-C(112) 1.382( 8) 
Mn(1) - C(2) 1.837(6) C(113)-C(114) 1.375( 8) 
Mn(1)- 0(3) 1.851(6) C(113)-C(118) 1.398(8) 
Mn(1) - C(4) 1.840(6) C(114)-C(115) 1.402( 9) 
Mn(1)-Mn(2) 2.9129(12) C(115)-C(116) 1.369(9) 
Mn(1) - P(1) 2.2601(16) C(116)-C(117) 1.381( 9) 
0(1) - 0(1) 1.153( 7) C(117)-C(118) 1.385( 9) 
- 0(2) 1.150( 7) P(2) -C(201) 1.848( 5) 
- 0(3) 1.135( 8) P(2) -0(207) 1.837( 5) 
C(4)- 0(4) 1.142(7) P(2)-C(214) 1.831(6) 
Mn(2) - C(5) 1.826( 6) C(201)-C(202) 1.395( 8) 
Mn(2) - C(6) 1.834( 6) C(201)-C(206) 1.374( 8) 
Mn(2) - C(7) 1.839( 6) C(202)-C(203) 1.398( 9) 
Mn(2) - C(8) 1.832( 6) C(203)-C(204) 1.374( 9) 
Mn(2) - P(2) 2.2651(16) C(204)-C(205) 1.371( 9) 
- 0(5) 1.156( 7) C(205)-C(206) 1.398(8) 
- 0(6) 1.147( 8) C(207)-C(208) 1.388( 8) 
0(7) - 0(7) 1.154( 7) C(207)-C(212) 1.388( 8) 
0(8) - 0(8) 1.151( 8) C(208)-C(209) 1.385( 8) 
P(1) -0(101) 1.835( 6) C(209)-C(210) 1.373( 9) 
P(1) -0(107) 1.832( 5) C(210)-C(211) 1.388( 9) 
P(1) -0(113) 1.847(6) C(211)-C(212) 1.366( 9) 
C(101)-C(102) 1.402( 8) C(213)-C(214) 1.406( 8) 
C(101)-C(106) 1.381( 8) C(213)-C(218) 1.393( 9) 
C(102)-C(103) 1.377( 8) C(214)-C(215) 1.378( 8) 
C(103)-C(104) 1.378( 8) C(215)-C(216) 1.392( 9) 
C(104)-C(105) 1.379( 8) C(216)-C(217) 1.380( 9) 
C(105)-C(106) 1.388( 8) C(217)-C(218) 1.378( 9) 
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Table 36 continued. 
C(107)-C(108) 1.393( 8) C(10) -CI(11) 1.762( 7) 
C(107)-C(112) 1.395( 8) C(20) -CI(21) 1.755( 8) 
C(108)-C(109) 1.386( 8) C(20) -CI(22) 1.745( 8) 
C(109)-C(11O) 1.378( 8) C(30) -CI(31) 1.681(11) 
C(110)-C(111) 1.385( 8) C(30) -CI(32) 1.705(11) 
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Table 37: 	Bond angles(c) with standard deviations for Mn 2(CO)5(PPh3 )2 11. 
0(1) -Mn(1) - C(2) 89.1( 3) C(104)-C(105)-C(106) 120.0( 5) 
C(1)-Mn(1)- C(3) 167.1(3) C(101)-C(106)-C(105) 121.0(5) 
0(1) -Mn(1) - C(4) 89.0( 3) P(1) -C(107)-C(108) 122.2( 4) 
C(1) -Mn(1) -Mn(2) 82.17(18) P(1) -C(107)-C(112) 119.3(4) 
0(1) -Mn(1) - P(1) 96.77(19) C(108)-C(107)-C(112) 118.3( 5) 
C(2) -Mn(1) - C(3) 88.8( 3) C(107)-C(108)-C(109) 120.9( 5) 
C(2) -Mn(1) - C(4) 174.0( 3) C(108)-C(109)-C(110) 120.2( 5) 
C(2) -Mn(1) -Mn(2) 87.99(19) C(109)-C(110)-C(111) 119.7( 6) 
C(2) -Mn(1) - P(1) 93.77(19) C(110)-C(111)-C(112) 120.2( 5) 
C(3) -Mn(1) - C(4) 91.9( 3) C(107)-C(112)-C(111) 120.7( 5) 
C(3) -Mn(1) -Mn(2) 84.99(19) P(1) -C(113)-C(114) 124.9( 4) 
C(3) -Mn(1) - P(1) 96.11(19) P( 1) -C( 11 3)-C(1 18) 115.8(4) 
C(4) -Mn(1) -Mn(2) 86.10(18) C(114)-C(113)-C(118) 119.3( 5) 
0(4) -Mn(1) - P(1) 92.11(19) C(113)-C(114)-C(115) 120.6( 5) 
Mn(2) -Mn(1) - P(1) 177.94( 5) C(114)-C(115)-C(116) 119.3(6) 
Mn(1)-C(1)-O(1) 179.1(5) C(115)-C(116)-C(117) 120.9(6) 
Mn(1) - C(2) - 0(2) 179.3( 5) C(116)-C(117)-C(118) 119.9(6) 
Mn(1) - C(3) - 0(3) 179.0( 5) C(113)-C(118)-C(117) 120.0( 5) 
Mn(1) - C(4) - 0(4) 179.7( 5) Mn(2) - P(2) -C(201) 115.08(18) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) - C(5) 85.17(18) Mn(2) - P(2) -0(207) 119.22(18) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) - 0(6) 85.82(20) Mn(2) - P(2) -0(214) 113.53(18) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) - C(7) 85.30(18) 0(201)- P(2) -C(207) 99.62(24) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) - C(8) 84.56(19) C(201)- P(2) -0(214) 104.15(25) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) - P(2) 179.45( 5) C(207)- P(2) -0(214) 103.16(25) 
C(S) -Mn(2) - C(6) 90.0( 3) P(2) -C(201)-C(202) 116.6( 4) 
C(S) -Mn(2) - C(7) 170.4( 3) P(2) -C(201)-C(206) 124.1( 4) 
C(5) -Mn(2) - C(8) 87.3( 3) C(202)-C(201)-C(206) 119.2( 5) 
C(5) -Mn(2) - P(2) 95.31(19) C(201)-C(202)-C(203) 120.0( 5) 
C(6) -Mn(2) - 0(7) 90.6( 3) C(202)-C(203)-C(204) 120.0( 6) 
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Table 37 continued. 
C(6) -Mn(2) - C(8) 170.2( 3) C(203)-C(204)-C(205) 120.2( 6) 
-Mn(2) - P(2) 93.90(20) C(204)-C(205)-C(206) 120.1( 5) 
-Mn(2) - C(8) 90.5( 3) C(201)-C(206)-C(205) 120.4( 5) 
C(7) -Mn(2) - P(2) 94.23(19) P(2) -C(207)-C(208) 119.5( 4) 
C(8) -Mn(2) - P(2) 95.73(20) P(2) -C(207)-C(212) 122.5( 4) 
Mn(2) - C(5) - 0(5) 179.5( 5) C(208)-C(207)-C(212) 117.9( 5) 
Mn(2) - C(6) - 0(6) 178.7( 6) C(207)-C(208)-C(209) 121.0( 5) 
Mn(2) - C(7) - 0(7) 179.8( 5) C(208)-C(209)-C(210) 120.1( 6) 
Mn(2) - C(8) - 0(8) 178.2( 5) C(209)-C(210)-C(211) 119.2( 6) 
Mn(1) - P(1) -C(101) 118.28(18) C(210)-C(211)-C(212) 120.6( 6) 
Mn(1) - P(1) -C(107) 114.18(18) C(207)-C(212)-C(211) 121.1( 5) 
Mn(1) - P(1) -C(113) 115.18(18) C(214)-C(213)-C(218) 119.2( 5) 
C(101)- P(1) -C(107) 102.22(25) P(2) -C(214)-C(213) 119.6(4) 
C(101)- P(1) -C(113) 100.10(25) P(2) -C(214)-C(215) 120.7( 4) 
C(1 07)- P(1) -C(1 13) 104.86(25) C(213)-C(214)-C(215) 119.6(5) 
P(1) -C(101)-C(102) 119.0( 4) C(214)-C(215)-C(216) 120.6( 5) 
P(1) -C(101)-C(106) 122.5( 4) C(215)-C(216)-C(217) 119.8( 6) 
C(102)-C(101)-C(106) 118.5(5) 	C(216)-C(217)-C(218) 120.2( 6) 
C(101)-C(102)-C(103) 120.2(5) 	C(213)-C(218)-C(217) 120.6( 6) 
C(1 02)-C(1 03)-C(1 04) 120.8( 6) 	CI(2l)-C(20) -CI(22) 111.7(4) 
C(103)-C(104)-C(105) 119.6( 5) 	Cl(31)-C(30) -CI(32) 117.0(6) 
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Table 38: 	Bond lengths(A) with standard deviations for compound 8. 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) 3.1442(11) C(22) -C(23) 1.378( 8) 
Mn(1) - C(4) 1.785( 6) C(23) -C(24) 1.408( 90 
Mn(1) - C(5) 1.797( 6) C(24) -C(25) 1.362( 9) 
Mn(1) - C(6) 1.795( 7) C(25) -C(26) 1.389( 8) 
Mn(1)-CI(1) 2.3751(15) C(31)-C(32) 1.386(8) 
Mn(1) -CI(2) 2.4023(16) C(31) -C(36) 1.395( 8) 
Mn(1) -CI(3) 2.4281(20) C(32) -C(33) 1.378( 9) 
Mn(2) - C(1) 1.799( 6) C(33) -C(34) 1.406(10) 
Mn(2) - C(2) 1.808( 7) C(34) -C(35) 1.345(10) 
Mn(2) - C(3) 1.792( 7) C(35) -C(36) 1.394( 9) 
Mn(2) -CI(1) 2.3846(15) P(2) -C(41) 1.803( 5) 
Mn(2) -CI(2) 2.4007(16) P(2) -C(51) 1.795( 5) 
Mn(2) -CI(3) 2.4117(20) P(2) -C(61) 1.799( 5) 
C(1)-O(1) 1.141(8) C(41)-C(42) 1.385(8) 
C(2) - 0(2) 1.125( 8) C(41) -C(46) 1.390( 7) 
C(3) - 0(3) 1.152( 9) C(42) -C(43) 1.385( 8) 
C(4) - 0(4) 1.148( 8) C(43) -C(44) 1.377( 8) 
C(5) - 0(5) 1.152( 8) C(44) -C(45) 1.391( 8) 
C(6) - 0(6) 1.142( 9) C(45) -C(46) 1.397( 8) 
N(1) - P(1) 1.579( 4) -C(56) 1.388( 7) 
P(1) -C(11) 1.793( 5) -C(53) 1.393( 8) 
P(1) -C(21) 1.804( 5) -C(54) 1.377( 9) 
P(1) -C(31) 1.800( 5) -C(55) 1.367( 8) 
C(11) -C(12) 1.406( 7) -C(56) 1.378( 8) 
C(11) -C(16) 1.396( 7) C(61) -C(62) 1.362( 8) 
C(12) -C(13) 1.390( 8) C(61) -C(66) 1.391( 8) 
C(13) -C(14) 1.372( 8) C(62) -C(63) 1.395( 9) 
C(14) -C(15) 1.387( 8) C(63) -C(64) 1.345( 9) 
C(15) -C(16) 1.379( 8) C(64) -C(65) 1.386(10) 
Table 38 continued. 
C(21) -C(22) 	1.391( 7) 
	
C(65) -C(66) 1.376(10) 
C(21) -C(26) 	1.377( 7) 	 C(2S) -C(IS) 0.620(19) 
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Table 	39: 	Angles(*) with standard deviations for 
[(OC)3Mn(p2-Cl)3Mn(CO)3](PPN) 8. 
Mn(2) -Mn(1) - C(4) 125.74(20) C(11) - P(1) -0(21) 106.36(23) 
Mn(2) -Mn(1) - C(5) 123.33(21) - P(1) -0(31) 109.73(24) 
Mn(2) -Mn(1) - C(6) 123.86(21) C(21) - P(1) -0(31) 106.88(23) 
Mn(2) -Mn(1) -CI(l) 48.78(4) P(1) -C(11) -C(12) 118.4( 4) 
Mn(2) -Mn(1) -01(2) 49.09( 4) P(1) -C(11) -0(16) 122.7( 4) 
Mn(2) -Mn(1) -CI(3) 49.26( 5) -C(11) -0(16) 118.7( 5) 
C(4) -Mn(1) - C(5) 90.9( 3) 0(1 1) -0(12) -C(13) 119.2( 5) 
C(4) -Mn(1) - 0(6) 93.0( 3) C(12) -C(13) -C(14) 121.4( 5) 
C(4) -Mn(1) -01(1) 174.24(20) 0(13) -C(14) -0(15) 119.7( 5) 
0(4) -Mn(1) -01(2) 93.96(20) 0(1 4) -C(15) -C(16) 120.0( 5) 
-Mn(1) -01(3) 93.83(20) 0(1 1) -0(16) -C(15) 121.0( 5) 
-Mn(1) - 0(6) 89.9( 3) P(1) -0(21) -C(22) 120.0( 4) 
C(5) -Mn(1) -01(1) 94.11(21) P(1) -C(21) -0(26) 119.5( 4) 
C(5) -Mn(1) -CI(2) 92.84(21) 0(22) -0(21) -C(26) 120.5( 5) 
C(5) -Mn(1) -CI(3) 172.55(21) 0(21) -0(22) -0(23) 119.8( 5) 
0(6) -Mn(1) -01(1) 89.78(21) 0(22) -0(23) -C(24) 119.6( 5) 
0(6) -Mn(1) -01(2) 172.45(22) C(23) -0(24) -C(25) 119.7( 6) 
C(6) -Mn(1) -01(3) 95.54(22) C(24) -0(25) -0(26) 120.9( 6) 
CI(1) -Mn(1) -01(2) 83.01( 5) 0(21) -0(26) -0(25) 119.4( 5) 
01(1) -Mn(1) -01(3) 80.88( 6) P(1) -0(31) -0(32) 122.4( 4) 
01(2) -Mn(1) -01(3) 81.14(6) P(1) -0(31) -0(36) 118.2(4) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) - 0(1) 122.99(19) 0(32) -0(31) -C(36) 119.2( 5) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) - 0(2) 125.66(21) 0(31) -0(32) -0(33) 120.4( 6) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) - C(3) 127.29(23) C(32) -0(33) -0(34) 119.8(6) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) -01(1) 48.53( 4) 0(33) -C(34) -0(35) 119.8( 7) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) -CI(2) 49.13( 4) C(34) -C(35) -0(36) 121.2( 7) 
Mn(1) -Mn(2) -01(3) 49.71( 5) C(31) -0(36) -0(35) 119.6( 6) 
C(1) -Mn(2) - 0(2) 89.1( 3) N(1) - P(2) -0(41) 114.86(23) 
C(1) -Mn(2) - 0(3) 89.7( 3) N(1) - P(2) -0(51) 109.03(23) 
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Table 39 continued. 
0(1) -Mn(2) -01(1) 92.78(19) N(1) - P(2) -0(61) 109.58(24) 
0(1) -Mn(2) -01(2) 93.81(20) C(41) - P(2) -0(51) 107.71(24) 
0(1) -Mn(2) -CI(3) 172.63(20) 0(41) - P(2) -C(61) 107.21(24) 
C(2) -Mn(2) - C(3) 90.8( 3) 0(51) - P(2) -C(61) 108.25(24) 
C(2) -Mn(2) -CI(1) 92.68(21) P(2) -C(41) -C(42) 120.7( 4) 
C(2) -Mn(2) -CI(2) 174.74(21) P(2) -0(41) -C(46) 119.4( 4) 
C(2) -Mn(2) -CI(3) 95.12(21) C(42) -0(41) -0(46) 119.7( 5) 
C(3) -Mn(2) -CI(1) 175.79(23) C(41) -C(42) -C(43) 120.5( 5) 
C(3) -Mn(2) -CI(2) 93.58(23) C(42) -C(43) -C(44) 120.1( 6) 
C(3) -Mn(2) -CI(3) 96.27(23) -C(44) -C(45) 120.2( 5) 
CI(1) -Mn(2) -CI(2) 82.85( 5) -C(45) -C(46) 119.7( 5) 
CI(1) -Mn(2) -CI(3) 81.03(6) C(41) -C(46) -C(45) 119.8( 5) 
01(2) -Mn(2) -CI(3) 81.51( 6) P(2) -C(51) -C(52) 121.4( 4) 
Mn(2) - 0(1) - 0(1) 177.8( 5) P(2) -0(51) -0(56) 119.3( 4) 
Mn(2) - 0(2) - 0(2) 177.0( 6) C(52) -0(51) -C(56) 119.3( 5) 
Mn(2) - C(3) - 0(3) 176.9( 6) -C(52) -C(53) 119.2( 5) 
Mn(1) - C(4) - 0(4) 176.8( 6) -C(53) -C(54) 120.1( 6) 
Mn(1) - C(5) - 0(5) 178.5( 6) 0(53) -C(54) -C(55) 120.8( 6) 
Mn(1) - C(6) - 0(6) 177.8( 6) C(54) -0(55) -C(56) 119.7( 5) 
Mn(1) -CI(1) -Mn(2) 82.69( 5) C(51) -0(56) -C(55) 120.9( 5) 
Mn(1) -CI(2) -Mn(2) 81.78( 5) P(2) -C(61) -C(62) 122.1( 4) 
Mn(1) -01(3) -Mn(2) 81.03( 6) P(2) -C(61) -C(66) 118.5(4) 
P(1) - N(1) - P(2) 135.1( 3) C(62) -C(61) -0(66) 119.4( 5) 
N(1) - P(1) -0(11) 115.00(23) C(61) -0(62) -C(63) 120.3(6) 
N(1) - P(1) -0(21) 106.52(23) 0(62) -0(63) -C(64) 119.9(6) 
N(1) - P(1) -C(31) 111.84(23) 0(63) -0(64) -0(65) 120.9(6) 
0(64) -C(65) -0(66) 119.2( 7) 0(61) -C(66) -0(65) 120.3( 6) 
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Table 40: 
	Bond lengths(A) with standard deviations for compound 15. 
Mn(1) -0(11) 2.180( 4) C(23) -C(24) 1.366( 8) 
Mn(1) -0(21) 2.159( 4) C(24) -C(25) 1.393( 8) 
Mn(1) -0(31) 2.129( 4) C(25) -C(26) 1.391( 8) 
Mn(2) -N(11) 2.044( 4) C(31)-C(32) 1.412( 7) 
Mn(2) -N(21) 2.040( 4) C(31)-C(36) 1.406( 7) 
Mn(2) -0(31) 2.032( 4) -C(33) 1.385( 8) 
Mn(2) - C(1) 1.832( 6) -C(34) 1.364( 8) 
Mn(2) - C(2) 1.809( 6) -C(35) 1.387( 8) 
Mn(2) - C(3) 1.798( 6) 0(35) -0(36) 1.390( 8) 
N(11) -0(11) 1.273(6) P(2) -C(41) 1.807( 5) 
N(11) -0(12) 1.238( 6) P(2) -C(51) 1.807( 5) 
N(21) -0(21) 1.270( 6) P(2) -C(61) 1.804( 5) 
N(21) -0(22) 1.225( 6) 0(41) -0(42) 1.392( 7) 
N(31) -0(31) 1.280(6) 0(41) -C(46) 1.391( 7) 
N(31) -0(32) 1.223( 7) C(42) -C(43) 1.388( 8) 
C(1) - 0(1) 1.142( 7) C(43) -C(44) 1.395( 8) 
C(2) - 0(2) 1.155( 7) C(44) -C(45) 1.382( 8) 
C(3) - 0(3) 1.159( 7) 0(45) -C(46) 1.384( 8) 
N(1) - P(1) 1.593( 4) 0(51) -C(52) 1.388( 7) 
N(1) - P(2) 1.582( 4) -C(56) 1.389( 7) 
P(1) -0(11) 1.789( 5) -C(53) 1.378( 7) 
P(1) -0(21) 1.798( 5) -C(54) 1.381( 8) 
P(1) -C(31) 1.786( 5) 0(54) -C(55) 1.366( 8) 
0(1 1) -0(12) 1.389( 7) C(55) -0(56) 1.399( 8) 
0(1 1) -0(16) 1.409( 8) 0(61) -0(62) 1.404( 7) 
0(1 2) -0(13) 1.387( 9) 0(61) -C(66) 1.390( 7) 
C(13)-C(14) 1.375( 9) 0(62) -0(63) 1.373( 8) 
0(14) -0(15) 1.374( 9) 0(63) -C(64) 1.388( 8) 
Table 40 continued. 
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C(15) -C(16) 1.372( 9) 
C(21) -C(22) 1.410( 7) 
-C(26 1.374( 7) 
-C(23) 1.383( 8) 
-C(65) 1.381( 9) 
-C(66) 1.383( 8) 
C(IS) -C(2S) 1.26( 3) 
C(IS) -C(3S) 1.22( 3) 
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Table 41: 	Angles( 0 ) with standard deviations for compound 15. 
0(11) -Mn(1) -0(21) 85.13(14) P(1) -C(21) -C(22) 121.1(5) 
0(11) -Mn(1) -0(31) 81.56(14) P(1) -C(21) -C(26) 119.6(5) 
0(21) -Mn(1) -0(31) 80.62(14) C(22) -C(21) -C(26) 119.3( 5) 
N(11) -Mn(2) -N(21) 86.47(17) -C(22) -C(23) 119.9( 5) 
N(11) -Mn(2) -0(31) 84.77(16) -C(23) -C(24) 120.0( 6) 
N(11) -Mn(2) - C(1) 92.79(22) -C(24) -C(25) 121.2( 5) 
N(11) -Mn(2) - C(2) 176.92(22) -C(25) -C(26) 118.8( 5) 
N(11) -Mn(2) - C(3) 89.74(22) C(21) -C(26) -C(25) 120.9( 5) 
N(21) -Mn(2) -0(31) 85.33(16) P(1) -C(31) -C(32) 121.0( 4) 
N(21) -Mn(2) - C(1) 177.70(22) P(1) -C(31) -C(36) 120.2( 4) 
N(21) -Mn(2) - C(2) 90.48(22) C(32) -C(31) -C(36) 118.7( 5) 
N(21) -Mn(2) - C(3) 91 .56(22) -C(32) -C(33) 119.9( 5) 
0(31) -Mn(2) - C(1) 92.43(21) -C(33) -C(34) 120.8( 5) 
0(31) -Mn(2) - C(2) 95.43(21) -C(34) -C(35) 120.5( 5) 
0(31) -Mn(2) - C(3) 173.84(21) -C(35) -C(36) 120.0( 5) 
C(1) -Mn(2) - C(2) 90.3( 3) C(31) -C(36) -C(35) 120.0( 5) 
-Mn(2) - C(3) 90.6( 3) N(1) - P(2) -C(41) 107.04(22) 
-Mn(2) - C(3) 89.9( 3) N(1) - P(2) -C(51) 114.31(22) 
Mn(2) -N(11) -0(11) 121.5( 3) N(1) - P(2) -C(61) 110.33(22) 
Mn(2) -N(11) -0(12) 122.0( 3) C(41) - P(2) -C(51) 108.44(23) 
0(11) -N(11) -0(12) 116.5(4) C(41) - P(2) -C(61) 107.84(23) 
-0(11) -N(11) 119.3( 3) C(51) - P(2) -C(61) 108.67(23) 
-N(21) -0(21) 122.5( 3) P(2) -C(41) -0(42) 121.2( 4) 
Mn(2) -N(21) -0(22) 121.8( 3) P(2) -C(41) -0(46) 118.2( 4) 
0(21) -N(21) -0(22) 115.7( 4) 0(42) -0(41) -C(46) 120.6( 5) 
Mn(1) -0(21) -N(21) 118.4( 3) -C(42) -0(43) 119.1( 5) 
0(31) -N(31) -0(32) 117.0( 5) -C(43) -0(44) 120.1( 5) 
Mn(1) -0(31) -Mn(2) 110.50(17) -C(44) -C(45) 120.4( 5) 
Mn(1) -0(31) -N(31) 121.4( 3) -0(45) -0(46) 119.9( 5) 
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Table 41 continued. 
Mn(2) -0(31) -N(31) 127.9( 3) 0(41) -C(46) -C(45) 119.9( 5) 
Mn(2) - C(1) - 0(1) 178.0(5) P(2) -C(51) -C(52) 117.6( 4) 
Mn(2) - C(2) - 0(2) 176.8( 5) P(2) -0(51) -0(56) 122.2( 4) 
Mn(2) - C(3) - 0(3) 178.0(5) 0(52) -C(51) -0(56) 119.9( 5) 
P(1) - N(1) - P(2) 135.0(3) -C(52) -0(53) 120.3( 5) 
N(1) - P(1) -0(11) 113.86(23) -C(53) -C(54) 119.8( 5) 
N(1) - P(1) -0(21) 106.51(23) 0(53) -C(54) -C(55) 120.5( 5) 
N(1) - P(1) -0(31) 111.88(23) C(54) -C(55) -C(56) 120.5( 5) 
C(11) - P(1) -0(21) 108.48(23) 0(51) -C(56) -0(55) 119.0( 5) 
C(11) - P(1) -C(31) 108.39(23) P(2) -C(61) -C(62) 120.4( 4) 
C(21) - P(1) -0(31) 107.47(23) P(2) -C(61) -0(66) 119.5(4) 
P(1) -0(11) -0(12) 124.2(4) C(62) -C(61) -0(66) 120.0( 5) 
P(1) -C(11) -C(16) 116.8(4) C(61) -0(62) -0(63) 119.6( 5) 
C(12) -C(11) -C(16) 118.8( 5) 0(62) -C(63) -0(64) 120.0( 5) 
C(11) -C(12) -C(13) 119.8( 5) -0(64) -0(65) 120.8(6) 
0(12) -0(13) -0(14) 120.8(6) -C(65) -C(66) 119.7( 5) 
0(13) -0(14) -C(15) 119.9(6) 0(61) -C(66) -0(65) 119.9( 5) 
C(14) -0(15) -0(16) 120.6( 6) C(2S) -C(IS) -C(3S) 104.0(23) 
0(1 1) -0(16) -0(15) 120.2( 5) 
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Table 42: 	Bond lengths(A) with standard deviations for 
[trans-(PPh3 )2Mn(CO)3C1] 22. 
Mn(1) -CI(1) 2.3727( 7) -C(33) 1.384( 5) 
Mn(1) - 0(1) 1.860( 3) -C(34) 1.376( 5) 
Mn(1) - 0(2) 1.770( 3) -C(35) 1.367( 4) 
Mn(1) - C(3) 1.835( 3) -C(36) 1.380( 4) 
Mn(1) - P(1) 2.3316( 8) P(2) -0(41) 1.844( 3) 
Mn(1) - P(2) 2.3243( 7) P(2) -C(51) 1.823( 3) 
- 0(1) 1.135( 4) P(2) -0(61) 1.8340(25) 
- 0(2) 1.158( 4) 0(41) -C(42) 1.389( 4) 
- 0(3) 1.155( 4) 0(41) -C(46) 1.394( 4) 
P(1) -0(11) 1.831( 3) -C(43) 1.386( 4) 
P(1) -C(21) 1.840( 3) -C(44) 1.371(4) 
P(1) -C(31) 1.841( 3) -C(45) 1.377( 4) 
0(1 1) -C(12) 1.394( 4) -0(46) 1.388( 4) 
0(1 1) -0(16) 1.390( 4) C(51)-C(52) 1.400( 4) 
C(12) -C(13) 1.380( 4) C(51)-C(56) 1.407( 4) 
C(13) -C(14) 1.395( 4) C(52) -C(53) 1.388( 4) 
C(14) -C(15) 1.365( 4) C(53) -C(54) 1.376( 4) 
C(15) -0(16) 1.392( 4) 0(54) -0(55) 1.384( 4) 
C(21) -C(22) 1.391( 4) C(55) -0(56) 1.367( 4) 
0(21) -0(26) 1.393( 4) 0(61) -0(62) 1.397( 4) 
0(22) -C(23) 1.386( 4) -C(66) 1.392( 4) 
0(23) -C(24) 1.385( 4) -C(63) 1.385( 4) 
-C(25) 1.365( 4) 0(63) -C(64) 1.377( 4) 
-C(26) 1.393( 4) C(64) -0(65) 1.365( 4) 
0(31) -C(32) 1.394( 4) 0(65) -C(66) 1.389( 4) 
0(31) -C(36) 1.389( 4) 
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Table 43: Angles( 0 ) with standard deviations for compound 22. 
01(1) -Mn(1) - 0(1) 	85.72( 9) 	C(21) -0(26) -C(25) 120.6( 3) 
CI(1) -Mn(1) - C(2) 170.64(10) P(1) -C(31) -0(32) 123.19(20) 
01(1) -Mn(1) - C(3) 98.62( 9) P(1) -0(31) -C(36) 118.74(19) 
CI(1) -Mn(1) - P(1) 83.80( 3) C(32) -C(31) -C(36) 118.00(25) 
CI(1) -Mn(1) - P(2) 89.897(24) C(31) -C(32) -C(33) 120.3( 3) 
0(1) -Mn(1) - C(2) 85.27(13) C(32) -C(33) -0(34) 120.8( 3) 
0(1) -Mn(1) - C(3) 175.24(13) C(33) -C(34) -C(35) 119.2( 3) 
C(1) -Mn(1) - P(1) 91.12( 9) C(34) -C(35) -C(36) 120.7( 3) 
-Mn(1) - P(2) 91.47( 9) C(31) -C(36) -0(35) 120.9( 3) 
-Mn(1) - 0(3) 90.47(13) Mn(1) - P(2) -C(41) 118.82( 8) 
0(2) -Mn(1) - P(1) 93.82(10) Mn(1) - P(2) -0(51) 109.53( 9) 
C(2) -Mn(1) - P(2) 92.88(10) Mn(1) - P(2) -0(61) 119.08( 8) 
0(3) -Mn(1) - P(1) 91.29( 9) 0(41) - P(2) -0(51) 102.85(12) 
0(3) -Mn(1) - P(2) 86.61( 9) 0(41) - P(2) -C(61) 100.54(11) 
P(1) -Mn(1) - P(2) 172.99( 3) 0(51) - P(2) -C(61) 103.94(12) 
Mn(1) - 0(1) - 0(1) 176.7( 3) P(2) -0(41) -C(42) 119.37(20) 
Mn(1) - 0(2) - 0(2) 177.2( 3) P(2) -C(41) -0(46) 121 .92(19) 
Mn(1) - 0(3) - 0(3) 174.54(24) 0(42) -0(41) -0(46) 118.65(24) 
Mn(1) - P(1) -0(11) 110.18( 9) 0(41) -0(42) -0(43) 120.2( 3) 
Mn(1) - P(1) -0(21) 119.37( 9) 0(42) -0(43) -0(44) 120.9( 3) 
Mn(1) - P(1) -0(31) 117.03( 8) C(43) -C(44) -0(45) 119.5( 3) 
0(1 1) - P(1) -0(21) 103.46(12) 0(44) -0(45) -C(46) 120.5( 3) 
0(1 1) - P(1) -0(31) 105.05(12) 0(41) -0(46) -C(45) 120.2( 3) 
0(21) - P(1) -0(31) 9.98(12) P(2) -0(51) -C(52) 121.90(20) 
P(1) -C(11) -0(12) 121.15(20) P(2) -0(51) -C(56) 119.56(20) 
P(1) -C(11) -0(16) 119.56(20) 0(52) -0(51) -0(56) 118.11(24) 
0(1 2) -0(11) -0(16) 118.81(25) 0(51) -0(52) -0(53) 120.0( 3) 
0(1 1) -0(12) -0(13) 120.6( 3) C52) -0(53) -0(54) 120.9( 3) 
0(12) -0(13) -0(14) 119.9( 3) 0(53) -0(54) -0(55) 119.6( 3) 
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Table 43 continued. 
C(13)-C(14)-C(15) 119.7( 3) C(54) -C(55) -C(56) 120.5( 3) 
C(14) -C(15) -C(16) 120.8( 3) C(51) -C(56) -C(55) 121.0( 3) 
C(11) -C(16) -C(15) 120.1( 3) P(2) -C(61) -C(62) 119.11(19) 
P(1) -C(21) -C(22) 119.26(20) P(2) -C(61) -C(66) 122.55(19) 
P(1) -C(21) -C(26) 122.36(20) C(62) -C(61) -C(66) 118.24(23) 
C(22) -C(21) -C(26) 118.38(25) C(61) -C(62) -C(63) 120.0( 3) 
C(21) -C(22) -C(23) 120.5( 3) C(62) -C(63) -C(64) 120.4( 3) 
C(22) -C(23) -C(24) 120.2( 3) C(63) -C(64) -C(65) 120.7( 3) 
C(23) -C(24) -C(25) 119.9( 3) C(64) -C(65) -C(66) 119.3( 3) 
C(24) -C(25) -C(26) 120.3( 3) C(61) -C(66) -C(65) 121.33(25) 
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Table 44: 	Bond Lengths(A) with standard deviations 
for {[CIRe(CO)3(NO2 )2]CI[(H3C)3NCH2CIb} i.!. 
Re 	-01(1) 2.488( 5) 0(21) -N(21) 1.515(18) 
Re -0(1) 1.921(13) N(21)-C(22) 1.499(19) 
Re - C(2) 1.908(12) N(21) -C(23) 1.482(19) 
Re - C(3) 1.906(12) N(21) -C(24) 1.444(18) 
Re - N(1) 2.243(11) 01(3) -0(31) 1.759(14) 
Re - N(2) 2.208(11) C(31) -N(31) 1.508(16) 
C(1)-O(1) 1.151(16) N(31)-C(32) 1.509(17) 
- 0(2) 1.153(15) N(31) -C(33) 1.463(17) 
- 0(3) 1.156(14) N(31) -C(34) 1.504(18) 
N(1) -0(11) 1.099(17) CI(4) -0(41) 1.692(18) 
-0(12) 1.208(19) 0(41) -N(41) 1.479(20) 
-0(21) 1.187(16) N(41) -0(42) 1.593(24) 
N(2) -0(22) 1.234(17) N(41) -0(43) 1.487(20) 
01(2) -0(21) 1.764(15) N(41) -0(44) 1.506(19) 
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Table 45: 	Angles(c) with standard deviations for 
c[CIRe(CO)3(NO2)2]CI[(H3C)3NCH2CIb} 28. 
01(1) - 	Re 	- 0(1) 92.4( 4) 0(21) - N(2) -0(22) 117.9(12) 
01(1) - 	Re - C(2) 175.0( 4) 01(2) -C(21) -N(21) 109.8( 9) 
CI(1) - 	Re - 0(3) 94.9( 4) 0(21) -N(21) -C(22) 104.0(11) 
CI(1) - 	Re - N(1) 85.7( 3) 0(21) -N(21) -C(23) 111.5(11) 
01(1) - 	Re - N(2) 83.8( 3) C(21) -N(21) -C(24) 113.4(11) 
C(1) - Re - C(2) 90.9( 5) C(22) -N(21) -0(23) 108.6(11) 
0(1) - Re - C(3) 88.4( 5) C(22) -N(21) -C(24) 110.1(11) 
C(1) - 	Re - N(1) 176.5( 5) C(23) -N(21) -C(24) 109.1(11) 
C(1) - Re - N(2) 91.4( 5) CI(3) -C(31) -N(31) 113.2( 9) 
C(2) - Re - 0(3) 89.1( 5) 0(31) -N(31) -0(32) 110.3( 9) 
C(2) - Re - N(1) 90.9( 5) C(31) -N(31) -0(33) 107.1( 9) 
0(2) - Re - N(2) 92.3( 5) 0(31) -N(31) -0(34) 110.9(10) 
C(3) - Re - N(1) 94.7( 4) C(32) -N(31) -0(33) 109.8(10) 
0(3) - Re - N(2) 178.6( 5) 0(32) -N(31) -0(34) 110.3(10) 
N(1) - Re - N(2) 85.5( 4) 0(33) -N(31) -0(34) 108.4(10) 
Re 	-C(1)-0(1) 178.4(11) CI(4) -C(41) -N(41) 114.1(11) 
Re - 0(2) - 0(2) 176.7(11) 0(41) -N(41) -0(42) 110.9(12) 
Re - 0(3) - 0(3) 179.3(10) 0(41) -N(41) -0(43) 107.2(11) 
Re - N(1) -0(11) 122.0(10) 0(41) -N(41) -0(44) 110.3(11) 
Re - N(1) -0(12) 116.3(10) 0(42) -N(41) -0(43) 116.7(12) 
0(11) - N(1) -0(12) 121.7(14) 0(42) -N(41) -0(44) 104.8(12) 
Re - N(2) -0(21) 123.4( 9) 0(43) -N(41) -C(44) 106.7(11) 
Re - N(2) -0(22) 118.6( 9) 
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Table 46: 	Bond lengths (A) and standard deviations for 
[Re(CO) 3(ONO) 3][PPN] 2 33. 
Re-C(21C)#1 1.835(7) 
Re-C(21C) 1.835(7) 
Re-C(1 IC)#1 1.867(7) 
Re-C(1 1C) 1.867(7) 


















C(21 C)-0(21 C) 1.098(7) 
C(31 C)-0(31 C) 1.135(8) 
P(1)-N(1) 1.576(5) 
















































Table 47: Bond angles (°) and standard deviations for 
[Re(C0) 3(ONO)3][PPN]2 33. 
C(21C)#I-Re-C(21C) 179.999(1) 
C(21C)#1-Re-C(1IC)#1 84.1(8) 
C(21C)-Re-C(I IC)#1 95.9(8) 
C(21C)#1-Re-C(1 IC) 95.9(8) 
C(21 C)-Re-C(1 IC) 84.1(8) 
C(11C)#l-Re-C(1IC) 180.0 
C(21C)#1-Re-C(31C) 90.3(10) 
C(21 C)-Re-C(31 C) 89.7(10) 
C(IIC)#1-Re-C(31C) 90.4(7) 
C(1 IC)-Re-C(31C) 89.6(7) 
C(21C)#1-Re-C(31C)#1 89.7(10) 
C(21 C)-Re-C(31 C)#1 90.3(10) 
C(I IC)#1-Re-C(31C)#1 89.6(7) 
C(1 1C)-Re-C(31C)#1 90.4(7) 
C(31 C)-Re-C(31 C)#1 180.0 
0(31N)#I-Re-0(31N) 180.0 
0(31N)#1-Re-0(11N) 95.3(4) 
0(31N)-Re-O(I IN) 84.7(4) 
0(31N)#1-Re-O(I IN)#1 84.7(4) 
0(31 N)-Re-0(1 I N)#1 95.3(4) 
0(11N)-Re-O(IIN)#1 180.0 
0(31N)#l-Re-0(21N)#1 84.5(4) 
0(31 N)-Re-0(21 N)#1 95.5(4) 
0(11 N)-Re-0(21 N)#1 98.8(3) 
0(11N)#1-Re-0(21N)#1 81.2(3) 
0(31N)#1-Re-0(21N) 95.5(4) 








O(1 2N)-O(1 1N)-Re 105.9(6) 
0(12N)-N(1N)-O(I1N) 105.1(9) 
N(IN)-O(12N)-O(IIN) 37.9(5) 
N(2N)-0(21 N)-0(22N) 35.8(6) 
N(2N)-0(21N)-Re 141.3(8) 
0(22N)-0(21 N)-Re 106.3(7) 
0(21N)-N(2N)-0(22N) 109.9(11) 
N(2N)-0(22N)-0(21 N) 34.3(6) 
N(3N)-0(31N)-0(32N) 32.3(6) 
N(3N)-0(31N)-Re 135.8(8) 








C(31)-P(1)-C(1 1) 107.6(2) 
N(1)-P(1)-C(21) 112.2(3) 








Table 47 continued. 
C(51 )-P(2)-C(41) 108.5(2) 
P(1)-N(1 )-P(2) 144.1(4) 
C(12)-C(11)-C(16) 120.0 
C(12)-C(11)-P(1) 122.0(2) 






C(22)-C(21 )-C(26) 120.0 
C(22)-C(21)-P(1) 119.1(2) 
C(26)-C(21)-P(1) 120.8(2) 




C(21 )-C(26)-C(25) 120.0 


















C(52)-C(51 )-C(56) 120.0 
C(52)-C(51 )-P(2) 121.3(2) 
C(56)-C(51)-P(2) 118.6(2) 




C(51 )-C(56)-C(55) 120.0 
C(62)-C(61 )-C(66) 120.0 
C(62)-C(61 )-P(2) 122.3(2) 
C(66)-C(61 )-P(2) 117.6(2) 








Bond lengths (A) and angles (°) with standard deviations for 







































Table 49: 	Bond angles (°) and standard deviations for 











C(3)-Cr-C(1 )#1 88.5(7) 
C(3)#1-Cr-C(1 )#1 91.5(7) 
C(2)-Cr-C(1 )#1 93.1(4) 




C(2)#1 -Cr-N 89.2(7) 
C(1 )-Cr-N 89.4(10) 






C(1 )#1 -Cr-N#1 89.4(10) 
N-Cr-N#1 179.998(4) 
0(1 )-C(1 )-Cr 178.8(8) 
0(2)-C(2)-Cr 179.1(8) 
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0(1 N)-0(3)-C(3) 79(2) 
0(3)-N-0(1N) 60.3(14) 
0(3)-N-0(2N) 53.7(12) 










C(21 )-P-C(21 )#2 106.4(4) 
C(21)-P-C(11) 110 
C(21 )#2-P-C(1 1) 110.2(3) 
C(21 )-P-C(1 1)#2 110.2(3) 
C(21 )#2-P-C(1 1)#2 110.6(3) 
C(11)-P-C(11)#2 108.9(4) 









C(22)-C(21 )-C(26) 120.0 


















































Table 51: 	Bond angles (°) and standard deviations for 
[W(CO)5(NO2)J[PPh4] 46. 
C(2#1 -W-C(2) 179.998(2) 
C(2)#1-W-C(3)#1 95.5(4) 
C(2)-W-C(3)#1 84.5(3) 
C(2)#1 -W-C(l) 90.4(3) 
C(2)-W-C(1) 89.6(3) 
C(2#1 -W-C(3) 84.5(4) 
C(2)-W-C(3) 95.5(4) 
C(3)#1-W-C(3) 179.999(1) 
C(1 )-W-C(3) 88.2(4) 
C(2)#1-W-C(1 )#1 89.6(3) 
C(2)-W-C(1 )#1 90.4(3) 
C(3)#1-W-C(1 )#1 88.2(4) 
C(1)-W-C(1)#1 179.998(1) 










C(1 )-W-N#1 82.6(4) 
C(3)-W-N#1 165.8(4) 




































Table 51 continued. 
N-0(1 N)-0(3) 41.8(6) 
N-0(1 N)-C(3) 2.2(5) 




C(21 )#2-P-C(21) 106.3(3) 
C(21 )#2-P-C(1 1)#2 111.2(2) 
C(21)-P-C(1 1) 110.0(2) 
C(21 )#2-P-C(1 1) 110.0(2) 
C(21)-P-C(11) 111.2(2) 
C(1 1)#2-P-C(11) 108.2(3) 
C(12)-C(11)-C(16) 120.0 
C(1 2)-C(1 1)-P 118.2(2) 






C(22)-C(21 )-C(26) 120.0 
C(22)-C(21 )-P 122.2(2) 
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